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Can’t Rest On The Times,

||; Things keep changing for the better here at Punk Planet HQ.

Our recent distribution deal with Mordam Records has freed up a lot

of time and we’ve spent it wisely. Gotta stay quick, gotta stay in

shape. Gotta keep changing, ‘cause otherwise you get bo-ring.

So there are plenty of changes in this issue... and in issues to

come! Get excited.

This issue marks the debut of an entirely new section in Punk

Planet, 20 Questions. What 20 Questions will do is pose 20 ques-

tions (duh!) to different bands & fanzines every issue. How's it dif-

ferent than a fuii-on interview? Simple, the questions are simpler,

and they stay the same from band to band and from zine to zine.

The pieces are shorter than a regular interview, allowing us to fit

more bands and zines into a single issue of PP! Plus, 20 Questions

will let us give much-needed coverage to bands that don't that many

releases, or zines that not everyone’s reading.

Ill This issue also marks the column debut of Norm Arenas, for-

merly of Anti-Matter fanzine and currently from the band Texas Is The

Reason. Welcome aboard Norm!

Ill: Sadjy.this issue marks the final appearance of original PP plan-

eteer, Will Dandy. Will’s been working with PP since issue one, and

has finally decided to move on to bigger and better projects. Good

it^ck Will, we'll miss you!

Finally, we’d like to extend a belated welcome aboard to Sarah

Jacobson, who joined our team last issue. Sarah’s writing under-

ground film reviews for us be sure to check out her reviews, she

knows her shit like nobodies business! If you want some background

about Sarah, she was interviewed in PP16—in fact her film column

was a result of that interview.

Anyway, that’s ail for now. Hope you ail are thawing out after

the deep freeze this winter. As always, we hope you enjoy issue

number 18 of Punk Planet. If you don’t, we urge you to make your

own zine... in fact, you should be making your own zine anyway!

See you in the summer,

Your Friends at PP

bHEMHO
Yep, you read that right. Punk Planet is

now paying for all its content. That also

means that we’re going to be super

choosy, but give it a shot, you need the

money, doncha? For more information on

how this process is going to work, find

the full-page info sheet in this issue.

Interviews
We like"all kinds of interviews, with all

kinds of people. Just ‘cause someone’s not

in a band (or may not even be ‘punk’)

doesn’t mean they’re not interesting.

Above all else, make the interview interest-

ing. An interesting interview with someone
no one’s ever heard of is going to run over

a really boring interview with Rancid.

Fiction
We usually print one piece of fiction per

issue, so sometimes there’s a wait before

you see yours printed. It can’t be too

long either... There’s a thing called ‘short

stories’ go for it.

Articles
Articles are the best! They’re also the

hardest to write, but you can do it!

Articles are researched, well written, and

goddamnit, relevant! Take a chance, do
something wild!

DlY
You can always help us out by writing up
a DIY file. Basically, if you know how to do

something & can explain it well, type it on

up & send it in. DIY files have ranged from

auto maintenance, to touring, to guitar

buying, and all points in between.

Everything else
As far as reviews & columns go: we don’t

need anymore!! We have a ton of colum-

nists & more reviewers than can fit in a

mid-sized apartment! Please, don’t send

us columns, as you’re pretty much
assured they won’t run.

All submissions should be typed
,
and prefer-

ably put on a 3 1/2 " disk
,
either Mac or IBM.

Just ‘cause you send something in doesn't

mean it's going to get printed
,
and certianly

doesn't mean you're gonna get paid.

suB/mssian men



MAYBE ITS IN

FRONT BACK

The Design Parlor is making available shirts for all of us who thought we were True Till Death, but just

couldn’t hang in there for that long. Who thought we were going to Break Down The Walls but ended

up just breaking down. Who thought Start Today meant something else completely. Damn it, we tried.

We’ve tried and failed. We’ve stumbled and fallen. We tried a new taste. ..and it wasn’t so bad. Cast

aside your feelings of inadequacy and guilt. Be proud once again! Unite! Stand Tall! And all that stuff!

The shirts are white ink on blue shirts, they come in large and extra large and they cost $10 each

(postage is covered). Send checks or well concealed cash to The Design Parlor/Josh Hooten 219A

Spring Street, Medford MA., 02155. Uptight straight edge kids, don’t expect responses to hate mail. To

quote our great American lyric poet, Foghorn Leghorn, "It’s a joke son.” -The Design Pdrlor

HEX
magazine

|

double issue 5/6. now available

written by jane hex of punk planet

[see the world.]

po box 989. Berkeley, ca. 94701

two dollars postpaid, concealed cash.

cheers.

The Christal Methodists. New World Odour. CD $12.50

59 minutes of documentary battle footage showcasing our punk radio guerillas feeding

Christian fascists a dose of their own medicine using samplers, muzak. tape loops and sound

effects records Homos, kikes, notgrrlz and dykes unite in a leftist, drug-induced blowout

Brother Russell. Brother Russell's Radio Jihad. CD $1250

Masquerading as a sensitive old woman with a real fucking axe to grind. Brother Russell

regales the radio waves in central Texas with tales of killer orangutans conspiring with the

Freemasons to take over the US government and more in this sordid romp into transvestite

Recreational Christianity

The Christal Methodists. Scripture lips C Filter Tips. Cassette $7.50

The first prolonged four-track assault on Christian broadcasting live from Oregon and Texas

Khmer Ribs. Shrimpy Skampers. Knt.kal Dubbs and Neil unite for the first time to spread the

lo-fi gospel to the sounds of Hitler rallies, crying babies being machine gunned Ralph Reed

in Bosnia and so much more

The Christal Methodists. Nevermind Nirvana - It's Grungicidel. 7"EP $3.50

Five recordings of The Methodistas’ controversial impersonations of Nirvana s Kurt Cobain at

Bay Area modern rock stations and record stores, recording station IDs and arranging for in

store appearances in the fall of 1953 Features uninvited manifestations of Bob Larson yelling

at Courtney Love. Kurt Loder, SubPop market researchers and our faux Kurt Cobam

The Christal Methodists. Fertilizer Mix. 7 "EP $3.50

Featuring selected out-takes and fragments from Scripture Lips and Filter Tips, this is a Goy

Division co-release with StomachacheRRRecoids This unwarranted infection reveals the

secret location of the Christal Methodists' Rush Limbaugh T-shirt set a recipie for brewing

. . . . _ .l,- mi.nci iho oatinn nl ?hpllfish

Our new 1997 scatalogue features the following

offerings from the Goy Diuision media deathcamps:

FQDM BUY DIVISION
SPECIAL
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Silver Scooter

Drake Tungsten 7”ep--$3.00

“Six Pence for the Sauces”
Drake offers moody
post-punk pop songs
with Mod effects guitar,

a cool Casio, and errat-

ic drumming, offset by

short, inventive, melod-

ic songs with acoustic

guitar that reveal

Drakes love of The
Beatles. Art-angst that

makes you feel cool,

instead of like a wimp.

3RAKfc 1VMCVTIN

at 45rpm” T ep. The 1-4-Ss / The Inhalants
spilt T\ Teen Titans “More Songs, Less
Music" 7”ep, Teen Titans “We’re Wildcats!”
7”ep, Audrey 7”

RHYTHM COLLISION
CRUNCH TIMS

The new 22 song CD featuring Hue &
unreleased tracks out now!

$8/US, $ 10/World. Collision Industries:

POB 865; Agoura, CA 91376 USA.

Checks/m. o. to H. Margolis

(Free 10"x 20" poster with order)

rhythmco/@aol.com

m

(l§|f)
Peek-a-Boo

[Wy Industries
P.O. Box 49542, Austin, TX 78765
www3.pair.com/~travesty/peekaboo.htm
Please make checks out to Travis Higdon

Poopiehead 7”ep—$3.00
“Big Red Poopie Eater”

P/VlPlPMCA f> Come to Poopiefand,
rwr I Er-PCn\S

; where the Poopie People

have come up with the

the cutest boy/girl Casio

pop on the planet With

imaginative songs
about toys, cartoons, &
cars, Poopiehead is so
sweet you’ll get cavities!

! Like Shorten Knife with

sugar on top.

Junior Varsity7”ep--$3.00

“Ice Cream Social”

At last, this revolutionary ImJjf ft
garage pop trio is taking *
back the streets of

Houston & making them
. ^

VW- ^*
safe for block parties & GO* Jj

sock hops. Dressed like to the
‘

cheerleades, JV serves ice
up goofy 60’s pop about q ream
hot rods and ice cream. SOCIAL
Jump on the JV express ^
as it careens towards a

malt shop near you!

what ts awp *cin>

4ND fcAT5 P00P1ES?

I

Qpepo.tton-.cVifpcUv^n and "t he
l^.ohf\\e<iwn9 s/ |Q^»ng Split.

.V Vl

O o

it*

^fhdCA^H cT blann or<Jec5|
_rjo chec ks, otMtr Countries JpV More

|

Pob 954- bloomina-bon TR. 47*142 f

Silver Scooter debut 7”—$3.00
Guitar-driven angst pop
for the shy and bitter.

Pretty, melodic, sad,

angry, and catchy. This

prolific indie pop trio is

quickly winning the

hearts of Austin’s pop
fans, and you won’t be J p -J
able to get these melan-

§ M % ^
choly songs out of your ^
head as you drink your-

self to sleep!

Write for a treecopyof

Peek-a-Boo Industries 1996

with a catalog ot other Texas punk and pop.

I— O ^H h “Chi X C\J
"COJ CD< GO CL

cn

0£ *m

O Ql q)$ CJ Oh
-a

<Z =

i

LOOKOUT RECORDS!
ON TOUR VERY SOON,

^

CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS! ^
We have many records by these bands*

, Beautys-Boils-Boris the Sprinkler

-

Chubbies-Cletus -Connie Dungs-Crumbs-
Fun Size-Grumpies-Halflings*-Heromakers
- Inquisi tion-Larry Brrds-Egghead .

-

Mulligan Stu-Narcissistic Freds-
Nobodys - Parasi tes- Phuzz- Pinhead Circus
-Plug-Rehabs-Scooby Don' t-Sleepasaurus
-Trixie Belden-Well Fed Smile-White
Trash Superman. . .and MORE!!
Send a stamp for a nifty catalogue*

THE FIERY I

MOUSE TRAIN
PO BOX 40307 .

BERKELEY, CA
94704 M

For our high-tech friends:

r
http: / /www. jps.net/fallout/parasites.htm
e-mail i dave_parasite5bigfopt.com
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Mark!
Pro modeEgwflHtaHKily
At better skateshops, everywhere!

If your local shop is trying to sell you a cheap imitation,

especially something made by a corporate non-skater

o\»ned company, you can buy direct!

S$1 lor skateboard catalog & sticker

E$5 for catalog, sticker, pin, & Pool Oust ritte

N $12 for (dialog, sticker, line & t-shirt

D $20 for catalog, sticker, line, t-shirt, poster, & banner!!

Ws;

BEER CITY SKATEBOARDS • http://WWW.BEERCITY.COM/
P.O.Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wt 53226-0035 phone: 414-257-151 1 lax 414-257-1517

Don’t forget Beer City puts out some great hardcore/ punk records. Send $1 for a catalog!



Maybe chains ain’t

so bad after all!

Punk Planet

Hey, I’m writing in about the letter from

Whitney (PP #17). I’d just like to bring up

some things that she may not have thought

about concerning zine editors who choose to

sell their zine through chain stores. When I

made my first zine I didn’t even know there

was a such thing as “zine distributors.” I had

always bought all of my zines through the

mail, or at Epicenter (where Whitney works),

and that’s how I intended to distribute my

own zine. The idea that chain stores would sell

my zine was a completely alien concept to me.

In fact, I was so naive that when my first issue

was printed I just walked into Epicenter and

placed a small stack of my zine on the rack

with the other zines. I actually thought that

“non-profit, volunteer” meant that the mer-

chandise was donated to the store. It cost

$1.90 for me to print each copy, but I was

more concerned with getting it to people than

I was about getting paid. Unfortunatly, my

zine was thrown in the trash by Epicenter

workers. The problem was that my zine, which

contained 4o full size pages of writing, also

featured six photos of naked girls. The girls

were three friends of mine and it was their

own idea to take the photos and give them to

me for the zine. I never intended to publish

any sort of sex zine, but I liked the photos and

printed them. The idea caught on in subse-

quent issues. In the second issue I also printed

naked photos of myself and four of my male

friends just to make things even between the

sexes. Epicenter still rejected it. Not a single

DIY zine distributor would pick up my zine

despite the fact that, by this time, I was mail-

ing it to every single person I thought might

be interested. I actually gave Revolver free

copies because they said they would at least

send them to stores for me as promos. Then I

got a post card from Fine Print requesting a

copy of my zine. I had no idea who they were,

but after I sent them my zine they sent back a

letter that said. “We’d like to order 300 copies

of your next issue.” Whoa!! That really blew

me away. I had no idea Barnes & Noble was

one of the stores they distrubuted to. I was

just glad it would actually get into stores (this

was before they started all that barcode crap

too). Desert Moon and then Tower were the

next two distributors to pick up my zine.

Ironically, my next issue was sold at the local

Tower Records, Crown Books, Barnes &

Noble, and Borders, but the mom and pop

store in my home town would still not sell it

because the owner was afraid it might get him

in trouble. My point here is that my zine was

originally not accepted by the DIY communi-

ty. As for one of the zine distributors that

Whitney recommended in her letter, when I

sent my zine to Basement Children they not

only rejected it, but listed my name and

address in thier catalog and encouraged their

readers to send me hate mail. Somehow they

got the impression that my zine spread “sexism

and oppression.” (???) This was an example of

the type of misinformation I had to deal with

from a large segment of the DIY punk com-

munity from the begining. I always sent my

detractor’s letters that included my address and

phone #, but they never wanted to debate with

me personally. In many cases my zine was

scorned before a single word of it got read. I

think it’s probably appropriate that one of the

zine distros Whitney listed is called “Secluded

Universe” because that is exactly the type of

environment many of these zine distros

attempt to create for themselves.

The only part of Dan’s response to

Whitney’s letter that I don’t agree with is the

part where he states, “You raise some very

good points in your letter.” What points are

these?? The thrust of Whitney’s letter seems to

state that only zines that cut and paste their

lay-out and limit their distribution to “spare

time” distributors should be considered DIY.

She then states that, “I myself do a zine distri-

bution & I never require a fucken bar code on

the zine.” What a completely assinine com-

ment! Is she congratulating herself? She only

sells through one store! She then states that

she’s “noticed a division between zines”, and

then quotes from a friend who “worded it best:

‘...the adult zines (regardless of age!)-these have

a glossy &C full color covers, done with com-

putors & shit like that. I personally think that

most of these are quite dry.” She then lists

some computer done zines (mine is listed

among them) vs. a list of some cut 6c paste

zines “we do” which I assume are NOT “dry”.

My first question is, why are the computor lay-

out zines called “adult’ ? This isnt explained. I

doubt she’s trying to say that computor zines



are more rriature. And why does she say

“regardless of age.” Is this just a PC required

anti-ageist disclaimer? I don’t discriminate by

age either. If fact, simply because I refuse to

require an age statement from the kids who

order my zines and records, I think it’s only a

matter of time before I am arrested, jailed, or

fined heavily, and am required to register

myself with the police as a sex offender for dis-

tributing naked photos to minors. How’s that

for being anti-ageist? I resent being referred to

as an adult zine. My other question, and this

one is asked directly of Whitney, why does

there have to be this division between zines?

Are you sure that you just “noticed” this divi-

sion or do you actually help to foster it? I have

nothing against you cut & paste people! In the

upcoming issue of my computor lay-out zine I

have glowing reviews given to two of the cut

&c paste zines you listed. On the other hand,

none of my fellow computor “adult” zines on

your list even get a mention in my zine. You

can almost infer from this that I actually favor

the cut paste people. In fact, my whole

problem with your letter is that from the

beginning I only wanted to be your friend. I

wanted you and all of the other DIY cut &C

paste people to like me! I didn’t fit in with

people from corporate society. The only reason

I did a zine was so I could be a part of your

special group. I wanted you to write me let-

ters. I wanted to hang out with all of you cool

punk rock people. I was trying to be part of

the scene. Instead you rejected me for my

computor and labeled me a sexist pervert

because I liked looking at pictures of naked

girls. I did my best to fit in and be a part of

your group. I stood before you naked and all

you did was ignore me! You wouldn’t even

argue with me. I was so desperate for your

attention that I did things to piss you off just

so you would notice me. You made me pathet-

ic! You know, maybe if you would have just

invited me to one of your vegan potlucks I

would have turned out okay. You could have

had an influence on me. Maybe if you didn’t

completely reject me we could have discussed

sexism together. Maybe we could have learned

things together. We could have been friends!

But no, you turned me away! That’s why your

letter disturbs me so much, Whitney. It’s your

fault that I was forced to prostitute myself

through the chain stores of corporate America.

I used corporate America to help give me the

special attention I was originally denied from

your DIY punk scene. How dare you chastise

me for this! Maybe if I, and other zine editors,

had betrayed you somehow by choosing to sell

through chain stores I could see the reason for

your consternation. The fact is I happily offer

half price consignment rates to any distro that

wants my zine. Much like you, I actually pre-

fer the small mail order distributors because I

believe they cater to a more active readership.

Perhaps in the future we can concentrate less

on our differences and more on the common

ground we share as zine editors.

Aaron, The Probe

PO Box 5068

Pleasanton, Ca. 94566

PS: Just so I’m not misleading anybody. It

was a pain in the ass, but I did get some copies

of Probes #2, #3, and #5 on the shelf at

Epicenter. Also, as people have become more

familiar with The Probe, acceptance in the

punk community has been less of a problem

than it was when I started out.

Dok Kaper reveals
his true identiy!

Dear Whitney—
I took great offense to your letter regard-

ing the DIY “Zine Distro” article in PP#16.

The article states that it’s not for every-

body—but rather, just those who aspire get-

ting their ‘zines onto the shelves of the big

chain stores. It doesn’t take a stance on

whether this is right or wrong, it’s just a crib

sheet on how to get that exposure. No more,

no less.

As somebody who’s worked with publish-

ers at all levels for a number of years I can’t

believe how much you missed the point by.

There’s plenty of room out there for cut ‘n’

paste ‘zines, and not just in record and punk

stores. How about Cody’s in Berkeley, Mind

Over Matter in Albuquerque, Reading Frenzy

in Eugene, Atomic Books in Baltimore,

Quimby’s in Chicago, etc? How about Desert

Moon Distributors? They can’t take every-

thing, but they certainly take a ton of chances

on great ‘zines.

I made reference to Aaron Cometbus

because I’ve worked with him before, and I

had the pleasure of telling Barnes &c Noble

that despite their interest in Cometbus, they

weren’t going to get it. That made me feel

good, here’s somebody that handwrites his

‘zine, gets a chain calling after him and he says

‘No’. That’s beautiful.

Once again I must point out that the arti;

cle is intended to help those publishers who

think that they want that chain exposure to

realize what it entails to get it:

— Sucking up to a large corporation.

— A UPC preprinted on the magazine (or

a sticker for each copy)

—^A distributor to take a huge cut of the

pie.

— Affidavit returns.

— Slow payment. (If you can get it all,

look at Fine Print).

So do me a favor, if you’d like to rip an arti-

cle in the future please make sure that you have

just cause to do so. If an article isn’t directed at

you it certainly doesn’t make it wrong.

Have a take, but don’t suck.

Tom Lupoff

AKA - Dok Kaper

General Manager

BigTop Publisher Services

833 Market St., Suite 602

San Francisco, CA 94103

TomL@BigTopPubs.com

Dearest Punk Planet,

I thouroughly enjoyed the new issue,

especially the “all punk cons” article. Lving in

LA and being part of the gross industry (

well, in a fringe way, thank god..) and it

seems like now one out here understands

exactly how they dug the grave they are

standing in, it was awesome to see such an

insightful, comprehensive and well written

article about the current industry glut and

how unfortunately, no matter how far

removed we think we are from major labels

and their ilk, it’s affecting alot more people/

lebels/ bands/ mags than we would

think.. .BUT BUT BUT, the one glaring mis-

take I did happen to notice was the reference

to Amphetamine Reptile as a designer label

that exploits it’s artists for financial gain.(

Unlike Epitaph and Sub Pop both of whom

Punk

SIS

Planet



employ staffs of 40 -plus people in compari-

son to Am Reps whopping 5 employees) .

Without hestitation, I can tell you that the

people at Amphetamine Reptile are some of

the most honest and hardworking people I

have EVER encountered in this business. 6

years ago, they gave me my start in their

mailroom. They are not putting out records

in hopes of getting fucking “HITS”. Sure in

the past they had success with bands like

Boss Hog, Helmet or more recently Unsane.

But for every Boss Hog, there was always

some unoticed or underapprciated band like

Janitor Joe, Cosmic Psychos or Halo Of Flies.

If someone was aiming solely for Hits and

record sales - do you honestly think they

'

would be putting out records by bands like

Today is the Day who are inaccsessable at

best or a yoddeling art punk band like

Chokebore???? Granted, for about 10 months

Am Rep HAD a' manufacture and distro deal

with Alantic, but during that time the records

they put out were the same as what they have

always done - I mean I didn’t notice the

Cows turning into fucking Sublime ,
Guzzard

didn’t magicly transform from Math rock to

sensitive singer song writers did they ??? ...I

learned ALOT from my time at AmREP and

have tremendous respect for them and their

bands.They still go to shows, buy 7s, read

fanzines, put out records regardless of

whether or not people actually give a fuck.

Just like alot of people that read punk planet.

So theres my 2 cents.

Thanks,

Jessica Hopper

Hit it Or Quit IT!

PO BOX 381219

LA CA 90039

hyper@westworld.com

P.S. please make Dave Hake write like 10

more pages in each issue. He is my favorite.

He seems like one of the only writers/colum-

nists ( with the exception of the almost

equally as awesome Josh Hooten and Dan

sinker) who isn’t fucking writing about who

is punk and trying to define it and Boring is

the Reason’s veiws on what some vegan in a

back pack did or Earth Crisis beating up

someone cos they petted a dog too hard or

something. I, personally, would rather read

Dave Hake make sorta sense with big words I

only half understand that are secretly mock-

ing us all .

Dear Jessica,

Many people who have worked at record

labels always have a different story to tell about

them than folks on the so-called outside who

are not privy to experiences like your own. I’m

glad you had such a great time at AmRep.

That's really great. It’s always wonderful to

have fond memories of the down home integri-

ty of labels that serve as career starters. But I'd

like to point out that the private experience of

working at a label is not the same thing as

being subject to it’s marketing strategies, the

way an indie may promote its bands, and what

that may look like to an outside observer.

What always annoyed me about

Amphetamine Reptile was it's hype machine.

All the damn tee shirts you'd see at gigs with

the label logo on them that read “Noise, " and
/

its endless reappearance in the pages of

MRR, Your Flesh and AP magazine. All those

never ending promotional samplers like

“AmRep Motors 1994," etc... released to pro-

mote tours. All the calls to the stations I

worked at, trying to hype groups like Helmet

and the godawful Surgery. This endless stream

of petite bourgeois, corporate propaganda

struck me as being indistinguishable from the

promotional tactics of major labels. Why

?Because it felt as though AmRep's marketing

strategy was to shove their bands down your

throat. That's coercive.

AmRep marketing's underlying message

was that you were buying a label as much as

you were particular kind of record. The sym-

bolism ofAmRep's advertizing strategy was in

my opinion, like SST's late eighties and early

nineties advertizing campaigns, one of the

first to push indie record marketing on the

basis of a label's designer image, just like

Sub Pop or Epitaph. From now on you'd see

the AmRep logo as a sign of quality, which

assured you that anything you bought from

them would be of the highest quality, even

though groups like Janitor Joe were fairly

generic and indistinguishable from bands

such as Tad or Willard. In my opinion
,
this is

an undemocratic approach to marketing, one

which deliberately cultivated anxieties about

consumer satisfaction by providing a non-

binding guarantee of purchasing satisfaction

based on an empty, corporate symbol. Who

cares if only five people worked there at any

given time, the marketing made everything

feel much bigger. The promotional flyers

faxed out and mailed to radio stations were

particularly revealing—the font was slanted to

appear 'rushed,' the language was coarse

and macho, full of pronouncements about

shaking foundations and double barrelled,

gasoline chuggin ' excitement. There were

always a lot of references to brutality and

power of one sort or another. You'd almost

think that the label was trying to sell you a

new four wheel drive

If this kind of language was parodic or

even self-effacing, that would have been one

thing. But when you listened to AmRep

bands, what it suggested was something

entirely different. You were supposed to

associate a particular sound with a kind of

excitement and energy that was largely indis-

tinguishable from a Soldier of Fortune kind of

mentality. While there were groups on the

label that didn’t fit that profile at all, like the

sadly departed God Bullies, and even label

owner Tom Hazelmeyer's Halo of Flies, the

whole point of the exercise seemed to be to

use as parochial and male a rhetoric as pos-

sible in order to make AmRep records

appealing to a lowest common denominator

adolescent mentality.

If you combine that kind of rhetoric with

AmRep's heavy emphasis on no more mister

nice guy style hard rock, what the marketing

strategy revealed was a savvy, informed

attempt by smart people at making a certain

kind of eighties rust belt anti-redneck punk

aesthetic appeal to macho, beer drinking

fratboy types who had developed a penchant

for all things alternative because it had

become fashionable to do so. The problem

was that this strategy subverted the ironic

deconstruction of machismo that was so

important to bands like Big Black and

Killdozer, and turned it back into mean spirit-

ed, testosterone driven jock rock. Even in

those instances when the bands on the label

were anything but sexy, like Vertigo or for

that matter, The Melvins.

This made the experience of listening to

AmRep releases unenjoyable, even for some-

one who never missed a Cows show whenev-

er they’d pull through Portland or San



Francisco. This reminds me of an anecdote

I’m fond of recalling. Looking at yet another

damn press release from AmRep for the first

Love 666 album
, a station manager whom I

worked for at the time commented

"Aggressive marketing for aggressive music.
”

The double entendre couldn’t have spelled it

out any better.

Best,

Joel Schalit

Dear Punk Planet,

This letter is a response to a letter that you

printed in your April issue. The letter was

written by an individual named Jason Miller,

and his article dealt with warning people

about our band(slacker). Jason made several

negative aligations towards our band over and

incident which occured this past summer

when we were supposed to tour with

Grapefruit. We felt that it was necessary to

respond to this letter, because up until this

point we were unaware of our “wrong-doing”.

We felt as a band that it was important to clar-

ify our side of the story.

I guess we should start by saying that we

met Grapefruit two years ago when we played

a show together at Gilman. At the time, both

bands were on tour, and we seemed to get

along well. Brandon from Grapefruit told us

that there were people in Hawaii who set up

shows for mainland bands, and that on our

next tour we should consider trying to go to

Hawaii. Brandon gave us his address and we

continued to stay in contact. A year later we

were planning another US tour, and consid-

ered the possibility of going to Hawaii.

Living in the mountains of Pennsylvania,

where it snows from October to April, made

the idea of going to Hawaii seem pretty

good. Brandon told us that a good friend of

his, Jason Miller, was setting up shows in

Hawaii. We got in touch with Jason, and

everything seemed cool. Jason told us that it

would be possible for us to come to Hawaii,

but that there was some difficulty in covering

the airfare. At this time, we offered to pay for

half of our airfare, and Jason said that he

could cover the other half. We did promise

Jason 7”’s and posters, and we did deliver. We

sent 25 of each 7” we had out at the time,

and 100 posters. We are not sure what Jason

expected, but we sent what we had. As for

sending the materials a week before the show,

that would have been difficult considering

that we were in Oklahoma, and the materials

were sent from PA.

We are also confused about how we

demanded to leave on a certain date consider-

ing the fact, that we booked the rest of our

tour around going to Hawaii. We spent two

days at a friends house in LosAngeles before

going to Hawaii, and we didn’t even play in

LA until we returned from Hawaii. If Jason

Miller wanted us to leave a day or two early, I

don’t think that it would have been a problem.

When we were in Hawaii everything

seemed great. The bands we played with were

great, and the people we met were great. All

in all, we thought that it was a very worth-

while experience. Therefore, when Jason told

us that the club took a large percentage of the

money, and he didn’t have all of the money to

pay us back, we told him to give us three

hundred less than he was originally going to,

and that we would take the loss. Besides, we

had covered our cost by selling merchandise.

We didn’t want Jason Miller to lose any

money, and we don’t understand how our

telling him to keep three hundred extra dol-

lars could be viewed as being jerk’s about

money. Bottom line is that when we left

Hawaii we thought that everything went well,

and that our relationship with Jason Miller

was on good terms.

We did agree to set up eight days of a

tour for Grapefruit because we appreciated all

of the help they had given us, and because we

thought that they were great guys(we still

do). Jason gave us specific dates of the tour

that he needed to have booked. These dates

included three shows in Georgia(because

Jason had tickets for the Olympics), and five

shows from Florida to North Carolina.

Unfortunatly, trying to book any shows in

Atlanta during the Olympics was impossible.

We did however manage to book the other

five dates from Florida to North Carolina.

We drove straight from Pennsylvania all the

way down to Florida just to play these five

shows with Grapefruit. When we arrived at

the show that we were supposed to meet

Grapefruit at, they wern’t there. The next day

we went to leave for our first show in

Jacksonville Florida. On the way, our van

blew a head gasket. We were stuck in Florida

for 10 days, and if it wasn’t for Bill from

Discount helping us out, I think we would

still be residents of Florida. We contacted all

of the promoters who were doing shows for

us and let them know of our misfortune.

Grapefruit only showed up for one of the five

shows that we booked. Because we broke

down, we ended up losing $1500. If anyone

should be upset, it should be us. However, we

are not upset because we understand that

when you try to do things for yourself, it

doesn’t always work out the way you plan.

In closing, we tried to help Grapefruit

out because we think that they are nice guys

and a good band. We were under the impres-

sion that Jason Miller was helping us out for

the same reasons. Jason did the best he

could, and so did we. We both lost money in

trying to support the bands and music that

we love. The lesson to be learned here, is if

you are a promoter who wants to work with

bands who have unlimited resources when it

comes to touring and promotion, then

maybe the major label genre is your calling.

However, if you want to work with bands

who are still willing to make the music that

comes from the heart, then you have to be

willing to accept that things are not always

going to be perfect. We are dissappointed in

the fact that Jason Miller felt that it was nec-

essary to air his grievances to the public,

instead of trying to resolve them directly.

Unfortunatly, until this letter appeared we

were unaware that this was an issue. We
would like to apologise for any incon-

vienence that we caused Grapefruit, and we

would like to thank all of the people who

have, and continue, to support us!

SLACKER

•Do you disagree (or maybe even agree)

with something in Punk Planet?

• Is someone in the scene ripping you off?

•Has something been eating away at you

that you think other people should know about?

• Do you have the undying want to see

your name in print?

WRITE PUNK PLANET A LETTER!!

Punk

—IS

Planet



troubleitan spiring 1997
sea tiger “cyberporpoiae” 12 ”/e& (bring the funk)

okara/mo tiutan split 7 (metal for math, majors)

hal al sbedad new* (moody and shit)
jeff humphrey

M
solo” 7” (ltd edition-* few left)

hal al sbedad s/t” Ip/cd. (tbe kids love em)

worst case scenario 7 (remember tbe crucifucks? ) i

o

s bo tmaker \ouse ear” lp/cd (sounds like love)

speedking “devilina” 7 (heavy on tbe moog)

pbantom pregnancies 7” (can you handle it??)

dablia seed “survived by” Ip/cd (i laughed, i cried)

troubleman t-shirts (comes w/logo) $ 6/$9 PP&

p ins z shotmaker, hal al shedad, troubleman, dahlia
seed, sea tigers 2 for $2 ppd (alone) or $1 w/order*

Ip $ 7/$9 cd $ 9/$ll 7
n

$ 3/$5 usa/worid

coming soons desmond outkast (aka: the hated) acoustic

7”, love as laughter 7”* fisticuffs bluff Ip/cd, karp/rye cd

send a stamp for a catalog*

troubleman 16 willow street bayonne, nj Q7QO2

troubleman@earthlink*ne t

:dogs
“Don’t Leave Blood Out” CD $12.00./;: 7
“Chunter Plot” CD $18.00 v JMSi
CRAWL “Milkicking” CD $18.00

EASTERN YOUTH
“Kodokomuenno hana” CD
PSYCHAGOGO

;aBg

“Psychagogo Suck” CD $ 1 8 .00 j||i

ROMANTIC GORILLA “Fun” 7” $5.0#
;

Domestic

| THE GAIA^This One” CD $12.00j|
"

7” sy.-soW^ JM m.

Checks, Money Orders, Cash 1

BLOSSOM
369-B 3rd Street #320

San Rafael, CA 94901^

USA
(415) 257-5514

this is

***dvt007

divot

*dvt008

post office box 14061 Chicago, il 60614-0061

my 3. 1 6.68 debut T
brutal hardcore along the lines of Charles

bronson, los crudos, and spazz

lustre king
if don caballero and shellac had a the monev shot 12

”

child, and that child was cool, and 1
J

mean really cool, it would probably

sound something like this

*also available:

seven inch ,$3ppd

twelve inch.... .$6ppd

compact disc $10ppd
checks/m.o payable to divot

‘dvtoos sweater weather 7”

***dvtoo6 sweep the leg johnny 7”

***dvt003 ground rule double Cd featuring promise ring, shellac, dianogah, 88 fingers louie, braid, mineral, and 19 more



r-KARATE
karate

.//

Join

i Place of Real Insight'

"Karate rock with a force not unlike that of your 1 6-year-old

fists beating the wall, tear rivulets forming down your cheeks

as you re-read the verdict: "It's over".

18543 Alternative Press, Aug. '96
CD $10.50ppd.
LP $9ppd.

of Arc "Busy Bus Sunny Sun"

b/w "Stemingway and Heinbeck" 7"

"Deconstructionist sentiments along the lines of Gastr Del Sol.

Featurinq handmade, framed covers.
18544
7" $3.50ppd.

18532
CD $1 0.50ppd.

li

1V
"Dropplike"

*»i H
agSE
Wmm

18540
12" $7ppd.

"Chill and
Peel"
18538
12' $7ppd.

KUKL
complicated rock from

Iceland featuring a pre-

Sugarcubes Bjork".

"The Eye"
07012
CDSlOppd.

i»f«y

\£P*mKUKL
'

"Holidays In Europe"

07373
CDSlOppd.

PRONG
"Force Fed"

18542
CDSlOppd.

PRONG
"Primitive Origins"

18541

CD S9ppd.

Canada: add S.75/CD, S1.25/LP. Send SASE for a complete

catalog. Mastercard and VISA orders call 773-463-3796.

PO BOM 25529 CHICAGO, IL 60625

info@southern.com http://www.southern.com/southern

lllllliil

eMpTy Sampler II CD
Includes unreleased tracks by
Sicko, Motards, X-Rays, and Crackerbashl
Plus prereleased tracks from Scared of
Chaka.The Fumes, Satan's Pilgrims, Steel Wool,
Zipgun, Meanies, Putters, Derelicts, Sinister
Six, and Gas Hufferl

P0 BOX 12034, Seattle, WA 98102

Other New Releases

-JescoWayr
Sana's l

- Around the World with ... IP

Scared 01 Chain
• Masonic yean IP

no X-Rays

i w/ cneese LP

Murder City Devfls

-Daaca Hal Master

THE
-

MURDER CITY DEVILS



CD's: $8, $9, $11, $12

7"'s: $3, $4, $5, $6

that's to US;Can/

Mex;Europe;and

elsewhere,

no checks!!!

mo's to joel wick

I*#\.ofo record^

Do

oto recordings gives you

JJ M m m d testament

"

15 songs plus a live setffeaturing 2 unreleased songs) from the

Cleveland hardcore fest in' ()5, all the stuff recorded until now.

this is the shit!!! excellant sound quality, too.

quixote s/t 7
promising (lower trio that's been compared to drive like jehu, current, to

I I e on their debut vi

gondolier^/1?

in theom:fM mw 7
*

quixotef transmegetti 7",

battery/darkest hour T,

quixote/gomlolier 7",

current cd, don't order

yet, cuz they're still

cooking

.

tlwigdilirm

Lumberjack, Blmdspot, Very, Bottknett,

Ebullition, your mom, and others...

collideJo create jffiwe beautiful

,

ioJhis tfijehizamm . not for the

teigfcVf ofMf'Hoover, etc...

fueled math rock akin to UOA, gang of four, etc,

1
. f 1 out now

aiartogari as ^ceri from above' lor^ player

lustre klli$ t;he moriey #hot’cdep

four fifty #ix r
meander &c return ’ ion£ playerc-cla

diariO^ah old material, new format;'edep

Various 'gromd ndc doiije cd

£ail£e forty-three ’ 10”

po box 14471 chka^o il 60614 rt$a

T $3.50 / 10” $6 / edep $6 / fr> $8 / cd $10

foreign order# add $2 per item- U.S. ftmd# orjy.

coming sooru THE SKY CC^KVAIR cd
(member# of gauge /capN Jazz / oraid) summer 97

the 90 day men (spring ’97)



dork boy video fanzine

Operation Ivy 2 hours of

live video footage of bay

area's finest ska/punk band.

Great quality shows from 88"

and 89”

.

Screeching Weasel 2 hours

of live footage of Chicago's

4 piece pop punk band,pro

edited great quality video.

(also riverdales.slugeworth)

These are two seperate video

fanzines,that were made for

the fans of these bands.Each
2 hour vhs tape cost $15 make
all checks,moneyorders,and
cash to george hewitt 2830
brinegar rd copperas cove tx

76522-7207.For a catalog

send 2 postage stamps.

checks made payablej

to shawn weiland.
for a full catalog
write: 2865 s.

eagle rd. box 592.

newtown pa . 18940

.

215.860.6944.

ink and dagger (love

is dead).

Philadelphia ' s devil chil-

dren united, orginally
releashed on happy days now

availiable through us.

$5.50 ppd.

the candyland car

crash (s/t).

one of Virginia's finest,

features ex-members of chan-

nel . split release with clay

garden records.

$ 3.50 ppd.

also uvuiltuble all the newes t

—

from: victory-revelation-new age

equal vision-art monk-ebullition
dischord-trustkill-and many more

The Strike & Dillinger Four share a 7"

The Stray Bullets get their own 1
"

Rebel Truth let me rerelease a classic 7"

DOING IT FOR THE KIDS

P0 BOX 18661

MINNEAPOIS, MN 55418

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Vacuum, Victory, Profane Existence, Bottleneck,

Beernut, Ebullition, Lumberjack, Blindspot,

Very, Spiral Objective, 1000 Flowers

i
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could have sworn that I saw you tonight. You

were walking downtown on Broadway, wearing

a green parka and black boots. You had rings

on your fingers, just like the kind you used to wear when

you'd get into fights at shows. You’re as skinny as you

ever were, but I pretty much figured that. I mean, hey

some things never change, right? It's been almost seven

years since I saw you last, but I’d know that face any-

where. There’s just one thing I need to know: How did one

of my best friends turn out to be my worst enemy?

When you’re thirteen years old, almost anyone older

than you is cool. That’s only one of the reasons why you

seemed so attractive to me. The other was your defiant

attitude. I liked the way you walked around with your Doc

Martens on, always ready to confront your protractors.

The shaved head that concealed your deftly receding hair-

line practically screamed, “Don’t fuck with me.” Still, you

were so damn skinny that people fucked with you anyway.

Your friends were few, but they were pretty loyal.

There was that one pseudo-hippie that my brother knew

from high school. I think you met him at a Butthole

Surfers show in 1986. Then there was that one kid from

out on the island. He looked something like Boyd Rice

and often bragged about the one time he snorted heroin:

“The first six hours take you into the most intense high

that you’ll ever experience,” he explained. “The next six

will be spent hunched over the toilet in a vomiting rage.”

Those kids from Bayshore were cool too, but I think you

just liked having them around as backup. An emaciated

German skinhead can never look more intimidating than

a group of muscular Black and Latino hoodlums armed

with skateboards and butterfly knives. I still see some of

those guys from time to time. One of them is a profes-

sional skater here in New York. Another moved away to

the Motor City to open a skate shop and start a new life.

The others, I’ve heard, are in and out of jail.

And then there was me. I was never quite sure why

you kept me around since I didn’t really have anything to

offer you. I was a scrawny, effeminate, prepubescent

Hispanic kid from Queens, and I figured that you just took

it upon yourself to be my mentor. I accepted your instruc-

tion because I just didn’t know any better.

When you’re thirteen years old, almost anyone older than you

is cool.

I have quite a few nice memories about the years we spent togeth-

er. I remember how you took me to all the cool places in New York City

and introduced me to all the key people in your skinhead scene: I still

see the guy who used to run that punk record store on East 6th Street.

Remember that guy who called himself “Scum”? We saw him almost

seven years ago outside of the Wah-Wah Hut on Avenue A, hanging out

with that tough-as-nails skinhead girl from “back in the day.” Someone

told me he was floating around the city, too. And I still walk by that bar

you got me into when I was 14—it’s not called Alcatraz anymore.

You taught me a lot about punk, I admit that. I clearly recall the

day you let me hear SS Decontrol, The Abused and Negative Approach

for the first time on that crappy old box radio you used to have. Up until

that point, I thought Youth of Today were the most original band I’d ever

heard. I’m also pretty grateful for the lesson you gave me in Oi and Ska.

While I’m not so crazy about those two genres now, I always seem to

get a warm feeling in my heart whenever I hear Cockney Rejects, The

Specials, or The Angelic Upstarts. So what went wrong?

We used the word “political” a lot. We always thought it was stu-

pid for punk kids to fight over political issues, and to a certain extent, I

still believe that. But somewhere along the way, the lines began to blur.

You gave up Stiff Little Fingers for Skrewdriver. Bad Brains for Brutal

Attack. You started calling yourself “white pride,” but you asserted: “I

am not white power.”

Even still, you’d encourage me to take up my “White European”

heritage, and because I’d become so attached to our friendship, I was

afraid to tell you that I wasn’t actually Caucasian. When you questioned

my dark complexion, I reasoned that my brownish shade of skin was

similar to that of the Sicilian people. I figured you’d swallow that since

you were half-Italian, and you did. But I couldn’t understand why I felt I

had to lie. I am not white. I never was.

By the time I turned sixteen, it was obvious to the both of us that

we wouldn’t be friends for much longer. You began your subscription to

Tom Metzger’s pro-nazi newspaper, and I began to openly question our

homophobic opinions after more than a few interesting conversations

with that fanzine editor who came out of the closet in 1989. You

accused me of “going soft,” and when you found out that I’d become

deeply involved in religion, you abandoned me. That was okay though.

I couldn’t help but feel regret when I think about the time we chased

your high school enemies across that strip mall parking lot wielding

hammers, mace, and an army slingshot. I never did amount to much of

a skinhead anyway.

I’d already moved back to Manhattan by the time you were ready

to rear your ugly head again. My mother called to tell me that she saw

your face on a TV commercial for The Jackie Mason Show. She always

welcomed you as a son in our house, but I’m pretty sure you let her

down when she analyzed the t-shirt on your girlfriend: It was Martin

Luther King, Jr. with a bullseye over his cranium. The motto read: “Our

dream came true.”

The show that finally aired was funny in an offhanded way. My



friend and I kept rewinding the tape so that we could see the beads of

sweat dripping from your freshly shaved forehead. It was obvious that

you were nervous. I could plainly see your hands shaking the way they

used to when I knew we were about to get into a fight. This time, how-

ever, the weapon was intellect. And even though Jackie Mason wasn’t

exactly the smartest person I’d ever heard in a public forum, he sure did

make you sound pretty silly. They zoomed onto your grinning face dur-

ing the closing credits, and that, my friend, was the last time I ever saw

you—until tonight.

I wanted to scream your name out because I figured that you prob-

ably didn’t recognize me. I look, act, think, and feel much different now.

I have plenty of friends in my life that care about me for who I am, and

not who they think they can mold me into. Traces of any skinhead phi-

losophy that I professed to believe in the late ‘80s are practically gone,

although I do still wear those Fred Perry tennis shirts you turned me

onto—
I
guess old habits die hard, huh?

When you're thirteen years old, almost anyone older than you is

cool. But that was over a decade ago. I’m infinitely wiser and happier now.

I’ve grown up into the self-made man you tried so hard to become. And

even though your protegee became your polar opposite, I still, for some

reason, have a soft spot in my heart for you. Have you lost all sense of

feeling, or do you think you can say the same? Your hard heart was almost

always a front when we were friends, so why should I believe that every-

thing has changed? If there was something I could do to help you, I’d go

back to being that preteen kid who loved you like an older brother. I’d say,

“hi there, Jim. My name is Norm. It’s a pleasure to meet you.”

Would you still shake my hand?

nilurnm
1
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From Punk Planet’s Aslan Bureau:

/ \eijing, China—The Chinese are adapting well to the

/ fall of communism. This is largely due to the fact that

in China communism hasn’t fallen. It’s communism

with Kentucky Fried Chickens and souvenir stands on every street cor-

ner and bomb shelter in Beijing, and it isn’t exactly Moscow in 1968,

full of five year plans and hymns to the workers, but, as the great mid-

century philosopher Bugs Bunny said, “you definitely gets the feeling

you is being watched.”

There is something odd about feeling genuinely unique—like when

you’re the only white person surrounded by hundreds of millions of

Chinese people, all of whom are looking at you as though you’re the

strangest thing they’ve ever seen. If any of you foolish and pathetic

racist skinheads think that white people will control the world in the next

few years, think again. The next thousand years belong to Asia, as any

trip to that part of the world will demonstrate. Rapidly.

Our first stop is Beijing, where old, traditional hutongs compete

with Stalinist paeans to “worker’s revolution” and ultra-modern sky-

scrapers for your profoundly occupied attention. Everywhere you look

there’s something incredibly strange to look at, whether its the build-

ings or the people or the markets that have sprouted on every inch of

sidewalk space, selling everything from traditional Chinese medicines

to fish maws to yams. Lots of yams. Yams everywhere. Yams Yams

Yams. You can’t go anywhere in China without seeing four things: (1)

People compulsively spitting (2) new buildings under construction (3)

pit toilets and (4) yams.

When we approached Tiannenmen Square, after stepping around

the hawkers selling postcards (and, of course, yams) we were faced

with the gigantic open space where Chinese tanks crushed thousands

of democracy demonstrators back in 1989. Facing the square is a giant

picture of Mao like something out of 1984, looking down on the square

from the Forbidden City, like a benevolent and slightly insane uncle. Jill

had an urge to draw a mustache on a picture of Mao. I was able to pin-

ion her arms long enough to allow the urge to pass.

When you step from Tiannenmen Square into the Forbidden City,

you’re stepping from Communism into the 14th century. Tiannenman

Square is surrounded by the Great Hall of the People, a bunch of huge

buildings with countdown clocks marking the number of seconds until

Hong Kong is returned to China, and the Mao Mausoleum (the

Maosoleum?) where Mao lies in state for all eternity, gawked at by lines

of awestruck Chinese. But the Forbidden City, the palace of the

Emperors, is a different world, where Emperors lived surrounded by con-

cubines and thousands of eunuch bureaucrats who did his every bid-

ding. Bureaucrats back then were actually eunuchs (that’s right folks,

no balls) as opposed to metaphorical eunuchs, as they often are today.

Ah, don’t you love it when history makes a joke?

Anyway, A few of the rooms are filled with the kind of exquisite opu-

lence that you’d expect in a palace, except there’s something strange

about the presentation, something strange about the tour guides,

something strange about the descriptions of the artifacts, and the fact

that many of the rooms are empty or in disrepair. It takes awhile, but it

finally becomes clear what the problem is: the Chinese don’t really care

about their history all that much.

We asked our guide about this, and she confirmed it: “The cultur-

al revolution in China (1966-1976) had as its central point that every-

thing that came before the revolution in 1948 was decadent and wrong.

Therefore, there was no need to pay attention to it, and it was neces-

sary to destroy them. Most of the treasures were destroyed. This atti-

tude will take many years to die.” Thankfully, many of the treasures of

ancient China were smuggled out of China into Taiwan prior to the

Cultural Revolution, and were saved from destruction. But all kinds of

important archeological finds—from the Ming Tombs to the museums

—

were badly damaged. Hopefully, that attitude will die away—I’ve never

seen a culture with such a rich history unappreciated by its own people.
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It’s really breathtaking, because we have only a two-hundred year old

history, and strain for something older, more ancient. The Chinese have

five thousand years of history and say: so what?

The music scene, by the way, is still somewhat underdeveloped.

There may be a punk scene in China but I sure as hell didn’t see it. The

rock I heard was often either Hong Kong schlock or classical Chinese

(which is interesting, and sounds kind of like early-eighties period no-

wave, except slowed down. Glenn Branca would love the stuff). Nothing

too challenging, though I would guess that tourists don’t get a chance

to hear the cutting edge. I would also guess that the authorities quick-

ly move to blunt any cutting edge they find, lest it cut the fabric of their

society even a bit.

The Great Wall is exactly as described: great and a wall. But that

doesn’t do justice to how truly immense the thing really is. Hundreds of

miles of huge, battle-fortified wall, crawl over the mountains of northern

China. It was built over several hundred years by millions of laborers

(tens of thousands of whom died) to keep the Mongols from invading

China. Just after it was completed, the Mongols under Genghis Khan

noticed a flaw in the walls design, invaded, and took over China.

Just goes to show you the value of walls.

• • •

Xian, China—We’re now in central China, in the middle of

nowhere, in the most polluted city I’ve ever seen (the air quality in Xian

makes L.A. seem like the middle of a tropical rain forest). We didn’t

even know there were mountains around the city until we looked on a

map. The reason to go to Xian, however, makes all of the pollution worth

dealing with. We were there to see the soldiers.

Thousands of Terra Cotta soldiers, all life-sized, were created dur-

ing the realm of the first Emperor of China, Qin, who wanted the sol-

diers buried with him to protect him during the afterlife (the prior habit

had been to bury your real army, and concubines, alive, with you when

you died. This had the unfortunate side effect of leaving your nation

unprotected at exactly the moment when an army could come in

handy). Qin’s innovation led to the creation of this terra cotta army,

which is now considered to be one of the true wonders of the world.

Each soldier has a different face, a different costume, a different hair-

style, a different expression, a different set of weapons—its such an

incredible work of art that its difficult to even describe. Seven thousand

of these sculptures were buried—all in perfect formation. Only a few

years after the army was buried it was forgotten, and it took two thou-

sand years to find. A farmer was digging a well, and found a terra cotta

soldier. The rest is history.

• • •

Hong Kong—People in Hong Kong are worried about the takeover

by China in July 1997, but they’re too busy making money to care. You

have never seen so much money in your life. People are either rich, in

the process of becoming rich, or trying their hardest to become rich.

More money is wagered each year on the two horse tracks in Hong Kong

then on all the tracks in North America. Combined. In little shops off the

street on the Kowloon side you can buy a watch for twenty thousand

dollars. Or a hundred thousand dollars. Or more. You can buy anything,

including a fake. Do you like that $300 Versace purse? More than you

can afford? You can buy a fake on the streets of Hong Kong for $5. It’s

capitalism in its purest form, and quite entertaining to watch. It’s like

New York on speed, if New York was entirely made up of Chinatown.

The food in Hong Kong is spectacular, but the most spectacular

thing is the edge to the place in general. Everyone is moving at top

speed, going somewhere quickly, buying live chickens in a market or

buying their new Rolls Royce or maybe both, and they have no time to

lose. And there are ten zillion of them, and they’re all on your side of

the sidewalk, and their walking the wrong way, and they’re going to run

you down.

It’s the kind of place where you walk around for fourteen hours, get

completely exhausted, eat a huge meal, then go out to clubs at night

to listen to Chinese kids playing in rock bands just like home. A small

place, but a cool place to visit. And starting in July of 1997, it may be

a different place, indeed.

(Next time, Punk Planet Asian Bureau Report, Part II: One Night In

Bangkok—One Evening at SuperPussy's)

Kerosene@aol .com
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\ V ^ou ever just feel like shit? I mean honest to God, worth-
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W less, nothingness? I’m kinda drowning in it now. This is

LJ probably it for me and Punk Planet (by the way...). I’ve

got nothing left to say really and this magazine just isn’t me anymore...

I get much more out of doing my label (Clean Plate) and assorted band

shit then I do from trying to figure out what to say every two months. So

start partying, this is the last time you have to deal with my whining.

Unfortunately, it’s not my last time dealing with it. So it goes.

I just don’t get it... I try to fill my life to the brim with purpose

and ambition and goals, yet it seems as though when I really look at it,

I don’t have anything more than I started with, maybe even less,

because now it’s accompanied with a feeling of failure. It’s no good,

that’s for sure. I’m constantly trying to do something, but to what avail?

I don’t know, I guess it’s all really pointless.

I really wish I could leave with something important here...

Perhaps my last words in print for a very long time and what do I have

to say? Not too much as usual, forgive me again.

I just saw Texas is the Reason and they kicked my lame little grind-

core ass all over. Damn they’re good.

I really wish I could just have a constant phone connection with a

great friend. Not even great, something better, someone who knew



r

everything, who whenever you wanted you could just spill out your guts

and they’d listen, tell you it was ok, pick you up off your feet, and put

you back on the right path. Oh well another, big dream...

What I really want out of life is to buy a house, get married,

have a couple cool kids, and live off of my record label being silly. I think

about how much I want that so much it’s disturbing. I’m just tired of the

real world, I want to make my own little bubble where I can be sheltered

from the rest of this surrounding shit. I think that I’d be ok in a bubble.

Just somewhere besides this place.... This is too confusing.

No real answers or insights this time, just a bunch of thoughts

in a jumble. A much better representative of how it really is. Anyway,

that’s it. I’ve done enough.

If you want to write go ahead. To people that I still haven’t written

back to I apologize, I take forever. Forgive me. I’ll do it someday though.

But by then you won't care and it’ll be like it never happened. PO Box

709; Hampshire College; Amherst, MA 01002. e-mail

“William_Killingsworth@hampshire.edu” Thanks for the times....

Q
know I will never return to the town where I lost my virginity.

Even if I pass through that town, I’ll never go to the house

where it happened, to the dark, freezing attic floor. I could-

n’t tell you the address of the house, the street where it stands. It was

dark, the bare, brittle bones of winter put a layer of frost over my lover’s

skin. This place, the memory of this town is fragmented, and consists

singularly of this tiny, cluttered attic room.

Lately I’ve been thinking upon the significance of places, of settings,

of geography, and the way I file these things away in my head—in pic-

tures, in frames, in mental landmarks. There are places I miss, and when

I do, I close my eyes and try as hard as I can to see these things in my

mind, to make the memory closer, fresher, so that all five of my senses

can synthesize the moment I want to recall. Certain songs trigger pic-

tures of streets, of rooms, of a view out a very small window. I wish there

was a way that I could open my eyes and see the blurry scene in my

head floating before me. But I don’t hallucinate. I presume that in the

future, there will be software to accomodate this indulgence of mine.

I find weird consolation in thinking about the houses where I’ve

had sex. There are only five. They are all places I won’t go back to. Every

day I pass one of these places as I walk to work—a gigantic mansion

converted into a boarding house. It stands behind a palm tree on a busy

street, and I sometimes look up at the bedroom where we consum-

mated our illicit affair, in the window seat big enough to hold a bed, in

broad daylight, no curtains over the glass. I didn't care. It was over in a

few minutes. It was very, very good.

• • •

I Went Dancing On A Thursday Night

I kept thinking that it would be just like Olympia; full of cooler-than-

thou scenesters, looking down their noses, peering over the tops of sun-

glasses, dancing with arms folded. Jaded. But it wasn’t. This town is not

a small town. I really didn’t know anyone there, just a few people seen

randomly at shows and at parties in Le East Bay.

A row of scooters parked in the alley. This I anticipated. I haven’t

been out “dancing” (outside the context of a live rock show) on purpose

for years. I correctly assumed that this would be very different from a

high school disco sock hop affair. Inside was darkish, the music was

loud enough to resonate throughout the chest cavity. The dance floor

was still empty. People leaned on the walls and bars all around the

place, psychically daring each other to step out beneath the spinning

mirrored ball.

The room was full of thin, beautiful boys in tight suits, drainpipe

trousers, greasy combed-forward hair, immaculately groomed side-

burns. The whole cast of Quadrophenia had made an appearance, and

were posing with calculated sublime boredom against a mirrored wall.

The girls came in all shapes and sizes, in short skirts and tall boots.

Once the dancing really got going, the lads danced with the kind of cool

skill never to be found at the high school prom. You all remember the

way fifteen year-old boys dance, surely? Far superior to that. It was

more like the Beatles-grooving-at-the-club scene in A Hard Day's Night.

The music was a mixture of Sixties rock and roll, northern soul,

garage rock, Eighties new wave, British indie, etc. A more cynical out-

sider would see it all as being rather absurd and transparent, would see

these “neo-mods” doing their Pete Townshend impressions as .being

rather hopelessly misguided. Maybe in daylight, I would feel that way.

But that evening, these kids—girls and boys blessed with good lighting

and makeup, smart fashion sense, the ability to dance like Phil Daniels

and Leslie Ash whilst holding a cigarette and a drink and not spilling a

drop—were suave almost to the brink of self-mockery (Reporter: “Are

you a mod or a rocker?” Ringo: “I’m a mocker...”).

Perhaps it’s as silly as the punks we see today dolled up like it’s

1977? Whether or not you see this as silly, is, of course, your own call.

And it was confirmed that this was not an Oly-style dance party

when a girl came up to me and made conversation at the bar. No, I

don’t think she was trying to pick me up. People I made eye contact

with actually held my gaze instead of looking away. I was having fun,

instead of feeling weirdly alienated. But San Francisco is a different city,

and I'm a different person than I was three years ago when I lived in

Washington’s state capital.

• • •

Most Annoying Politically* Correct-ism This Issue

“Waitperson.” Excuse me? “Wait-person??!!” Do me a fucking

favor. Maybe this is just a Berkeley thing, in fact I’m sure it is, but where

in the word “waiter” is a gender implied? If you write, you’re a writer. If

you act, you’re an actor. If you drive, you’re a driver. And if you wait

I
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tables, you, my new-age friend, are a WAITER. I can see exceptions

being made for terms like “chairman,” “fireman,” “busboy,” etc. Notice

the gender-specific terminology.

People in restaurants who bring you food should be referred to,

whether male or female, as waiters. Just like most women in films are

referred to these days as actors rather than as actresses (that is, until

it’s time for an awards show). I think that making distinctions between

males and females in the same profession is rather archaic. But the

solution is definitely not to turn a gender-neutral noun like “waiter” into

a badge of political correctness. What does this make me? A “write-

person,” perhaps? Please.

I’m so glad I finally got that off my chest. Ah.

• • •

Once again, I wrll use this column space for some more shameless

self-promotion: Hex #5/6 (double issue) is still out and a bargain at two

bucks postpaid, considering it’s so big it costs $1.24 to mail domesti-

cally. Eighty pages of yours truly waxing prosaically about the dirty, pret-

ty streets of Europa, circa last spring. Direct all correspondance as usual

to: PO Box 989, Berkeley, CA. 94701. Cheers.

*
*
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I h 11 share an insigniflcant secret. One of my favorite minor

indulgences is to kick back with a glass of wine, smoke

LI some bong hits and watch copied videos of the Ultimate

Fighting Championships and other no-holds-barred fight competitions.

These gruesome, bare-knuckle, one-on-one brawls appear on pay-per-

view every other month or so. Since I don’t have a TV but do have a

generous friend, I’m allowed the privilege to watch these videos when

my girlfriend is out of town. I get free reign over her apartment, her TV,

and Link, the wonder ferret (Link always takes Jen’s absence out on me

for a day or so, randomly attacking me until he realizes I’m temporarily

fulfilling the “mommy” role). There’s something about grown, sweaty

men beating the shit out of each other that holds a particular fascina-

tion for me.

Naive Freudians may assert some kind of latent homosexuality in my

interest; however, I find myself more in awe than anything, especially

when viewing members of the Gracie family execute their Brazilian brand

of jiu jitsu over opponents significantly larger and stronger than them—to

the point of defeating traditional martial arts masters within minutes.

The Gracie clan developed Gracie Jiu Jitsu for many years in no-

holds-barred matches (“Vale Tudo” fights) in the Gracie home of Rio De

Janeiro. Helio Gracie, now in his 80s and still active in jiu jitsu, took the

wisdom of a judo practitioner in the 20s and developed Gracie Jiu Jitsu in

a non-traditional and highly successful manner. His sons are now famous

because of it: They’ve taught elite government security, military, cops and

they were on hand to help Mel Gibson look tough in Lethal Weapon.

Helio weighs in at 140. He’s described as skinny. In his days, he

repeatedly defeated masters of other fighting styles including the ele-

gant copaeira, traditional jiu jitsu, along with other conventional, and

often ineffective, martial arts styles. One of the longest running match-

es in history had Helio fighting a significantly larger opponent for three

hours and 45 minutes, non-stop.

The Gracie sons, particularly Royce, have done equally as well in

defeating opponents who were noticeably larger, tougher and better

conditioned. Royce has won all but one of his UFC bouts—one he had

to withdraw from due to exhaustion and dehydration, another ended in

a draw after 35 minutes.

How have the Gracies developed such an effective fighting style?

Simply by leaving behind the convention—by disregarding what doesn’t

work effectively in favor of what does. Royce’s UFC successes have

resulted in others resorting to jiu jitsu techniques in order to accomplish

what the Gracies are noted for. Martial arts purists continue to disavow

the Gracie accomplishments while continuing to insist on a flawed tra-

dition that blatantly ignores the impracticality of their own fighting styles.

That’s why traditional martial artists most always lose these fights.

• • •

I’m reading Howard Kunstler’s The Geography of Nowhere.

Throughout the book, I’m impressed with his deconstruction of con-

temporary architectural and development trends and the physical and

psychological effects America’s city-planning has on society. Kunstler is

a proponent of New Urbanism, the architectural philosophy of recreat-

ing “the primacy of the public realm in American life.” New Urbanism

promotes a return to city centers so people living there can co-exist with

local businesses. New Urbanism is against suburban sprawl and pro-

poses mixed-use neighborhoods, such as apartments over shops, which

was the civic standard in America’s history. Today, mixed-use neighbor-

hoods constitute zoning violations in most cities. New Urbanism rejects

current zoning laws and building methods, which segregate society even

further into industrial zones and residential neighborhoods, causing an

inefficient, stress-inducing, polluting, car-reliant way of life.

In all, it seems New Urbanism has seen only marginal successes

in recreating urban communities. It’s not a surprise to me that Kunstler

says the most common obstacle in the way of the New Urbanist agen-

da is citizen-minded bureaucracy and banks. Kunstler mandates the

eradication of zoning laws; in conjunction, he rightfully assesses indi-

vidual roles: architects design, not zoning boards or citizens. Kunstler

also rejects community master plans which, he says, demand every

civic activity have a zone of its own. In other words, compare San

Francisco or New York, which thrive on the idea of mixed-use neighbor-

hoods, to say, Reno, Nevada which is noted for its pollution index,

stress, chronic addiction, its unruly growth rate, and as of today’s writ-

ing, four new police helicopters to patrol Reno’s skies by night, similar

to the increasingly depressed city of Los Angeles.



Unlike L.A.'s and Reno's city-planners, Kunstler encourages mixed-

income housing, an idea that goes against the grain of thought that crit-

icizes gentrification, a typically leftist view of civic issues. Ideally, Kunstler

says, low-income students and workers can live in the same building as

well-to-do bachelor’s and couples without raising rental rates.

The question remains, though: how do planners build a better liv-

ing environment? New Urbanism, despite its few victories in scattered

locations around the U.S., is being overshadowed by suburbia’s out of

control “development.” Strip malls and industrial parks require car-

based commuting. By growth alone, there’s the unpleasant reality

—

usually ignored—that there will inevitably be a limit to how much cities

can expand and dominate over natural environments. Consider Hawaii:

clearly, there's a limit to its civic growth. City planners are kind of forced

to keep that in mind when community development boards meet. In

Hawaii too you’ll notice that unlike much of the Mainland, people are

fairly relaxed and happy. The rest of the country seems to still operate

under the age-old, and bogus, manifest destiny mentality that will have

majorly destructive consequences.

So, how do we change this in order to have a better or more sta-

bilized country? Or; on a grander scale, how do we go about altering

humanity’s course to avoid the catastrophic route it is so obviously

heading toward?

• • •

The hard lesson I’ve been trying to point out in past columns is that

punk, despite its base intentions and pretenses of self-reliance and

autonomy, is often no less dogmatic from its mainstream, bureaucrat-

ic, status quo counterparts. Granted, because punk FUNDAMENTALLY

addresses simply social, political and economic injustices, there is

some theoretical hope for a healthy social transition. Obviously this

won't happen by third-rate activists and musicians babbling on about

the status quo. It’s been done. Clearly, something else is needed. I think

disgruntled opinions and general disillusionment with punk make this

point solid.

For instance, the reason so many are disappointed in Epitaph

Records, and more recently Lookout Records, is that instead of devel-

oping a new vision in business terms, the labels in many respects

(admittedly, not all) have sought to mimic and mold into the main-

stream music market. As it's been said, people with old minds will do

the same old things. Rather than being leaders, as both labels are in a

position to be in, they have simply become two more bureaucracies.

Helio Gracie left behind the ineffectual. He created his own suc-

cessful art out of the practical. Howard Kunstler is on the right track, but

seems to be fighting a losing battle. Punks still grapple with what does-

n’t work, if they’re not already practicing a prosperous, friendlier form of

capitalism, and they get angry when their naivete is thrown in their faces

instead of listening to points of view that could actually save the objec-

tives many of them seem to attempt.

This won’t happen when dialogue in punk is relegated to sell-out

discussions, animal “rights” propaganda, and which processes are

morally correct to the always non-specific punk agenda. Looking toward

the traditional, which punk has been doing since after day one, has

-

resulted in a never ending mess of ineffectual effort. Why do you think

punk purists gravitate, then celebrate, late 70s punk fashions? If punk

is so revolutionary, why is it always so reactionary? Just about every

punk fanzine and record can confirm this is one or more ways. Just ask

any Screeching Weasel clone band. Or any HeartattaCk reader. They’ll

probably be oblivious to the question, but that's what I consider to be

part of the alarm.

Punk is hardly new and exciting when its packaging is so often lim-

iting, by choice; if not for moral or political reasons, then let it be social

or economical. One of punk's many problems is that is lacks an ade-

quate focus. Ishmael, mentioned last issue, stresses the need for soci-

ety, in order to save itself, to create another story to be in rather than

settling for what is currently bringing us to the brink of disintegration.

Punks are playing roles just like the rest of us; however, with their roles

come a few better realizations. It’s too bad so little has been created

out of those simple insights.

• • •

Readers of this column can send replies to: PO Box 9382, Reno,

NV 89507. For more writing similar to the above, send $3 for the lat-

est issue of Second Guess. Out of U.S. readers should send $5.

Enclose a stamp (or IRC) for a catalog of records and magazines.

Waah! My Best Friend Ditched Out On Me

e sat on the hood of his car in silence watching

the brilliant colors of the sun stretch across the

sky and blend into one another. I felt very emo-

tional which was strange because of the phase of apathy I seemed to

have been going through during the six months prior. I felt good— I felt

alive but I also felt the strong waves of sadness emanating from John.

After an incalculable amount of time, we got back into his car, got

breakfast, and went to class. Few words were exchanged in this amount

of time; they would have just sounded cheesy and empty.

f have many similar memories from this past summer. On that par-

ticular morning, I had been sleeping when a sharp rap on my window

woke me. I looked at my clock which said 5 AM and knew before open-

ing the blinds that it was John. I motioned for him to wait outside, left

my apartment, got into his car, and he whisked me off to a peaceful

cemetery on the edge of town where, for the first time in my life, I

watched the sun rise. “Where are we going?” I asked when I had got-

ten in the car. “You’ll see.” And, for a few hours and for what I thought

would be for many years to come, l did .
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There was also the time we sat on the quad in the rain for

hours, sharing joys and heartaches, laying upside down on handrails,

and getting our cigarettes wet. He seemed to not care that his car was

probably getting towed as we were laying bare our souls.

That summer started with the foundation of a close friendship and

ended with the full blown structure of true bonding. I watched with a

sinking heart as John’s financial, girl and general stress problems beat

him down to a nervous and emotional wreck over the course of the

summer. I did my best to be there for him, but I knew there was noth-

ing I could do to change his outlook on life.

Now it is the end of winter and John is a stranger to me. He final-

ly found a girl that would treat him like he deserves to be treated and

he hasn’t returned any of my phone calls in two months. Well, that’s not

true. He returned one message when his roommate jokingly made it

sound like an emergency. Then he rushed over to my house, discovered

that I only wanted him to return two of my CD cases (which he still has-

n’t given back) and immediately left without so much as a “so how have

you been lately?” I’m really not that bitter about it though I may sound

like it. I realize people grow apart and if he’s happy, I’m not about to

ruin that for him. I just wish he would return my phone calls.

My friend Faiz has also recently started seeing a wonderful girl who

treats him with the utmost affection and respect. He has made it a point

to demonstrate to me that my friendship still fills a void in his life that

can’t be replaced. He makes me feel special and appreciated and I

want to thank him for that.

• • •

Who’s Really a Rebel?

I’m growing increasingly cynical and contemptuous about almost

everything in life that it’s cliche to think is fucked up: society, the govern-

ment, punk (and punks), and people in general. I always fancied myself

as some sort of liberal, but never questioned much of anything that was-

n’t superficial. So I hated society and The Man—big fucking deal. I never

did jack shit about it except talk about it superficially to my friends who all

agreed with me. I'm fortunate now to have friends who probe more deeply

into complex issues—who force me to think about my opinions and real-

ize exactly why I feel the way I do about certain ideas. I’m not saying I

befriended a bunch of conservatives—the majority of my friends would

probably be considered commie radicals—it’s just that now I can have

intelligent, complex discussions that go beyond, “Yeah, the government

sucks,” and “Man, everyone thinks I’m a freak.” Strangely enough, the

stronger my convictions grow, the more unsure I am of myself.

I would like to believe that I am able to think clearly about issues

that I care about. But I have to wonder just how much of my identity is

really mine and how much was sculpted by external sources. The pseu-

do-liberal I was in high school was almost certainly a preexisting mold I

poured myself into. At the time I thought I was really different. I never

did anything in high school—activity or community-wise—but I remem-

ber that something always struck me as strange about all the rich kids

in my high school that did social work. Now I think I can articulate that

feeling somewhat. I can’t say this for all those kids but of the ones that

I did know, I guess it bothered me that they served food to homeless

people or cleaned up garbage from the streets of poor neighborhoods

once a week without looking at themselves and questioning their mate-

rialistic lives. They still wore their fancy-ass clothes, drove their expen-

sive cars, drank themselves into oblivion every weekend—they still lived

exactly the way they always had because it was so easy to. They did not

think about the little ways that they were perpetuating the system that

created the situations they were trying to help ease the symptoms of.

That’s not to say that they should have disowned their rich parents and

taken to the streets rioting— I have no doubts that they were sincere in

their desire to help. At least they were doing something. I just don’t

want to be that way. I don’t want to half-heartedly volunteer at a home-

less shelter just to assuage my feelings of guilt. I want to criticize and

question myself—even if"that means feeling insecure now and again.

Almost every day it is somehow brought to my attention how naive I am,

no matter how hard I try to be analytical.

The world would be a much easier place to live in if people would be

willing to acknowledge, accept, and admit their flaws and forgo comfort and

stability for understanding. People (like me when I was in high school) don t

want to think that they may be racist or sexist and that they are not the per-

fect PC champions they think they are. No one is completely free of preju-

dice. People need to stop placing 100% of the blame on the easy, external

targets (like the government, society and parents) without realizing that they

are shaped by those sources and therefore have been indoctrinated wholly

and in complex, subtle ways by their environments. It’s so easy to talk about

how much you hate the government and have all your punk friends chant

along with you and applaud you but it’s damn difficult to say that you real-

ize you are a pawn of society and you are naive and you do feel differently

about homosexuals than heterosexuals and that you don’t know how to fight

that even though you hate feeling that way. As cheesy as it is to quote peo-

ple, there is one idea that I read in an essay last year by Rollo May that has

stayed in my head since. Unfortunately, I can’t find the article which is enti-

tled “The Courage to Create” but it said something along the lines of this:

the paradox of courage is being fully committed to our beliefs while being

aware that we may be wrong. I take it to mean further that in feeding and

reinforcing our convictions, we should still maintain an open mind. This, of

course, is my own reading into the author’s statements.

• • •

East Timor

With that said, I would like to draw attention to a situation I’ve only

become aware of by accident. I happened to see a flyer for a lecture by

an East Timorese woman named Isabel Galhos the day before the lec-

ture. I went out of curiosity and came away feeling angry and sad. I

guess I shouldn’t have been so shocked by what I heard, given my cyn-

ical view of the U.S. government and the state of life in politically torn

countries, but I was. I hope that just means I’m not so jaded and bitter

that nothing can affect anymore. Anyway, the following brief information

is taken from some articles I got at the lecture, a book entitled East

Timor: Genocide in Paradise by Matthew Jardine, and the lecture itself.

Timor is a small island located about 400 miles northwest of

Australia. The Dutch and Portuguese fought over the island from the

1600s until it was officially divided into East and West Timor in 1913, with



the eastern part under Portuguese rule. On November 28, 1975, East

Timor declared its independence from Portugal. Nine days later, Indonesia

invaded East Timor. The invasion occurred two days after President Ford

and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger met with Indonesia’s brutal presi-

dent, Suharto, in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia. It is estimated by the

U.S. State Department that 90% of the weapons used in the invasion

were supplied by U.S. companies. Since that time, a third of the native

population of East Timor has been slaughtered, women have been invol-

untarily sterilized, the Timorese are being forced to assimilate Indonesian

culture (genocide, anyone?) and yet the U.S. continues to sell arms to the

Indonesian government. Why? For one thing, President Suharto maintains

oppressive labor conditions in Indonesia which make it appealing to U.S.

corporations like Nike. Another compelling argument to the U.S. govern-

ment for continued support of Indonesia is the availability of natural

resources such as oil in East Timor that U.S. companies are being allowed

to use (steal, more or less). The government’s hypocrisy in its public

stance on this situation and the Kuwait/Iraq situation is sickening. It is par-

ticularly outrageous given the media coverage (now forgotten) of the

Santa Cruz massacre in East Timor in 1991, right around the time of the

Gulf War. The U.S. (and it is not the only government at fault) was shame-

less in its paradoxical condemnation of a bigger country attacking a little

neighbor (Iraq and Kuwait) and support for another country that was doing

the same damn thing. I suppose a little oil goes a long way in blinding

politicians. Given that I was an uninformed liberal wannabe in high school

at the time, I heard nothing of the massacre. This is indicative of what the

government—and the media—chose (and choose) to focus most of their

attention on.

The situation in East Timor has not dissolved. While we are at the

movies and eating breakfast, people are being killed in East Timor.

Though by the time this is printed it may be too late to take action, the

U.S. is now considering the sale of nine F-16 jet fighter planes to

Indonesia. This proposal has been delayed due to public pressure, par-

tially because of the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize last October to

two activists from East Timor. I urge people to take action through writ-

ing to your representatives and senators or the president or through

support for the East Timorese Action Network (ETAN). ETAN can be con-

tacted at PO Box 1182/ White Plains, NY 10602. The book I mentioned

earlier, Genocide... can be purchased from them for $7.20 ppd. If you

write or e-mail me, I'll send you photocopies of the articles I got at the

lecture. I hope at the very least this has been informative and has made

someone think about the way our government works and how easy it is

for them to conceal information about their activities from the average

citizen. At the most, I hope this has stirred up some compassion and

prompts someone out there to do something about this situation.

• • •

Stuff I Endorse

On a lighter note, here is some punk stuff I wholeheartedly support

and think is worth plugging:

Hand to Mouth-Ecogirl 7”. Hand to Mouth is a local political pop-

punk (moving somewhat in the direction of hardcore) band whose

shows are incredibly energetic and fucking hysterical. These guys defi-

nitely don’t take themselves too seriously. The 7” can be gotten for $3

(I think) from President Fuck World Headquarters 710 W. Illinois St.

Urbana, IL 61801—they’re my neighbors! Keep an eye out for their CD

which may or may not be out by the time this is printed.

Dwgshit Zine #9 just came out at this writing and it’s great as

usual. Columns, articles on two labor strikes and the repression of

homosexuals during Nazi occupation of Germany, interviews with

Remission and Brother Inferior, and honest, biting reviews. This is an

extremely intelligent, informative, and honest zine with a sense of

humor, something that’s quite rare these days. It is $2 ppd (free for

prisoners and those of us in central Illinois that can find it) from PO Box

701 Annapolis, MN 21404.

Dillinger Four's “The Kids*Are All Dead” 7” didn’t make it onto my

1996 top ten list solely because I didn’t know until January that it exist-

ed. This is THE BEST 7” I’ve heard since I got Anti-Flag’s “Kill Kill Kill”

7" for review almost a year ago. Driving, catchy, fast melodic punk with

extraordinarily solid lyrics attacking so many things that need to be

attacked. I know I’ve mentioned these guys before in my column but I’ll

do it again because they are the shit and I’m not kidding. Get this 7”

now for $3 from Cerebellum Records PO Box 40308 St. Paul, MN

55104. I guess the first pressing sold out even in the face of—as far as

I’ve been able to tell—zero advertising, so get it quick.

Anti-Flag’s Die For Your Government LP is, as of now, only available

on CD. Energetic, furious, mid-80s style bass-driven melodic hardcore

that will knock your teeth out. -Impressive, diverse lyrics criticizing the

government, corporations, vapid punk rockers, etc though they have a

few numbers that are just pure entertainment. I just saw them live for

the first time and they kicked my ass. Oh, the CD is available from New

Red Archives. They’re on tour until June so if you hear of them going to

your town, go check them out and you won’t be disappointed.

Write me: 812 W. Illinois St. Urbana, IL 61801 or k-bae@stu-

dents.uiuc.edu. Bands who want to play in Urbana-Champaign or need

a place to stay here or anyone who may be passing through can call me

at (217)EGG-EGG5, that’s (217)344-3445. I’ll show you around town

and talk your ear off.

\ V Mou know what it means when your column is in the mid-

|

w die of all the others, neatly nestled like a commercial

LJ between the Simpsons and Seinfeld—you are a passing

moment, a bland also-ran, hand-wringing, waiting for stardom. Passed

by. A blip on the screen, as the scientists who coined the phrase “surf-
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ing the Web” would say. We stumble, we fall. But sometimes we rise

victorious. We put down the so-and-so’s and the petty motherfuckers. I

talk like a tough-guy, drinking cum daily being the faggot that I am.

Walking the walk all the while as if I call somebody’s shots when I’m

dodging them day by day. Yeah, yeah Sam Tracy, eat your heart out.

That’s all I have to say.

Sucker.

The truth is, I like music to the degree that I come off like a smart-

ass, a misanthropic, too-clever caricature of someone real. “I am Dave

Hake. I call the shots.” Am I a would-be deity in the realm of indepen-

dent music? Hardly. I do have my favorites though. I had that centerfold

picture in the last Punk Planet of Ralph from the Rye Coalition blown up

and hung on my wall for daily introspection. I feel a smart feeling in my

pants as I write this down, claiming the Rye Coalition's trite gesture of

the devil horns as my own, transformed into something new just

because I’m turned on. It’s a sudden sense of avariciousness, I just

want to get at it, grab it, hold onto it for awhile. Every person should

empower themselves to define what is important to them. To articulate

the good things, to isolate and examine the mysteries which surround

us. You’ll never get to the bottom of it, but at least you won’t be look-

ing elsewhere for the divine power of the unknown when it’s right there

in front of you. This is nothing more or less than Hake's concession to

being a self-conceived rock critic. Some call it hard to understand, I call

it cool. No one is a genius for having a opinion, but they’d be a fool not

to cultivate one if they’ve got the brains to do it. The future of music,

and the future of insurrection will be about individuals, not collectives

and group concepts. It’s time to strike out on your own, if you can. So,

let’s get on with it shall we?

• • •

Worthy mentions as of 3/6/97:

Giant’s Chair “Purity And Control” LP-Beyond the power of their

first LF) with an album title which recalls the X-Files episode “Purity

Control” from one of the show’s earlier seasons. I have to laugh a little

and say that I would’ve never thought that Caulfield would've come to

much of anything other than a label putting out weird obscure rock

bands from the loneliest parts of the Midwest. I guess you put in your

time with weird obscure rock bands, and eventually you get good weird

obscure rock bands. Giant’s Chair has been there from the very begin-

ning. Rhythmic infections in that math-influenced, “adult” emo catego-

ry that will eventually wipe out old emo and put alternative rock on the

fritz. New rock. Nasty and erudite.

Juno s/t 7”-Supposedly having a previous 7” on SubPop that I’ve

been scrambling so hard to find, this Jade Tree offering is just the total

shit. As if Codeine had Bob Mould singing for them (I know, I know, I say

this and people roll their eyes). More “mature” tunefulness following the

Promise Ring wake of Jade Tree signings. Raw and beautiful, every side

of the coin you can think of. An ironic, touching masterpiece. Would you

listen to anything less?

A Minor Forest “Flemish Altruism” 2 X LP—Thrill Jockey has really

been doing it up with lots of atmosphere in their records, and A Minor

Forest is no exception. Looking at TransAm, Tortoise and Touch & Go’s

Man Or Astroman?, clearly there is a growing niche for music which

requires a greater attention span than any three chord wonder you can

pull out of a hat. The songs on this have been kicking around in their

live set for a few years, and it's good to hear a good version of them

perfected by the Weston/Albini recording process in Chicago. At times

droning, often catchy for moments. Good dynamics, going from the rage

of hardcore to light dinner music in a second.

Radio Flyer “In Their Strange White Armor” CD-I’m not sure how

this thing came together. An unbelievable side project between mem-

bers of Gauge and Hoover which supposedly was composed in a week's

time, combining some of the best attributes of both bands. I mean,

what is the explanation here? Do algebraic majors with a minor in

Dischord Studies all know.each other because of the obscurity of their

trade? I had heard legends of this outfit a couple of years ago and it

sounded like some sort of crazy half-truism that only Madison kids could

dream up. I don’t know if there’s going to be a vinyl equivalent for this,

but I bought it right away just because the music is that memorable.

There are definitely some songs that fall into a more ambient, “clank-

ing around” type category, but the first and the last song definitely are

worth having on their individual merit alone.

Jack Oblivian “American Slang” LP-One of the singers of the

Oblivians strikes out on his own with a backup band of varying member-

ship. Off the wall, distorted rock and roll type meanderings that satisfy

the garage lover in me and an unending need for my Oblivans fix. After

the apocalypse it’s going to be this kind of music that gets us to the next

horizon. Easy to replicate, easy to appreciate. Honest. Basic. Amazing.

Regulator Watts s/t 7”-The flat gray cover with the indented “Watts”

is to die for. The light gray ink for the lettering is sublime. The music is

great, another awesome Hoover legacy band to grace the pages of this

magazine, and the arena of underground music. Keep ‘em coming.

Monorchid “Let Them Eat The” LP-I have to make an effort to coun-

teract the utterly unfair review Dan Sinker gave the Monorchid 7” on

Gravity. Monorchid brings back everything that was great about Circus

Lupus with a more minimalistic, readily appreciable quirkiness. They

haven’t had a bad record yet, and this LP certainly is the culmination of

their anti-pop tunefulness with redone versions of the highlights from

their first 7” on Lovitt with off-the-wall references to fashion vampires

which plague us all in various forms (I know, I know, everyone in DC is a

fashion vampire, who gives?) At any rate, like a 90’s version of some-

thing simpler which would’ve been satisfying in the 70’s like the Jam, the

Fall or something. Maybe. If nothing, intriguing, not boring. Not hardly.

Dead & Gone “God Loves Everyone But You” LP-Dark, twisted and

bluesy. Who could ask for anything more? Like a far flung cousin of the

Laughing Hyenas/Chrome Cranks school of thought, atmospheric and

powerfully hardcore. In a way, reminiscent of the way that Born Against

was going near the end with a sludgier, dirtier, crawling tribute to eerie

blues guitarwork. If you’re going to trash your vocal chords, this is the

stuff to do it to.

June Of 44 “The Anatomy Of Sharks” 3-song 12”—another pack-

aging delight, this time utilizing a clever matchbook format for both the

vinyl and CD formats which I had trouble figuring out until Fang came to
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the rescue with his music packaging erudition. With a quick flip the

dainty cover comes open to expose a three song platter, one song of

which is atmospheric mumbo-jumbo (but not displeasing to the ear)

leaving the other two other songs as logarithmic superstructures (throw

in any mathematical adjective, and you’ll be OK, right?) A tour de force

of sublime attributes.

• • •

I like to buy music, I like to steal music, I like to acquire music in

any way possible. I don’t know that I have really been that great of a

musician, or more specifically, that great of a singer, but I know what is

good, and I have reasons for giving praise to what I call “great”. In

columns past, my aesthetic sense has been to mention bands to indi-

cate their inherent greatness as a unit, but we all know that greatness

comes and greatness goes, and for every band that doesn’t call it quits

at the right moment comes the band that puts out shitty record after

shitty record in an unending stream of mediocrity. It’s said that every-

one has a good song in them, and they do. There is no such thing as a

“good band”, there are just good moments. They are all transitory.

Spare change to get us through the turnstile of life.

We can apply this paradigm to subcultures as well.

I don’t know that it’s even sufficient to say that punk has got to go,

because the whole idea that there’s something real about being in a

subculture is so empty and shoddily constructed in and of itself. There

are no new heroes coming around the corner for me. That’s just not the

sort of thing I’m looking for. At best, the new clothes that will be cool

around the time of the millennium turning, and cloying for the sound

which “defines tomorrow” is just a funny way to look at something which

is really quite ordinary and mundane. You call it punk, I call it conformi-

ty. When we bought into it, we called it high school.

So in all seriousness, I can’t help feeling that there was never a

band that was quite as right on, in terms of attitude, as the Sex Pistols.

You can look at the whole fiasco with their attempted recreation and see

that they’re not much better than the people they sought to criticize,

which just goes to show again that the truly magnificent things in life are

moments, not people. Right time, right place. That’s the way of things,

baby (the Nation of Ulysses made it OK for me to say that, and taught

me how to spell Svenonius). I also want to be a funny guy ancf say that

I think that the Sex Pistols were truly great in the sense that they were

a garage band, since I know that certain self serving scenesters will

have you know that the Buzzcocks were a pop punk band before ever

such a thing existed, so it seems fair enough that I can bring the Sex

Pistols into my preferred camp. There have been some good things

going on in music. Important things. Vital things. There are reasons to

be urgent. Boredom, for one. The short human lifespan, for two. There

definitely are different angles for looking at the world, and there cer-

tainly is something beyond recreating the past and wondering why you

were born at that point in history where everything has already hap-

pened. I don’t think it comes as too much of a surprise that I am more

than weary of punk, but weary of saying that I am weary of punk, and

weary of people who will only think that being weary of something is a

very punk way to look at music. I want things too. I don’t want nostal-

gia and I don’t want to glorify something that is utterly dull, obligatory,

and easily dismissed.

Is that a mohawk you’re wearing? As my little brother drolly com-

mented at a recent Sunday afternoon screening of Poltergeist, “It’s

amazing what you can do with a little wind and a strobe light.”

^o somewhere in the back of my mind, there’s this real-

ty huge column sexuality and gender roles in the

^scene, but honestly it will have to wait, because it’s

going to take quite an effort to translate it from a Jen Angel thought into

something that is understandable by other people. I really don’t have

the time at moment.

But, in the meantime, I wanted to clue you all into a few things

that are going on this summer in punk land. There’s a lot of fests, so

I’ve been keeping a calendar so we can keep them all straight. You can

email me for the updated version, but this is what I have so far (punk

fests only; if you want to know about political stuff, just write me), and

this is just contact information. You need to write them for the band and

workshop schedules.

• May 9-12: Winnipeg, MB, CANADA

Mike Alexander, pob 26014, 116 Sherbrook St, Winnipeg MB CANADA,

R3C 4K9, 204-774-6688

• June 13-15: Chicago IL

Jenny or Michelle: (773)395-0597 • Ed Faktorovich POBOX 470475,

Chicago II. 60647-0475

• June 27-28: WilksBarre PA

Edward Gieda- 717.696.1060/ ebmgieda@REFUGE.MICROSERVE.COM

• June 28-29: Indianapolis IN:

info: 317 924 5643 / 317 251 8713

• July 11-13: Columbus Ohio: More Than Music Fest

Mike Thorn, 1579 indianola columbus oh 43201 614.421.1269

• August 15-17: Greenville NC

Alex, 919-757-0843, PO BOX 3871 Greenville, NC 27858

Now, let’s talk about fests? I guess l can just sum it all up in a

paragraph or two.

First, I think that the primary (only?) reason to attend a fest is to meet

and interact with other kids outside of my own city who are into the same

scene as I am. Is it to watch bands? No. Is it to buy records? No. It could
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be, and if it is, we need to give up the pretense that hardcore and punk are

something more, that they challenge the system or that they provide an

alternative, or that punk is a community and a new or different way of relat-

ing to each other. This doesn’t mean that fests have to have political work-

shops, but if you travel ten hours to a fest, watch some bands and buy some

records, what have you really done that you couldn't do in your hometown?

Don’t get me wrong, I really enjoy going to fests, but the parts that I like the

best are seeing old friends and meeting and talking with new people.

Second, in some ways it’s good that there are so many fests. We all

know that it is a luxury to be able to travel, and this way more kids can go

to them. It’s fucking amazing that there are more people who have the

capacity and motivation and the vision to plan and carry out large scale

events. But, the more fests there are, the less diverse the crowd will be. If

there are a few fests, people travel from all over the country to go to them.

And, now that there are people who can do such things on a large scale,

we need to move on and out. There are other, even larger and more per-

vasive projects which we could be working on. We, as a punk community,

know how to do fests. Now what can we do that is bigger and better?

• • •

I would also like take this time to recommend a few zines which

have made it to my mailbox recently.

All the Answers #4: This looks great, and besides having too many

reviews (thought they are nice and in depth mostly), has some great

interviews: Tim from Avail, Tanner, Boilermaker, and Winston Smith. In

the Avail interview, for example, you get to know Tim as a person, beyond

what he thinks about Avail and beyond what he thinks about metal.

Good, probing questions that you hardly ever see in zines. 72 pgs, full

size. From Irwin, 207 Clarendon 14B Phoenix, AZ 85013 / $2 ppd.

Inside Front #9: On the cover of this issue it says “a journal of rev-

olution... and hardcore punk.” Right up my alley. Impressive, and

thought I’ve only seen one issue, I love it (if I discount the overly-large

record review section and our extremely divergent tastes in music).

Imagine a columns section comprised of your favorite zine writers (like

Bryan from Con (tra)science and Richard from Things Fall Apart). I like

zines with a lot of analysis in them, of punk and of society. Most of all

I respect the editor for being intelligent, well reasoned, and educated,

and for the parts he talks about why he’s involved in punk and what it

means to him. There are also scene reports and two band interviews.

2695 Rangewood Dr, Atlanta GA 30345/ $2ppd.

Temp Slave #10: One of my favorite non-punk related zines. Work,

social commentary, and humor all in one. The new issue came out in

March. You can get it for $3 from Keffo, POB 8284, Madison Wl 53708.

And I also hear that Contrascience #5.5, will be a benefit record

for the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors and an as yet

to be named labor related cause. The 10” will include MK Ultra, the

Strike, ’Dillinger 4, Man Afraid, Q Factor, Swallowing Shit, and a bunch

of other bands. For information write to Bryan at POB 8344

Minneapolis MN 55408.

• • •

Now the last part. Writing for a zine like Punk Planet is different

then writing for your own zine. Somehow, I feel pressured to impart

great words of punk rock wisdom or insight, but nothing is coming to

mind at the moment. I just want to say that right now I choose to find

my solace in the punk scene. There are a lot of inspiring things out there

that I have experienced through punk rock and I just want to say that

sometimes it’s good to not let yourself get weighed down by all the

depressing, fucked up shit in and outside of the scene. I know a lot of

people who are getting jaded and who are telling me that the bad far

outweighs the good these days, but part of me wants to say that they’re

just forgetting all of those things which have inspired them in the past.

Yeah, I know, in an effort to avoid name dropping I’ve come off real-

ly vague. Sometimes I just feel like I’m the only one with some optimism.

If you’d like to write, youjcan contact me at: Jen Angel, POB 3593,

Columbus Ohio, 43210, angel 4-@osu.edu. Thanks.

Q
t’s mid-February and it looks like I’m going to survive my first

Iowa winter... barely. As I write this, there’s a blizzard outside

and I’m home with Fez, a pot of coffee and a jar of Manic

Panic Purple Haze hair dye. I’m on a big Alice in Chains kick, which is

real cheery. Did I mention that it’s Saturday night? Yes, I’m feeling just

a tad pathetic here. I think I have that light deprivation disease... sea-

sonal blah blah disorder? Whatever. Something in my physical being is

crying out, “Stop the insanity, just go to bed and don’t get up ‘’til April.”

I’m not motivated to do much of anything— I had big plans today and I

ended up taking a three hour nap. I keep thinking about a lot of my

friends who, like me, were bar-hopping basement-dwelling punk rock

low-lifes for years and then went to college. I’m not talking people who

were voted “most, likely to be a loser” in high school; I'm talking people

who didn’t even go to high school. I love these people. These are my

people. But something about grad school makes them sick, depresses

them. I have watched those who have gone before me enter a Masters

program and sink into a pit of despair. It seems to be a chick thing, like

we’re messing with some internal glass ceiling and paying a price. None

of us are even sure why this happens, but I hope it isn’t happening to

me. It would seem that only divine intervention could postpone it: I’m

in Iowa, and let’s just say that I don't feel at home. I’m turning 33 this

year. I’m way in debt and I’m getting a degree in Playwriting which isn’t

likely to get me out of debt. I’m only dying a few streaks of my hair pur-

ple— I do have to teach and can’t go completely insane. Teaching is one

of the things that I like best about being here. But what I’m getting at

here is that my life is kinda depressing so if I don’t get really depressed

it’ll be a minor miracle.



Oh, and those of you who read my last column know that I quit

smoking— I am still hanging in there. I miss my cigarettes. They were

comforting, when I wasn't wheezing and coughing.

• • •

I got a call from an Iowa City Punk Planet reader in January and an

e-mail from another. That cheered me up. It turns out that they’re both

involved with a brand-new pirate radio station. They’ve been on the air

for about a month. They operate out of a member's apartment. This

kind of thing really impresses me. It’s one thing to give money or go to

a few meetings or spend a few hours on something you believe in. But

this is a serious lifestyle change. I also appreciate the fact that at least

some of the people at the core of this organization are locals. I know

from living in college towns a lot of my life that students are famous for

starting things and then moving... they know somewhere in the back of

their minds that they’re going to leave, but they don’t always plan for it,

and then community projects that they’ve started just collapse. They’re

committed to the ideas to a large degree, and the community to a less-

er degree. Of course, this isn’t a crime; better to start it and abandon it

than not start it at all. But I was heartened to hear that there were town-

ies involved.

I have always been interested in radio, but have never known much

about the politics involved in starting a station. If you’re informed about

this stuff, feel free to skip ahead—how will I ever know the difference?

Anyway, the politics are about what you’d expect: if you have a lot of

money, cool! If you don’t, too fucking bad! You’re on your own! Not only

is the equipment expensive, but the license costs $3000.00.

Furthermore, you can’t even get a license unless you can broadcast at

100 watts. To do that, you need a lot of expensive equipment (a tower,

in fact) and so on. You get the picture. And of course it’s technically ille-

gal to broadcast without a license. ICFR (Iowa City Free Radio) uses a

five-watt transmitter; the proverbial little fish.

ICFR takes some inspiration from Free Radio Berkeley in California,

which, in January 1995, was almost shut down by the FCC. A prece-

dent was set when a federal judge refused to grant the FCC an injunc-

tion which would shut the station down. Several unlicensed stations

have followed in FRB's wake.

The station’s format is wide open; at the general meeting I went

to, it seemed fairly clear that anyone who wanted a show could have

one. As of right now, they have several talk shows, several

industrial/alterna/whatever shows, some hip-hop, some gospel. Another

show will feature readings. I’m working on a radio play.

I pretty much find radio to be intolerable anywhere I go. New York

has some good Jazz and R&B stations
,
but the rock stations suck. In

the college towns I have dwelled in, the only real “alternative” has

been college radio, and a lot of the time it's dominated by younger ver-

sions of the aforementioned Howard Stern Wannabees—just less

familiar with the equipment. Since moving here in August, I hadn’t

sampled much Iowa City radio. What I have heard in my brief trips

down the dial has been predictable. Not surprisingly, there’s very little

beyond the predictable dominant-culture commercial formats. I did try

setting my alarm clock on an alterna-rock type station for a few weeks,

but it didn’t last. The morning DJs (of course there are two, and of

course they think we want to listen to them talk to each other) are

dimwitted, homophobic Howard Stern wannabees who think that mak-

ing cracks about Madonna’s breasts or Michael Jackson’s alleged

pedophilia is a great way to start the day. The music is what you’d

expect—if you’re lucky, Soundgarden. But to get to the Soundgarden,

you have to wade through a fetid swamp of Stone Temple Pilots, Oasis

and Green Day. No can do—makes me puke. Anyway, I digress. Not

much diversity here in the way of radio. ICFR can offer something that

better reflects the community.

One of the reasons I get excited about things like this is that I get

reminded of the potential behind the technology that surrounds me

constantly. As a playwright, Theater artist, whatever, I tend to think a lot

about television and what it could be. Sometimes I sit here at the com-

puter, writing plays that a ridiculously small fraction of the population

will see, and I look at the TV and I think, it's a box that’s in everybody’s

house. It takes no effort to turn it on, it doesn’t cost much to use.

Urban, rural, rich, poor.... a large percentage of the population has

easy assess to TV. For the most part, this turns out to be kind of a bad

thing. But what if it wasn’t? What if there were different people con-

trolling it, with different motives? Think about short films. Where do

people see short films? In artsy fartsy festivals and groovy little the-

aters. Most people don’t see them at all. Meanwhile, the whole fuck-

ing country is home watching the damn Disney channel or “Friends”.

What's up with that?

It's the same with radio. How come there are so many great

unsigned bands that I can think of off the top of my head, but when I

turn on the radio, I have to listen to Alanis? Isn’t it fucking ironic?

Anyway, ICFR is a great thing, off to a great start. I wish I could do

a show myself, but I have no time. However, I plan to pay my $10 mem-

bership dues, keep attending meetings and stay informed. If you want

to contact ICFR, Email IFCR@spy.net or visit their website at

http://www.spy.net/icfr/. If you want to send a demo, or anything else,

they have a box: 308 E. Burlington, Box 219, Iowa City, IA 52240

• • •

Have I mentioned that I’m depressed? Today I was taken by a fel-

low playwright to a women’s basketball game. It was a lot of fun.

Something different, to be sure. After the game ended, we sat in our

seats and watched the crowd file out. My friend Amy and I both found

ourselves staring at a middle aged couple. She had a bunch of home-

made looking cookies in a big ziplock bag, he had a video camera. They

were generally laden with a lot of stuff, and they looked miserable,

bored, and depressed. Iowa had won the game, so you know that was-

n't the problem. Have I mentioned that I’m depressed? Well, here’s the

good news: I’m not that depressed! Hah!

I haven’t seen hardly any bands here in Iowa. Hopefully in my next

column I will be able to cover some scene stuff.

By the time you read this, Violation Fez #6 should be out—does

this sound familiar? If you’re online, you may want to Email first before

sending your dollar. Otherwise, send $1 or your zine to PO Box 2228,

Times Square Station, New York, NY 10108.
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erkeley is a funny old town. Not half as funny as

some of the people who live here, if you’ll allow me

one of the cheap shots for which I'm not unduly

noted, but still, definitely not a place likely to be mistaken for any

other on the planet.

One misconception about our town, though, is that it’s a constant

whirl of excitement and cultural upheaval. Kids across America harbor

this fantasy about it being the punk rock equivalent of Disneyland, when

in fact on an average night you could roll a bowling ball down the side-

walks of our seedy looking downtown and not risk hitting more than a

handful of wobbly drunks and spare changers.

What sets Berkeley apart from your average Sleepytown, USA is its

almost limitless potential for absurdity and chaos to erupt without warn-

ing. It’s like a dormant volcano, only instead of molten lava gurgling

under the surface, we have the deranged remnants of several decades’

worth of countercultures ready to burst out of their self-absorbed mias-

ma at the drop of a misplaced pretext.

There’s probably no one who more clearly embodies the seething

white underbelly of Berkeley’s madness than our old friend Spike

Anarkie. New readers of Punk Planet may not be familiar with this proto-

punk's legendary exploits, but suffice it to say that wherever distraught

and misunderstood youth gather to admire each other’s piercings and

mohawks, the name of Spike Anarkie is not far from their lips.

Who can forget, for example, the computer snafu that resulted in

Spike’s being named Professor of Anarchy at the University of

Minnesota, a fiasco which came close to wiping out the entire system

of higher education in the Upper Midwest? Or when he set out to do

battle with the notorious poser Felix von Havoc, who had dared to sug-

gest that he, not Spike, was il Punko di tutti punki?

Then there was the time he got himself appointed as President

Clinton’s youth adviser and almost succeeded in getting the United

States to invade England to prop up the Prez’s sagging poll ratings, or

that very bizarre instance when, in an attempt to sabotage my column

for Punk Planet, he was turned into a hologram by crazed computer sci-

entists over at Maximum RocknRollingstone.

Not much has been heard from Spike of late, and I think people

supposed he had finally drunk himself into oblivion or gotten into the

rave scene, but nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, Spike

has been here all along, sprawled across the sidewalks of Berkeley’s

fabulous Telegraph Avenue, demanding spare change and complaining

about all the posers who’ve been pouring into town.

It's precisely those posers—people who look pretty much just like

Spike except perhaps not quite so fleabitten—who might be responsi-

ble for Spike's descent into obscurity. When he was clearly the most dis-

turbed and offensive character on the Avenue, the limelight often fell

upon him, but now that every small town and suburb' across the land is

coughing up its own particular specimen of punkus extremis and send-

ing it winging toward the long-suffering City of Berkeley, Spike is in dan-

ger of being lost in the crowd.

But you can’t keep a good man down—not that that has any rel-

evance whatsoever to Mr. Anarkie. However, the same principle applies

to truly foul excrescences of humanity, so it was no doubt inevitable that

Spike’s dark star would once more rise to blot out all that is bright and

beautiful, or at least make a real mess before passing out in a pool of

its own vomit.

Anyway, this particular episode started out innocuously enough,

but before it was over had manage to embroil a whole panoply of Major

Punk Personalities and not a few guilty bystanders in a ruckus of such

proportions that it had even blase old Berkeley quaking in its

Birkenstocks and Doc Martens.

It all started, as so many of Spike’s adventures do, with our hero

drunk in the gutter. His longtime friend and translator Dirt had parked

himself on the curb nearby and was reading aloud from the latest issue

of the punk rock bible, Maximum RocknRollingstone. Spike was paying

about as much attention as he ever paid to anything besides himself,

i.e., none, but something Dirt said caused him to suddenly jerk into

semi-comatose state of alertness.

It was an item about how the evil Lookout Records

Megacorporation had launched a plot to “gentrify” a dingy old stretch of

University Avenue by taking over one of the block’s many vacant store-

fronts and turning it into, horror of horrors, a store! That alone was

enough to outrage Spike, since he was basically against stores, unless

of course they sold beer and were easy to steal from.

But this was even worse! If the Maximum RocknRollingstone arti-

cle was to be believed, the Lookout Recordshop was merely a front for

a much more nefarious scheme which would soon result in buildings

being painted in pretty pastel colors, and yuppies driving their BMWs in

from Marin to buy overpriced “My Parents Went To Heidetown And All I

Got Was This Stupid Lookout Records T-Shirt” type merchandise.

Dirt, ever the optimist, tried to put a positive spin on the news.

“Dude, look at it this way, if more rich suburban fux come to Berkeley,

the spare changing will be better!”

But Spike was not to be moved. He didn’t always agree with

Maximum RocknRollingstone, but ever since he’d heard the rumor that

Filth’s breakup was really a result of Lookout’s demand that they appear

on a Green Day tribute album, he’d been prepared to believe the worst.

“First they put out all that pop-punk poser crap, and now they’re trying

to—what’s that word—gentlefry downtown Berkeley!! Dude, that is fuct.

They’ve got to be stopped!”

“Not gentlefry, Spike, gentrify," Dirt tactfully corrected his friend. “It

means like when you make the neighborhood nicer.”

The mere mention of the word “nice” is enough to send Spike into



an advanced state of apoplexy, and hearing it now, with an especially

pernicious hangover beginning to set in, was all it took to launch him

into a frenzy.

Rapping his bedraggled arms like a scarecrow caught in a hay-

baler, he barked marching orders at the hapless Dirt. “C’mon, dude,

we’re headed down to Heidetown. Someone's got to stand up for the

punks of Berkeley!”

Dirt, accustomed to being dragged into Spike’s harebrained

schemes, cast a wary eye at his pal. “What are you thinking about

doing?” he asked.

“Dude, it’s obvious!” Spike retorted. “If they’re going to try and

gentle... gender... gent... whatever... downtown Berkeley, we’ve got to

do the opposite! We'll slumify it!!!”

“How are you going to do that, Spike? I mean, it’s not exactly

Beverly Hills down there anyway.”

“Hey dude, I’ll think of something. Don’t I always?”

Dirt was thinking to himself, yes, that was usually the problem, but

he dutifully followed Spike down the street, making sure to glower and

spit whenever they passed nicely dressed college students or people

who looked like they might be on their way to read a book.

As fate would have it, Spike and Dirt were not alone in their mis-

sion to prevent the gentrification of downtown Berkeley. As they turned

the corner into Heidetown (named after the Lookout Records mascot, a

curiously misshapen androgynous blue bear), they ran smack into

Cheesy Badger and his henchmen, Major Bear and Willie Beaver.

Now if these sound like the names of cartoon characters, there’s

a reason for it; no one knows exactly why, but Heidetown has become

home to a number of individuals who look suspiciously like escapees

from comic books or Saturday morning TV shows.

Major Bear, dressed in a military jacket with shiny brass buttons,

and Willie Beaver, buck teeth gleaming in the midday sun as his eyes

darted about in search of something to chew, could have dropped in

from anywhere, but Cheesy Badger was another story. Apart from Spike,

of course, he was the world’s first truly punk cartoon character.

Sporting a Ramones-style leather jacket, a cigarette dangling pre-

cariously from lips curled upward in a perpetual sneer, and sipping from

a can of cheap beer, Cheesy took serious umbrage at having very near-

ly been trampled by Spike.

“Watch where the hell you’re going, kid,” he snarled.

Spike, having never met a badger before, and quite unaware that

they are not the best-natured of animals, was taken aback. He was

used to being the one that did the snarling.

But something about Cheesy Badger commanded respect.

Perhaps it was only the fact that his sidekick Major Bear looked as

though he was prepared to turn Spike into an hors d 'oeuvre at the utter-

ance of a wrong syllable, but there was something else, too, a steely

glint in the eye, a beady, jaundiced stare that spoke of someone used

to commanding the spotlight.

What Spike didn't realize, since he hadn’t kept up with the main-

stream punk rock scene, was that he was looking at a mini-celebrity.

Cheesy was actually the lead singer of Cheesing Badger, a legendary

punk rock band spawned in the 1980s wasteland of suburban

Wisconsin. They’d sung catchy, tuneful ditties about neat stuff like beer

and farts and killing your mom, and had quite a bit of success until

Cheesy broke up the band to pursue a new project, a Ramones tribute

band known as the Rodent Tails.

The Rodent Tails failed to do as well as Cheesy had hoped, and

when he saw what great success other old punk bands like the Sex

Pistols and the Descendents were having, he decided to put Cheesing

Badger back together. Their reunion CD had just come out on Tubby

Chubby Records, and Cheesy had come to Berkeley to help promote it.

There was another, less innocent reason behind Cheesy’s appear-

ance in Berkeley, however. For reasons fully understood by no one,

Cheesy Badger had embarked on a lifelong crusade to destroy Lookout

Records. It might have had something to do with the fact that they had

turned down Cheesy's application when he so generously offered to

take the job of label president, or it could have been the way they put

his picture on the cover of their new catalog without even paying him

royalties, or it could have just been that, like about 98% of the things

in the known universe, Lookout Records just plain bothered him, but so

it wa—Cheesy was not going to rest until Lookout had been brought to

its knees.

Those who know Cheesy Badger will be aware that he is no

stranger to evil escapades. If everyone's life were a freight train, his

would be the one that stops in front of you on the highway and then

spends an hour and a half backing up and switching cars while you sit

there trying to figure out how you're going to explain to your boss/ girl-

friend/ parents/ parole officer why you’re late again.

But another thing that makes Cheesy Badger remarkable is that

every one of his plots manages, without fail, to end in disaster. If you’ve

read the Adventures of Cheesy Badger comic book, you’ll recall that, in

the same way Wile E. Coyote always wanders under the falling anvil or

into the brick wall, Cheesy’s best laid plans never fail to land him smack

in the middle of Lake Michigan (it's next to Wisconsin, which at least

makes it convenient).

Cheesy’s current plot against Lookout was twofold. The first part,

paying Willie Beaver to chew down a tree so that it would fall on the

shop and destroy it had already come a cropper due to bad planning,

but Phase Two was in full effect. Cheesy had taken over the vacant

building across the street that had formerly served as Suzy’s Massage

Parlor, and was opening “Cheesy Badger’s Record Emporium.”

“I’ll show those Lookout chumps how it’s done,” he growled, and

was surprised to hear Spike Anarkie respond with, “Dude, that’s cool!

Lookout sucks!”

“I thought all you East Bay dinks were into kissing Lookout’s ass,”

he said.

“No way,” said Spike, “only suburban posers like Lookout. The true

punks want to destroy Lookout.” *

Normally Cheesy Badger got very annoyed at the mere mention of

things like “the true punks,” but a moderately dim light bulb began to

burn inside his brain. This kid could be useful.

As it happened, apart from copies of his own band’s CD, Cheesy had
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nothing to sell in his record emporium. What’s more, he couldn't stand

punks (actually he couldn’t stand anyone, but punks annoyed him more

than the average bear), so he'd been wondering how to attract them away

from the Lookout Recordshop and into his new store. Unaware that Spike

was not the most sterling exemplar of Berkeley punkdom, Cheesy figured,

hey, these punk kids travel in packs, they’re like rats or whatever animal

it is that travels in packs. I'll get this kid and his loser friend to hang out

in my store and soon all the punks will be there.

Spike is always willing to listen to a good proposition, especially if

it involves multiple 40-ouncers, with which Cheesy Badger had thought-

fully stocked his refrigerator. Before you could say “Live the chaos,”

Spike and Dirt were employed as official hangers-out-on-the-sidewalk to

give the store punk credibility.

“Dude, I told you it was a good idea to come down here,” Spike

boasted. “It turned out even better than I thought. Here we are getting

paid to drink beer, and with us out here plastered across the sidewalk,

you got to admit the neighborhood is already starting to look worse!”

Meanwhile, Cheesy was arranging the window display, 100 copies

of his band’s new CD and a big sign that said “On Sale Cheep, Only

$15.98, Buy It Or Your An Asshole.”

* Cheesy was just finishing up when Spike polished off the last of his

forties. With a loud belch, he stood up and turned around. Perhaps the

B sight of 100 Cheesing Badger CDs unsettled him, but for whatever rea-

H son, he reflexively tossed his empty bottle through the plate glass win-

S dow, causing the CDs to come tumbling down onto the street like so

3 many dominos from a slot machine.

^ Cheesy was beside himself. “What the hell did you do that for, ya

Q
goddamn little gimp?”

y
Spike just shrugged. “Dude, it’s chaos! Besides, broken stuff is

^
punk, and free CDs are even punker!” He laughed maniacally

* Perhaps there was a tragic misalignment in the stars that day, but

what happened next involved such an unfortunate concatenation of cir-

cumstances that there almost had to be some malign intent at work

somewhere. Just as Cheesy Badger’s paws were reaching for Spike’s

throat, a gaggle of Berkeley High School kids came toodling around the

corner. At the front of the pack were Peavis and Punkhead, two partic-

ularly insipid representatives of youth consumer culture.

They had been headed for the Lookout Recordshop to squander

money filched from their mothers’ purses, but when they saw the

Cheesing Badger CDs lying all over the pavement, they came tearing

across the street.

“Dude, free CDs, huh huh,” snorted Peavis. “No way!” said

Punkhead, but he was right there too, along with a dozen other kids

eager to get in on the action. In their hurry to cross University Avenue,

they didn’t bother to look where they were going, and all around them

cars were slamming on their brakes and crashing into each other. Homs

were blaring, and the racket set off car alarms and people were scream-

ing “Why don’t you look where you’re going, asshole?” until it sounded

like a Neurosis record on crack, and that’s when the real chaos began.

Above the din could be heard something that sounded like a hor-

ribly discordant marching band, punctuated by someone shouting

“Punk gentrification’s got to go, yo mama is a big fat ho!” through a

crackly bullhorn.

Sure enough, it was George “Lefty” Foolagain, leading a ragtag

handful of middle-aged hippies in a demonstration against the Lookout

Recordshop. Providing the musical accompaniment was his longtime

sidekick, a wizened organ grinder named Dim Toejammin, along with his

poorly trained monkey, Spurious George.

This trio has quite a history, the full extent of which we don’t have

time to go into here. Before coming to the Bay Area, Lefty Foolagain

achieved considerable notoriety as the most ruthless member of the

Central Committee of the Communist Party of Albania. His career was

ruined, however, when it was discovered that he was embezzling Party

funds and using the ill-gotten proceeds to publish pornographic science

fiction novels featuring hulking Central European women being violated

by giant tractors from outer space. It became necessary to flee to the

West concealed inside of Dim Toejammin’s venerable organ.

Dim Toejammin had never enjoyed much success back in Albania

and was forced to supplement his income by emptying chamber pots,

but he struck gold in California when he began publishing Maximum

RocknRollingstone magazine. He never completely abandoned the

political beliefs he and Lefty had learned back in Albania, however,

and his most cherished ambition was to use his magazine to create a

famous punk rock band who would be able to educate the masses in

correct thinking.

Unfortunately, while Maximum RocknRoliingstone had launched

the careers of many successful musicians, none of them seemed inter-

ested in sticking around once they had earned enough money to move

out of their parents’ houses. So his last best hope was a group put

together around his monkey, Spurious George, who, to his credit, may

be the world’s only organ grinder's monkey to have learned how to play

a guitar.

But Spurious George had some bad habits which Chairman Dim

had been unable to break him of. As you may know (or perhaps not,

since organ grinders with trained monkeys are no longer common in this

modern world), the monkey’s job is to run about with a tin cup, looking

cute and thereby inducing passersby to donate their spare coins.

Spurious George, being a not especially good-tempered monkey, could

only keep up the cute act so long; if people walked by without dropping

some change, he’d start biting them on the ankles and yelling “pussy!"

But boy, could he play guitar... Well, not really, but as someone

once remarked about a dog that walked on its hind legs, “It’s not so

much that he does it well, but that he does it at all.” And he was cer-

tainly doing it on this wild and crazy Berkeley afternoon, pounding his

guitar into the sidewalk as he shouted out the title (which was also the

lyrics) to his band's big hit, “Pussy Woosy (You’re Juicy).”

By now the riot squad had shown up, but this being Berkeley, they

weren’t allowed to use billy clubs* or anything that might hurt people’s

feelings. They got busy anyway, bonking anything that moved with their

nerf bats. From the other direction came a phalanx of briefcase-toting

beagles dressed in three-piece suits; apparently Cheesy Badger,

smelling trouble, had summoned his lawyers. Seeing the smoke com-



ing out of Cheesy Badger’s ears, the ever-helpful Heide filled her friend

Paily up with water and emptied it over Cheesy’s head, which only

resulted in a large cloud of steam and a torrent of very bad words. Goaly

the cat came racing over with a large rubber mallet and bopped

Spurious George over the head, then began nailing the hapless monkey

to the crossbars of a telephone pole.

There was an earsplitting roar overhead as an armada of heli-

copters hove into view, bearing the logos of such highly respected tele-

vision programs as Hard Copy, Current Afair, and Entertainment

Tonight. The OJ. trial had just ended, leaving them with a dearth of

exciting news, so the donnybrook on University Avenue was a real god-

send. Oprah Winfrey was arm-wrestling Barbara Walters over who got

first dibs on interviewing Cheesy Badger when the National Guard

showed up.

We should have seen it coming. Ever since the days when Ronald

Reagan was Governor, the State of California has seen Berkeley as a

major thorn in its side. Reagan actually sent the Guard in with guns

blazing back in 1969, but nowadays things are a bit more civilized. This

time nobody got shot, but in some ways, the net result was even worse.

What the soldiers did, acting under direct orders from

Governor Pete “Attila” Wilson, was to erect a giant wall around the

entire city. As soon as it was done, he issued an emergency procla-

mation declaring Berkeley to be America’s first Toontown Memorial

Loony Bin and Concentration Camp. He followed this up with a

series of changes in state law that effectively turned all Berkeley

residents (the ones who weren’t already) into cartoon characters,

and forbade them, under penalty of being erased, from ever leav-

ing Berkeley again.

And that’s where it stands today. We still have internet and tele-

phone access, and can get a couple TV shows from the outside (only

cartoon ones, of course), but other than that, we’re apparently stuck

here forever in this looking glass world, bouncing off of each other’s two

dimensional projections, and babbling at each other in a lot of stars and

asterisks (in one of those ultimate twists of irony for a hotbed of liber-

tinism like Berkeley, we’re now a G-rated toontown).

One of the best (or worst, depending how you look at it) things

about being a cartoon character is that you never die or get old, even if

Cheesy Badger drops a ten ton safe smack on your noggin. So this

could go on forever, which obviously could drive us all insane were it not

for the equally obvious fact that toons have no brains.

There are those who swear that Berkeley is the same as it always

has been, that they really don’t notice any difference, and they may

have a point. Still, for people like me, who had been thinking about get-

ting out of Berkeley, it’s kind of depressing to realize that we’ve ended

up stuck in exactly the kind of city we’d been working toward all along.

The constant laughter in the air rings pretty hollow, especially when

conversation seldom rises beyond the level of “Oof!” “Ack!” “Blam!” and

“Zowie!” But then if you’ve ever attended a meeting of the Berkeley City

Council... Well, put it this way: now that we’re all toons in toontown,

some things actually make more sense than they used to. Whether this

column is one of them, I wouldn’t venture to say.

Open letter to a friend.

t's 1:25 on a completely nondescript day in late March. This

day won’t be remembered for anything at all. Neither will this

week or this month or this year or this lifetime. The clocks

won’t stop ticking for any reason at all—ever. I can murder the family

across the street or become a priest or a movie star or a molecular biol-

ogist or a TV repair man and it won’t matter. Ticking clocks still provide

the soundtrack. There’s the faint breeze from the turning calendar

pages. Keep time however you wish falsetto, the thousand years is over.

If the universe is infinitely big, meaning you could fly a rocket for-

ever and never find the end, then it must also be infinitely small, mean-

ing you can keep dividing things in half for eternity as well and never find

an end. If you’ve ever felt inconsequential to your surroundings, you

should double your despair.

I’m six feet tall, by the way.

My father has a Rolex watch that he bought 25 years ago for

$200. When I was little I would sit on his lap and play with it. I used to

watch and wait until the second hand was on 12, then close my eyes

and start counting to see if I could keep perfect time in my head. Or I

would use it to see how long I could hold my breath. This was one of

my favorite ways to pass the endless time of elementary school.

Everything well lit and quiet, everybody learning how to add, or correct-

ly form lowercase Q's in some cinderblock-constructed classroom in

Fayetteville, North Carolina. Then me punching a hole in the silence with

a loud gasping for air. Everybody would laugh, as I pushed the stop but-

ton on my calculator watch, caught my breath and checked to see how

I did. The teacher would tell the class to settle down, and for me to con-

centrate on my lowercase Q's, which suck to this day. I wasn’t doing it

to be funny, I was very concerned with lengthening the time span I could

go without oxygen. This seemed important to me. More important than

Q’s—it still does. I had no idea there was no oxygen in outer space.

Seven years ago, I asked my father if he’d ever killed anybody.

"I hope so.”

Teaching me how to fish. How to throw a knuckleball. How to tie my

shoes. How to read. How to write. How to tell time. Sometimes I think

about my father sitting in the cockpit of a C-130 Gunship wearing one of

his olive drab flight suits. Finger on the trigger. An order to follow. A sense

of duty. A sense of patriotism. He couldn’t have been much older than I

am now. In most of my childhood memories of my father, he is wearing

an olive drab flight suit. And combat boots that my older brother would

later co-opt when we discovered the Dead Kennedys and Black Flag.

Punk

Planet
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“I hope so. You drop bombs, you hope you hit your targets.”

I wonder what happened in the lives of the people my father killed

the day he killed them. I wonder how much thought they gave to what

they were going to wear that day. I wonder what they laughed at. I won-

der who they were in love with. I wonder how many times their hearts

beat from the time they woke up until the time my father destroyed

them. I wonder what they would have done differently if they knew that

this day was going to be their last. I wonder if they looked into the sky

when they heard the engines of my father’s airplane.

Do I live my life like everyday might be my last? No. Do I cherish

every moment? No I don’t. I don't because today will not be my last.

Nor will tomorrow or the next day or the day after that. I’m not going to

die for a long, long time. You can seize the day if you want, but I don’t

need to because there are plenty of them ahead of me.

This day will slip away from me like almost all the others before it.

Days add up to weeks, to months, to years, to a lifetime all sliding by

unnoticed in a timely fashion. How many years do you think it will be

after you die that no one will remember you? How much of your own

life do you remember? What did you do on this day last year? What did

you do 43 days ago? 15 days ago? What were you thinking about 20

minutes ago? What were you doing with your hands? What were you

looking at?

How much of your life is worth remembering? How far apart are

the moments you actually remember about your life? Do you think the

times in your life that you remember most vividly are the same moments

other people remember in their lives? The idea is to move those

moments of adventure, or lust, or desperation, or elation closer togeth-

er from here on in. It’s a small pond—that of the humans—but still

nobody makes any waves.

Today must have been a bad day for a lot of people somewhere.

Sometime late last century civilization saw the invention of the sky-

scraper. Shortly thereafter, some industrious miserable office worker-

type threw themself out one of its windows, ushering in a whole new

method of self destruction. I wonder if the obituary pointed out that this

was the first suicide of this type ever in history. I wonder if there was a

rash of copycat suicides after that. I wonder if the deceased felt clever

when they finally decided how they were going to end their life.

Every night before I go to sleep, I imagine myself floating in outer

space staring down at the earth. 50 miles straight up in the air. 50 miles

from where I’m sitting. Just beyond where the blue sky turns to black

space and just high enough for gravity to allow me my orbit. Just enough

distance for all the fear and pressure and joy and dissatisfaction down

below to fall out of focus. Just high enough to no longer be able to make

out the sounds of traffic, or washing machines. Just high enough to get

the picture.

Floating in outer space, looking down at the earth it could be

today, or it could be 1000 years before the birth of Christ and the view

would still be the same. The view from outer space is the same regard-

less of any upheavel, or strife, or joy, or corruption that is going on down

here. There is a finite altitude where all of those things fall out of focus

and cannot be recognized. That is the altitude at which I would like to

float for eternity. That is the altitude where I could really concentrate on

getting nothing done.

Hanging above my computer is a poster of Buzz Aldren walking on

the moon. To the left of it is a poster describing and diagramming the

composition of an atom. To the left of those is a calendar where each

month features a different national park. The month showing is

February, but I’m a month behind because it’s really late March. By the

time I turn over to April (Splitrock Lighthouse on Lake Michigan,

Minnesota) I will be hanging Buzz over my computer at a different

address. My life at this point is too full of upheaval and strife and cor-

ruption for me to bear staring at these walls any longer. I feel a tinge of

guilt holding them in contempt as they're only the walls. They’re mere-

ly witness, not the co-consipirator I would cast them as. They’ve seen

worse. They’ll still be standing here holding the roof up long after I’ve

ceased staring at them. They don’t seem too concerned.

Every night before I go to sleep, I imagine myself floating in orbit

around the earth. Nothing to do but think and float. While I float, I

like to ponder what Karl from Earth Crisis is doing at any given

moment. I can make out North America. I can make out the north-

east. I can sort of tell approximately where New York is. I wonder

what Karl is up to tonight.

Someday perhaps my perspective will reverse and I’ll buy a high

powered microscope. Instead of pulling back, I’ll start zooming in

—

so I can spy on the atoms. Atoms have beliefs and agendas. Atoms

gather, debate, make decisions, then mobilize and form the devices

they will need to enact their plans. Some atoms got together and

formed a gun. Others, a shoe. Others a thumbtack. Others your

elbows. And hands. And feet. And eyes. And genitals. And lungs. And

vocal chords. And kneecaps. And capalaries. And cancers. And virus-

es. And thoughts. And guilt. And hate. And uncertainty. And heart-

burn remedies. And VSS 7”s. And ticket stubs. And motornuerons.

And barking dogs. And roofing nails. And all the presents we all got

on our 6th birthdays.

I don’t remember what I got on my 6th birthday. Oh yeah—older.

“Pregnant mothers in Mexico give birth to stillborn monster

babies.” Absolutely goddamn right.

Until then, Christopher Josh Hooten.

• • •

PLAYLIST:

Jonathan Fire*Eater, Rites of Spring, Kerosene 454, Clikatat

Ikatowi, Cast Iron Hike, Lungfish, Miltown, Universal Order of

Armaggedon, Swiz.

• • •

I'd like to send a very big apology out to Justin of the Rye Coalition

for refering to him as “Bass” in the interview last issue. He is neither an

instrument, nor a fish and should not be addressed as such. I sent off

the draft version of the text pages to SinkRocks and then forgot all

about it and assumed they were the finals. Which they shouldn’t have

been, but ended up being. So Justin I’m sorry about any problems this

may have caused you, like maybe people coming up to you and calling

you “Bass” cuz they think that’s your name.



Goodies from Vancouver

STRAIRI
NEW These Years/Regret 7"

NEW Our End CDep (4 songs incl. 7")

Driven/Second Coming 7"

Cataract/Turn The Tide 7"

Repetition CDep (incl. Driven & Cataract 7")

CAPOME
NEW What We've Shared 7"

BRAND NEW UNIT
All For Nothing 7"

No Heroes CDep (6 songs incl. A.F.N. 7")

Quickdraw Richy Rich 7"

Non-Vancouver stuff:

KORT PROSESS (Norway) - 1993 and 1994
7" EPs plus CDEP combining the two

ROMANTIC GORILLA (Japan) - Fun 7" EP
ANGST (Norway) - 7" and split 7" (w/lDORA)

CAPTAIN NOT RESPONSIBLE (Norway) 7"

DRESDEN 45 (Texas) - Blooddump 7" EP
coming next: KORT PROSESS 2 x 7" EP

HeartFirst Records
Bockhstr. 39, 10967 Berlin, Germany
email: flowiicg@sp.zrz.tu-berlin.de

NO MAILORDER HERE - try VACUUM! !
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the hal al Shedad [11 song Ip./cd]

self-titled, a split release with troubleman unlimited.

10Owattclock [8 song 12"ep. ex-carbomb]

capricorn vs. cancer

*"1 *"»•

D1S E/NT

My Pal Trigger - "The Riverview Mentality"
7"

"Super cool kids with a promising future. Get

this record." - Muddle
#
9

Discount - "All Too Often" 7"

"Discount ore easily one of the most exciting

bands to emerge in 1
996" Spank #

1

8

Everready- "All Time Low" 7"

"If you haven't already checked out

Everready by now, then it's high time, my

friends" PP # 15

Also Available: The Rockstar Comp

Rockstar Records compilation featuring

Discount, My Pal Trigger, Gob, & more!

OUT SOON: Bigwig cd-ep

Gob/Another Joe - "Ass Seen on TV"

Split CD &LP

These crazy canuks finally made it across the bor-

der bringing 9 songs each on the CD and 1 1 each

on the vinyl. They only brought a limited suppy

(hint hint) of the vinyl, so snag one while you can!

This release is licensed from:

Landspeed 386-1027 Davie St.

Vancouver, BC / Canada V6E 4L2

7" $3.50 ppd. $5 ppd world

LP/Comp $7 ppd. $9 ppd world

CD $9 ppd. $1
1
ppd world

all releases come with a sticker

Geeks: midy@ix.netcom.com • http://www.webtrax.com/mightyidy

These records are also avaiable through these fine distros: 1000 Flowers • Rhetoric • Lumberjack Choke • Rotz,* Blindspot and others

RECQRDJ
P.O. BOX 7756 • CLEARWATER • FL 5*1618



new record s from

"nervous circuits

i p te cd no.

"a rristake that cost
you dearly" 7 " $5.50

Prices postpaid in us a

cKurcK, %nnwcun<)| pee, fKe
pun)a V> x-ovex-A, tHe cinina"
men imperials, tKe pKan“
icm pre^na ncae.v, »iee) pole

x*l» *en«l a stamp fer
•3* ccmplete catalog.

cash or fi-.o. made to
mikel delgado

Discount
Ataxia’s Alright

Tonight CD

"Girly pop punk.

J-Church or

Sicko style,

with a little

Jawbreaker"
- Extent

- Write for FREE Catalog 8c Sticker -

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH:

CR Japan, Blindspot, Capri, Smash,

1000 Flowers, Rotz, Lumberjack,

Revolver, Rhetoric, Get Hip, Cargo,

Choke, Goldenrod, & more.

cd ^
£ LIQUID MEAT
JT P.O. BOX 460692 • ESCONDIDO, CA 7a 92046-0692

OUT NOW! CHEAP

mmmm®
13 song debut CD

Fucked-up Punk Noise
and Depression

"Might be brilliant." Roctober
-Pure noise... fits of emotion and shouting- Polyvinyl tine

"Splits from total psychos is to Sad & Melodic-

I x it!" S/H customer Dave Kiersh, New York

Only $7.00 ppd. Cash/M. 0. to

Spit and a Half
P.O. Box 18510

Denver, CO 80218

DISTROS / STORES: HELP!

Send $2.00 for King-Cat Comix #50, 40pgs

Send a stamp for our 16 pg zine/comix/music
catalog ! Thanx

.

<**•* *

Z1NE5 & Cowl*_plV!RO

we 90+

:

King-Cat* Booho

Boow^K Fvnkflpofamus

StR^nge Growths

populflR Tinn e bonnlo

FeRh k A-G/RL
\

I

,
/ /

|6 pg III usfRa+edf AAQi lo Rdeft Catdl^
1

1 " rz~— 1 +~.
ser<f °i stampto

SPIT AMD A HALF
p.o. Box '8510

DenveR, CO 802.18

S+ofleS' we wholesale

JUST ‘CAUSE THE SQUARES DON’T GET IT, DON’T LET THAT
STOP YOU FROM ENJOYING THE BIG VOX SOUND OF THE
SPIDER BABIES ON THEIR NEW FULL-LENGTH CD RELEASE:
“ADVENTURES IN SEX AND VIOLENCE” AVAILABLE ONLY
ON G.I. PRODUCTIONS USA!

AVAILABLE ON CD FOR ONLY $10ppd. IN THE US / $13ppd. WORLD
STORES TRY CAROLINE, REVOLVER, SUBTERRANEAN, ROTZ, OR 1,000 FLOWERS

PO BOX 6948
SAN JOSE, CA 95150

e.i.prod@ix.netcom.com6
fx408-295-7695

SEND A STAMP FOR A CATALOGUE!!!



Fun Size
“Pop Secret”

if :

•>| ! i

Check it Out!!!
$10 ppd from BOB Records

P.O. Box 666

Richmond, VA 23205 - 0666

(make checks to BOB Records)

Featuring Pansy Division's tribute to Canada plus “Hockey

Hair" and a wild rendition of Mint's own Maow's “One Night

Stand." Recorded and mixed in Chicago by Steve Albini. A

Mint Records exclusive!

LOU BARLOW Another Collection... CD

mini-album S10

CUB Box OfHair CD S12 • LP S10

CUB Come Out Come OutCD S12 • 3x7 $10

CUB Betti Cola CD S12 • 2x7" $7

CUB VolcanoT $4

CUB + THE POTATOMEN sPn.-r S4 •

split-CDEP $9

CUB Hot Dog DayT $4

CUB Pep 7 S4

DUOTANG Smash The Ships And Raise

The Beams CD $12

DUOTANG The Message 7 $4

THE EVAPORATORS United Empire

Loyalists LP w/free CD $14 inardwuar recsi

GOB Too Late... No Friends CD $12

HUEVOS RANCHEROS GetOmta

Dodge CD mini-album S10

HUEVOS RANCHEROS Dig in! cd$i2

MAOW The Unforgiving Sounds Of...

CD $12

PANSY DIVISION Manada 7 $4

PLUTO Death StarY $4

PLUTO Failure 7" $4 (shake recsi

THE SMUGGLERS Party... Pooper T S4

THE SMUGGLERS Selling The Sizzle

CD S12 • LP S10

THE SMUGGLERS + THE HI-FIVES

split-7" $4 • split-CDEP $9

THE STAND GT The Crackle Fan 7" $4

VariousTEAMMINT CD ONLY $5!!!

Mint Records, Inc. • PO Box 3613, MPO, Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 3Y6

1

phone (604) 669-MINT • fax (604) 669-6478 • email mintrand@aol-com • http://mintrecs.comj
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-Walker "Actually, Being Lonely Isn't All That Bad"

It’s finally done. 1 2 songs of their best stuff yet!

Harmless #16

-The Letterbombi s/t T
Debut 7" of fast & melodic
hardcore with female vocals.

Very orginal sound.
Harmless #15
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-Lynyrd’s Innards amscray Lp/Cd
Debut album of a great band.

Solid song writing with an 80*s punk
rock feel. First 500 Lps on White vinyl!
Harmless #12

Ctf"*'
000*

HarmlesRec@A

T'A

Checks/Mo’S tu ovuu i

Distributed By: Cargo, Rotz, Revolver, Rhetoric, 1,000 Flowers, Choke, Lumberjack, Blindspot, Cargo Canada,

Skull Duggery, Carrottop, Soda Jerk, Beemuf & More.

H«rmles* Records

*od Chicago, H 60660

7ww.sJtegroup.com/hannless faac(773)465-0035

5ppd Lp-$7ppd Cd-S9ppd

nwuson. Send a stamp for a foil catalog.

rruction patrol:
Braid
Cornelias l|§

DooRopPgr Is
Eagle Brfiyo

Pour Hundred ufears

Gus
Hellnation #

J ChurcH
In/HumaniW

Kerosene454
Less Than Jake

Mens Recovery Project
Oblivion l

Pezz 1

Quadiliacha
Rye Coalition, g
Sleepytime Trie*
The Presh-o-matics^

Unsettled
\

i
Vanbuilderales I

Wesley Willis
\ |

X-rays L

—

3

(Young) Pioneers
Zoinks!

COMING SOON...
A COMPILATION CD / DOUBLE LP FEATURING

26 OF YOUR FAVORITE “PUNK” BANDS
...IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.

I* ^ Available now: ACTION PATROL “the weak force” LP, SLEEPYTIME TRIO “songs and stories” 7”,

WillIF! Of! ^ (YOUNG) PIONEERS “employers blacklist” 7”, and much more

* flnftfkffnQ cds are $8, lps are S6. 7"s ore S3ppd

/\ || Utf distributed by lumberjack, rhetoric, revolver, blindspot. choke, ebullition, bottlenekk. or direct from us

— P0 BOX 5431 RICHMOND. VA 23220 USA

i ‘fie

aaar.io^
"Y.MY 1000i
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CDep

^.v^-W^plus other t|re

_ecordingS> such as an
unrel£ased version of

'simulcast' and two live

tracks from cbgb. : v
*"

.

A Docent of -

all new songs by eSklndel,

harvest, cycle, stedding,

two Uag^pfiHerr despair,

walkpT cordBination grey,

endeavor, autumn, rain still,

Ijgpfs, converge, surface,

^Ifunerand mainspring.

Roller-Coaster

remember dayeprifigr~
efnotional hardcore with
smodtia melodies and
jbeautitt^flowig vocals, if

fbu likecodayspriijg, you
won't be disappointed, orr^l#

.vinyl soon.

COALESCE KRAKATOA

KRAKAU

A Safe^place

follow

Cloij^ Burned By

bummed abouHtee*death
’ imfotimT this sh

'*

t your tears, thteaj

d harvest members —

^

up to bring you a master

pjeceof gur^emotion

out now! Second Nature #6 with Converge, Bov Sets Fire, Grade, Descendents, Mineral, Refused

prices: CD $I 0/$13 world. CDep S6/Stf. T S3 .50/S5 . shirts SI l/SI 3 . /ines S2/S5

also available: second nature magazine #2-#5. t-shirts for cycle, coalesce, and second nature,

coming soon enough. ..Unionsuit 7". Anasarca discography Cl). Cycle 77CDep

please send only" well concealed cash or money order payable to dan askew

ilistrilmteil In \tr\, Victory,. Lumberjack, Revelation. Caroline, Green Hell. WSb

U, ; c O r d i n * ^
P.0. BQX 11543 KANSAS CITY, MO 64138

lax: 816-763-7763 email: dashew@qni.com

edison 003

OVERCAST
Bogging For Indifference

7”/cs ep/cd ep

Devastating & brutal “devilcore”

from the depths of BoBton. An

intense & furiouB, yet emotional

& evil hardcore groove with fierce,

tortured vocals & image provoking

lyrics. Torn Araya would ba jealous.

edison 004

COALESCE
A Safe Place

edison 002

ACME
To Reduce The Choir To Just One Soloist

Ip/cd
available February 11 th, 1 997

The final release from this critically acclaimed

German killing machine. This 1b what would happen

if Kerry King joined Rorschach, then you fed them

glass, set them on fire, & let them loose in the

studio, Roiae, emotion, power, angst, & pure chaos

fuse together to bring you something like never

before, you have been warned...

prices: (postpaid within the US only)

77cs ep * $3.50, cd ep/lp a $6.50, cd = $9

Earache had 'em, we stole ’em. You’d

never think that kids from mo could

harbor such destructive feelings.

Thick buizsaw guitars, harsh bitter

vocals, & an manic, sludgy yet

chaOtic groove. In your face, Digby.

Qlpmin^&yailRPIelQr.Actm. CQ9iG.sca. Edison, Overcast, Starkweather:
t-shlrts * $10, longsleeves a $13, hooded sweatshirts a $25

Edison Recordings is distributed direct by Very,

but also available from Lumberjack, Ebullition,

Victory, Caroline, Green Hell, Choke, Revelation,

Blindspat, Rhetoric, Relapse, & many others. Kids

sand $1 (U8A) $2 (world) for our 60 page catalog

Of hundreds of hardcore & punk releases. Stores

fax 215.426.9662 for our huge wholesale catalog

featuring hundreds of indie labels’ releases...

$1 per 7'Vcs/cd, $2 per 127lp/shirt, $5 per hood

$2 per 77ca/cd, $5 per 127lp/shlrt, $10 per hood
$3 per 7’Vcs/cd, $7 per 127lp/shlrt, $13 per hood

edison recordings
p O. box 42586

Philadelphia pa 19101*2586

USA.US residents 8dd $2 per order for US priority mail service,

limited colored vinyl for aM direct mailorders.
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ello Biafra is best known as the former lead singer of the Dead

^Kennedys, arguably the most ideologically important band in the history

of American punk politics. During the early eighties, The DKs were instru-

mental in providing America.n punk with a leftist political philosophy that

transcended the nihilism, ignorance and stupidity of the unconscious, ill

defined anti-authoritarianism which pervaded the early hardcore scene.

What distinguished the DK’s vision from that of other equally political groups

such as The Gang of Four, MDC, Reagan Youth, Crass and The Subhumans

was its lack of hyperbole, its rejection of dogma, its embracement of cyni-

cism and irony, and its questioning of cultural and political orthodoxies.

Instead of broadcasting traditional punk public service announcements which

commanded one to obey thoughtless moral dictums, what the DKs tried to

do was encourage people to think for themselves by making it safe, howev-

er uncomfortable it may be, to question the limits of countercultural politics

and anti-establishment behavior. To put it simply, The Dead Kennedys are

responsible for injecting real leftist politics into American punk culture, an

anachronism which has never been repeated with the same degree of vigor,

urgency and intelligence that the Dead Kennedys once attached to it.

The Dead Kennedys ' historical importance is unfortunately legitimated by the terrible misfortunes which

befell the band, and later Jello himself. Starting in the mid-eighties, The DKs became the lighting rod for con-

servative attacks on radical music culture beginning with the now forgotten Parents Music Resource Center

[PMRC] hearings in Congress chaired by none other than our Vice President Gore's wife, Tipper, along with a

host of conservative cultural critics and politicians who are now considered liberal by today's right wing politi-

cal standards. Though they weren't directly targeted by these hearings, the DKs were later prosecuted by the

LA district attorney's office for distributing pornography to minors after an eleven year old girl brought home a

copy of their second to last studio record, Frankenchrist, which featured a poster of a landscape made up of

penises. The DKs were acquitted, but the trial was instrumental in breaking up the band and nearly bank-

rupting their record company, Jello's own Alternative Tentacles label. Whether or not the DK's artistic time was

up was immaterial. Jello's place as a defender of free speech, and his role in debates about the politics of

pop culture helped inaugurate the culture wars of the late eighties and early nineties that many of us assume

started with the religious right's outrage over the public funding of artists like Karen Finley, Holly Hughes, David

Wojnarowicz and Andres Serrano.

The nineties have been less kind to Jello Biafra—both physically and musically. After completing several sem-

inal spoken word discs which documented his persecution by the establishment during the Frankenchrist trial, his

records have lacked the kind of consistency that many people believe characterized his musical work with The

Dead Kennedys. Nevertheless, Biafra has been extremely productive, beginning with the masterpiece Last

Screams of The Missing Neighbors with DOA, collaborations with Ministry, NoMeansNo, Steelpole Bathtub, Mojo

Nixon, and best of all, a hilarious self-parody with the Plainfield. It remains to be seen what Jello Biafra's art will

evolve into. But he has been undeniably prolific, regardless of whether or not it works for his longtime fans.

However, it wasn 't Jello's musical musings of the 1990s that led to his savage beating at the hands of crust punks

in Berkeley's Gilman Street club in 1994.

No, Jello was beaten for the amorphous reasons of being a "sell out ” and a
u
rock star" due in large part to

the success of his label, Alternative Tentacles, the second longest running independent record label in American

punk history after Bomp Records. Founded in 1979, Alternative Tentacles has specialized in putting out records

which continue to expand our definition of punk rock and its never ending series of sub genres, even though it

releases a few serious duds every now and then. Over the years AT has been responsible for producing records

by such seminal groups as NoMeansNo, Alice Donut, Tribe 8, The Beatnigs, DOA, Eugene Chadborune, Dead and

Gone and The Dog Faced Hermans while remaining independently distributed by Mordam Records. While Biafra

and his label remain ostracized by Maximum Rock and Roll as well as the more conservative element of the punk

scene for not being 'punk' enough, many of ATs bands continue to express the musical and political creativity
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absent from American punk cul-

ture—not to mention Jello’s own

work—during the last ten years.

When trying to put his con-

flicts with the punk establish-

ment into perspective, Biafra

should be credited for his long

list of political achievements,

regardless of how irascible or

personally offensive folks like

Tim Yohannan may find him.

When trying to ascertain why

Biafra has been victimized for

making punk profitable by the

Bay Area punk establishment in

a way that, for example Sub Pop

never was, Biafra should be

excused from complicity because

his only important faults have

been supposedly artistic ones.

But this is a culture where we

beat people up for stupid things

like making unorthodox records,

so the violence with which Jello

has been marginalized is under-

standable, however stupid or

immoral it may be. After all, its

only rock and roll.

With Biafra’s latest offering

to the consumer temple, the new

album by Lard, Jello’s on-again-

off-again project band with mem-

bers of the industrial band

Ministry (and one of his more

musically and politically consis-

tent post-DK projects) set to be

released, Jello has made himself

more accessible to media—be it

of the punk variety or the glossy

kind—than he has in years. Punk

Planet managed to get him to sit

down and talk about his new

record, his old records, and his

place in punk rock history—as

well as to pose for a few photos

. (albeit only after quite a bit of

coaxing).

Interview by David Grad

Introduction by Joel Schalit with Dan Sinker

Portrait photos by Steve Ziegler

Punk Planet: I don’t have the new

record so I’m operating a little

blind here.

Jello Biafra: I don’t either but it’s

called Pure Chewing Satisfaction and

hopefully it’s out on April. And the

songs include “War Camp

Renaissance” which was originally

written as a sequel to Ministry’s

“N.W.O” [it concerns] the post Gulf

war scenario that with the fall of the

Communist Bloc, the arms dealers

are running amok trying to arm

these third and other world despots

in the hopes that they will all shoot

each other and buy some more

weapons: A very, very dangerous sit-

uation to put it mildly. I also think

that was the reason that there was no

martial plan for the former Soviet

Union. The corporations were hop-

ing for a Latin America style slave

labor force that they could treat like

absolute shit because they would be

desperate enough to do anything the

corporations wanted. Now we know

that the infrastructure in the Soviet

Union is so poor that they couldn’t

do that anyway. In the meantime, it’s

been allowed to become as corrupt

as hell without any real financial aid

coming except from Germany. And

so I think what the Pentagon and

arms merchants are doing is grin-

ning ear to ear scrooge-like hoping

for some crack pot like Zhirinovsky

or a Milosevic type to take over so

they can start the arms race up again

and go from there. They claim that

we have to keep the defense budget

high in this country or people will

loose their jobs. Fine. There are all

kinds of things you can do with that

kind of technology and know how

—

more space exploration and more

importantly more and cheaper mass

transit in the United States. Europe

is light years ahead of us in the devel-

opment of high speed trains, we

need those desperately in this coun-

try to move people back and forth;

instead we are making more bombs.

PP: There was a piece In the New

York Times today which says that

just to maintain and monitor the

present nuclear stockpile will cost

forty billion annually, which I think

is actually more than it actually

took to produce them....

JB: I like the proposal from Paul

Leventhal of, I think, the Nuclear

Policy Institute (or something like

that) to stop making the radioactive

isotope tritium and slowly but surely

the entire world’s nuclear arsenal will

be rendered impotent at the rate tri-

tium naturally decays which is lot

quicker than other elements.

PP: Going back to the new record,

who did you collaborate with?

JB: A1 Jorgenson and Paul Barker of

Ministry. The drums are mainly by

Paul Reifland and Jeff Ward. What

drew me to A1 and Ministry in the

first place was the massive sounds he

has been able to get out of guitars

and drums. He spends long hours

perfecting each mix. It would drive

some drummers insane to have to

work the way these records are made.

The bass and the kickdrum are all

that is recorded on the basic track

and everything from cymbals to toms

and guitar and bass are overdubbed

later. It makes everything so isolated

and clean that A1 can blow each

instrument up bigger when it comes

down to the final mix.

PP: When did you record the record?

JB: Some of the music was recorded at

the same time as Ministry’s Psalm 69

album and never used. I was blown

away when we finally got around to

finishing the record. It had been an on

again off again project. This music

was so good I figured that it had to see

the light of day sometime.

PP: This is the first hard rock

record you have done in a while.

Does that feel good?

JB: Hard is too soft a term for what we

did. When I think ofhard rock, I think

of Foghat or something. This is on

another dimension, especially now

since so much of so-called ‘alternative

music’ is so wimpy. This album is an

antidote to the nineties and will show a

lot of people who think they are heavy

and extreme, how it’s really done.

PP: So you really have high hopes

for this record?

JB: Yeah. Al’s skills and lifestyle lie

somewhere between Phil Spector and

Jerry Lee Lewis. They both defy sci-

ence—every day they wake up alive in

the morning. But when A1 needs to

concentrate for hours and days on a

mix he can do it. His lifestyle doesn’t

stop him from coming up with things

that other people wouldn’t even try.

PP: Do you enjoy collaborating

with Jorgenson?

JB: I think the results speak for

themselves. We have very different

lifestyles and sometimes they collide,

but Lard brings something out in

both of us that our other projects

don’t. The Lard album is one of the

three albums that I have ever made

that I can actually throw on and lis-

ten to for fun without getting all anal

and bumming out about where the

production could have been better or

whether I should have done some-

thing differently or whatever—I can

just throw it on and go crazy. Lard is

good for that and Tumor Circus and

the Biafra DOA albums are probably

my other favorites. What may sur-

prise some Dead Kennedy’s fans is

that Fresh Fruit... is my least favorite

Dead Kennedy’s album. It, sounds so

harmless now, so small and dinky

compared to what came after it. Plus

the Holiday in Cambodia side to our

sound which came out more on the

next two albums Plastic Surgery

Disasters and Frankenchrist was more

of the one of a kind darkness that the

band was trying to reach—we were

never a pop punk band, I am not

into that at all. It’s becoming hard to

live with the fact that in contempo-

rary consumer terms Fresh Fruit... is

becoming a middle-of-the-road

album. If I wanted to play it totally

safe and go totally commercial for

the sake of counting dollar bills, I

could just clone that record and

watch the money roll in. I thought

things like that only happened to

Crosby, Stills and Nash.

PP: You have a spoken word piece

that leads ofF the new Offspring

t
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record. Were you aware of how they

were going to position it?

JB: I knew it was going to lead off the

record and it was meant as an intro and

so I said what I said accordingly—

I

made it up on the spot and then they

shut the tape off and then that was that.

Some people are crying, “Boo hoo sell

out! Wicked! Wicked! etc. etc.” But the

Offspring are old friends and contrary

to the punk fundamentalist ayatollahs

who plague the underground, particu-

larly in the San Francisco Bay area, I

don’t believe in cutting communication

with my friends if they get mixed up

with multinationals or blunder into

mass success. The Offspring, Rancid,

Green Day and Nirvana did not expect

the mass success that eventually fell into

their laps. Some people handle that bet-

ter than others and one way to encour-

age people to handle that in a construc-

tive way is to stay in touch with them

and keep the friendship doors open and

not just cry, “Sell out! Traitor!” and slam

the door in their face.

PP: Brian ( AKA Dexter Holland of the

Offspring) has done some productive

things with the money he’s made. For

instance his record label Nitro has

signed bands like the Adolescents

who never really got theirdue.

JB: What I mean by “constructive” is

finding a way to put that financial clout

back in the community. Punk politics

have never had financial clout in this

country. What can we do with it? One

model is to look at what the Grateful

Dead, of all people, did with a good

chunk of their money, which was to

form a grant foundation called the Rex

foundation. They would play benefits

for it every year. It started out with an

endowment of thirty thousand dollars

from a couple shows. Last time they did

it, Rex got 1.2 million. The board of

directors consisted of two dead mem-

bers, a former manager with political

smarts, Bill Walton (interestingly

enough), a dentist from Alabama, a

conservative lawyer (for arguments

sake). One of the people who works

with Rex boils down all the grant appli-

cations, presents a synopsis to the board

and they vote how much to grant these

people. Its from $1,500 to $10,000 or

more and its helped prop up soup

kitchens, rape crisis centers, Earth First’s

Red Wood Summer and rural school

districts in California who don’t have

money for music programs because the

Republicans stole it all through tax

swindles. It was a way of putting sixties

radical politics into practice by granting

money to people who knew what to do

with it and putting money where it

would mean a lot. Instead ofjust giving

money to The American Way or The

American Cancer Society or another

organization like that, which spends the

majority of its money on advertising. So

what I’m hoping to see someday,

whether I’m involved or not, is a punk

Rex foundation. The Beastie Boys have

already been in touch with Rex about

continuing their work for the people of

Tibet. Maybe other bands who blunder

into money can do the same thing.

Eddie Vedder is a friend, but when he

moaned in Spin how he had gotten so

comparatively wealthy and successful, I

thought, “My God! I knew a lot of peo-

ple who could make constructive use of

that.” So I have suggested this idea to

him too.

PP: But interestingly enough as

much as Vedder is hated and

denounced by punk purists, taking

on Ticketmaster was a radical move.

JB: It would have been more radical if

the ticket prices had actually dropped.

In San Francisco their show was one

dollar less than REM, who had gone

through Ticketmaster. It seems that if

Green Day and the Offspring can dic-

tate a substantially lower ticket price

and fill large places, Pearl Jam could

do that ten times more effectively.

PP: Is music still a major part of

your life?

JB: Yeah, I still have several dozen

songs that I never had a chance to

record. I consider myself a songwriter,

who has expanded into spoken word

and acting. That’s part of the reason I

haven’t gone on totally to the political

angle. Ultimately, I’m me and I have a

lot of sides, the punk side is not the

only one. Ironically, I wasn’t able to

write pure country songs until I fin-

ished the album with Mojo Nixon and

some new ones came into my head.

PP: What’s the secret behind your

song writing?

JB: Because I compose my music

without ever having made friends with

an instrument, I pay a lot more atten-

tion to what makes songs work

(hooks, choruses, warped melodies

etc.), rather than putting three chords

together at random and just calling

them a song, like so many punk and

metal bands do. If you want to write

cool songs it helps to form them in

your head. Take a little recorder with

you, wherever you go and don’t be

afraid to sing into it, whenever the

coolest song in the world pops into

your head. A lot of my best tunes

come from singing in the bathtub or

driving in my car. ’’Pineapple Face”

was born in Jorgenson’s bathtub for

instance. This is important to people

who can’t play an instrument and still

have good songs in their head—don’t

let that intimidate you. Sing them to

somebody else, and they will transpose

them for you like Klaus Fluoride did.

PP: Are you influenced by other

bands?

JB: I don’t listen to punk when I’m

writing punk songs. I was inspired

more byTwink of the Pink Fairies and

Sparks then the Sex Pistols and the

Ramones anyway. Even though the

Ramones influence on “Kill The

Poor” is a little too obvious for my

own good
—

’’Kill That Girl” and “Kill

The Poor” have the same chorus. “Kill

The Poor” was actually meant as a

parody, it was deliberately a

metaphoric reference to the Ramones

song. It was a gag but a lot of people

cried “Rip off!” and let’s face it, they

were right. But keep in mind those

were the days when a band would

play “Louie, Louie” with different

words and it was automatically their

song. That was punk rock then and

everything was being redefined in

louder, heavier and nastier way .

Wire’s Chairs Missing album (which

was far more important to Dead

Kennedys than Pink Flag) is in some

ways a punk take on the first Pink

Floyd Album, when they still had Syd

Barrett. Everything was being updat-

ed and reborn and in some ways that’s

what I’m still trying to do. That’s why

I made the album with Mojo Nixon.

PP: Is there any possibility of your

touring with Lard?

JB: Remote. I think our lifestyles and

our idea of what would be a fare tick-

et price would be a major barrier. I

may never tour again with a band in

any event because my knee is too

fucked up. I did some performing

with D.O.A. And No Means No when

they came to San Francisco and the

again in Texas when I did a benefit for

Richard Hunter’s mayoral campaign

and both times it was only twenty

minutes and the next day my knee felt

really funky. A whole tour could do

really nasty things to it. I don’t want to

be one of those singers who just stands

there by the mic and calls themselves a

performer. I don’t like paying to see

people like that. I think people should

work on stage—it’s almost a lost art

because in the underground you go

out and perform uniquely and they

dismiss you as a rock star. That’s why

some of the most demented perform-

ers of the last few years come from

small towns and outside the punk

scene: Rick Sims came from Metune,

Illinois, population: 15,000. Mike

Hard and the God Bullies formed

their act in Kalamazoo, Michigan,

oblivious to the underground spot-

lights that would have destroyed their

sound and vision if they had come out

of New York or San Francisco.

PP: So where do you think we are at

this point in the culture wars?

JB: As much as commercial music has

gotten dumbed down, just like in the

seventies before punk happened, I think

overall the nineties is the best time to be

around for music. In particular because

now you have a choice: If you are not

into the crap that’s fed to you by major

labels and MTV, you can find any kind

• of music you like and it’s back in print

again. In the seventies it was impossible

to get any rockabilly records, for

instance. Now, if you like rockabilly,

you can pick up stuff by the fifties orig-

inals or go see a band in your home



town that sounds exactly like them

(laughing). The same goes for early

punk or early hardcore, you can get

the real stuff or see their imitators and

hope they have some inkling of the

heart and soul of the original. And

that goes for jazz or just about any-

thing. Contemporary music? I try to

pay as little attention to it as possible.

Whenever my girlfriend has the so-

called ‘alternative’ station on in her car,

it drives me nuts. On the surface it

sounds like what they are shoving at us

now are bad imitations of Pearl Jam

and Nirvana, but when you listen a lit-

tle closer (especially to the commercial

pop punk bands), I find no difference

between them and the most horrible

era ofThe Eagles. The only difference

is that the guitars are louder. In

Britain, they are people doing blatant

imitations of Hiisker Dii, although

they don’t write songs nearly as well. If

I want to hear Hiisker Dii, I’ll just put

on a Hiisker Dii record. We have that

choice. Besides, being unoriginal is

not punk.

PP: But as far as the major labels

go, it seems like the bloom is off

the rose as far as signing punk

bands goes.

JB: I don’t think that’s true at all.

They are signing more and more of

them and then throwing mud against

the wall and seeing what sticks. In

some cases they don’t even lift a fin-

ger to help. Like Epic didn’t tell any-

body that they put out a 7 Seconds

album and neither did Mercury

when they put out a Circle Jerks

record. How many people knew

about that? It was like they threw a

little mud against the wall and decid-

ed not to even try to bake it on. Now

they are trying to pick up ska punk

bands. Any band will do.

PP: That’s true, but at the same

time the real feeding frenzy of last

year is over. The majors lost a lot

of money on punk.

JB: It will be interesting to see how

this Offspring album does. The

majors have already announced that

they are going to try to push ‘doinky-

donk’ music on us this year. By

‘doinky-donk’ I mean the dance, rave

and electronic music that dominates

Europe. It’s taken over Europe to the

point that on No Means No’s last

tour, they played a three day festival

in Switzerland and they were the only

live band—that’s evil. What they

want to do over here is call it

‘Electronica’ and find a way to filter

out all the subversive elements that

made it such a perceived threat to

people like the English Government.

Its really just New Age music for peo-

ple who don’t want to admit that they

have copped out and gone New Age.

PP: What are the political implica-

tions of all this? Do you think the

fact that bands like Rancid or The

Offspring (that were at least per-

ceived as having a radical agenda)

sold millions of records has had an

effect on mass consciousness?

JB: All those bands got to where they

are in part because they are good at

what they do—not even the most

vehement back stabber can deny that.

And if they have a political impact, it

will be greater if they take the bull by

the horns and come out more in sup-

port of political organizing and orga-

nizations in such ways that I have

already suggested. Green Day did a

high profile benefit for Food Not

Bombs, who are so controversial even

in the radical world that I know of no

other large rock band that went ever

to bat for them. They raised $50,000.

I don’t think a small underground

show would have benefitted Food

Not Bombs as much. They would

raise $400 or $500 bucks and every-

body would feel good in the end but

Food Not Bombs could spend that

money in half a day trying to feed

homeless people. It will be curious to

see if there is a long term ripple effect

or not because people who work in

record stores tell me that some of the

mall kids who got into punk through

Bad Religion or the other bands you

mention, six months later look into

the roots and pick up a Dead

Kennedys record. They then find that

the lyrics have a little different vibe

and attitude connected to them. I’m

frustrated about how many new peo-

ple are going to discover Dead

Kennedys through this scene and have

no clue as to where we were at and

can’t understand why I don’t want to

reform the band and do a Sex Pistols’

Filthy Lucre Tour. They don’t under-

stand what punk was or what it is still

supposed to be. Not only that, they

refuse to understand. But what I’m

really hoping it will ripple down to, is

people taking a long hard look at

clouding their future with what their

parents, teachers and the mass media

tells them to do. The ripple effect has

happened to some degree already, it

doesn’t mean so much to me- when

people come up to me and say “Jello!

Dead Kennedys rule! You’re God!

Blah! Blah! Could you please give me

an iron on tattoo for my nuts! “ That

doesn’t mean too much. What does is

when somebody says, “I listened to

your music and listened to your words

and decided to quit majoring in busi-

ness and do something else with my

life. “And then sometimes they’ll hand

me a record or a magazine or a video

they have done. In another case,

somebody I knew in childhood went

the fast track to a cushy job as a pro-

fessor at the University of Colorado

and then got so disgusted by being

thrust into a room of three hundred

frat boys and rich kids, that he quit

the job (where he had guaranteed
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tenure) and went off to teach history in

a rural middle school where he could

actually help kids learn. He said a lot of

people in his class don’t speak English

very well and some are so discouraged

that they have never written a paper in

their life, so he grades according to

effort. People who don’t show up for

other classes, show up for his and even

try to write something, I think that’s

really important. So that’s an example

of what I think is the heart and soul of

punk, just as I think it was the heart

and soul of hippies of when they were

radical, the beats, and many others

throughout history.

PP: Many punks seem to assume

that radical culture can replace rad-

ical political practice...

JB: It can’t. Culture can help initiate

better politics, while politics can be

used to suppress culture—they go

hand in hand. Look at the investiga-

tion into Death Row Records. They

would like nothing more than to pin

some kind of criminal indictment on

Dr. Dre, so they can discredit every

word that every Death Row artist ever

said. I think the only reason why major

labels picked up on grunge and punk

to begin with was to avoid a whole

generation of suburban white kids get-

ting their political knowledge from

angry black rappers. They don’t want

white kids to know that things are that

bad for a large number of people. They

would much rather have people with

shoe gazer lyrics
—

”Oh boo hoo my

girlfriend left me I’m so depressed. I’m

white middle class and confused. Gee,

I feel so sorry for myself.” That’s the

major label lyrical angle..

PP: But going back to my point. So

much of the punk community seems

to think that cultural activity is a

replacement for political practice ...

JB: I would counter to that there is no

punk community among that group

of people. It’s a safe little punk womb

to have Maximum Rock n Roll as your

bible and to think that world’s most

important issue is whether Jawbreaker

sold out, while ignoring the homeless

people outside. That’s not community.

Bickering endlessly Over stuff that

doesn’t matter is not community, it’s

junior high.

PP: So you think there is no cohe-

sive social group that can be

referred to as “The Punk

Community”?

JB:There are threads of it but punk has

gotten so popular that the name gets

attached to all sorts of things—every-

thing from Jawbreaker to Brutal Truth.

There are all Kinds of communities

there, all networking with each other.

None ofwhom are as tight culturally as

the Death Metal community where

you have people in Norway swapping

tapes with people in Malaysia and all

the bands sound more than a little bit

alike. And isn’t it ironic that Death

Metal is the first form of rock music

that has caught on with poor people

over the world. When I was in Brazil I

was told that all rock music and punk

was scorned by the people of the

slums. It didn’t speak to them, they

thought of it as a bourgeois [art] form

they didn’t want to have anything to

do with. They would rather listen to

samba or death metal. Death metal is

popular from Moldavia to Cuba.

PP: Why?

JB: Partly because in the grindcore

form it’s easy to play and have a lot of

attitude and fun with it. Also the vio-

lent and anti-Christian imagery has a

world wide appeal.

PP: A radical response to a Catholic

education...

JB: You would have no Brujeria

without a pope to beat up on. I’ve

been told that a lot of the illegal

youth in L.A. have been blowing off

Mexican music and hip hop to listen

to Death Metal. A lot of them have

their own bands and have been

attempting to play on the street and

the cops drove their cars right

through it. Anything the gangster

rappers say about the LA cops is

true—everything! I’ve seen Dead

Kennedys fans treated just like

Rodney King in front of the Whisky

and at Wilmington—which wasn’t

even in the L.A.P.D.’s jurisdiction.

PP: Brian (AKA Dexter Holland from

the Offspring) has told me that the

first time he got beat up by the police

was at a Dead Kennedys’ show.

JB: It was Wilmington. They stormed

a show we were playing at an inde-

pendent municipality surrounded by

the City of Long Beach with a history

of labor union flare ups—the cops

were down on Wilmington to begin

with. They left one exit open and

routed two thousand people through

two double doors and outside there

was a gauntlet of cops swinging night-

sticks at people’s heads; helicopters

were flying overhead and tear gas was

being thrown; other cops in helmets

and riot gear were seen smashing win-

dows of small businesses up and down

the streets of Wilmington and smash-

ing the windows of cars. The L.A.

Times, of course, claimed this was

caused by Dead Kennedys but it was-

n’t. East Bay Ray knew a women who

worked in a local hospital who said

that an L.A. Sheriff was down there

that afternoon saying, “You better

have extra people in the emergency



room tonight, there are going to be a

lot of casualties”—this stuff does go

on in The United States OfAmerica.

PP: Going back to this question of

punk politics it seems to me that

radical punks have a lot of prob-

lems forming alliances with each

other. It seems that the Tim

Yohanan has reproduced the worst

aspects of the old left in his empire.

JB: If not the old right! He reminds

me a lot of Joe McCarthy these days

and Ben Weasel reminds me of Lee

Atwater. I got a whiff of all that as a

kid and I’m very grateful that my

parents were open enough to explain

to me what was going on and have

me watch the news and educate me

about it.

PP: Maximum Rock N’Roll seems

dead set on this line of sectarian

purity where anything that creates

a basis for mass support is looked

on with suspicion and ultimately

rejected as a sell out.

JB: Its the same kind of fundamen-

talist mindset that makes fundamen-

talist Christians so dangerous, and

the same mindset that has isolated

the animal rights and vegan move-

ment. You take one step out of line

and they bite your head off. Young

people who are curious about the

politics spend ten minutes with peo-

ple like that and they decide would

rather be apathetic. This could be a

major turning point in their lives and

instead... This is what has turned a

lot of people off to punk politics.

PP: Why do you think that punk,

which started out so all inclusive,

humanistic and anarchistic

evolved so rapidly in the direction

of the worst traditions of

American radicalism?

JB: Tim is also a music fan and keep

in mind that fan is short for the word

“fanatic.” There are certain sounds

he likes and other stuff he doesn’t.

He has allowed the fan side to cloud

the political side and somebody who

makes music that doesn’t fit his nar-

row definition of punk is considered

—

politically incorrect. If Holiday In

Cambodia were released today, it

would be banned from Maximum

Rock NRoll for not sounding punk.

PP: So what are the solutions?

Where do we go from here?

JB: The underground scene is still a

cool way to meet a lot of cool people,

see a lot of interesting bands and get a

lot of food for thought but people have

to remain curious and get their brain

activity food from other places besides

punk.Many ofmy spoken word shows

are at universities and the people who

bring me in are either political activists,

who may listen to Tracy Chapman or

The Cocteau Twins or something like

that. In fact, there was a whole tour

where people kept saying, “I’m really

getting into alternative rock now. Do

you like The Cocteau Twins?” It hap-

pened again and again and to this day

I’ve never heard them! But what I’m

saying is that I discovered that a lot of

vibrant-minded activists either had

nothing to do with punk by default or

actively despised punk because their

opinion of it had been tainted by fun-

damentalists and crusties. The other

people who brought me in were con-

servatives, who just happened to be on

the student activities committee, and

since my fee was lower than other peo-

ple’s they figured they would get their

money’s worth! So it’s a fascinating

spectrum of people to talk to and

absorb ideas from.

[Breaks for a brief phone call]

Writing the name of a British band

that broke up fifteen years ago on the

back of the jacket you bought at the

mall does not make you radical, it

doesn’t even make you intelligent. In

some cases it makes other people laugh

and ask whether they have heard a sin-

gle note of the Abrasive Wheels before

they reproduced their album cover on

the back of the jacket they bought the

day before. I think being radical means

interacting more with a lot of different

kinds of people and making up your

own mind about where you fit in and

what you want to do. I didn’t agree

with the hard line that Crass or MDC
took over the years, but it helped me

decide what line I wanted to take

instead. Namely, live my life the way I

wanted to, but not to the point where

it made me a miserable, dangerous

person. You have to identify what you

as an individual can do? What are your

skills? How do they fit in? Are you

somebody who is making a lot of

money at a lawyer or computer job

but doesn’t have a lot of free time?

Well, funnelling money to organiza-

tions that need it is one good place to

start. Phil Ochs ridiculed that in his

original version of “Love Me I’m A
Liberal” but it’s far better than spend-

ing your money on Wall Street, rare

coins or old colored vinyl punk col-

lectibles. Or if you have a lot of free

time, there are a lot of people with

activist skills who need help—be it

clinic defense, environmental work or

grass-roots political campaigns to get

somebody with a heart elected to a city

council or a school board or even the

mayors office, depending on the town.

Richard Hunter, who used to play bass

for Killbilly and is now in I, The Jury,

just ran for mayor ofFort Worth Texas

because he gave a shit. What really ter-

rified the powers that be was that he

was running second in the polls up

until election day, when a family val-

ues guy, who had gone the stealth can-

didate route through right-wing

churches came in ahead of him as did

a black activist. But he made a lot of

noise and inspired a lot of respect and

hopefully he inspired a lot ofpeople to

try doing the same thing. I’m down

with both radical resistance and trying

to do what can be done through the

system. That is one ofthe reasons I ran

for mayor way back when. And all this

should have an end goal in mind

—

corporate dictatorship in my opinion

is heading for train wreck and that

train wreck will happen in our life-

time. They are throwing so many peo-

ple out of work in this country that

the people they depend on to buy

their products wont have money to

buy them anymore and a lot of them

are already hopping mad. They may

be falling for Rush Limbaugh and the

militia movement in the short run but

in the long run when the shit goes

down I hope it doesn’t become like

Romania or the L.A. Riots on a bigger

scale. I fear that deeply because we live

and die by the gun so much in this

country. In Czechoslovakia, it was a

non-violent change of power, same

ultimately with South Africa. The rea-

son those changeovers worked is

because people who had been involved

in very radical resistance movements

knew there had to be a plan after-

wards—even some loose idea of who

should be doing what. The time has

come to start planning now, at least

mentally, for what happens if there is a

big takeover and the corporations fall.

You don’t want some horrendous dic-

tatorship cooked up by multi-nation-

als and the Pentagon taking our cur-

rent system’s place. This whole thing

could be accomplished democratically

but if there are going to be rock musi-

cians and filmmakers in the legislature

(like in Czechoslovakia) it had better

be people with ideas and some knowl-

edge and a network to implement

them. It’s time now to start thinking,

‘What do I do if I suddenly find

myself in charge?” I don’t think it’s

egocentric for everybody in this coun-

try to go beyond calling Clinton a sell

out corporate asshole and start asking

themselves, “What would I do in his

shoes.” Take the hard issues, the

Middle East, Bosnia, and how about

giving everybody a place to live and a

livelihood, in this country; meaningful

work is almost extinct in the land of

life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness. What are we going to do?Write

down ideas. Bounce them off your

friends—if you don’t have intelligent

enough friends, get new ones! Talk to

your parents, your teachers. In some

ways that sounds like jive but I’m try-

ing to find a better answer to that

myself. It may take me my whole life,

but this is what I’ve come up with so

far. And above all, most of the people

reading this aren’t going to be radical

activists or punk rockers forever,

unfortunately, so it is important to

learn from the mistakes of people who

came before us, people we admire like

Tim Yohannan and people we no

longer admire like sixties radicals who

turned around and became right wing

cyber-yuppies. And don’t let the atti-

tude you have now evaporate if you

start making money working for

I.B.M. Always keep that with you and

make sure its passed down to your

children. Don’t give up and don’t mel-

low out. ®
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PP: Why did you and Keith leave Deadguy and how do you feel thrown around to describe them was “mature"—Burn was f \
knowing that they still exist as a band without the two of you? playing mature music. They showed people that you canJ ^
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made to improve our quality of life outside of the band—nothing under the sun is there and I think that you’re being M W? El
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Deadguy and it had nothing to do with Kiss It Goodbye.With Deadguy, affect. Bands from other areas a lot of times just seem silly I I
we always said that “this is Deadguy” and that we weren’t going to be to me.
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call Pops trying to sing my lyrics. I told them that there were certain ber what it’s like to be frustrated. I can write a song about
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somewhat of a cover band than they can go ahead and do that. I thinktwice. So the whole ‘punk rocker on parade’ thing really jf * ffVj; .
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really consider them competition. out in the Capitol Hill area bothering yuppies for change. To > \
PP: So what’s the difference in intent between Deadguy and Kissme that’s just not real—it’s like something out of a bad ^ ^
It Goodbye? movie. So I guess that maybe living in this setting helps ***

Tim: In terms of approach I don’t think that there’s any real difference.because it gives me a whole other perspective.

I do think that we’ve improved the musicianship in the rhythm section.PP: What kind of impact do you think Kiss It Goodbye i • t * -
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drummer but I think that Andrew [Die 116, Rorschach] is an exception-Tim: I hope it’s what I thought Deadguy was doing. I don’t
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PP: Do you think that heavy music is still relevant in 1997?

Tim: Totally. But I think that people have gotten a little starry eyed with
aTklC

the whole melodic hardcore thing. There’s always going to be a wave of

underground bands that are getting signed and I think that because of j[J
that certain people will always lean away from heavy stuff. It’s kind of

like a pendulum—after Youth Of Today, there was Quicksand. I loved jfltl
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I f there ever was an archetype

I of a DIY person
,
Jody Bleyle

H
"

would be it As owner and

founder of Candy Ass Records

,

over the last four years Jody's managed

to issue records by such incredible

Portland bands and artists as The New

Bad Things
,
The Surf Maggots

,
Kaia,

The Vegas Beat and the seminal

women's self-defence record
,
the Free

To Fight compilation. The rest of this

year promises to be an even busier

season for the label as it prepares to

release new full lengths by San

Francisco’s Ovarian Trolley and Cypher

In The Snow as well as Portland's

Lookers, The Heavy Johnson Trio, and

The Christal Methodists. As if that

doesn’t sound laborious enough, Jody

manages to divide her creative time

playing in two other local groups who

also record for Candy Ass, the almighty

Team Dresch and perennial Portland

pop-punk faves Hazel.

Trading between bass, guitar, vocals and

drums, folks like Jody continue to

embody the best aspects of punk rock

that perservere in an increasingly

depoliticized and commercial under-

ground. In a counter-culture that cele-

brates divisiveness more than inclusivity

,

that spends more time talking about sell-

outs and traitors than it does taking

account of community builders, its really

important to give credit to people such as

Jody because they make a serious and

important difference that contributes to

punk’s ongoing vitality. We had a chance

to sit down and chat together recently in

San Francisco after the Noise Pop festi-

val on a beautiful day next to the bay

over lunch. Here's what transpired.

Interview by Joel Schalit

Punk Planet: Who’s in Team Dresch right now?

Jody Bleye: We’re me, Donna Dresch , Marci Martinez, who was the dummer

on Personal Best, and Amanda Kelley, who is Marci’s bandmate in their band

The Vegas Beat. They play shows with us and they recorded the Outpunk sin-

gle with us that should be out some time in the spring of ‘97. They recorded

another 7” with us but they’re not officially members. They don’t want to be

and we don’t want them to be. Its like dating without admitting that you’re dat-

ing—no pressure.

At first we were an all-lesbian, political band who put their music first. We

were really into that. We’d all been in lots of bands with boys. We wanted to play

good music with the best musicians we could find and we wanted them to be

dykes. So we found each other—we were in ecstasy. After that, I started doing

Free to Fight, which is the self-defence project that came out on Candy Ass a few

years ago. We went on a big tour where we did self-defence demonstrations

before all of our shows. We got really involved in that.

It definitely helped focus the politics of the band without even realizing

that it would, because we were doing all of these demonstrations every night and

we had to work them out. They were skits so we’d have to roleplay things and

we’d change the roleplays every night. We’d base the skits on things, that hap-

pened on tour. Because we were so hyper aware of situations that would call for

self-defence and what self-defence was on that tour (it was eight weeks long,) it

went far beyond being an obsession. It actually drove someone to a Buddhist

retreat. Which was really good, she’s still there. I shoulda gone with her, that was

the only mistake, (laughter)

PP: What are you working on right now?

JB: I had a physical and emotional breakdown before we did Captain My

Captain. A lot of the writing I did leading up to it had to do with that. What

I’m thinking about now are ways of coming out that don’t have to do with sex-

uality but rather mental health issues, and the anti-psychiatry movement. De-

stigmatizing mental illness is the thing that I’m most interested in politically.

. This is something that I really have to do. I want to talk about this more. It’s a

challenge for me. I could get up on stage in front of ten thousand people, ten

thousand asshole guys with guns in their hands and say “Yeah I’m a fucking

dyke, what are you gonna do about it?” I wouldn’t even think anything of it. It’s

hard to even talk to one person about the whole concept of mental illness, the

scale of abnormal to normal, sane to insane, and the concept of a diagnosis and

where they intersect. This is something that I am working on personally in my

art and in my politics.

I’ve asked myself, “should I open up this can of worms, do I want to make

myself vulnerable in this way?” Then I realized that I had already done it. Its

open, a lot of the lyrics on the record are about that already. I get all these let-

ters, these intense stories about being diagnosed, rediagnosed, being diagnosed

for years, and the drug treatments that go along with that, changing drugs all

the time, all that kind of stuff and how you have to redefine yourself based on

what someone has told you you are in terms of a mental illness diagnosis. Really

heavy things experienced by people around me who recognized my similar

experiences in the song lyrics. So I realized the can’s open, I dont have to make

that decision. I can just move forward. I’ve been thinking about how I want to

move forward with that. I think I’m going to start doing things on my own,

some of which will have to do with music, and some 0f n WOn’t.





I’m working on a one woman show that will enable me to talk about a lot

of these things and not feel like I have to put them all into Team Dresch because

I don’t think that’s neccessarily the best medium for talking about these things.

Its definitely not the best way for me to get it all out, just to write songs.

Espescially because this is more my thing than everyone else’s in Team Dresch.

Working on it and thinking about it I’ve realized I need to be more physical in

many different ways in order to change the way I thought about myself and the

rest of the world. Jumping around with my guitar isn’t going to do it. I want to

be free from a musical instrument more. That’s gonna happen to Team Dresch

too. So I’m going into faux performance art, I guess thats what I’m trying to say.

More like a tragi-comedy, a forty five minute one woman show type of thing.

I think Team Dresch will continue to have similar lyrics and content, all

queer stuff of course. Everybody’s into the ABL (The Women’s Pro Basketball

League) now. Donna’s gotten a lot more into writing songs about things she

didn’t want to write about before. She’s also gotten into talking about what she

wants to write about. She doesn’t write the lyrics but she’ll tell me what to write

about which she never did before. Which is great, because she’ll ask me to write

a song about basketball and I’ll have to figure out how. Thats really good! We’re

also concentrating on our music more. We’ve sort of come full circle in a way.

Starting with music, getting almost too absorbed in politics and we realized that

the politics were burning -us out. It just wasn’t making us as happy as we could

be. Now we’re coming back to playing music. We’ll say to ourselves “Lets write

a heavy metal song today, lets write a song that sounds like NoMeansNo today,

lets write a Soundgarden song today, lets see what we can do, lets get better, lets

see how good we can get before we die or whatever. We just want to play music

and not worry about what we’re going to sing about because we know what

we’re going to sing about. Its not hard anymore. Its not a problem we have to

worry about.

PP: Otherwise you’d be just another service announcement kind of

punk band.

JB: Right, we’re not that. I don’t think we’ve ever been that. But we definitely

don’t want to be that.

PP: How do you feel about being in a political band doing political pro-

jects with your music and your label, and in your community in light of

how fetishized and commercialized the Pacific Northwest has become in

the last few years?

JB: I see and fear the attempted commercialization and definite fetishizing of

“dyke rock,” or “queer punk.” And when I see bands who I feel don’t have a

broader vision than “we rock, we’re dykes,” it scares me because that’s playing

into the hands of the product makers. The discourse doesn’t grow, it becomes

calcified. We need to stay crafty.

For example, one day I went into the chat room on Donna’s Chainsaw

Records website under a false name and I said something about spanking.

Everybody jumped all over me, calling me disgusting and abhorrent, saying

“that’s wrong.” I changed the topic by asking “Can’t I talk about what I want to

here? Isn’t this a queer record label?” Then people said “You can’t presume to

know what the bands on this record label think about this and that. I think this

is disgusting and I think they’d think it was disgusting.” It could have been any

issue, a l6t of issues. People’s idea of what is okay, even in terms of being queer,

is really narrow. I worry that in some ways I seem to be helping contribute to

this. I don’t want to at all. It’s a reminder to me that I need to push myself more,

to push these boundaries more. It may make Team Dresch a less popular band.

I could see other dyke bands rising up that would be satisfied to be a public ser-

vice announcement, that will sell a zillion records. But I could give a shit if I can’t

talk about spanking/

I see bands that Team Dresch has looked up to for years because they chal-

lenge us intellectually, that we sell more records than, because they aren’t as easy

to grab onto. I see us becoming more like those bands. I hope that that happens

because I can’t live with the thought that we’re helping to create slightly more lib-

eral guardians of morality. I don’t want to sell more records but get on line in our

chatroom and have these people tellling me that this, that and the other thing is

gross and wrong. With the justification that they like queer bands or are queer

themselves. I want people to think of the queer punk movement as a liberation

movement, not any other kind, growing towards a freedom that is connected to

all people’s freedoms.

But back in the chatroom I said to myself “Well it’s a good thing that I have

high self-esteem or else I’d feel really bad about myself right now. I came in here

and I’ve got a bunch of people telling me that I’m disgusting, what the hell.”

Finally somebody said “IfJody was here she’d kick your ass.” I said “Well I am

Jody and I will kick yer ass if that’s what yer into.” I thought they’d be really mad

that I had been in there not using my right name. I would have been mad if I

had been someone else probably, but nobody said they were mad. It was very

strange. It was a wake up call to me. I don’t know exactly all the ways to trans-

late that into what Team Dresch does, but it makes me know that I don’t want

to help create or propogate narrowness. Okay, you’re an inch broader? And that’s

enough? It’s never enough. That’s the thing—its hard.

PP: When I think of Team Dresch, when I listen to your records and read

your press I don’t think of you as an identity politics band. When you talk

about dyke politics you’re also talking about political liberation for every-

one. But you’re still speaking from a dyke perspective about it. Is that fair?

•

JB: Yes, it’s very fair. It’s exactly what I would and have said to describe what

I’m trying to do. Of course I’m speaking from where I come from, you have to

be able to extrapolate from there and feel what anyone who’s not felt freedom

or who’s wanted to feel it has felt. I want anyone to be able to feel these sad-

nesses and longings and elations from listening to these songs— otherwise it

doesn’t mean anything.

PP: In that sense you’re doing exactly what you have set out to,

just like the bands who’ve inspired you over the years that you still

look up to. To be able to feel good about something like that is

important, espescially when you continually have to redefine your

own space, within the ’marketing niche’ that the rock industry

always seems to slot political bands like Team Dresch. That’s why

I find your whole space in Northwest rock culture so interesting,

because in a way you created a radicalized nich—one that had

been developing for a long time, but hadn’t been sufficiently politi-

cized yet. This hadn’t happened before. When you look back at the

eighties, for example, there were a lot of political bands, like

Poison Idea and The Wipers—as well as many others—who were

articulating an unspecific rage. They were just in revolt, they did-

n’t have an agenda. I see Team Dresch as representing the next

logical political step in the evolution of Northwest punk because

you know what your concerns are and you have a particular politi-

cal project in mind. Is that an accurate assumption to make? Tell

me if I’m overstepping it.



JB: It definitely is. If I really break it down it’s two things: I want people to

feel like they can come out, even if they just have the Team Dresch record

and feel better about themselves if they’re out. The bigger struggle is wanti-

ng to connect our politics with other people’s politics and to have people

believe that we are not in a vacuum and it isn’t a specific identity politics. Its

not a single isssue politics at all. We want to feel connected to the world,

obviously, that’s what we’re doing, that’s what we’re talking about. It’s so

ironic when people say things like “just want to tell you that even though

I’m a boy I really like your music.”

Obviously we don’t want to be more isolated. If we wanted to be more

isolated, we wouldn’t be talking about any of these things in the first place!

Nobody wants to be less isolated than us. That’s why we’re talking about who

we are, so we’ll exist. But you know, very few people get that, or if they don’t

get it they don’t believe it. It’s something you have to understand yourself

about the connectedness of things. If you don’t get it you don’t get it. You’re

not going to believe it. You’re just going to think “Yeah, yeah, yeah, sure what-

ever. You just want to get yours.” Yeah, we want to get ours, but we feel like

it’s always connected with a lot of people getting theirs as well.

PP: Isn’t it ironic that something as fundamental as talking about

one’s own sexuality and gender preference is a way of connecting with

the outside world simply by speaking about it. And yet the moment you

do, people automatically assume that you’re locking yourself out. Why

do you think they do that?

JB: If you don’t talk about it, then they can include you in their mind

because they can pretend that you’re no different than they are. They might

not want to deal with the fact that you’re gay or your different in any way.

If you don’t talk about it, they don’t have to think about it and you can just

hang out and do whatever they’re doing. But as soon as you talk about it, it

makes it easier for you, as the person who brings it up, to feel included and

recognized—you exist. But the other person gets scared and sees that differ-

ence as separation. You’ve got to assert your identity, “I exist, you exist. Okay

we’re different but we both exist.” But to some people, difference is always

contradictory and contradictions can never peacefully coexist, although I

think everyone is always trying to figure out how they can. Well, they just

do—its happening.

PP: What would you say in response to a critic who’d would argue that

the moment you raise to the public eye ideas of gender difference and

alternative sexual orientations that it automatically puts them up for

sale, espescially by raising these kinds of political questions through

rock culture. There are many people who would argue that the moment

you talk about politics in rock music, you’re automatically commodify-

ing it because rock’s whole selling point is that it fetishizes rebellion.

That’s the kind of argument that’s been unwittingly employed by mem-

bers of the punk community who are critical of punk getting commer-

cialized: that all of the sudden its put this ambiguous, leftist political

culture into shopping malls.

JB: I worry about this a lot because obviously punk political messages are

being commodified on a certain level. It’s just what level does commodifi-

cation actually take place? For how many people is punk really a fetish? For

whom is it actually hitting home in a real way, who’re really hearing it and

its not a commodity, who are fighting for it because they see it as providing

real information, for whom is it really a connecting of people—I try and

protect that, I would worry about it a lot

more if I didn’t get so much mail from peo-

ple who are very real and who are not just

wearing Team Dresch tee shirts the way

they would wear a Nine Inch Nails tee shirt

as a means of building their identity around

a band that doesn’t have much substance to

it. These people wear their Team Dresch tee

shirt because if someone else sees them in

one, they’re gonna maybe know that they’re

queer or a freak. People write lettters to me

all the time saying “I was walking down the

street wearing it and someone saw and we

ended up going out to coffee talking about

this and that.” They’re not even talking

about Team Dresch—they sit there and talk

about what they’re doing on every level.

They might end up dating, they might end

up being friends, or starting some project.

The shirt could be' an empty sign that just

means “I might be interested in these

things, or it might be safe to talk to me

about these things.” That feels really good.

An empty sign, but a launch pad. Whereas

a Nine Inch Nails tee shirt is an empty sign,

period.

We’ve done stuff with major media

and people give us a lot of shit, but there’s a

difference, we’re trying to use them for our

own political ends. So many people write

letters saying, “I never would have known

you existed if it weren’t for that.” We’d

rather take shit from a hundred super scen-

esters about being in SPIN than not get let-

ters from all over the country saying “I

would have never have known that you

existed, I didn’t know any band like this

existed.” What other kinds of magazines do

they get? People in zine culture get really

short sighted. Personally, I grew up reading

SPIN. I wasn’t hooked up with any under-

ground culture until I was seventeen. If I

had seen any girls that looked anything like

me in the mass media I would have freaked

out. I can’t deny that because that was my

life, I grew up in the suburbs. I can’t turn

my back on suburban kids because I was

one of them. But you know at the same

time I think, “sign to a major label, we’re

just going to be commodified instantly,

there’s no way around it.” Thats»what I

think right now. I don’t know if anyone can

avoid it. I’m waiting to see the first band

that I think of as a feminist band, that

maybe started in the Pacific Northwest in

the past five or si^ years, sign to a major
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label, and see what will happen—I’m

very curious about it. I don’t want to be

first. I don’t think I want to be there at

all—but if I did I’d go through my label.

For example, I want to put out rap

records on Candy Ass, but its impossible

for me to do that with the distributor

that I have. There’s some things that I

might be able to do through dealing with

bigger companies. The way I see it, those

companies respect my company more

than my band. And that’s one of the

important things about having Candy

Ass and Donna having Chainsaw is that

'we have these small companies that can

be strong by working together. The more

bands and labels there are that are strong

and are actually willing to cooperate with

one another—to share information, and

talk about what these major media peo-

ple are saying to them, the easier it will

be to resist commodification.

That’s the taboo that needs to be

broken for there to be a chance for any-

one to be effective at that level and not be

completely commodified, because I see it

immediately: the moment bands start

talking to a major label, they wont talk to

each other. It blows my mind. I’ve talked

to so many major labels, I wanna tell

everyone everything! I’ve never made a

fanzine, but if I got signed I’d make one

that states “this is our contract, this is

what it says, this is how much money

we’re getting” if I thought that I could

share this information with other people

who wanted to share their information

too. There’s no way you can go up against

this by yourself.

Once you’ve dealt with labels like

this your realize that that’s what they

want: for everyone to be isolated.

Obviously, that’s what everyone who

wants power wants—for everyone to be

alienated. That’s why I’m always stunned

that bands don’t realize this and don’t

share information, or sign non-disclosure

agreements. I figure if you build a

stronger alliance of independent labels,

bands can be more protected and feel

freer to be more radical. We can have

more control. Look at U2, they have to

run from their own identity every six

months—and they bring in a third of the

gross national product of Ireland!

PP: You remember the story of what happened betweeen U2 and

Negativland? When Negativland did that surprise interview with them

in Mondo 2000, the Edge said that the problem was that U2 don’t own

the rights to their own music so they couldn’t stop Negativland from

being prosecuted for copyright infringement.

JB: Thats incredible! Thats why its smart to pay for your own recordings,

‘cause then you can license your records and you’ll never lose the rights to your

masters completely. Maybe only for ten years... (laughter)

PP: Or until you can afford to buy them back, (snickers)

JB: If they’ll sell them back. You can’t count on that.

PP: We recently got offerred the rights to our first record back, but only

at a certain price. The label wanted us to buy our remaining CDs from

them too. We couldn’t afford it.

JB: Or the record company could go bankrupt and disappear and nobody

knows where the masters are.

PP: What’s it been like for you dealing with the political culture in places

like Europe, coming from Portland since you’ve done a lot of touring there

like the tour you did last year with Bikini Kill? Like going to a place such

as Germany, a place that’s both the home of Fascsism and the home of

Marxism. What kind of issues did that bring up for you and the band in

light of your experiences at home?

JB: More than anything, it broadens my political ideals and expands what I think

can handle when4’m at home. Travel always broadens your vision, it’s no differ-

ent. You might play a show in Portland and people will say “Yeah, yeah, we know

what they’re about, whatever blah, blah, blah,” and you go to Germany or any-

where else and there’s only ten girls at the show and they’ve never seen an all-girl

band before, let alone a dyke band before, and they freak out. They want it so

bad. We’ll ask them “Who wants to come up and play this instrument, who

wants to come up and play that instrument? Let’s start a band right now.

Everybody will come up and play, and people get really excited—guys get excit-

ed too. Most punk bands’ politics are pretty dead, but everyone wants to be alive.

Stuff that’s gone on here in the US during the past five years with

women and the networks that have been created nationwide are incredible! Its

not like that anywhere else. People know it, they’ve heard about it. When they

interview you they want to talk about networking as much as anything else

—

how to contact other people, how to set up groups in different cities that can

connect with each other so that bands can go from place to place and

exchange ideas. The energy is frantic! They say things such as “we only have

two hours to talk, how can we share as much information as possible?” It’s

really exciting. You come home and remember “This is important, this is

exciting, if it doesn’t feel important here, if it doesn’t feel needed here, there’s

plenty of places where it is needed. It is important and it is exciting and we

need to go to those places.”

PP: When you talk about constructing networks between bands,

between labels, between distributors, between yourselves and your

audiences it sounds like they’re not an end unto to themselves. They’re

a way to communicate important political ideas. Is that why these net-

works are important?



JB: Yes, that’s why these people in Europe have so much energy—they don’t

just want music. A lot of them have set up the structures already. They want

more content to fill out the form. They want to know how much they can

put in it. They want to know what we talk about, how far we’ve pushed and

how far they can. In places like Italy, what the women deal with... It’s not

like we can’t remember when it was that bad in the punk scene here, and it’s

not like it isn’t that bad if you go to the wrong show. But it’s every show

there! If there’s ten women at the Bikini Kill-Team Dresch show there, how

many women are at a regular show? None probably, maybe two like there

were in 1988 when I was going to the Satyricon every night.

These networks are really important. What I love about them is that

these bands having something to say, they’re women who are amazing musi-

cians who want to play! Other women want to see them play because its

inspiring, its life affirming, and life giving. You can book a tour across the

United States that you’ll at least break even on, that will be well attended, that

people will meet each other at, that people will continue to meet and start

their own projects at. You’re playing a rock show that night, people are going

to hear what you have to say, but even if you don’t say anything it’s the ener-

gy of your music that’s inspiring other women to do the same. People always

write to us saying “that night we got together and decided to do this and we

decided to do that.” You know the way it is after a show—you always ask

yourself, “what are we gonna do, we gotta do something.” That’s when a lot

of great ideas come up. You end staying up half the night brainstorming.

Its hard to get a show, its hard to get anybody to come to the show, its

hard to make enough money. It’s the work of all these people who are on the

Internet writing letters, doing ‘zines, whatever, willing to set up shows any-

where, even if they never have before because they recognize that rock shows

are more than just rock shows—they’re public forums. Even if the band isn’t

that great they’re gonna meet somebody there who’s willing to make the kind

of movies that they’ve always been wanting to make and has a super eight pro-

jector or whatever.

That shit is real, it’s happening all the time and everybody knows it. I

think that’s what gives people the energy to keep doing it. Sometimes it makes

me feel a little evil, but it feels really good to know that these women that have

worked really hard and that are working really hard all over the place have

made it so that these bands have an easier time booking a tour than your aver-

age boy band who think “yeah, we got some Marshalls and we got some stick-

ers” to go on tour. That’s fucking amazing. That’s fucking revolution.

PP: I totally agree. Do you think that’s what dyke rock, riot grrl or what-

ever you want to call it has to teach the punk community, espescially

those people who aspire to be political?

JB: Oh yeah. I think that these women that are involved in the scene still

have the feeling that we’re making it up. They’re fucking with the formula

of being in a band and putting on a show and then you get drunk and then

you go home. But radicalism can quickly become formulaic. I see that hap-

pening more and more within this scene and it bums me out. I was playing

a show at the Jabberjaw about a month and a half ago and I got all bummed

out about that. I started talking about it, about how important these net-

works of people are, about the underground’s importance and how amazing

and beautiful it really is. It’s a big deal, like a baby, that we can’t take for

granted.

I know that I step into both worlds. Hazel is sort of in both worlds.

It’s way more competitive, it’s way more alienating. It’s much harder to feel
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the other band you’re playing with, the booking agent, whoever that is. You

feel like you’re dependent upon all these other people who you’re not actu-

ally dependent on. But they’ve convinced you—the structure has convinced

you that you are. Hazel wanted to go to Europe for years and Sub Pop said

no for years.

PP: Even though your first 12 inch came out on Sub Pop Germany?

JB: Yeah, and there were lots of people in Europe who wanted us to come

over. “No,’ said Sub Pop, “you can’t go to Europe.” We asked them why we

couldn’t and they said we just couldn’t because they claimed we weren’t

going to sell enough records there. We asked them ifwe could borrow a cou-

ple of thousand dollars for plane tickets and Sub Pop still said we couldn’t

go. So we said to ourselves, “Okay, I guess we can’t go.” What were we think-

ing? Then Team Dresch goes and everyone in Hazel is like “You guys are just

going to Europe?” We said that we were just saving up money and bought

our own plane tickets. Its not like punk bands haven’t been doing this for a

zillion years!

It’s really easy to forget that you have do it your fucking self. Ifyou don’t

like what the press is saying about you, say it yourself. There’s got to be other

ways to spread information, there’s got to be other ways to communicate. I’m

always thinking to myself “zines are so much paper, how can I have so much

in my house?” I always liked the idea of having ten spots in town where you

repaste one page once a week, pnce a month, whatever. I spent a bunch of

time in Russia and Eastern Europe, where everyone posts newspapers on a

wall and everyone reads it standing up together. You’re standing there with a

bunch of people reading it together, and talking about it together—a public

act. That’s really interesting to me.

Donna always reminds me of that whenever I get frustrated because big

gay and lesbian magazines won’t interview Team Dresch. I get really mad

sometimes. I’ll say “What the fuck, our record is good, I think it’s important,

I think we said some good things. Why aren’t they interviewing us? What’s

wrong with us?” Donna will say “That’s not why we started this band. Fuck

them! Since when do we give a shit about the fucking Advocate? Fuck The

Advocate! Then Donna will say that she’s working on her chat room on her

web site, and I’ll realize that anything I can do is more important than wor-

rying about whether Out magazine is going to interview us. Anything!

Writing a letter to one person is way more important, way more important.

Lately I’ve been going crazy thinking about when bands would have a

show in San Francisco and be from LA, drive up to SF a week in advance and

put up posters, then drive home and then return for their show a week later.

That’s what needs to be going on now.s to do that anymore exactly. There have

to be new places to go. We can’t just stay here. It cannot be like this. This

forum has to be fucked with. Nobody’s hearing anything. We have to brain-

storm all the time. I just feel as though there’s got to be something big and

obvious that’s about to come—-if I don’t believe that than I’d probably stop

thinking. Even just going into a club drives me nuts! Here I am, going into

another rock club. It looks like a TV set when you’re standing in the audience

looking at the stage. The stage is a TV set at this point. Every night I ask

myself how I’m going to make the stage not a TV set. I’ve got to smash this

big piece of glass between myself and everyone else. How? How hasn’t it been

done before? ®

For more information on Team Dresch, Hazel and all things Candy Ass

stop by their web site at http://www.monsterbit.com/candyass/ or write
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If it’s therapy for us it’s bound to be therapy

for somebody else out there.



Cast Iron Hike is not typical to any one set of parameters or any set

OF RULES CONCERNING HOW THEY SHOULD SOUND OR WHO THEY SHOULD PLAY

for. Their sense of urgency comes first from a need to please them-

selves AND SECOND FROM A NEED TO PLEASE THE EARS OF THE LISTENERS.

Talking to the band you get the idea that they want to play for as many

PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE, BUT ALSO THAT IF NOBODY WAS LISTENING THEY'D STILL BE

minded...we’ll see what happens.

PP: What do you think the drawbacks will be? I’m not trying to be
down on Victory at all, I’m just curious how you guys are going to
RELATE TO THEM.

Jacob: Well obviously there’s this pigeonholing that we’ve talked about, but

I think he’s... there’s other bands that he’s trying to hook up with that are

really really different so he can kind of break out of that mold.

Chris: Bands that are more on our level.

MAKING MUSIC. THIS KIND OF ATTACHMENT TO THEIR MUSIC AND AN UPFRONT

HONESTY FROM THE BAND (ALONG WITH A LOT OF HARD WORK) HAVE MADE CAST

Iron Hike a band that if you’re not already familar with, you will be

SHORTLY. I SPOKE WITH THEM WHILE THEY WERE IN THE STUDIO RECORDING THEIR

FIRST FULL LENGTH CD ENTITLED “WATCH It BURN” WHICH SHOULD BE OUT NOW.

I’ll tell you honestly that over the course of the last few months my

LIFE HAS GOTTEN VERY DIFFICULT AND A LOT OF THE THINGS THAT I REUED ON TO

KEEP ME GOING HAVE DESERTED ME, OR FALLEN APART FOR VARIOUS REASONS,

AND THROUGH ALL OF THIS I’VE FOUND MYSELF LISTENING TO “WATCH IT BURN”

ON A REGULAR BASIS AS A MEANS OF HELPING ME THROUGH MY HARD TIMES. THE

COMBINATION OF BRUTALLY HEAVY SONGS AND SUBJECTS COMBINED WITH MY

FRIENDSHIP TO THE BAND HAVE MADE CAST IRON HIKE A BAND I TURN TO WHEN I

Dave: And that’s really exciting to me. That Victory might be heading in a

more musically, wider direction.

Jacob: I was really surprised with Deadguy and how well they were

received. Like Guilt, Duncan says in the interviews he does that it wasn’t

the warmest reception to them. Kids are weird—I don’t know why kids

latch onto some things and not others. I think more often than not it’s

something other than the music.

PP: I GUESS WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT IS WHETHER OR NOT YOU THINK YOU’LL

FIND YOUR AUDIENCE IN THE VICTORY AUDIENCE. LIKE GUILT SEEMS TO HAVE
JUST MISSED THE CONTACT WITH THE PEOPLE WHO WOULD BE INTO THEM.

Mike: I think a lot of that is just getting out there and playing shows, find-

ing your audience. We like to play all ages shows as well as clubs and bars,

and from what I’ve seen so far we seem to go over fairly well in both.

Jacob: We play with bands who have what you might call a ‘typical Victory

crowd’, but there never seems to be some split between who likes those

bands and whether or not they like us.

FEEL LIKE THE WORLD IS AGAINST ME. To QUOTE DAVID GREEN “...THAT’S PART OF

THE POWER OF ART, WHEN PEOPLE JUST PUT A HAND OUT THERE.” INDEED IT IS.

PP: There’s a lot of hardcore bands playing right now that draw heav-

ily on Helmet and Quicksand, who are obviously drawing on Zeppelin
and Sabbath, but you guys draw a lot more directiy from Zeppelin and

Punk Planet: Victory is kind of an institution in hardcore and to
THRIVE WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF AN INSTITUTION YOU HAVE TO AT LEAST IN PART
FIT WITHIN IT’S PARAMETERS. So THE QUESTION IS DO YOU THINK YOU’LL FIT

NEATLY ENOUGH ON VICTORY TO FIND YOUR AUDIENCE, AND TO THRIVE.

Sabbath. You reach back a lot further than a lot of bands do.. .is this

EVEN A QUESTION? Oh YEAH. DO YOU THINK YOU’RE EXPANDING PEOPLE’S
MUSICAL LITERACY—DO YOU FEEL A RESPONSIBILITY TO INFORM PEOPLE ABOUT
MUSIC A LITTLE FURTHER BACK THAN JUST JUDGE OR QUICKSAND?

Dave: We’ve all been institutionalized from time to time, so we’re used to it.

Jacob: There’s such a negative connotation to the word “institution.”

Well I don’t mean it to sound negative, but I mean there’s a frame-
work ALREADY IN PLACE...

Chris: And that framework is heavy music, and that’s basically what we

are. We do stretch it a little, but I think it will go well.

Jacob: It’s weird, even our friends ask us that, but it’s worded a little more

bluntly, ahem, and their angle is...obviously Victory is known for being a

straight edge label because the top three selling bands on the label are

straight edge kids, but ifyou look at it, there are really only three bands

that push that stuff, Earth Crisis, By The Grace of God, and Strife. As far

as I’m concerned Deadguy, Strife, and Cast Iron Hike are three completely

different bands that are trying to do three completely different things. All

under the umbrella of heavy, aggressive music. It depends. If kids are open

Dave: I don’t feel like we have any responsibility, we just play music that

kicks our ass. We just play what comes out. I don’t feel like I’m consciously

drawing on those influences; it’s not contrived by any means.

Jacob: I think that we listen to a lot of stuff that influenced even those

older bands, and ifyou think about it, or you just play, those things come

up. But I don’t think a lot of bands listen to that music, so it doesn’t come

into play for them.

PP: I JUST THINK YOU GUYS REACH A LOT FURTHER BACK THAN A LOT OF
BANDS DO, AS FAR AS YOUR INTERESTS, OR KNOWLEDGE GOES. PLUS I THINK

YOU GUYS ARE MUCH MORE INTERESTED IN THE MUSICIANSHIP PART OF ALL

THIS THAN MOST BANDS. I DON’T KNOW HOW TO PLAY GUITAR, BUT I COULD
PROBABLY PICK ONE UP AND FIGURE OUT A WAY TO PLAY SOMETHING THAT

SOUNDS HEAVY, BUT YOU GUYS REALLY KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING, AND HOW
TO ACCOMPUSH THESE THINGS.

Jacob: You should have been here yesterday. It was a different story.

(Laughs)



Dave: I think part of it might be that were older than a lot of the bands

we play with.

Chris:. Dave is going to be 42 next week. (Laughs)

Mike: Also, we didn’t start this with something in mind.We just kind of

gravitated towards each other and found each other, and realized we all

liked the same music. It just kind of happened. It kind of formed itself.

We didn’t intentionally try to make anything happen.

Chris: We never said, “this is going to be our sound. “ It just happened.

Jacob: I think that’s the downfall with most bands—it’s so planned out

and stuff. It s like they went up to each other in the hallway at school

and were like, “let’s start a hardcore band. It just happened that we

grew up listening to the Cro-Mags and Gorilla Biscuits, but also

Muddy Waters.

Dave: The only criteria for me was that I wanted to be in the heaviest

band in the world.

Jacob: When you hear us do you think we sound calculated?

We all grew up listening to white,

suburban guys screaming or

moaning, or crying and I don’t

think there’s anybody in this

room that can honestly say

they’d be the same person if we

hadn’t been listening to this stuff.

That’s the effect.

PP: Not calculated, no. I’m just always curious about peoples

process. Like when I write something, I always try to figure out

WHERE THINGS ARE COMING FROM, AND IF iTS SOMEWHERE BAD I RE-DO
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PP: I GUESS I JUST don’t have

4 OTHER PEOPLE TO BOUNCE STUFF OFF OF.

Mike: Right. We don't sit around trying to not sound cliche.

Jacob: But then again il somebody called us a “rock band, I dont think

Id be too happy with that, just because I dont think rock bands have

anything to sav, and 1 think we do. I he same can be said il we were

called a hardcore band. There’s so much of a bad, immature connota-

tion to the word “hardcore. Like il you look at how the indie rock

scene condescends to the hardcore scene.

PP: SO YOU WANT TO LIVE HAPPILY IN THE MIDDLE SOMEWHERE?

Jacob: We just want to play.

Dave: We re living happily wherever we find ourselves. This may sound

unbelievable but I don't ever remember a conversation where we tried

to find out, or label what we were doing.

Mike: Even when we hung out with each other at first, and we were just

playing music, we never really talked about the band that much. We



were just playing. Like bands I was in when I was like sixteen, we’d always

sit around and talk about how great our band was and stuff, but we’ve

never done that.

Dave: I can’t sit and talk about music for any length of time and analyze it,

because it really loses something and I just feel really dumb about it. With

any kind of art, there are some things you shouldn’t talk about because

when you try to use the English language to describe it something gets lost.

PP: What difference is another group of five white boys making this

BIG RACQUET GOING TO MAKE? THERE ARE 80 MILLION BANDS, THERE ARE 80
BILLION RECORDS, MOST OF THEM SUCK. So WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO IMPOR-
TANT? Why should people give a fuck about your inner struggle?

Jacob: They shouldn’t. Chris and I were talking about this last night. Like

this album, we spent so much time trying to get it right. Even beyond that,

the five of us have just let the band become us. And I think without that,

emotionally we hold so much stock in being able to play with each other

and get this shit out, I think without it we’d all have these really oppressed

personalities and we’d work out this energy in really shitty ways. I don’t

think this is to better anyone who is listening to the record, it’s to better us.

Dave: For me, music has played such a big role in keeping me from jump-

ing out of a window. And if wh.at we’re doing is honest, which it is, it can

have that power. Just picture the hypothetical kid at a show who hears a

lyric, or a riff that makes him feel like it makes us feel when we play it...

Chris: If it’s therapy for us it’s bound to be therapy for somebody else

out there.

Dave: The same argument can be used like...why write a book? Why do

anything artistic if it’s all been said and done before? Because it hasn’t been

said enough because things are still fucked up.

Mike: Plus it hasn’t been said by you. You haven’t said it, and you haven’t

done it. It may have been said by other people and I’m happy for them,

but that doesn’t leave me a better person. It may help but...

Dave: Like everybody can describe a certain event, but somebody’s descrip-

tion is going to hit you harder than any others.

Jacob: Another thing, and this is trite, but when some kid writes you or

comes up to you at a show and says “yeah, I know what you’re talking

about” or whatever, you don’t feel like a complete idiot or a moron. You

just feel validated as a human.

PP: I ASK THAT BECAUSE I ALWAYS ASK MYSELF THAT. LIKE WHY DO I BOTHER
CREATING THINGS? AND I’VE REAUZED IT’S ALMOST ENTIRELY FOR ME. I’M

HAPPY WHEN OTHER PEOPLE GET THINGS OUT OF IT, BUT IT MAHERS LESS AND
LESS IF THEY DO. AND LIKE WHAT YOU SAID MlKE, IT MAY HAVE BEEN SAID, BUT
IT MAY NOT HAVE BEEN SAID IN A WAY THAT WAS ENTIRELY THE WAY I SEE IT.

Dave: Look at all the great books throughout history. The same themes

keep getting covered over and over. Certain ways of saying things you

can relate to.

Jacob: We all grew up listening to white, suburban guys screaming or

moaning, or crying and I don’t think there’s anybody in this room that can

honestly say they’d be the same person ifwe hadn’t been listening to this

stuff. That’s the effect.

Dave: The universal underlying thing in all of this, that pretty much

helped me out, was that it’s just good to know you’re not alone. When I

discovered Henry Rollins writings I was like 1 5 or 16, and it just totally

just hit me squarely and I was like “O.K., it’s not just me.” And I think

that’s part of the power of art, when people just put a hand out there.

PP: I think Rollins affected a lot of people like that when they were
FIFTEEN OR SIXTEEN—ALMOST EVERYONE I KNOW AT LEAST.

Jacob: When we put out our first single, we had the first really big band

blow-out we’d ever had. It was over whether or not we should include the

lyrics in the record. I didn’t think the lyrics needed to be in there because

there are records I’ve been listening to for 10 years that didn’t print the

words, and I’m still pulling lyrics out of them, and it keeps the records

fresh for me, but Dave flipped out because growing up he put so much

stock into having those lyrics.

Dave: Both arguments are perfectly valid.

Jacob: See, I just make up my own lyrics.

Dave: You do that when they’re sitting in front of you. You do that to

lyrics you wrote. (Laughs)

PP: On our ride to practice the other day Jacob said, and I quote
“If we weren’t all emotionally demolished the band wouldn’t
work.” But he said it all with a cigarehe in his mouth and a bot-
tle of Jack Daniels in his hand all bent over the steering wheel
LOOKING OVERDRAMATIC. THEN HE THREW OUT MY FAVORITE ROCK CUCHE
“If I didn’t have this band I’d be dead or in jail.” (laughs) And
here’s me making fun of everybody’s own personal neurosis, but
TALK ABOUT THE DYNAMIC BETWEEN FIVE PEOPLE WHO FEEL THIS WAY, AND
HOW YOU GET ALONG.

Jacob: Sometimes I don’t even think we do get along, but then some-

body will say something that validates all of it and I’m just like, “oh,

that’s why

I like Dave.”

Dave: Basically we play like we’re attacking the songs. And we’ve all felt

the affects of not playing for a while, and noticed how we start taking

out our frustrations in different ways that aren’t as positive.

Jacob: Maybe the band could work, but it wouldn’t be a band I’d

want to be in.

Dave: I think it would become contrived. I may be going too far with

this, but we almost don’t have a choice—like what comes out comes

out. There’s that Bukowski quote “Anybody who could write worth a

damn couldn’t write in peace.”

Jacob: You’re always going to not be getting along with somebody on

some level and I think it’s going to come out in your playing. The ten-

sion is what makes it exciting. We were talking about this the other

night in the studio, and how we can’t function because we don’t play like

this all the time. Dave and I were saying how we didn’t think the record

would be any good ifwe came in here and rushed, and knew how the

studio worked inside and out, and banged out this record in one dose.

There’s no emotion there, there’s no energy. Ydu’re not hating yourself,

you’re not hating the guy in the control room telling you to do this or

that, you’re not hating the guy in the band telling you you’re playing it

wrong. But when you finally nail it, you’re pissed, and it works for you.

Dave: I really don’t think there’s any problem of there coming a day

when we’re all...adaptive. I don’t think any of us are taking any steps

outside of the band to solve our problems. I think they’re always going

to be there. Maybe it’s a bad thing that we only have the band...

Jacob: Like what’s going to happen when we don’t have the band?

PP: DEAD OR IN JAIL!!! (Laughs)

Jacob: Lately up until doing this record, I’ve felt pretty horrible. I had a

horrible job, everything was just bad. All the new songs are about that.

And the times other than those, when I felt good, it still wasn’t absolute.

There was always something I was masking out, and that’s the shit that

comes up when you’re playing. You can’t hide it.

Dave: It’s pretty universal what we’re saying. I think a lot of people feel

this stuff, we’ve just got the band. It’s my feeling that most people are a

fraction of an inch away from suicide. If the T.V. was removed from

every household you’d hear gunshots constantly. It’s just a matter ofhow

good you are at masking it. That seems to be what American life is

about. That seems like the basic reason people pro-create. It gives them

a reason to stay alive.

Mike: I think it gives people a sense of purpose. Like, well I fucked up, I

might as well give somebody else a chance.

Dave: I guess it’s good if it works. I don’t know. There’s so many distrac-

tions. Television. 20 foot lines for scratch tickets at every convenience

store in America. There’s so many options.

Jacob: It’s all by design. ®
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WHY WERE ALL THE MAGAZINES AVAILABLE FOR
WOMEN STILL SO DWEEBY, LAME AND ANXIETY-

BASED? WHEN WAS THE WORLD GONNA REALIZE

THAT CHICKS LIKED ROCK N ROLL, THAT WE HAD
OUR OWN HUNGERS FOR DECADENCE, PLEASURE

AND INTELLIGENCE? ALL THE WOMEN'S MAGS STILL

SEEMED TO THINK THAT ALL WE CARED ABOUT WAS
BUYING A PAIR OF PANTYHOSE THAT WOULD MATCH
OUR BUSINESS SUITS. WE THOUGHT, "HEY—LET'S

MAKE A MAGAZINE FOR CHICKS LIKE US—SO THAT
WE CAN ALL KNOW THAT WE'RE NOT THE ONLY ONES
WHO DON'T GIVE A FUCK ABOUT PANTYHOSE."

I picked up a copy of Cosmo

yesterday. Know your enemy, right?

Here are some of the things the

March issue has to offer (in addition

to a zillion ads that tell you how to

hide, change, remove and constrict

various parts of the female body):

How To Handle a Guy Like Howard

Stem! Is It Okay For A Woman to

Fake An Orgasm? (equal numbers of

men and women surveyed). Why Are

Men Afraid Of The Telephone? 10

Tricks To Tell You If Your Man Is

About To Dump You! Why High Heels

Are Worth It! Horoscopes, not for

you, but for Your Man, so you can

Get Inside His Head! (Do men’s

magazines have horoscopes for

women so they can Get Inside Our

Heads? More importantly, do we

want them Inside Our Heads?) And

my favorite: Three Hot Men from

MTV Judge Spring’s New Looks (for

women). These studly dudes say

things like: “Is the top see-through?

I’m not a pig or anything, but that’s

a plus. ” (My first thought was, Are

you really quite certain you’re not a

pig? Also, *who asked you? Then the

answer: Oh yeah, Cosmo did.)

Why am I reading Cosmo? Oh,

yeah. Because I’m interviewing the

editors of Bust And Bust is the

antithesis of Cosmo.

I don’t have to tell anybody

that “Feminist” is a dirty word.

Feminists are just ugly hairy man-

haters. Riot Grrrrls are just college

students with Hello Kitty backpacks.

The war is over. Shut up already.

What do we need feminism for? I

don’t need to spell this out for you

guys—you know what I’m talking

about. Things are still fucked up. A

very obvious fact to some, strangely

elusive to others. What I love about

Bust, though, is that it isn’t about

“problems”. It doesn’t whine. It’s

funny, it’s irreverent, and it seems to

leave few stones unturned.

Somehow, it makes you happy to be

a girl, while those other mags make

you think you need a nose job. Bust

isn’t man-hating, but that’s not

what’s so revolutionary about it—

it’s that it isn’t woman-hating.

The best zines tend to come

from a passion on the part of the

editor, rather than just “oh, I’ll do a

zine. Why not?” As Deb from Bust

says: “I just knew that with a com-

puter and a Xerox machine, we could

make something to give to people.”

Zinesters tend to discover zines

when they start one themselves.

Zines are not a spectator sport.

When I first read Bust / bad been

doing my zine Violation Fez for about

a year. Bust blew my mind. I called

my friends, and said “this is for us!”

It was the Bad Girls issue and it

came at a good time. I was feeling

pretty bad—in a good way. Bust said

to me, wear vinyl clothing! Smoke

cigarettes! Turn up the music! Date

younger men! Start a band! Smoke

more cigarettes!

Somehow I ended up moving

to Iowa and quitting smoking.

Go figure.

Anyway, then came the moth-

erhood issue. I felt compelled to

show it to my mother. My mother is

pretty rad. She dug it so I got her a

subscription for Christmas. She

thinks my zine is weird, but she

loves Bust Who doesn’t? This is

good. My question is, where the hell

have I been? Bust has been around

since the summer of ‘93 - why has

it taken me so long?

This is an interview with

Marcelle Karp, alias Betty Boob,

and Debbie Stoller, aka Celina Hex:

Co-editors, co-publishers, co-

founders of Bust

Punk Planet How did Bust get started?

Debbie Stoller: Four years ago, while

Marcelle and I were working as cubi-

cle-dwellers at a large New York-based

entertainment company, we had a

conversation about the horrible state

ofwomen’s magazines. Why was it, we

wondered, that the only semi-cool

magazines out there were for teens

(Sassy) or guys (Details)} Why were all

the magazines available for women

still so dweeby, lame and anxiety-

based? When . was the world gonna

realize that chicks liked rock n roll,

that we had our own hungers for deca-

dence, pleasure, and intelligence? All

the women’s mags still seemed to

think that all we cared about was buy-

ing a pair of pantyhose that would

match our business suits. We thought,

“hey—let’s make a magazine for

chicks like us—so that we can all

know that we’re not the only ones out

there who don’t give a fuck about

pantyhose. We didn’t know how to

start a “real” magazine—finding

investors and all that—so we decided

to do it as a zine. Actually, I had never
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MAINTAIN A PLACE WHERE
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THE TV SHOW, THE WEB STUFF, THE BOOK, ALL OF IT IS MEANINGLESS UNLESS CHICKS ARE READING BUST AND GETTING WITH THE PROGRAM.

seen a zine before then! I just knew

that with a computer and a Xerox

machine, we could make something to

give to people. The rest is history!

Marcelle Karp: Debbie and I started

flirting with the idea of creating some-

thing when I was 27—I remember this

because I was still working at

Nickelodeon at the time, still living with

a roommate. We didn’t get the wheels

turning "til much later, until Spring ‘93

after I had been booted out of my job

and moved out of my roommate situa-

tion. I was living alone and working as a

freelancer. I was about 28 or 29 then.

Our first issue came out in July ‘93.

PP: What was the initial inspiration

for the magazine?

MK: Our initial inspiration was the

lack of inspiration. The fact that the

only womens mainstream magazine

we (Deb, me, our friends) were read-

ing was Sassy which, being women in

our late 20 s, was a little out of our age

range. Deb and I had lots of conversa-

tions about this, what we were reading

and what it would be like if we could

be reading something we would

WANT to read. So after about a year

of flirting with the idea ofdoing some-

thing, we got our acts together and did

something: we did Bust.

PP: What was the first issue like?

MK: The first issue was a Xeroxed and

stapled black and white home grown

kind of thing. We got a bunch of our

friends to write about what a day in

their life was like and we got a bunch of

like/hate lists. We also wrote our mis-

sion statement which has been our

guiding light. It was pretty exciting. In

short, we wanted to create a forum

where chicks can go and read about

themselves and feel good about them-

selves. We wanted to create and main-

tain a place where its cool to be a girl.

Where its a place for, by and about

women. We want our voices heard. We

want to bust. I think we originally

Xeroxed and stapled 500 copies. Then

we did some more (another 500). We

got the Factsheet Five Zine Publishers

Resource Guide and sent a copy of Bust

to practically everyone in that little

pamphlet and then we followed it up

with persistent phone calls. Naturally,

we got rejected by a whole lot of the dis-

tributors and retail stores. The store and

distributors that picked us up (See Hear,

Tower, Golden Apple, etc.) are hardcore

zine stores. There were a few cool, dis-

tributors like Fine Print who gave us

advice about upgrading so that we

could get more distribution (not

Xeroxed, etc.). We took advantage of

the generous advice people were giving

us—obviously they knew we were on to

something, something important for

girls—and when we printed up the Fun

issue, we upgraded to newsprint and a 2

color cover/back. We printed up 2000

of them and sold out our inventory.

DS: The most exciting thing about the

distribution of that first Xeroxed and

stapled issue was that Tower records

took them and distributed them to all

of their English-speaking stores.We

soon got fan mail from readers in

Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and

England—it was an amazing feeling!

Here we were making this little

newsletter in our .apartments in NYC,

and some chicks we had never met,

living in countries we had never been

to, were reading it and digging it.

PP: Prior to founding Bust, were either

of you involved with zines or other

kinds of underground pop culture?

MK: I had never seen a zine before we

walked into See Hear on St. Marks

Place. I had always been involved in

video; I had subscriptions to every

magazine imaginable but I never ven-

tured into zineland.

DS: Not really, a friend ofmine had sent

me a package of zines and I had seen a

copy ofMudflap at a party—but I didn’t

really know what it was all about.

PP: Do you feel like you were affect-

ed by media images of women as a

teenager?

MK: Absolutely, although it didn’t

affect me in a completely negative way

until I hit college. As a teenager, I was

quite confident as a person; I was

intelligent enough to realize that when

I read mainstream women’s magazines

(at the time, Seventeen and Cosmo) I

had that same feeling I had when I was

in class in Yeshiva, learning about the

way a Jewish woman had to be: I felt

suffocated and frustrated. I was lucky

enough that when I was a kid, we did-

n’t have cable television just yet. Our

media culture was aesthetically orient-

ed, but not as obsessed as it is now. It

was only later, when I was a little older

and more aware and working in televi-

sion, that the media’s images -of

women began to affect my psyche to

the point of having low self esteem

and eventually an eating disorder.

DS: Oh god, that is a big question! I

was definitely affected by media

images of women as a teenager—and

I still am today! Women are the

biggest target of those images—much

more so than men, I think, and we

are talked about, illustrated,

described, circumscribed, divided

and conquered in the media (movies,

TV, mags, music, everything) to such

an extent that women have a really

hard time developing a solid, truth-

based self image. Sure, being a

woman is all about campiness, role-

playing, and costume, but some-

where inside there is you and your

opinions, feelings, likes and dislikes,

and I think it’s very hard to navigate

a truthful self concept as a woman.

With jBust, I think that just putting

some real women’s words out there,

in all its wisecracking, straight-for-

ward smartness, really helps.

PP: I have heard a rumor that you’re

going glossy; also that you’re going

to be on MTV.

MK: There is a strong possibility that

we may go glossy if we can find the

right paper at the right printer for the

right price. We are going to do a pilot

for MTV based on Bust. IfMTV gives

it the green light, Bust will create the

first girlie culture show that’s cool and

smart and funny!

DS: I hope we can go glossy with some

color pictures, too. I think the girls

deserve something luscious in a zine.

PP: I heard something else about

a book?

DS: We’re working on a ‘Best of Bust’

compilation type thing. That’s all we

know right now. Keep your fingers

and legs crossed for us.

PP: Can you talk a little bit about

what that kind of expansion

feels like?

MK: It’s kind of scary and exciting. I

feel like we have worked a long time

on something that has always been a

labor of love; it’s interesting to watch it

take a life of itself and grow.

DS: Yeah, we’ve worked so hard on this

(almost four years!), we’ve invested so

much time, and all we’ve wanted is to

be able to devote ourselves full-time to

Bust. Even with all the things that are

finally happening, that last one still

hasn’t. Of course, the fact that so many

people have responded to Bust makes

me feel like we had a good idea, that

the world is finally ready for and inter-

ested in “our” kind of girl, that is, real

girls, and so, there’s a bit of feeling vin-

dicated there too. I’ve been fighting

for a new image ofwomen/chicks/fem-

inists in the media for a long time

—

even before we started Bust.

PP: Do you have any dreams for Bust

beyond what’s already happened?

MK: Well I would like to see every

chick in this country reading Bust and

feeling empowered from it. That is the

biggest dream I have. The TV show,

the web stuff, the book, all of it is

meaningless unless chicks are reading

Bust and getting with the program.

DS: Yeah. My dream is that someday

Bust will pay our rent and it’s all we’ll

have to concentrate on. I’m getting a little

burnt-out holding down a full time, full-

responsibility day job and then doing

Bust mag, Bust book, Bust web site, and

Bust show. Plus, I really think the maga-

zine could be much, much better if we

were able to really focus on it. ®

, Check out the ever expanding Bust

website at www.bust.com.

Subscribe to Bust, send $14.00

(checks made out to CASH only)

P.O. Box 319, Ansonia Station, New

York, NY 10023.



1. When did your band form? We came together in eighth grade,

which would be March of 1 990. A few members have changed

(Rob came on in December ‘93 and Scott came on in July ‘93),

but we playedour first show as Corm in May of ‘92.

2. When will it break up? August of ‘97 will be our last show.

3. What have you released so far? So far, we have released two

7”s, a CD and have had several compilation appearances. We’ll

have a split 7” with Braid out by the time this is printed and some-

time this summer there will be a CD out that will have the 7”s,

and every non-full-length we ever released, as well as a few extras.

4. Why do you play the music that you play? Because it is what

we love to do, obviously. We like to create moods and have

become better at it over the years. And it’s wonderful when, every

once in a while, your music really appears to have an effect on

someone. That is nice.

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen at a show?

Many many injuries. We’ve all been hurt in one form or another.

But the weirdest... .that would be the time we had cheerleaders

starting a mosh pit when we played some show at our high school

many moons ago. I’m not joking.

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played?

That’s a hard one to answer of course, cause there have been so

many good ones (though it sometimes doesn’t seem that way).

One of the best was when we played in Dan’s basement with

Frodus and Jen Hitt and over 250 people showed up. No shit. It

was crazy.

7. State your purpose.

To be happy with our music and ourselves. To write music that

people will be able to attach to a moment.

8. Do you mind that your band is always being billed as “ex-

kool and the gang?” Well, we always referred to ourselves as “kool

and his small third world nation”, but people will say what they want.

9. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea

about what you play? Me : “grandma, we play emo. It means emo-

tional music.” Grandma: “well, isn’t all music emotional?” Me: “yes.”

10. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who
haven’t heard you? What?! someone in our scene that hasn’t heard

us? Well, to those 90%, I would say we are the opposite of what

you want. We are not gypsies or soul men. Sorry.

11. What bands do you see as your contemporaries? Jen Hitt,

Frodus, Braid, The Impossible Five, Ethel Meserve, The Tilden

Shirtwaist Fire, Tomorrow.

12. What is the antithesis of your band? Head bobbing, cardi-

gan wearing, wimpy emo boys.

13. Outside of music and bands, what influences you? Authors

like Toni Morrison have shown up in our songs. Love and death

are very big. Ail the usuals.

14. What is “selling

out”? When a venue

fills up and people

can’t get in any more.

15. If you could

make a living off of

your band, would

you? Yes.

16. Where do you

practice? We’re actu-

ally facing a crisis

now cause the place

we’ve practiced for

seven years (Dan’s

basement) is being

sold and we’re spaceless for the moment. Read my eulogy for

that house in Muddle #9.

17. If you could play on a four band bill, with any bands that

have ever existed, who would you play with, and what order

would they play? Hoover, Fugazi, Sunny Day Real Estate. Nuff said.

18. What goals do you have as a band? To write good songs, to

have fun, for people to enjoy us, to have witty canvas patches, to

have a good t-shirt design for once, to emote.

19. What makes for a good show? Did we have fun?

20. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what

would it be? Weezer - “SurfWax America”....Dave Brubeck

Quartet - “Three to get Ready”...Dirty Three - “Hope”... Rites of

Spring - “End on End”.

John Davis/Shute Records/Corm/Held Like Sound
po box 2291-kensington, md. 20891 usa

301-779-1675
http://milkbar.mit.edu/shute/shute.html



207 GO METRIC
1. How long have you been doing your zine for and what issue

are you on? Go Metric, rising, in a manner not unlike that of a

majestic phoenix, from the ashes of the newsletter done by our band,

Egghead, first appeared in the spring of 1995. #7 has just come out

with #8 slated for a June release.

2. How long do you plan on doing it for? Well, once Egghead has

conquered the globe, Go Metric will be required reading for the

masses. It is our Pravda. I don’t forsee people ever getting a break

from Go Metric. Long live the revolution!

3. What would cause you to quit? The defeat of Egghead. Or the

promise that everyone would cease using the term “perzine” when

referring to fanzines containing subject matter of a decidedly person-

al nature.

4. How do you distribute your zine? The majority of the copies are

sent to people on our mailing list. Increasingly we also send them to

distro outlets. Beyond that we give them away at Egghead shows and

at the mighty fine See/Hear zine shop in NYC. We also tend to get

good reviews which leads to a steady flow of mail orders.

5. Why is your zine called what it’s called? When our friends milf

released their debut cd, Ha Ha Bus, the actual disc was covered with

rejected album names. One of those names was “Everybody Go
Metric”. We laughed, edited, and then stole.

6. In order of importance, what would you rank as the three

main subjects you cover? Music, humor and on-going coverage of

the Teapot Dome Scandal.

7. What’s the hardest part of doing your zine? Convincing all of

our interns that it’s worth flunking their other classes for the 2 credits

they’ll receive by working for us.

8. What’s the most rewarding? The rewards are legion! Having an

outlet for my bonehead theories and getting to write about my
favorite bands is an amazing luxury. (As a result, one day everyone

will know and love The Tortillas You Wanted). Merely completing

an issue of Go Metric is very satisfying. The feedback we receive is

icing on the cake, especially when people come up to me at shows

and say stuff like “You’re the guy who thinks bands with five guys

suck? You are so incredible wrong! Here’s why...”. I love that! Of
course some people realize I’m correct and they will be properly

rewarded following the revolution.

9. Are you doing your zine just for the free records?

ABSOLUTELY, especially the demo tapes. I’ve developed a very

lucrative business selling crummy demos to various overseas markets.

I tell people the tapes are Richard Hell bootlegs. Actually I like most

of the stuffwe receive and fortunetly the good:bad ratio continues

to improve. Were it not for Go Metric I wouldn’t know the joys of

labels like Peek-A-Boo Industries or G.I. Productions. [NOTE: If

anyone from Planet Pimp Records is reading, please add us to your

mailing list!]

10.

How weird was it to interview Billy Ray Cyrus? We had the

good fortune to meet with Bill before he shot to stardom.

In fact, I believe his “Yikes, That Smarts” 10” had just come out on

Sympathy for the Record Industry. He was humble then.

11.

What was the best/worst interview you’ve ever done?

The best is difficult to choose, I’ve had great luck with interviews.

Having Guy Fugazi to talk about the Kinks was a highlight. Ditto for

discussing the Archies with Kevin from Limecell and Candian poli-

tics with Cub. The only interview that was a dud was with

Tullycraft. Great band, nice guys when I met them at a show but the

subsequent mail interview was a bust. My questions were subpar,

they put forth a lackluster effort and the interview lingers in the Go
Metric vaults.



12. Quote your favorite thing ever said in the pages of your zine.

“Don’t pretend you like us, like you know what were doing, while

you sit there in your shirt! Were not fucking Tortilla sellouts.

We’ve gone out of our way to be unsuccessful, unlike Green Day or

fucking Egghead. You can’t buy our records. You can’t see us play

and you’re never going to read about us because we don’t do inter-

views. We don’t need your approval. We don’t need your system.

Once the music leaves your head, it’s already compromised.” - The

LabRatz, Go Metric #3

13. Do you write everything yourself? If so, why? If not, how

do you find writers? No. My bandmates, John Bowie &c

Johnny Reno, are my partners in crime. Much of our stuff

comes from the long, twisted conversations we engage in while

traveling to and from shows. We also get a steady supply of con-

tributions from friends outside the band. We’re one of the few

zines that has the luxury of having good material left over after

each issue;

14. How is your zine produced? Does it cost you anything or do

you scam it? “Scam” is such a harsh word but yes, a good friend

lets us into their office to use the copy machines free of charge. It is

theft in the name ofThe People. Remember, all property is theft!

In order to protect our comrade’s identity I must refrain from fur-

ther discussion of the matter.

15. Handwritten vs. Typewriter vs. Computer? The articles are

written on a computer. From there it is analog all the way.

Cut’n’tape! Cut’n’tape! Computers have their place but a slick

layout will never compensate for lame writing. People often ask if

we use Quark for our layout. I scoff at the mere notion. We like

our zine really dense and computer programs simply can’t deliver

the goods in that regard. In my book production methods will

always run a distant second to substance.

16. What other zines inspire you? The king of zines is MAD. I

subscribe to MAD. It is the best reading around. Do not be led

astray by the false prophet, Cracked. In terms of more conventional

zines there are many...Rocktober, R2D2 Is An Indie Rocker,

Commodity, Get A Life, Muddle, Foxy Digitalis, Sticky Fingers and

the late Fluff. Oh, and Halo which was a local music zine that

came out of Ithaca, NY during the early 90’s. Halo was the only

publication that wrote about my favorite bands of the time. I got

the zine bug from Halo.

17. What is “selling out"? Elminating, via the process of sale,

trade or giveaway, all stock of a particular item. That is to say,

reaching the point where the item is no longer available. So if I

pressed 300 copies of a 7” and I sold 500 copies of that 7” and then

someone

said, “Can I buy a copy of that 7” from you?”, I’d have to say “no,

no you may purchase that 7” from me. It is ‘sold out’.”

18. If you could live off of your zine, would you? The idea is very

tempting as I love working on Go Metric. However, I believe that

doing the zine full-time would take the fun out of it. I’d have to

spend most ofmy time dealing with ads. I’d rather not do that.

19. If you had the chance to interview someone who you most

likely would never have a chance to talk to (they’re dead, or too

famous, or whatever) who would it be? Buster Keaton. He’s prob-

ably my favorite film maker of all-time. Not only did he star is his

movies he often wrote, directed and even edited them. His comedies

reigned supreme during the late teens and through the late 20’s. And

they really hold up well. Check out “Sherlock Jr.” or “The

Camerman”. He was a genius. He was also a huge baseball fan. I

would have loved to have had the opportunity to talk about movies

and baseball with him. He passed away in 1966.

20. Describe your dreamlnterview (Who? Where? What setting?).

Ray Davies ofThe Kinks. They have been my favorite band since I

was in junior high and I’d argue that he’s the finest songwriter of the

20th century. I once tried to set up an interview with him. A friend

of mine works in radio and tipped me off to the fact that Ray had a

U. S. tour in the works. My friend also learned that the tour plans

were being handled out of Ray’s London-based studios, Konk. I got

the Konk phone number from information and left a couple of mes-

sages with a very polite secretary. I never heard back from them.

Davies turned down Go Metric for an appearance on the Today

Show or some crap like that. Ray’s a very talented guy but obviously

a little lacking in the media saavy department.

For a copy of the latest Go Metric send a 32 cent stamp to ...

Go Metric

30-28 34th St., #4G
Astoria, NY 11103
maf50@columbia.edu Please send more if you’re

outside the U. S. Trades are encouraged. *
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IJ LUCID NATION
1. When did your band form? Lucid Nation formed in the summer

of 1994.

2. When will it break up? It broke up in fall of 1996. And was

reborn in January 1 997 with new member Erin McCarley.

3. What have you released so far? Releases: Where the Bad Kids

Go compilation (Kitty Vamp), A Spoken World compilation

(Revolution Rising), Commonly Overlooked compilation

(MultiAnti), various mix tapes circulating, Glow in the Dark four

song demo, Big Scary Tree eight song demo, The Stillness of Over

fourteen song cd (Brain Floss). Lucid Nation/Red N Reverse 7" split

(Kill Cupid).

4. Why do you play the music that you play? We play music

because we hear songs and they bug us till we play them, songs are

like little spaces, like looking into something, they are creatures that

choose to live, and it's fun giving them sound.

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen at a show?

The wierdest thing at a show was having several Black Panthers get

our demo at a Beyond the Wall of Injustice zine fundraiser in Santa

Ana at Koos.

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played? The best show we've

played so far was opening for Bikini Kill, FYP, Mike Watt's Dos, and

Emily's Sassy Lime.

7. State your purpose. Our purpose is to rock the wall of sound.

8. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea

about what you play? We don't explain things to relatives.

9. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who haven’t

heard you? We listened to way too much Nirvana (bootlegs), Bikini

Kill, and Sonic Youth, and we saw Team Dresch, Spitboy, and

Heavens 2 Betsy when we first started.

10. What is the antithesis of your band? The antithesis of Lucid

Nation is Noitan'Dicul, evil genius.

11. What bands do you see as your contemporaries? Our con-

temporaries, what' a great band name, the Contemporaries.

12. Outside of music and bands, what influences you? We are

influenced by artists like Basquiat & Mr. and Mrs. Kienholz; and by

Food Not Bombs, the New African American Vanguard Movement,

Riot Grrrl, October 22 Coalition, Right to Dance, Anarchist Peace

Brigade, and other examples of positive action; and by the sights,

sounds and feelings of the city of Los Angeles and the USA.

13. What is “selling out”? Selling out is crafting insincere formulas

to appeal to a demographic, whether indie or major label.

14. If you could make a living "off of your band, would you? We
believe all musicians deserve most of the money their work earns,

owning your own label seems the only way, but the major labels have

distribution and the airwaves locked up, hopefully someday soon the

Internet will change that.

15. Where do you practice? We practice in a warehouse in Carson

(Long Beach) a couple miles from the giant oil refinery, the water

stinks of oil. We used to rehearse under the landing pattern of the

Van Nuys airport, a couple blocks from the big shoot out at the bank.

16. If you could play on a four band bill, with any bands that

have ever existed, who would you play with, and what order

would they play? Dream gig of bands that are no more: the original

Patti Smith Group, the original Stooges, Jimi Hendrix, and John

Lennon. Dream gig of bands that are: Sleater Kinney, Team Dresch,

Bikini Kill, and Sonic Youth.

17. What goals do you have as a band? Our goals: make better

music, be real, own our own.

18. What makes for a good show? A good show is one that leaves

you glowing from unexpected moments of experimentation that

clicked, and feeling like you played and sang freely, and everyone

shared something significant.

19. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what

would It be? We want to cover: this amazing twenty minute jam with

stream of consciousness words on a bootleg of the Patti Smith

Group, or Theresa s Sound World by Sonic Youth, or TV Eye by the

Stooges, or The Last Song by Sleater Kinney. We're going to cover

Resist Psychic Death by Bikini Kill. We now cover Youth Against

Facism by Sonic Youth and Fortunate Son by Creedence Clearwater

Revival (we speed em up).

20. What’s the best show you’ve ever seen? Best shows we've ever

seen: Witchy Poo at Cell 63, Tricky at the Glass House, Team Dresch

at Palms, Girl Jesus at Art's Building Jr., Invisible Scratch Pickles at

American Legion Hall, The Melvins at Dragonfly, Heavens 2 Betsy at

Macondo

Tamra
Lucid Nation

1015 n kings rd 313
la ca 90069
sekmet380ataol.com >
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Write for Punk Planet

v. '

Make Money.

Interviews

$20-60
Articles

$30-80
Fiction, DIY Etc...

$15-30

Hey everyone, Punk Planet wants you to become a writer for us. We want you so

badly, we’re willing to pay for it. Yep, you read that correctly. PUNK PLANET PAYS.

What does that mean for you? Two things. One, it means that you're going to have

a higher-caliber publication bleeding out onto your sweaty palms. It also means that

if you’ve got the stuff, you could be making some dough. So what do you need to

do? First off, send us some writing samples, as well as a list of the type of thing you’d

be interested in writing about—what types of bands you’d like to interview, subjects

of articles you’d like to write, that sort of. stuff. Include your name & phone number

and if we think you’ve got what it takes, we’ll let you know!

Mail your samples to us at: Punk Planet attn: writing samples PO Box 464 Chicago IL 60690
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NOW ON
CandyAss

The
Vegas
BEAT

self-titled release

CD - $10 LP - $8

postage paid

Also AvaOable:
Kaia “Kaia”

Team Dresch “Captain, My Captain”
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30footFALL - ACME-143

WHITEKAPS
THE ENDLESS BUMMER

IT OUT MAN!
NEW! NEW!

DRUNKinPUBLIC - TAPPED OUT!

BLOUNT - TRAUMA

STRAIGHT FACED
BROKEN

CD- $10.00
Cass - $ 7.00 PPD

http://www.webtrax.com.fearless

E,-mail: fearrec@aol.com
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THE BUBBLE BOYS
DEBUT FULL LENGTH AVAILABLE NOW!

KONGO SHOCK Did Trible Flip

SKANKIN' PICKLE Green Album

SQUARE ROOTS

SKA NARCHY II Compilation

MUD SHARKS Cradm'Porcelain

THE BRUCE LEE BAND

CRAWDADDY The Iftb Annual Badger Convention

WARSKA

Get it wherever cool records are sold

or send check or money order for $1 1 to

PO Box 3570 Lawrence KS 66046
email Unsound Records at UnsndRecs@aol.com

NEW STUFF OUT NOW
BUFORD debut V
SLEEPASAURUS/
BUFORD split V

OTHER STUFF AVAILABLE:

BUFORD/LOOSE CHANGE
6 song-split 7'

CONQUISTADORS
•land of the lost* 7*

FOR SALE ‘bargain* 7*

Price for each record is

$3u.s./$5world ppd.

We also carry lots of other label’s

stuff! Send stamp for complete mail

order list. Please make all funds

payable to: LUIS ESTEFANIA

RE C O R D S
IP.O. BOX 1646 REDONDO BEACH CA
9 0276-0746 USA
[PH#(310)379-5f07 FAX( 3 1 0) 376 - 0083

DISTRIBUTORS/STORES/LABELS:
Please get in touch!

$1250 per shirt (ppd). 2 color design printed

on Beefy White T-shirt. Sizes S-XXXL (2X & 3X
add $2) Send check or money order made

out to Rhubarb T-shirts.

Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery.

send a 32C stamp for a catalog or

$1 for a catalog and stickers.

Rhubarb T-shirts

P.O. 8m 302/2
Pitfa, PA 19103^

J

TORN APART
Nothing Is Permanent

FULL- LENGTH CD
A Hardcore

Explosion on X LIFE SENTENCE X
fcfcCORBS

ON SALE $8.50 ppd (Overseas add $5.00)

Make Check orMoney Order payable to

BEACH RECORDINGS
Send 2 first cuss stamps for a FREE catalog!

RECORD STORES We Deal Direct!

LABELS We Trade!

email: beachrec@best.com

Order from ROT2 DISTRIBUTION
and SOUNDS OF CALIFORNIA

SEND TWO STAMPS FOR A CATALOG. CALL OR WRITE

:

BEACH RECORDINGS
1230 MARKET ST.# 135
SAN FRANCISCO CA. 94102

,

415-553-8725
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LIBERATION RECORDS

Home gijowM

Pop-punk-Ska, kinda sounds like a cross between
NOFX, Screeching Weasel fit Operation Ivy.

Ungettable tracks by: FYP, Vindictives,

Squirtgun, Propagandhi, Nonsense
88 Fingers Louie, Donuts N Glory, Sicko,
Against All Authority, Bollweevils,

Falling Sickness, Rhythm Collision,

The Criminals, Bruce Lee Band, and more

Write for free

Catalog & StickersFast, melodic punk rock with great lyrics,

similar to Propagandhi.

Also available ... Supergirls 7’

includes 2 un-released songs
LIBERATION RECORDS

Excellent melodic punk similar to BAD
RELIGION meets the DESCENDENTS.

LIBERATION RECORDS PO BOX 17746 * ANAHEIM, CA 92817 * WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 81 STICKERS



illustration

by

Daniel

Sinker

In early August 1996,

President Clinton signed

the Personal Responsibility

and Work Opportunity

Reconciliation Act—better

known as the Welfare

“Reform” Bill. The law

makes massive cuts in feder-

ally funded social services

and is the most profound

attack on Americas social

safety net in 60 years. The

law expels drug users, tax-pay-

ing “legal” immigrants, single

moms, and the jobless from

welfare programs. Thanks to the the

political popularity of federal welfare

cuts (and adding to the damage

done) many state politicians are trim-

ming state assistance programs.

However, welfare “reform” only

goes one way: while dole recipients are

penalized and demonized by demagogic

politicians and media pundits, wealthy

individuals and corporations are sucking

up to the Government teat for nearly

$450 billion a year in welfare dough

with no end in sight. The real economic

picturb—the one you don’t get from the

mainstream media—reflects this: the rich are

getting way fucking richer, and average folks

are flipping burgers for next to nothing. This
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economic decline is precisely what makes the welfare cuts popular:

people are looking for scapegoats and welfare recipients, especially the

welfare recipients most affected, are not looked upon kindly by the

average American.

In 1992, Clinton promised to add ten billion dollars to welfare

coffers. A promise made but never kept: his new law cuts $54 billion in

funding over six years. Here’s how Clintons “reform” works: unem-

ployed childless adults are now restricted to three months of food

stamps over three years; people convicted of felony drug offenses will be

denied food stamps; mentally disabled people who suffer from drug or

alcohol induced disabilities are barred from receiving Supplemental

Security Income as of January 1, 1997; legal immigrants can no longer

receive most assistance; aid to Families with Dependent Children will be

abolished in favor of state administered programs with a five year life-

time limit on collection of cash benefits.

Around the country unemployed foodstamp recipients who dont

have children are getting termination notices. The jobless—the people

who most need help—are losing it. Even those who get jobs and man-

age to keep their foodstamps can look forward to reduced benefits.

Those who don’t get jobs must wait three years before applying again. In

L.A. 300,000 people are losing their food stamps, many due to the three

month jobless limit. The scapegoating of drug users and ex-drug users

will mean the denial of food and housing money for 200,000 mentally

ill SSI recipients.

Legal immigrants—another easy political target—will be hit

incredibly hard. One million immigrants will lose their food stamps.

Medicaid will be cut off for 650,000 non-citizen residents, while

500,000 immigrants—mostly seniors and disabled folks—will lose all

SSI support. In the San Francisco Bay Area alone, that’s 17,000 people.

Non-citizen residents pay federal income tax and use welfare programs

at about the same rate as citizens, yet 40% of the reduction in funding

comes from dissing resident aliens.

AFDC was the national program that guaranteed cash assistance

to poor children. It will become Temporary Assistance to Needy

Families: 50 state run programs funded in part by block grants from the

fed. The TANF program requires states to maintain funding at 80% of

their 1994 levels. “All the political and financial incentives are for states

to cut assistance, to impose time limits shorter than five years, to meet

work requirements without spending any money, to shift responsibilities

to local governments and private contractors, and to use the block

grants to fund more politically popular programs,” says Mary Jo Bane.

Bane resigned from her position as Assistant Secretary for Children and

Families in the Department of Health and Human Services in disgust at

Clinton’s welfare “reforms.”

Policy analysts like Harvard Prof Paul Peterson claim the

changes in federal law has set off a “race to the bottom among

states. In California, Governor Pete Wilson proposed a state budget

that would make immigrants ineligible for state benefits, in addi-

tion to federal programs. The Governor is also angling to reduce

state funding for county-run relief programs. In Maryland state offi-

cials are trying to implement a drug testing program for those

receiving cash aid. Aid recipients that test positive will be booted.

Peterson says states like these are “racing to cut benefits faster than

their neighbors.”

American wages have been going down the toilet since the

1970s. Real wages for men ages 25 through 34 have dropped 25%

since 1972. US wages are now the lowest in the Western industrial

world, except for Britain; 60% below wages in Germany and 20%

below earnings in Italy.

National unemployment levels have been hovering at 5-7% for

decades. These numbers are an underestimate because they dont count

people who’ve been dropped from unemployment insurance rolls after

the standard six month benefits period, or those who’ve never received

unemployment money. These federal stats also don’t count those who

are stuck in part-time jobs, but want full-time work.

Yet corporate profits and CEO salaries are skyrocketing. In 1970

the CEO of the typical Fortune 500 corporation earned about 35 times

as much as the average manufacturing employee. It would have been

unthinkable to pay him 1 50 times the average, as is now common, says

Paul Krugman, an economics Prof at MIT. It would have been down-

right outrageous,” continues Krugman, “to do so while announcing

mass layoffs and cutting the real earnings of many of the company’s

workers.” Ah, how things change.

Besides incredibly greedy CfeOs, Americans are dealing with a

drastically changed economy. Technology is displacing workers through

automation—think about how often you get a machine rather than an

Punk
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Our crappy economic situation has created a volatle atmosphere:

to blame. And who better to blame than the voiceless?

ex-drug users, and immigrants have little political clout, so they

operator when you prank call your favorite corporate scum. A few years

ago you would’ve talked to an actual—employed—human, now you get,

“to register your comments, press 1.” Economic globalization means that

multinational corporations are using treaties like NAFTA and GATT to

exploit cheap labor worldwide. So good-paying manufacturing jobs are

leaving the country or pay far less.

Ironically, even welfare payments, like most other income for aver-

age folks, have been declining since the 70s. “In 1970, [AFDC] benefits

averaged $622 per family per month (measured in constant 1992 dollars),

or about 71% of the poverty line for a family of three. By 1992, they had

fallen to $374, or about 40% of the poverty line,” writes Nancy Folbre in

the New Field Guide to the US. Economy. To axe programs for the poor

when poverty and income disparity are on the rise is utterly asinine. It’s

especially stupid since economic inequality is caused by the avarice of elite.

The amount of money the rich get in handouts—$448 billion

annually (in ‘96 figures)—far outshadows the $130 billion spent in social

service outlays. It’s distributed much more craftily too, the wealthy and big

business get their dough from tax breaks, loopholes and subsidies.

But the corporations haven’t always ruled the roost. In the ‘90s

federal taxes average only 24% of corporate earnings while in the ‘30s

the federal taxes added up to about 45% of corporate profits. Back

then,taxes from US corporations paid 31% of the federal government’s

revenues; today, they pay just 15%. “If they paid taxes at the same rate

as they did 40 years ago, the federal deficit would disappear

overnight,” write Mark Zepezauer and Arthur Naiman in their book

Take the Rich OffWelfare.

Likewise, tax rates for ultra rich individuals have been slashed. “By the

early 1 990s the share of wealth (more than 40%) held by the top 1 percent

of the population was essentially double what it had been in mid-1970s,”

writes economist Lester Thurow in the New York Times Magazine. This

increase is due largely to tax breaks handed out during the Reagan years.

So what kind of benefits does the public receive from corporate wel-

fare—subsidies that supposedly create jobs? According to Who Gets Welfare

?

a report by the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, from

1990-1994 General Motors’ snagged more than $110.6 million in federal

technologies subsidies as part of a program that was supposed to create

jobs. In 1994 GM netted $4.7 billion in profits. Over those same four

years, GM slashed 104,00 jobs—25% of their US workers.

Sure, some subsidies do create jobs... but rarely in America. Explains

consumer advocate (and 1996 Presidential candidate) Ralph Nader, “In

1995, Magna Copper Company received $200 million in OPIC [Overseas

Private Investment Corporation^ a federal program that pays big business

to export American jobs] insurance for copper mining in Peru,” Magna

Copper has an atrocious record of worker abuse including a $1 million

dollar fine from the federal government for violating US safety standards.

Such nice empires we subsidize.

And speaking of empires, who could forget GE? The world’s

largest corporation gets tons of welfare dough for its various lovely pro-

jects—like nuclear power and nuclear missiles. GE has been cited thou-

sands of times for stealing money from the federal government, illegally

polluting, bribing officials, and generally acting like thugs. One recent

case of fraud on an Army contract resulted in a $16 million fine. That of

course is nothing compared to the 1985 case where the corporate

•leviathan pled guilty to 108 counts of fraud on a Minuteman nuclear

missile contract. While anyone convicted of felony drug war charges will

be denied foodstamps, tons of cash is funneled to GE, one of the worlds

worst corporate felons.

The biggest corporate welfare office is also the biggest office build-

ing in the world: The Pentagon. For fiscal year 1997, the federal govern-

ment gave the military $265 billion, a whopping $10.5 billion more than

the Pentagon even asked for! If you include interest payments on past

military spending that comes out around $500 billion this year or around

40% of the ‘97 federal budget. And don’t think for second that all that

money is being spent on quality bombs and missiles: it’s been discovered

that between 1985 and 1995 weapons contractors managed to “lose” (ie:

steal) $28 billion given to them by tax payers.

Even if military corporations weren’t skimming off the top of mili-

tary budgets, our military spending level seems really fucking ridiculous

given America’s position as the most heavily armed nation in the world.

“The military budget continues consuming resources at Cold War levels

while, programs to prevent violence, and invest in people, infrastructure,

and the environment are sacrificed,” writes Holly Sklar in her recent book,

Chaos Or Community

?

The impetus behind welfare “reform” is a compulsion to solve the

‘deficit crisis’—the multi-trillion dollar federal budget deficit accrued dur-

ing decades of mammoth military spending and unnecessary corporate
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everyone’s looking for someone

Single moms, drug-users and

make for convenient scapegoats.

subsidies and tax breaks. In other words, politicians are making poor folks

pay for the poor judgment of the ruling elite.

The ruling class got America into this financial quagmire, so should-

n’t they pay to get us out of it? Especially since they—politicians, corpora-

tions, individuals—are obviously making out very nicely. But the overclass

won’t shoot itself in the foot. Big-time politicians aren’t gonna piss off

their golfing buddies, neighbors, and financial backers by putting a cap on

their capital.

Our crappy economic situation has created a volatile atmosphere:

everyone’s looking for someone to blame. And who better to blame than

the voiceless? Single moms, drug-users and ex drug users, and immigrants

have little political clout, so they make for convenient scapegoats. This is

the most vile aspect of the so-called welfare reforms: they signal to

America that some people are expendable.

Welfare-as-we-knew-it wasn’t great. It was fucked up in many

ways, it could be dehumanizing and demoralizing. AFDC had some

absurd requirements—the appearance of ultimate poverty guaranteed

the most money. But this so called “reform” won’t help matters, it can

only make things worse. The Personal Responsibility and Work

Reconciliation Act, and its companion laws at the state level, will only

deepen our economic unease by dropping millions from social assis-

tance, and forcing them to look for employment in a job market with

sucky wages, inadequate healthcare and childcare. It will devastate the

lives of vast numbers of disabled and elderly immigrants; it sets a tone

for racist violence.

And what makes this “reform” all the more infuriating is that it has

nothing to do with the real causes of poverty in America. If we want to

root out poverty and welfare dependency, we should attack its systemic

causes. We should confront a work world which displaces workers

through computerization, the pattern of economic globalization that

abuses workers—both in the US and abroad, and the malicious greed of

the ruling class.

But no, it’s much easier to find scapegoats that can’t defend them-

selves from the deep pocketed lawmakers and the corporations that

employ them. The welfare “reform” bill delivers a clear message from

corporate America to the rest of us: keep the pork for the pigs and kill

the poor. ®

REAL DEAL
RESOURCES
Check these books and mags for info on what’s

going on with welfare and economics in general:

Chaos or Community? by Holly Sklar, South End

Press, 1995. Brilliant
, like most everything from

South End Press.

The End of Work: The Decline of the Global

Economy & the Dawn of the Post-Market Era by

Jeremy Rifkin, Tarcher/Putnam, 1995.

Groundbreaking book that examines technology’s

role in putting people out of work.

The New Field Guide to the U.S. Economy by

Nancy Folbre, The New Press, 1995. Crucial

resource for understanding what’s going on eco-

nomically. Stuffed with the bar graphs and pie

charts you don’t find in the business section.

One World Ready or Not: The Manic Logic of

Global Capitalism by William Grieder, 1997. This

dude writes for Rolling Stone which is a bad

thing, but this is a really good book.

Take the Rich Off Welfare by Mark Zepezauer &

Arthur Naiman, Odonian Press, 1996. Takes the

rich to task for robbing us blind. This is one of

the Real Story Series books—an excellent line of

fact packed lefty lit featuring several titles by

Chomsky.

When Corporations Rule the World by David

C. Korten, Kumarian Press/ Berret Koehler,

1995. Dave coulda left the “When” off the title

since big business already dominates the globe.

Tons of data, tons of info to set off your rage

meter.

When Work Disappears: The World of the New

Urban Poor by William Julius Wilson, Alfred A.

Knopf, NY, 1996. Harvard sociology Prof Wilson

delivers insightful analysis about life and work (or

lack therof) in the inner city.

Dollars & Sense Magazine “explains the work-

ings of U.S. and international economies and

provides left perspectives on current economic

affairs.
”

Z Magazine is a Cambridge, MA-based mag of

radical politics. Check out Left On-Line and the Z

Mag website.
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Lopez

®ne warm Spring night in Fantasia park, nick-named after the adjacent

movie theater showing US-made films, I was hanging out with a group

of local caifanes—punks or “punkes” as it is pronounced in Spanish. Among
the white-painted iron love seats occupied by young lovers and foreign

tourists, these chavos—youth—hovered in their usual spot: a stairway lead-

ing up to a large, central statue. The statue, a historical marker of some kind

or another, didn’t have much relevant meaning to the kids who’d rather be

blasting metal through guitar amps.

There was nothing fancy about their clothes: jeans, an occasional black,

heavy metal t-shirt, a discreet tattoo. No Doc Martins, no fancy leather jack-

ets, no slick jewelry or patches. Watching them bum cigarettes from the

tourists, I realized that you can’t buy punk in Mexico. There are no trendy

shops with spiked dog collars and stickers; CDs cost around $25, and a bro-

ken guitar string could mean the end of a band.

Anyone seen with thesa.kind of accessories can easily be pegged as a chi-

lango—someone from Mexico City. Most of these kids just wore simple clothes,

slightly off from the normal preppy, conservative dress of average local youth.

That evening I learned an important lesson about Mexican punks from

one of these plain-dressed chavos. Ruben, the singer of a local hardcore band

called Sub-Urbanos, interrupted me when I was talking about a possible

future Internet project I wanted to do with him.

“No, Antonio,” he said, leering at me with his usual stoned, sad,

bloodshot eyes; a nose ring and small tattoo on the back of his wrist the only

indication he was some kind of a freak. “No hay futuro. No futuro.”

There is no future.

No future: not the mindless echo of lyrics from a song written an ocean

away twenty years ago, this was for real. For Mexican youth, who face a hor-

rific outlook with hyper-inflation, guerrilla warfare, staggering unemploy-

ment, and a worthless currency, there really is no future. Absent are the con-

sumer trappings ofUS culture. They don’t have credit cards, don’t own cars,

cant buy CDs. Instead they trade tapes, produce concerts that cost only cents

to go to, and shut down early so everyone can catch the bus home.

For these Mayan kids in Merida, the capital of the Yucatan in

Southern Mexico, punk is not about clothes or what you can buy at the

mall. Its about power chords, speed, attitude, and being pissed off. It’s

about being punk.

•••

On the Yucatan Peninsula, the boot-shaped part of Mexico that looks

like its going to kick Florida in the balls, “underground” has many conno-

tations. If you ask people about the “underground,” they will reply two

ways. First, you must be talking about the extensive cave network that cuts

through the limestone plateau. Second, you must mean revolutionaries

making bombs or organizing a clandestine army. In some historical cases,

the two have been united: during the Caste War in the mid- 1800s, when
Mayans rose up against the Mexican government and successfully drove

them back to Mexico City, rebels had to hide out in the caves of their

ancestors. To this day, you can still see the defensive walls they built when
you visit these grottos.

In the present day, when “underground” is just another catchy

metaphor to describe the counterculture, it is an important point to

remember that in Mexico if you are countercultural, you often have to be

underground, in defiance of the state and dominant conservative culture.



Merida is widely regarded as the post-colonial Mayan capital. Located

within half a days bus ride to Chichen Itza, one of the most famous Mayan

ruin sites, and Cancun, destination of frat boys and rich, gringo tourists,

Merida is a grand colonial urban center modeled after classical Spanish cities.

Filled with large churches and stone buildings painted in variety of floral col-

ors, Merida resonates with history. It is covered extensively in John L. Stevens’

famous travelogue of a hundred years ago, Incidents ofTravel in the Yucatan.

Since Stevens’ time, things have changed quite a bit: there has been a

modern industrial revolution in Mexico; technology has invaded, with cell

phones, Internet, satellite TV and smog choking cars and buses everywhere;

coins have been replaced by electronic currency and worthless paper money,

and traditional society is being wiped out by pop culture and NAFTA.

When kids in Mexico get together, dress a certain way and hang out at

a certain spot, they start falling into a loose category called chavos bandas

literally “youth bands.” But chavo is slang for a rough kid (“dude”), and

“band” has the implication of a tribal band, like if you are at a pow wow

and someone asks you what band you are from. There is no word for

“gang”, in the sense of what we have in the US, so kids will make a distinc-

tion between a chavo banda and banditos, which are literally criminals. In

the US, we don’t make any distinction between the two, so in our society we

assume that when kids get together, dress a certain way, they are a gang, and

that means criminal activity.

This is worth noting because in the colonial city of Merida, the clique

of countercultural types is small and isolated enough to come across as a

kind of chavo banda. In Mexico City, a lot of kids who listen to metal or

punk, and dress in that style, actually belong to chavos bandas—they have a

name for their youth clique. In the context of the traditional society of

greater Mexico, the image of punks attracts this kind of attention. But in

Mdrida, among the youth, social organization is less defined. What matters

is what band you play in. So in this sense, the banda is literally a band.

Just like most kids around the world, many of these Mayan youth are

bored. They don’t relate to the society, they get stoned, tattoo themselves, are

broke, and idealize about the “revolution” (the Zapatistas, as you can imag-

ine, provide endless inspiration for the cause ). In many ways they are like

US punks, although there is a much deeper sense that something is wrong.

On the Zocalo (the central plaza), for example, one can see signs protesting

government repression against union and political activists. It is well known

that anyone can get wacked for $50, and it would never get investigated. In

this part of the world, the powers-that-be are the drug lords, and they are

the road to political power.

In Mexico, people are killed for political reasons, especially if you get

caught up in the wider, larger political and economic doom/drama of the

country. To speak your mind, protest a new golf course development and

oppose the ruling party can lead to death. In Mexico, being a rebel is not

taken lightly.

This is not to say any of these youth don’t privately desire an easier life.

I have noticed the punks stare off at Latin MTV over pizza and beer, secretly

dreaming of a consumer paradise. The day-to-day battles of Merida to scrape

out an existence is a far cry from our lives of easy credit and convenient strip

malls. Gas and money are hard to come by, inhibiting access to the outside

world—most Meridians haven’t traveled beyond their municipality. The city

possesses its own self-contained universe, which is connected to a vast histo-

ry spanning thousands of years.

In an effort to be self-sufficient, a small but vibrant alternative culture

persists, with fanzines, boodeg cassettes, heavy metal t-shirts and homemade

clothes. There is little decent music equipment to be found, but that doesn’t

stop any of the chavos from putting on shows. Mayan punks in Merida active-

ly participate in public cultural events, always setting up their own alternative

stages during the constant calendar of festivals that fill a typical Merida year.

Most shows are held at rented club spaces, typically costing eighty

cents to get in, with beer served to minors (there is no drinking age down

there). None of these kids, who mainly live in the impoverished colonias,

have cars, so shows start early because they rely on the extensive bus system

for transportation. According to the fairly strict social rules of Mexican soci-

ety (a heavily class-based culture), rich and middle class kids would not be

caught dead at a punk event, although some of the Bohemian, artist adults

patronize the punks.

In Merida, the punks have music classification down to a science. Sub-

genres often are hybrids of the English name. Death Metal, for example is

called Det Metal. Other genres include noise-core, hard-core, speed-core and

so on. Unlike the US, there is no distinction between music and fashion.

Long hair, short hair, ripped clothes are ethnic clothes, people are not

attacked for liking one brand of music and dressing a certain way. This

reflects the egalitarian nature of the scene. However, of the hundred or so

people that go to these shows (in a city of ^00,000), there are about ten

women. They mosh together, and huddle protectively in the face of a mostly

male dominated scene (I did not witness a single female band member of

the ten bands I saw play live; although women musicians are more common

in Mexico City). Again, according to tradition, women should be married

with kids. Hence, most of the countercultural girls are just that—girls barely

out of high school. It is not surprising, as well, that punk girls are considered

sluts and druggies.

A lot of Merida’s punks like to bitch about “American” culture, and

consider theirs superior to ours. Yet discussions about music often become

contests of who knows more bands than the other. I found myself out-

dulled on band names from the US and England.

But as we sat in Fantasia park (as the punks did every night), Ruben

made a point of letting me know where Norte Americanos stood in his mind

Sitting across the street from Burger King, a grim reminder of my home turf,

he told me with confidence that in the US, we have no history, no culture. “I

hate gringos,” he explained. And he smiled, knowing that I understand the

difference between gringo, and me (or was it an ironic smile?).

Later I learned, after spending a whole month trudging through bad

Spanish and hanging out with him, he knew perfect English, and more slang

words than I have ever heard.

“Where did you learn these words?” I asked on my last night in Merida.

“Beavis and Butthead. Where else?”

•••

As I stood behind the mosh pit watching Sub-Urbanos rip into a cover

of God Save the Queen, the crowd roared like a quake, and the awesome

power of that song, with its chorus of “no future” finally transmitted

through to me. It had been 16 years sinc^ that anthem first moved me to

ditch my Led Zep albums, but it had never resonated for me the way I saw

it reverberate among the Mexican punks.

While Ruben chanted through the mic, I thought about when I was a

punk in LA during the early ‘80s, and how my reality was so radically differ-

ent than what these kids face today. I can say I was a punk because I dressed

a certain way, got hassled by the police and produced a fanzine, but in no

way did I face the economic uncertainty of these youth. Never did I have to

prostitute myself (as some of the kids do to get by), nor did I have to worry

about my next meal. This is part of the day-to-day reality of Mexican youth.

Although the alternative scene seems to be a hybrid of US countercul-

ture and traditional Mexican life, one thing is certain, they are puro punks,

pure punks.

In Mexico, there are no poseurs.

Antonio Lopez (eltike@spaceplace.com) is currently going native, but you can

find him in cyberspace and other national magazines.
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o think of a store as a

metaphor for its product is, in

most cases, a foolish endeavor.

But the blackened storefront of

Chicago’s foremost latex showroom,

House of Whacks, echoes the con-

cealment of the fetish scene that

supports it. Despite the main-

streaming of latex clothing into

popular culture, the latex fetish

scene, like its sex-related counter-

parts, remains largely underground,

partly because of its decidedly sexu-

al thrust and partly because its

members like it that way.

House of Whacks sits across

from a stereo store on the north-

west side of Chicago, far from the

urban outposts of consumerism in

the heart of the city. No signs,

lights, mannequins or displays

entice passersby into the store. On

the contrary, owner Cindy

DeMarco’s policy is to send those

who wander in back onto the

street. DeMarco welcomes the

increased exposure of latex because

it fosters public acceptance of

fetishists, but at the same time, she

restricts her business’ visibility to

curb curiosity seekers and to main-

tain the privacy of her customers.

For most, wearing latex is a per-

sonal experience; for many, it is a

true fetish, finding equal foot-

ing—and sometimes sharing the

foothold—with S/M, bondage

and shoe and leather fetishes. But

as latex becomes more wearable

and more palatable to the public,

the lines between fashion and

fetish blur. In the 90s, fetish is

fashion and fashion is fetish.

Fetishes—in which an object

possesses a sexual power rivaling

that of the human body—have

played an integral part in cultural

history. Tribal peoples believed in

the spiritual powers of certain

inanimate objects. The nineteenth

century spawned corset fetishes

and drew attention to lace-up

boots, now a fetish in its own

right. Following in the footsteps of

the leather and PVC styles it

copies, latex has become the

newest fetish of pervs in urban

America and Europe. And just as

leather and PVC before it, popular

culture is legitimating latex,

removing its stigma as a sex per-

version and allowing fetishists to

breathe easy as they sweat it out on

the streets and in clubs.

The result is the increased

availability of more wearable latex

materials and a relative boom in

magazines and web pages that sup-

port the subculture. “Years ago you

never saw it,” says Tom, an engineer

in his mid-50s, and a regular cus-

tomer at House of Whacks. “You’d

see just a glimmer of it in some

magazines, mostly low quality

clothes.” The material was so hard

to come by that DeMarco sold

select pieces out of her friend’s bed-

room, most of them culled from

scouring London boutiques. Far

from her days as “the Sid and Nancy

of retail,” DeMarco is now hailed as

Chicago’s latex queen, doing lots of

organizing and manufacturing for

the midwestern contingent.

The demand is there. “People

are sick of sitting at home just

thinking about it,” Tom says. He has

come into the store wearing three

layers of latex: a tight zip-up tank

top, a surprisingly supple button-

down with cuffs and a collar, and a

fully lined biker jacket with zippers

and a belt. And he wants to see if he

can’t fit one more pair of latex jeans

into his eight-foot-wide closet,

already packed with latex. “I’m see-

ing latex so much more, in the

amount of stores and in the amount

of materials. They don’t make latex

magazines for three or four people.

They don’t make this material just

for one or two people in Chicago.”

Latex has been adapted to the

uses of the S/M, bondage and dom-

ination/submission subcultures,

but it also spurred a pervy commu-

nity borne of western beauty stan-

dards and a wealth of complicated

psychological influences. Latex

fetishists come in two main vari-

eties: those who enjoy the sensual

aspects of the fabric and get off on

it, and those who have pent-up psy-

chosexual links to rubber, and get

off on it. Within those parameters,

a range of perversions mark their

territory in the latex subculture.

“There’s a sexual element to

wearing anything that’s rubber, for

me,” says DeMarco, a petite moth-

er who has been known to get her

whole family involved in her latex

business. “There’s something very

sexy about the way it feels on,
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something about that little film of

hydroplaning sweat that you get

going. I think it’s really sensual to

wear, and its flattering on big peo-

ple, little people.”

“Latex appeals to all five senses,”

explains the Baroness, a latex design-

er and wholesaler based in New York

City. “It smells great. It has a won-

derful sound to it—with long skirts,

you walk across the room and you

rumble like thunder! Some people

like the taste or the sensation of how

slippery it is, and how you don’t real-

ly get at anything, you slide away

from it. It looks great. You can shine

it up brilliantly, or you can leave it

very dull. It feels great—and not just

to be wearing it. It’s very touchable.”

Molly Magee, co-owner of San

Francisco’s So Hip It Hurts, says

women, primarily, have a fetish for

latex based on its reshaping capabil-

ities. “You can tuck* and nip and

push up and pull in and cinch, all

with latex,” she says. “Once you put

it on, you immediately feel sexy.”

DeMarco insists that latex does

not have to be sexual. “It just looks

good,” she says, and is backed by

Tom, who wears his latex jacket to

work at his “very straight office.”

“I enjoy the feel, and I enjoy the

look,” he says. “It feels very sensual,

very soft, very comfortable. It just

cascades over you.

“A lot of people associate this

with sex—I don’t. It’s fashion. At my

age, the sex part is much diminished.”

Of course, as latex fetishists,

most see the material as inherently

sexual and tied up with a myriad of

psychological causes, ranging from

childhood stimuli to deep-rooted

desires to be encased, gagged or

restrained with latex products.

Nancy Irwin, owner of Naughty

Nancy’s in Seattle, theorizes that

latex fetishes stemmed from the use

of rubber for children’s items in

England during the 1940s and 50s.

Cloth diapers were covered in rub-

ber to prevent leakage, and rubber

sheets were put in cribs to protect

the mattresses, equivalent in many

respects to today’s plastic sheets and

training pants. “So for people of a

certain age—say, over 50—who

grew up with rubber sheets on their

bed or rubber diapers, it was a phys-

ical sensation, a smell sensation that

they became accustomed to as chil-

dren and came to like,” she says.

The experience of “for example,

peeing in their diapers and feeling

wet rubber around them,” devel-

oped into a serious penchant for

latex for some as adults, Irwin says.

“I’ve heard stories of people who

played with themselves as children

in all this rubber stuff and as adults

found that the rubber actually trig-

gered memories,” she says. “So

those people are into it, they’re very

excited by it, they wear it. Then

younger people meet those people

and have an experience with them

where they’re introduced to rubber.

They discover it’s sensational

aspects and then they get into it.”

Kink, Magee’s raspy-voiced

partner at So Hip It Hurts, says “It

all goes back to the rubber nipple.

It’s that whole Oedipal love-thy-

mother theory. When it went from

breast to rubber nipple, that’s when

fetish set in. When you go back to

rubber nipples and rubber diapers,

those have to do with the develop-

ment of your personality, the devel-

opment of your connection between

your mother and you—potty train-

ing, sleeping, comfort, warmth.”

While admitting that childhood

development induces some fetishists

to pursue latex, scene experts are

quick to poo-poo generalizations

and psycho-babble. “There’s a lot of

psychology in it,” says DeMarco,

“but it’s probably best not to over-

analyze it. It’s better just to enjoy it,

by wearing it or watching other peo-

ple wear it.”

The clothes look good and feel

good, but the end goal is not aes-

thetics. It’s sex. Or, at the very

least, arousal.

“These clothes are fashion, but

they always have some sort of sexual

slant to them,” says Ann Marie Gray,

DeMarco’s right-hand woman at

HOW. “When we make them, we

keep in mind that they’re oriented

toward sex. So, for example, you

wouldn’t just have a plain catsuit or

a plain bodysuit, you’d put a two-

way zip in it. You don’t take them off

to have sex.”

Gray says a lot of designers put

zippers around the nipple, around the

whole breast, or through the crotch

“so you can still have sex. The whole

idea is to have sex while wearing the

clothes. If you’re aroused by them,

you don’t want to take them off.”

Gray says most of HOW’s clien-

tele are “typical, middle-of-the-road

businessmen” who come in to buy

clothes for their girlfriends or for

themselves. Many people are too shy

to test out clothes at DeMarco’s

store, which is why HOW’s mail-

order and web page seem to be

doing so well. “[The web-site] is

totally natural for this business

because people want to retain their

anonymity, and if they’re a little bit

insecure about this stuff, they’ve got

the screen of the computer to hide

behind,” says Gray. “They can ask as

many questions as they want over e-

mail, and they don’t have to be

embarrassed about it.”

Despite insiders’ claims that

people have no preconceptions

about latex, fetishists often complain

about the stigma attached to their

pervy ways. Certainly, the taste for

body bags with restraining straps

and zippered openings for nipples

and genitals are beyond the pale.

Few outside of the subculture see or

hear about a lot of latex-related

fetishes, much less understand them.

“I have people who want [latex]

because they like the way it looks

and feels,” says DeMarco. “And then

I’ve got guys who want nothing but

to be encased and use a breathing

tube. This is how these guys get off.”

Gray adds another possibility, “I

think I’m a true fetishist because I

like objects better than people most

of the time,” she says. “All of this

stuff enhances the body, it makes

your body better than it is, better

than it ever could be. We like people

better with clothes on. Latex

enhances sexuality and makes you

sort-of superhuman in a way.”

According to Kink, this “super-

human” angle to latex is the reason

she’s in business. Not every latex

fetishist is interested in S/M, which

tends to inspire clothes in imposing

blacks and reds. Kink and Magee

design “whimsical” latex costumes

that bring to life Marvel comic strips

and Japanimation characters, catering

to a different set of latex fantasies.

“Fashion is our fetish,” Kink

says. “How you dress yourself is how

you invite other people to view you.

Sexual fetish still goes with the old



mpotlic, theJM&letimnJthlwto and fdbhllw.
guard, but what we say is that it

doesn’t have to just be black, lace-

up, head to toe. You can change it

and rework it to where it is new,

and when somethings new you get

noticed for it.”

“And when you are in some-

thing flashy and shiny you do want

to be noticed for it,” she adds.

The exhibitionistic side of latex

appeals to wearers and reveals a confi-

dent side of their personalities. “It

takes a certain strength of character to

be wearing it,” says the Baroness. “If

you’re a pervert you have to have a

pretty strong sense ofyour own sexu-

ality. If you’re somebody who’s not

frightened to walk out on the street

and have someone come up to you

and ask ‘Can I touch that?,’ there’s a

certain strength of character that goes

with that. It’s not for wallflowers.”

Interestingly enough, fetishists

are mainstreaming latex from the

inside out. Instead of attempting to

shield their subculture from becom-

ing the latest trend, latex fans and

manufacturers alike embrace the

increased exposure of latex gear in

movies, in print and on television

because it makes it easier to wear in

public. “[Mainstreaming] has really

helped to bring fetishists out of the

closet,” says Irwin. “It’s made it

safe.” What about fears that fashion

will destroy the fetish? Latex design-

ers shrug it off with murmurs of “It

will pass,” presumably leaving ‘real’

fetishists to enjoy their pervery in

the public eye, not to mention the

healthy returns on the supply side.

Latex fetishists just want to be

accepted. To that end, latex design-

ers are experimenting with ways to

make latex more acceptable to peo-

ple out of the loop. The Baroness

has begun creating more colorful

latex garments, aiming for the ‘fun’

angle that, she hopes, will encour-

age people to wear latex both for

great sex and for more mundane

activities like going to the store or

to the Laundromat. “By making

[latex] more acceptable, what I’m

hoping to do is to allow people to

experience the extra titillation of

showing their fetish outside in pub-

lic,” says the Baroness. “By making

the clothing more mainstream I

allow more people to enjoy that.”

This does not mean that latex

fetishists have thrown out the call-

ing card of all great American sub-

cultures: elitism. “Fetishists want to

be able to wear it and not be

judged, but they don’t want any-

body else to wear it,” says Gray. The

embittered elite have even come up

with a name for their strain of

poseurs, “Stand and Model,” based

on the S/M acronym.

Tom has noticed a change in

the three years he has been wearing

latex. “Now that I can wear it out,

it’s even better,” Tom says. “That’s

what’s exciting. When you have to

hide something, it’s like hiding

your body. You hide it because

you’re ashamed of it. The reason

you hide it is mores, social cus-

toms—like women can’t go top-

less, but why not?”

Tom says the exposure has

made people less afraid that people

are going to reject them if they

actually wear it, but in some places

things never change. “My wife and

I live out in the country where

people are very biased,” he says.

“They talk about ‘fags’ and

‘queers’. I have to live a double life

because I can’t just be my true self

out there. I’d be scorned and

ridiculed and rejected.”

Even in the city, latex draws

jeers on the street. So DeMarco

began organizing events, ranging

from cocktail affairs to bowling

parties, to allow fetishists to gather

free from ridicule. “I can’t stand

the fact that I can’t walk dawn the

street dressed in rubber without

having idiots yell things at me,”

says DeMarco. “I have a real prob-

lem with being judged and with

being censored, and that’s why I

wanted to provide these arenas

where people could go and not feel

that they were judged.”

Latex offers a new approach to

eroticism and sexuality. Its safer-sex

reputation butts heads with the

overwhelming tendency to associate

latex pervery with the most disturb-

ing kinds of sex. But penetration is

not necessary when wearing latex,

and is sometimes not a goal. “One

of the things that latex does in rela-

tion to safe sex is that you can have

a lot of fun exploring the body

without actually touching the body

because of that layer [of latex]

between you,” the Baroness says.

As sexual practices evolve and

develop, so too do sexually trans-

mitted diseases. AIDS has changed

the sexual landscape, prompting a

widespread use of condoms, dental

dams and surgical gloves in sexual

situations, which results in an asso-

ciation between sex and latex. “To

experience love on any level in our

society, it’s all about dental dams

and condoms if you want to stay

alive,” says Kink. “Rubber is the

ultimate barrier between you and

the rest of the world.”

“You smell condoms, you smell

rubber—it’s the same thing,” says

Gray. “Most people’s first sexual

experiences are with condoms.

They associate that.”

Magee believes that having a

latex fetish actually encourages

safer-sex practices when penetra-

tion does occur. “When you’re

encased in rubber, wearing a con-

dom isn’t that out of the ordinary,”

she says. “If nothing else, it’s some-

thing that would turn you on.”

But Irwin doesn’t acknowl-

edge any connection. “You can

have certain types of sex which

would be considered quite safe,

but generally speaking, those

activities would also be safe if you

were wearing jeans,” she says.

“There’s nothing safe about wear-

ing a latex outfit. You could be

wearing a latex mini-dress and

have sex while wearing the dress.”

Subculture sociologist Ted

Polhemus suggests that pervs seek

to replace a long-standing emphasis

on promiscuity with a more spiritu-

al, relationship-based sexuality.

Though the safe-sex connections

are well-noted by latex makers, the

fact remains that sex is the basis for

this fetish, and if it can be found, it

will be had.

“There are people who come

to our parties who screw around

and don’t use condoms, lots of

swingers who are into sex for sex’s

sake,” says Gray. “And there are

people who can’t get off any other

way but to have rubber around. It’s

nice to say that there are people

who think enough to make sex

something more spiritual, but not

everybody’s like that. The reality is

that some people just want to get

off, and that’s it.” ®
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GiWMe SHELTeF:

The streets of San Francisco provide hard lessons

and big victories for housing activists.

By James Tracy

Mur homes reflect the alien-

ation so interwoven with

our everyday lives. The urban environ-

ment stresses compartmentalization,

isolated units designed to remove at

least one-third of ones income. Some

public housing developments make

Soviet-style apartments seems like the

Hilton. Suburban America continues

to live out its “everyman a king in his

castle” myth as gates go up to keep the

unwashed and angry hordes away from

the doorsteps and four-car garages of

white-collar wage slaves.

Factions of Spanish Civil War anar-

chists had their own critique of the

housing situation in the 1930s. On

more than one occasion, the militias

burned down entire buildings in hope

of rebuilding cities divorced from

bourgeois culture and its alienating

effects on the human condition.

It’s not hard to feel a twinge of

sympathy for those mad visions.

However, it certainly doesn’t take a

Noam Chomsky to figure out that

with many thousands homeless, virtu-

ally nonexistent urban vacancy rates

and a decreasing standard of living,

the last thing present day radical

activists should be doing is burning

down buildings.

In San Francisco, the radical com-

munity’s response to the housing crisis

has led to some substantial victories

and the beginning of multiracial coali-

tions which are quickly becoming a

force to be reckoned with. But along

with the victories have come some seri-

ous defeats, making activists question

tactics and goals which had served

them well in the past.

Militant housing activism is

nothing new to the San Francisco

Bay Area. During the years following

World War II, sfcldiers demonstrated

to have low-income housing built.

Enraged that the U.S. could send

them to Europe to defeat fascism,

but couldn’t house them when home,

the soldiers, many of whom

were veterans of the International

Longshoreman’s Union Local 6, shut

down congressional members offices

until the units were built (almost

simultaneously British veterans were*

leading a major squatting, home-

steading and self-build movement).

In 1977, many thousands of peo-

ple fought police and sheriffs to

defend elderly Filipino tenants of the

International Hotel. Although the

effort finally failed and the I-Hotel

was demolished and has been a hole in

the ground for twenty years now,

many of the same activists went on to

provide the backbone of the tenants

rights movement, winning rent con-

trol two years later.

Present-day San Francisco sees

the legacy of housing activism con-

tinued in the actions of a number of

activists groups.

Homes Not Jails

In many ways Homes Not Jails is

one of the most successful activist

organizations currently operating in

San Francisco. A loose coalition of

homeless people, tenant activists,

anarchists and conciensous objectors

to rent, HNJ opens up vacant build-

ings and moves people into them.

Every night, people who would have

otherwise slept on the streets sleep in

doors because of Homes Not Jails

—

this is a perpetual political victory in

and of itself.

Sarah Menefee a founding member

of Homes Not Jails observes “It was a



tremendous breakthrough when the

homeless started to take over aban-

doned buildings again. The name

Homes Not Jails is also the demand.

It is simple, but a revolutionary

undertaking especially in this profit

driven society. I remember the HNJ
demand ‘You only get what you are

organized to take.’ We made that

demand and took it to the public.”

The Homes Not Jails strategy is

sophisticated yet simple. Weekly,

covert squats are opened up to

address the immediate need of shel-

ter for its members. About four

times a year, they also seize govern-

ment-owned vacant buildings in a

high profile demonstration. Often

the takeovers go on for months

without eviction, then the group

attempts to negotiate with govern-

ment officials to permanently secure

the buildings for the homeless. As

an added bonus the press, usually

apt to portraying the homeless as

in transition. The takeover drew well

over a hundred supporters with par-

ticipating groups ranging from the

militant to the mainstream. Many

homeless people spoke at length

about their frustrations with finding

a home. The seizure was part of a

week of housing actions dubbed

“Rage Against Rent”. The week, ini-

tiated by the Eviction Defense

Network (EDN) attempted to bring

different factions of the housing

rights movement together; blurring

distinctions between squat, apart-

ment, public housing and concrete.

The takeover lasted for about a

week and dragged the group into

eight months of negotiations with

the mayor about the federally-

owned property. Just when it looked

like the keys were to be turned over

to Homes Not Jails, the mayors

office backed out, saying that it was

too expensive and too risky of a pro-

ject for the city to take on. “It really

some within Homes Not Jails of

“playing nice” and suspending public

protest while the negotiations were

in progress, Homes Not Jails has

rebounded with a take over of aban-

doned housing at SF s Presidio Army

Base, which hosts over 446 vacant

units of housing.

The Army base is in the middle

of closing its doors. In its place a

“Presidio Trust” is being created;

designed to exploit the forested area

for maximum profit. Those who

had hoped that the houses, ..with

their beautiful views, might be used

for low-income housing, were

roundly rebutted by the Bay Areas

“liberal” federal representatives who

were all too willing to go ahead with

the demolitions.

Continuing a three year cam-

paign Homes Not Jails again took

over a number of the buildings.

They will be brought to trial this

spring and intend to use the pro-

The Eviction Defense Networks

tactics were derivative of the

Communist Party’s in Harlem dur-

ing the Great Depression or Saul

Alsinky’s during the 1950s and

1960s. Hit the landlord at his

home, business, or church. Rip the

veil of respectability from them.

Remind them that a large group of

angry people cared if their tenant

ended up homeless or not. The

EDN successfully used this tactic

during a period when their focus

was mainly on AIDS patients and

senior citizens; it’s funny how land-

lords don’t mind evicting the sick

and elderly, but are scared shitless

when 50 or so people show Up at his

place of business!

Public Housing resident and ten-

ant rights advocate Louise Vaughn

was responsible for getting the EDN
to work on public housing issues.

After waging a battle for three years

to save Geneva Towers, a housing

It s funny how landlords don t mind evicting the sick and elderly, but are scared shitless when 50 or so people show up at his place of business!

criminals or charity cases, are forced

to convey the images of creative

men and women rehabilitating

dilapidated housing.

On Thanksgiving of 1995, HNJ
seized a vacant building at 3250 17th

Street in the Mission District of San

Francisco. Until recent years, the

Mission has been largely a working

class neighborhood, drawing much

of its population from Latin

America. However, more recent

arrivals are whiter and more affluent

and their presence is helping to push

rents sky high. While not all of these

“new bohemians” are rich, their rele-

vant affluence to the rest of the pop-

ulation displaces many longtime res-

idents. Since landlords are allowed to

raise rents as high as the market can

bear when a tenant moves, the first

wave of gentrification (punks and

artists) is replaced by a second (white

collar workers and yuppies).

3250 17th Street is a symbol of

that transformation. It is best

described as a combination of a

warehouse, penthouse and office

—

choice surroundings for bourgeois

artists drawn to such neighborhoods

pissed me off, here we were suppos-

edly a militant, direct action group

and we were kissing ass with the lib-

eral mayor, the liberal mayor who is

continuing the same pro-business

agenda of his predecessors. We
played nice and didn’t put any heat

or criticism on Mayor Brown, we

didn’t demonstrate. We got nothing.

We should have been taking over a

building every day of the negotia-

tions,” a HNJ squatter who

declined to be identified remarked.

“Are we squatters who challenge the

very notion of property or are we

homesteaders?”

“When [former Mayor] Jordan

was in office we never had any illu-

sions about the possibility of working

with him. When Brown came into

office, we had a good response from

him at first, but ultimately he screwed

us” Mara Raeder longtime HNJ
activist remarked. Still, she doesn’t

view the negotiations as a defeat. “We

got a solid basis for our next project

through it all and advanced to a high-

er level of organizing”

While many within the squatters

circles grew disillusioned and blamed

ceedings as a way of exposing the

government’s role in condemning

446 families to death.. Several orga-

nizations have pledged to take over

the Presidio buildings during every

day of the trial.

Eviction Defense Network

Three years ago, The Eviction

Defense Network seemed as if it was

another well intentioned, but horri-

bly unorganized group sure to self-

destruct after a few actions. Things

certainly got off to a rocky start. At

its first meeting one of its two

founders was not present since he

had been picked, up that day by

SFPD while hanging out with

friends near the Food Not Bombs

table. Another early protest sent the

group to the wrong address—the tar-

geted landlord actually lived ten

blocks away. Luckily, things got

much better quickly.

The first year ended up being

wildly successful, helping to halt over

120 evictions citywide. Landlord

groups denounced the EDN in their

magazines, resorting to red-baiting

more than once.

project in the southern part of San

Francisco, she asked the EDN to

help her organize. “You don’t need to

go to Bosnia to see ethnic cleansing

it’s happening right here in San

Francisco,” explains Vaughn.

Protest against the demolition took

place at the front lawn ofHUD direc-

tor Art Agnos (years before as Mayor

of San Francisco, Agnos was responsi-

ble for the beginning of the arrests of

Food Not Bombs ). Although the

protests gathered only a medium sized

crowd, it was historic—Public

Housing residents joined forces with

the predominantly white activist cir-

cles that had formed the core of Food

Not Bombs, Homes Not Jails and the

Eviction Defense Network.

Since that time, there have been

some major defeats, namely the loss

of two housing projects to the feder-

al HOPE VI program. HOPE VI

claims to revitalize poor communi-

ties, when in reality it moves poor

people out of urban areas, creating

gentrification and a gold mine for

private developers.

However, the EDN s work helped

to lay the foundation for The Fight
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HUD Evictions Now Coalition, in

which the EDN participates. In the

past six months, the coalition of left,

immigrant and public housing resi-

dents have brought the local housing

authority into retreat on two key

issue. A large public protest cam-

paign, which involved delaying

Mayor Browns speech at a confer-

ence, helped win the SF Housing

Authority’s declaration of noncom-

pliance with the federal noncitizen

rules. These rules, still law in the rest

of the nation, will force the Evictions

of every uhdocumented immigrant

from federally subsidized housing.

Also, The North Beach Public

Housing Tenants Association, with

whom the EDN and FEN is affiliat-

ed, recently won assurances from the

Housing Authority that they will not

fall prey to demolition, as previously

threatened. Skeptical, the tenants are

continuing their organizing, working

with the outside groups to hold the

Housing Authority to its word.

The Future

As far as the future of housing in

San Francisco goes, one thing is

clear: either tenants will broaden

the housing struggle or San

Francisco will be off limits to folks

making under $50,000 a year.

Many public housing tenants

expect “to see Disneyland where

our houses once were.”

In addition, the housing crisis in

San Francisco is starting to harm

people who never thought they

would have problems finding and

holding onto a place to live. San

Francisco has a 1% vacancy rate

(vacancy in this sense meaning avail-

able for rent—not abandoned build-

ings or a potential squat.) With

vacancy rates so low, even low-

income renters are pitted against

middle class renters for the same

housing stock.

In late 1996, The EDN worked

with a family who had been moved

out of public housing prior to the

demolition of their homes, only to

face an Owner-Move-In eviction (a

generous loophole in SF eviction

ordinance) on the private market.

The EDN and the family picketed

and sat-in at the offices of the~land-

lord, and effectively kept the family

from becoming homeless.

What was painfully apparent was

that without organized resistance,

the family would have been pushed

into the shelter system. Likewise, five

years ago, there was no debate sur-

rounding using vacant federal hous-

ing for homes, and Homes Not Jails

helped to create that.

The future looks bright for hous-

ing activists in San Francisco, as Peter

Jay Sampson, a member of both

HNJ and the EDN explains, “what

we have now, is a beginning of a

powerful movement of poor people

and their allies: blacks, immigrants,

punks and wage slaves of all sorts.

Housing issues are so important, and

housing activism really forces one to

take a long, good look at capitalism

itself. What is really exciting about

the organizing going on now is that

it respects the rights of people and

communities to defend themselves in

an autonomous yet mutually sup-

porting way.” ®

James Tracy is an organizerfor the Eviction

Defense Network

.

EDN can be reached at: edn@iww.org

2940 16th St. Room 216 SF, CA 94110

(415) 431-0931

Homes Not Jails can be reached at

558 Capp St. SF, CA 94110

(415) 282-5525
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1 would slump down on the Sure 1 had problems, but nothing

cracked wooden bench and sigh. that needed working out.

Mania, Take Me Home... My mother had always told me My father had a Buick, too.

By Sera Bilezikian little autonomous motherly hints A blue one.

when 1 screwed up my piano
1 hated these damn appoint-

music. “You MUST cut those fin- ments. They were over around :

gernails. You have to sit up 4:30 pm on Thursdays, in the

straight. Don't forget to count.” late spring. If you’ve ever lived in

Except one day 1 heard something a crowded suburb, than you know

different. “It’s good when you what that time does to you.

have a bad day. It lets you know When 1 was little, it was the

exactly where your weak spots promise of summer, the anticipa-

are.” It sounded ridiculous and 1 tion, the sense that everything ^

wished my new piano teacher would soon last longer.

had enough [expletive of your Something to block out the noise j

choice] to tell me how bad 1 real- of the heavy evening commute. Z

ly was. But it’s true. Sometimes Enjoy the unnaturally orange sun-

you’re good enough to get by, set, and ignore the pollution, per-

and assume just so. When you fectly speckling my past like an

have one of those days where Easter egg. Even then, barely fif- 1

your fingers become more entan- teen, and losing my past. Fast.

gled than your hair, your feet See, 1 couldn’t leave my

more bone-idle than the ten min- mother’s sight. She was too wor-

utes before three o’clock on a ried about me. For fifteen years, i

Friday... it can be good. It lets she hadn’t been around to

you know what you thought you notice, and all of a sudden (at

had, that when it comes down to least on Thursdays after my

the true test of things—you just appointment) she was the over-

don’t have it. You never did. protective neurotic housewife we s

“Tell me about this boy” Her both had always despised.
J

voice was thick and awful. It was
1 had given up on everything. 1

also whiny and pseudo-emotion- It was like no one wanted to hear J

al. 1 hated her. what 1 had to say (even him—him a

“His hair is so red that it with the hair so red that it looked 1

looks purple.” 1 didn’t say anything purple—he didn't want to hear

else for the rest of the half-hour. anything at all). Everything 1 want-
;

“hmm.” She said as if the ed to do brought up her small
|

word were started with a lower- clinical pig eyes into my mind.
|

case H. “1 see”. “You know” it would begin,

1 smiled to myself. 1 thought she, breakdancing on my freedom,

my inner grin would pierce my “Sometimes your face just lights

ears from the inside. up. 1 know you hate that, but when

My mother picked me up in you talk about certain things...”

her vomit-green Buick (we buy All she had to do was say

American). “How did it go today, that to make me clam up tighter

sweetie?” than ever. Who was she to tell

“It went.” me about my face lighting up?

“What did you talk about She’s never been with me, not

today?” fully existing in the hallways of my

“My problem. We talked adolescence—until—he would

about my problem” appear at the end of it. At the

“Really?!” 1 hadn’t seen her en(j 0f the hall. 1 swear, my whole

so relieved in months. body would light up. And she

“Yeah. 1 keep falling in loveJ would never have a clue.

with redheads.” That got her. 1 My music was tolerated...but

1
think that made her even madder^ was nothing 1 felt like talking

than the fact that 1 was spending about. This was during my crazed

so much of her money to suppos-i30uts 0f psychotic loneliness

—

edly work out my “problems”.



that’s what I called it. She called
jng predictably again. he was talking to this girl I had

it manic depression. Now who are My mother would try. “That’s secretly always thought was

you going to believe?lf I wanted sounding very good, sweetheart,” beautiful. She was tall and skin-

to practice late at night, my spe Would try to encourage me. ny, with Spanish eyes and reddish

mother never complained. And “That’s a very hard piece. Don’t hair. She always looked sad. I

she went to bed at 8:30. feel bad.” jhe words from her saw him at the end of the hall.

My father would always on iy made me push further away. And I thought of all the other

come into the house, as if it There were so many words I people I’d rather see.

were his office—as if he were wanted said to me, so much I She was nosy, that’s why I

there to get things done, and needed to reconfirm. didn’t like her. She was always

then leave again. The piano is “Were you happy as a child?” prying. “So how does that make

right near the front door. He said jpe p jg eyes wanted sunglasses. you feel?” I claimed I didn’t

nothing to me, except to inter- “What do you think?” care—and I didn’t really. I know

rupt a complicated run-passage:
“I think y0u were” The pig how ridicuous it sounded, but it

“How was your appointment eyes tried to wink. was the truth. I was so in love

today?” What did he want me to “What does it matter now?” with him for so long— I saw his

say? I shook my head under Yes— I told myself every morning smug burgundy head everywhere

closed eyes and ran upstairs. I as \ remembered I was unhap- I looked. I mean. ..of course I was

could look out my window and
py—

\

Pacj a beautiful childhood. I in love. I mean.. .of course I loved

see the tallest trucks on the thought I could do anything— I him. Yet something about the way

semi thru-way. It was dusty and was taught I could do anything. he didn’t look failed to impress

warm but I felt miserable all over. There were churchbells on me. His words were curt, and his

“How did this come to be?” Sunday mornings, and Halloween gaze averted and occupied.

It hadn’t always been like wasn’t just scary because it was Familiar and comforting until I

this. I don’t know how it started. It supposed to be. realized that it was something I

was gradual, yet one day I was hit
“I think I was born like this” I simply could not deal with,

with the realization that there was ggj^ my WOrds reflective of my “I don’t care. I’m serious. I

no going back. I couldn’t help it. I condition. don’t,” but I started crying. I did-
sa^ “that’s not why people go”. I

?

wasn’t even sad. Sad is a beauti- She smiled, her eyes practi- n’t want attention—
I
just wanted saw Part of myself forever sitting i

ful word, it describes this deep ca j|y disappearing. “I don’t believe some recognition that I was doing at the piano, just waiting for my
|

emotional reverence to the world that. so tell me about this boy, ok. That I made sense. That I was fadler to saY one word about my 1

which poets feel, which romantics what e |Se besides his hair?” doing something right. Playing. I don’t think that would

feel. I wasn’t miserable, I wasn’t “He has duct tape on his “I want to help you. You can’t have solved all of my problems,

angry. I had no constructive uses bag,” I was satisfied and it was live your life like this anymore.” hut it seemed to always be the

for my disorder. I was just me. once aga jn time to leave. “Well. ..I guess you’re not one th 'nS that was on my mind.

And I was losing it fast. He knew my name, but real- as useless as I thought you hike waiting for him-with-the-dis-

I longed for the days when I

)y hacj no need to. I secretly were.” gustingly-red-hair to turn around,

could just look back on each day enjoyed living a dumb romantic’s “I don’t think this is about so * cou,d torn away. The chorale

with a ring of grime around my
|jfe shivering at the lowering of a boy at all”

wafted delicately through my

feet and a drop of contentment his eyes, being aware of every “I know. I have this feeling mind
> each note played perfectly,

deep at the base of my heart. trough 0f his voice. he doesn’t recognize it.”
the way 1 know ! could play it, but

Everything was greenish, like One ghastly Thursday “Recognize what?” on|y no one else was around,

blue- black watercolors in the sun evening, I heard the blue Buick “The chorale.” s true
> y°u need a bad day

(cheap eye makeup is never real- pu) | up> | was at the piano, play- “Perhaps not....
once in a whi,e

>
t0 ,et you know

ly black). But then there was
jng wachet Auf Chorale no. 140, “It’s the most beautiful piece wbere you’ll screw up. Where

him—his hair really was the most Py JS Bach. It was my favorite of music ever written, you know.” y0^ 11 cboke in the right lane,

fantastic color. It was wavy but he
p jece 0f music in the world (ironi- Suddenly there was more I

crack on a high note. Hit the

never washed it, so it fell into his Cally, my parent’s wedding song), wanted to tell her. I wanted to tell
wron£ chord and send your entire

brown eyes as straight as my On hearing it, my life was sud- her that he didn’t just have duct body int0 remission,

shrouded past. His eyebrows den |y calming, and there was tape on his bag.. .he would just Please, you could turn

were unusally raised, and I always something beautiful in the way leave it in the hall. No one would ar°und. You could say something,

looked until he would, and then I every VO jCe I heard seemed to betake it. The way they steal from , m haunted by my past, and

knew it was time to turn away. a VO jCe 0f rebellion, a voice of me everyday. But then the green scared of all that I held back. I

“Do you feel this is at all action, a voice of direction. But I Buick pulled up wasrVt sure how much longer I

worth your time?” She tried so could never tell her that. And I took another walk that could keep it up. I was sick of

hard to earn what I was inadver- Our love affair ended as night, through the abeyance of denying my love for anything. I

tently giving her. unobtrusively as it had begun. I my unnamed past, and my lost
was sick of ^a,l *ng in love. And I

“To tell you the truth, I don’t saw bjm at the end of the hall, loves. “You aren’t supposed to
was born ^or me - ®

think it is.” My bored angst talk- My heart started to tremble, and like therapy,” my mother used to



SHIRTS (specify X, XL)

The Invalids - $7

Grapefruit - $7

Jon Cougar Concentration Camp - $7

Zoinks! - $10

Punk=Suck- $6

Second Guess Records - $6

MAGAZINES
The Match! - $3

Second Guess #1 2 - $2.50

Second Guess #1 1 - $2

MUSIC
Grapefruit CD - $9

Grapefruit 7" - $3.50

The invalids CD- $9

The Invalids "Johnny K.." 7" - $3.50

Jon Cougar "Victoria's..." 7" - $3.50

Jon Cougar LP - $8

Narcissistic Freds "Hot Pone.J' 1" - $3.50

Narcissistic Freds/Bluntslide 7" - $3.50

Zoinks! "Panorama" 10"/CD Ep - $6/$6

Zoinks! "Stranger Anxiety" CD - $10

Zoinks! "Bad Move." CD/LP/Cass. - $10/$9/$9

Zoinks!/The Gain 7" - $3.50

Zoinks!/ManDingo 7" - $3.50

Zoinks!/No Empathy 7"/CD Ep - $3.50/$6

All prices are postage paid
in the U.S. Send

well-concealed cash or U.S.
Money Orders only.

Enclose a stamp for a
complete catalog. For out
of U.S. prices, send two

IRCs.

STORES AND DISTROS: Get Second Guess stuff direct from:

Fax:(541)753-1997 ...
,

Phone:(541)745-7862 K Me.

v:
Second
Guess

Records
PO Box 9382- Reno, NV 89507

Fax: 702.329.7033 - E-mail: bobc@scs.onr.edu

metal

GHIDRAH
"Invincible Deluxe

1

CD • $7 US
2 1 songs in 3 1 minutes
fast, noisey

j
out on Kafuey

\
I

BALANCE
\ Foundation"
\ 7" • $4 US
\ out early March
1 Singalong hardcore
out on Piecemeal Records

i * pjjfp l

SOMMERSES
1 song CD • $7 US #**§
split 7" withWustralian band

ONE INCH PUNdl^
r • $3 us
nelodic Piecemeal/Kafuey releases

.SHINKASTA
Msfig CD +1 live tracks • $7 US

pretty packaging,
cnugaTug hardcore
Wrfte to Barricade

All prices include postage to US, for Asia Europe add 3|1 US

KAFUEY/PIECEMEAL: PO Box 5138, Wellesley St, AUCK^ND
(payable to Kafuey / Piecemeal respectively]

> 1
BARRICADE: PO Box 92 63, Te Aro, V^ELUNGTONl

(payable to N. Melchior) f I



Soon Black Sabbath Tribute

Series with Cable, Converge,

Coalesce, Deadguy, Earth

Crisis and more. Cave In ep,

Hugenots/SPS split 1
2",

Piebald Ip/cd

Later Converge "When
Forever Comes Crashing" Ip

(split with Ferret Records)

We're not gonna lie, this is rock. Heavy

post-hardcore style rock. Complete with

thundering drums, serious melodic riffing,

and incredible soulful vocals. This must be

heard to be believed. We won't satisfy

you with the ex-member line, just keep in

mind that these men can and will rock

your socks off. Three songs that are just

enough to wet your appetite for things to

come ...

This is the U S. cd re-issue of their classic

first album "Halo in A Haystack", plus rare

demo tracks from 91 thru 93. Spiffin',

pissm' kill core from Boston's faviorite

dements. 1 5 songs. 1 5 reasons to kill

everything in sight. New Ip on the way
sometime this summer. Without a doubt

one of the most ground breaking bands to

surface in aggressive music in years.

Everyone who fries to describe this band

always seem a little stumped for words,

and I am no exception, but here is what I

can tell you: They are poppy, they blow

any of those Promise Ring, Mineral, Seven

Story Mountain bands off the map They

are catchier than any common cold, and

they are severely underrated but not for

long This record is their first step in taking

over the world, prepare yourself. .

Distributed by Lumberjack, Very,Victory, Revelation etc...

cd's- $8 00 U S /1 0.00 World

7"s - $3 50 U S /5 00 World

Make checks & M 0. payable to:

Hydrahead Records

PO Box 990248
Boston AAA

02199

VjYx

bracks

ovttttt*®

GETYOURHANDSONTHIS
ffOBt
T’S TOO
LATE!
vs

FINGERS
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The Files

O your comments about doing it

yourself. as opposed to doing it by

committee. ring very true. In LA. I

organized a committee of zine editors

which met weekly ftor months. Vile

disagreements, petty arguments,

opposing points oft view—I remember

so much wasted time and energy—

and when the time came for the con-

vention itself I ended up doing most

oft the grunt work myself anyway. In

Seattle. Susie and I did all oft the pre-

coordination and publicity. We

involved De Kwok, editor/publisher oft

Milky, in the pre-planning. He was

an invaluable resource because he's

really fomiliar with the local zine

scene. We bounced ideas oftft oft him.

used him to get the word out to key

zine people, and had him make up the

final schedule for the weekend. We

had one meeting where we brought in

local zine people and tried to get them

involved. It didn’t accomplish much

oft anything, but it got the word out

that we were seriously going to do the

convention and that it wasn’t just

going to be a rinky-dink thing. Brad

you’re right in presenting a strong

caveat to the planning-by-committee

approach . but putting together a suc-

cessful zine event is probably more

than a one-person job. If you work

full-time and/or have a life, you’ll

definitely need to enlist the aid of a

few trustworthy individuals. ® seth

JDl

Why put on a zine fair? Think of it as being a patron of

the arts. Not a patron of opera or abstract painting or simi-

larly desiccated cultural husks, but the arts that matter—
like punk rock, comix, and zines.

IS YOUR CITY RIPE FOR A FAIR?

If it is, you’ll smell it. When I was living in Vancouver, 1

was surprised that there was

no regular zine fair

despite the more-than

-

ample number of zines

in the area. Back in

Toronto, there were

three different fairs for

small press and under-

ground publications.

I’d had some of my

best times at these

fairs—sitting at my

table, throwing paper

balls at rival zinesters,

calling out to passerbys

that my zine was

smarter than I looked,

blathering to my table-

mates about folding

callouses and long-arm

staplers... I’d met some

of my dearest friends at

these odd little events,

in between hawking my

wares and indulging in

trading orgies. Folk with

similar obsessions,

gentle big mouths who

were receving secret

radio transmissions at

How to Put On A Zine Fair
By Jim Munroe

the exact same frequency as t. Knowing the delights of

the zine fair, I couldn’t let Vancouver go without one.

Your city might be similar to Vancouver, or you might

find that the fairs that do go on are lacking something.

Maybe they don’t focus on what you like. Maybe the orga-

nizers are ripping people off, with admission prices and

high table costs. Maybe you just figure you can do it better.

LET’S GET IT ON,

BANGAGONG
Put out the word

that you’re planning a

zine fair. Gather phone

numbers of everyone

you know with a zine

and peruse the stores

for any you dorft.

As far as enlisting

other people's help, be

careful. It’s usually more

trouble than it's worth.

This section isn’t called

DIBC (Do- It-By-

Committee) for a good

reason—in this case, for

a grassroots, small scale

one-day fair you’re better

off to handle it by your-

self. Less uncertainty

and wasted energy. O
If you are thinking

of doing something big-

ger, consider this: with

a couple of the smali-

and-regular variety fairs

under your belt, you’ll

be better informed/

Q Both conventions were proba

bly a little too ambitious (but part of

the fun was trying to create a huge

spectacle that couldn’t be ignored).

SPCW 2 lasted three days and nights,

with performances, parties, readings,

film screenings, bands & music, in

addition to the actual convention.

The alt. com. expo added a whole other

element: panel discussions, speakers,

and workshops. SPCW had a motto:

"no boring panel discussions ”. At

CoCA (Center on Contemporary Arts,

where it was held), we thought the

larger discussion of censorship, what

"alternative’’ means in the age of

post-Nirvana. and where the future of

zines is headed, was important and

might attract a larger audience—not

just the regular in-crowd zinester

audience. It helped that Seth

Friedman of Factsheet Five. Dame

Darcy of Meatcake. Vaginal Creme

Davis oft Fertile La Toyah Jackson

Magazine. Thomas Frank of The

Baffler, et al. agreed to participate.

CoCA has a mailing list of nearly

6.000 people, and we knew if we pre-

sented the convention in the right

way that we could attract a large

number of people who didn’t even

know what a "zine" was. but who were

jntrigued by the speakers, the per-

formers, the beer, or the words

underground publications.
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networked/ known and ready to tackle that four-day,

guest-star-havin' zine-ephiphany. It’s kind of a macro ver-

sion of a zine itself—better a small, humble zine than

grandiose plans for one that never reaches print. ©

VISUALIZE ZINE UTOPIA

Now you get to engage your creative faculties by pick-

ing a name and theme for the thing. © I chose Zine

Crusade for mine, considering the tremendous pleasure the

zine community takes in

blasphemy, and

announced that there

would be a 4pm unveil-

ing of the Sacred Zine

of Christ. Other “draws”

for zine fairs include

spoken word, music or

theater—whatever

makes it sound' like an

interesting and hap-

penin’ event. But be

sensible—make it

something that’s self-

maintaining. Also keep

in mind that many

draws will break up the

flow of a fair (i.e.. peo-

ple feeling they have to

stop and listen to spo-

ken word artists)
,
be too

noisy for conversation

(the staple food at zine

fairs) and will run the

risk of boring people

who came to see zines,

damn it. A zine or book

launch-even a cou-

ple—will probably be

happening naturally,

because of the event. If they’re well known or interesting

sounding enough, this is a good quick-and-dirty draw. But

in a nutshell, the theme and the draw are intended to

spark interest and make promotion easier. They shouldn’t

take up more effort than the main attraction—zines.

Were / to do another zine

convention. I would pare it down. 1

would do an opening night benefit

party/mixer with bands and beer. It

gives zinesters a chance to meet each

other and gives them an opportunity

to have the correct indie "haze" the

next day during the convention. The

convention open to the public would

take place all day Saturday, with

accompanying speakers, panel dis-

cussioni and workshops. On Saturday

night. I would probably do an alter-

native film/video screening or alter-

native performances and music, and

stop right there.

Three days/nights is too much hor

the organizers, it is too expensive, and

it’s too much hor the participants. At

the alt.com.expo. our Saturday atten-

dance was great, the room looked

packed and there was a great "buzz"

in the air. People were mixing, zines

were selling, the panel discussions

were lively and well attended. On

Sunday, sales were down, attendance

was down, people were tired and

cranky, arguments broke out. and

people started tearing their tables

down early and leaving. It wasn’t

worth it, and personally, as an orga-

nizer. I honestly thought I wouldn’t

make it through the day. ® Brad

© Another thing I should men-

tion is that no matter how hard you

might try to please all the partici-

pants. most likely it's not going to

happen. Maybe the best way to miti-

gate conflicts is to hold smaller, more

hocused zine bests that hocus on anar-

chist writings, riot grrls, or whatever

your particular interest is. lb you’re

having a "general purpose" zine get-

together. be prepared hor some ne’er-

do-wells to nit-pick. ® Seth

STALKING THE FREE VENUE

Try your darndest to get a place for free. Pitch the idea

to an art gallery in need ofstreet cred or a centrally-located

church or community ^ ---- -

center. There’ll probably

be a few places that

would love to be the site

for an explosion of

young creativity/ political

radicalism/ democratic

free speech. Talk in their

language. Start out by

asking for free, stressing

your zero budget, non-

profit status. Sometimes

places will need a
^

months leadtime.

Another option is to go to a bar or club and tell them

you'll bring in customers on a time that it’s usually dead

—

Saturday or Sunday during the day. Mention the publicity

that they’ll be getting on the posters and the goodwill

they’ll be generating. They should do it for free.

Naturally, you’ll need tables, perhaps a coffee percola-

tor, a sound system— if not for a live band, then for playing

soothing music with subliminal bdfbuybuy messages. Any

venue worth its salt should have these for no extra cost.

Set the date: any Sat or Sun will do, between the

hours of 11-6. Figure out how much a couple hundred fly-

ers are gonna cost you, plus any other advertising costs,

plus how much the venue’s gonna cost (hopefully nothing).

Then estimate (be moderate) how many people are going

to want tables, and divide your costs by this number. This

is how much your base table cost is. Keeping in mind how

profiteering is viewed in the zine scene, and how rarely

people doing zines themselves break even, you can then

add in a little cream for yourself. However, your rep’s worth

more than a couple of bucks so be reasonable (avoiding

the two extremes of greedhead and martyr), and be honest

and direct about it if asked. Admission charges suck for

everyone involved. A free event means that attendees will

have a couple of more bucks to spend, and will attract the

type of borderline person who has heard of zines but isn’t

sure it’s their thing. Just ‘cause they charge money for their

culture doesn’t mean we should.©

/y
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REV UP THAT HYPE MACHINE

ni
So now that you’ve got it all planned out (well,

sketched out) in your own mind, give the zinesters a call.

To inspire confidence and interest, sound confident and

interesting—think of it from their perspective: would you set

aside a Saturday, rush to get your zine done and tell your

friends about a fair that “might be on the 24th... or the

31st. I dunno, whatever.”

Here’s how a typical call went:

Me: Hi. Ryan Bigge gave me your number. He said you

do a comic zine.

Her: Yeah. -

Me: Well, I’m having a Zine Crusade on Saturday

February 2nd. Free admission and tables are $5 a pop. It’s

just a way to get all the zine people in one room and for

the public to check out all the local indie publications.

Her: Oh yeah...

Me: I'm also telling people there’s going to be an

unveiling of the Sacred Zine of Christ. The idea of it is:

what would Jesus do with

access to desktop pub-

lishing—do tour diaries?

Political diatribes

against the Romans?

Write bad poetry?

Her: {Chuckle]

Me: So what I’m

asking people who do

zines is to do a page of

the zine and just bring it

in. The more blasphe-

mous the better! I'll put

‘em all together and

photocopy them that

day, then people can

buy ’em for a buck or

whatever. Like a sou-

venir thing.

Her: Sounds good.

Me: Will that be

VISA or Mastercard?

OK, I got a little car-

ried away at the end

there—my telemarket-

ing reflexes. But you get the idea. Finish up by asking

them to spread the word, and if they know any other

zinesters’ phone numbers. Get them to reserve tables (it

formalizes things—so you’ll have an idea of how many

people are really planning to show) either by telling you

right then, or by calling you back. If you leave it up to

them, and you have the fair fleshed out from the very

beginning, you won’t have to call more than once. Being

organized with the basics means that you’ll have time for

the fun details. But first...

A “FEW” PROMOTIONAL DETAILS

First thing you need is a poster. Take some time with

it

—

iril be one of the most visible and important ways

people will hear about (and remember) your fair. Find a

balance between communication and funkiness (and

remember: graphics and color never hurt). Having the

word “Zine” dominate the poster will make sure it’ll catch

the eye of people who like/have heard of zines (and there

are hordes by now). If you also mention that it’s a fair for

independent publica-

tions, you’ll also be

including the unin-

formed . Include your

number for media and

late zinesters. Include

the admission price

(guilty small) or

announce proudly that

it’s a free event. Make

three or four hundred

copies. G
Three weeks prior to

the fair, fax out the

poster to community

and university newspa-

pers, radio stations, and

any local magazines—look

in the white pages for their fax, or call for it. You might

contact a few especially friendly places to see if you can

wangle free/dead cheap ad space (But keep in mind that

any extra costs will mean higher table costs, so consider
...

this very carefully, and don’t be blinded by the glitz of Real

Publicity). You might even want to fax the TV stations, but

o We charge $5, and I think

that id fair. There id the huge

amount ot efifart involved by the

organizer, plud it id domething oft a

fandraider far Broken Pencil (which

reviewd Canadian zined), which dup-

portd the zine community and doed

not make dough. So, it id notjudt the

codtd oh renting tabled, there id the

time and ehhort involved in organiz-

ing over 100 exhibitord, dpeakerd etc.

and I think it’d hair hor the organizer

to try to take a little domething

hinancially back. Hal

We had complaintd about charging

the public admiddion to attend.

Without it, table codtd would have had

to be dignihicantly higher. Keep partic-

ipation hee& and ta^ le C0AtA low

becaudezinedterd are your meat and

potatoed. Jhzinedterd think you’re rip-

ping them ohh . or capitalizing on

them, they're not going to come Both

conventiond I worked on barely broke

even, not including the (perdonal and

organizational) time dpent coordinat-

ing them. ® Brad

0 Actually we prefer the hand-

bill—you can leave it lying around

and people can take it with them

and you can mail it to zinedterd and

adk them to hand them out. Cadier to

reach other communitied bedided the

downtown core. Another good adver-

tiding thing id to make add and dend

them to all the zined—way in

advance. They will run the ad far the

fadt, and other people will clip the

ad and run it, you really reach a lot

ot people that way. j/ou need to try

to get people faom other citied, dmall

townd, duburbd to make the trip. It

you can, you will have a much more

vibrant event. ® Hal
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keep in mind that (best case scenario) they'll show up

there with their cameras and attitude and might even

expect people to fucking pose for them. When I did the fax-

ing, I was ambivalent about media outlets, and much more

interested in pre-publicity than post-event coverage. But

then post-event coverage came out raving about individual

zines and often including ordering info—and this was a real

boost for many zinesters, and inspired new people to get

their first issue together. Plus, even if the media outlet

doesn't cover it some

o Other than meeting other

zine&terd, the other goal zinedterd

have id to dell all oft their zined. Thid

meand attracting an audience to the

convention that hadn’t already

bought your zine. i.e. people other

than local zinedterd and hipdterd

without money. Whatever the impli-

cationd, the convention had to try to

bring in a whole new audience tor

zined. It an editor payd $25 tor a

table , delld tive zined and traded 10

zined, I don’t care how great a time

dhe had at the party the night

betore, dhe ain’t gonna’ think it wad

worth it. ® Brad

Jt

people who work there

will probably go to the

event. So fax boldly and

fax widely, young pro-

moter. 0
Two weeks prior to

the fair, think about all

the places—and I mean

ail the places—that

have employees or cus-

tomers who should

know about your fab

event. Bookstores, the-

aters, record stores,

cdrhmuntty bike shops,

cafes—all the hangouts

where you’ve ever seen anyone vaguely interesting—not

just scenesters—hang. Pop by and chat 'em up, mention-

ing that it’s a non-profit community soiree. Remember,

you’re bestowing them with a badge of underground cool,

not pushing some skuzzy little product.

One week prior to the fair—because outdoor flyers have

* such a short life span—it’s time for a flyposter frenzy. Get

yourself a staplegun or a tapegun or pull out the big guns:

a brush and a small pailful of wallpaper paste/condensed

milk. With the latter combo you’ll be able to chemically

bond your poster to newspaper boxes, poles, garbage cans,

parked cars and bank windows. Obviously you can't do the

entire city, so plan a postering route where print addicts are

liable to walk by. Save a dozen or so for the day itself, so

that you can. bomb your block to attract curious passerbys.

Despite being a technology advocate in many cases, I

feel that Internet promotion isn’t particularly effective. Most

people who read Usenet or websurf will also read indie

newspapers, but if it’s easy for you to do then do it. Don’t

stress about it, though.

SOCIAL ENGINEERING: FUNNELLING THE
MASSES

Be on time. Wear a tux, or something more formal. Say

hello. Collect the cash at the beginning, because at the

beginning they’re dislocated and eager to please and and the

end they’re counting their pennies. You can set things up $0

that strangers sit together, and meet new people; or sit with

friends and have a grand old time; whatever you want—it’s

your event. Nametags, with zine titles, are a nice touch, as

Seattle’s alt.com.expo proved. I had money left over at the

Zine Crusade to provide free coffee and cookies for all. If you

can, be relaxed and mellow and mix it up with all the inter-

esting kids. If not, just be wired and tense as hell.
'

BASK IN THE GLORY OF YOUR PATRONAGE

...But don’t be so damn patronizing that no one will

help you clean up. ®

The Highly Paid Consultants

Brad Thompson organized SPEW2, a queer-zine convention

that took place at LACE (Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions),

He also co-organized Seattle's alt.com.expo, at the Center on

Contemporary Art,

Seth Robson helped organize the Kill Zinesters Tour
;
a mobile

zinefair. He also does Bunnyhop.

Hal Niedzviecki co-organized Canzine in Toronto andpublishes

Broken Pencil.

Stuart Ross, longtime smallpress activist, organized the first

Toronto Small Press Book Fair andpublishes Mondo Hunkamooga.

Stacey Case has organized six CutnPaste zine fests to date and

does Rivet.

And Finally
,
The Bio:

Jim Munroe publishes books and zines under his imprint of

Lickspittle Ventures, and was Adbusters managing editor lastyear.

He welcomesfeedback/'questions at>jim@netsign.com.

Punk

SSI3S

Planet



'New York: 1955" 7" $3.00

Also: 's/t" CD 6 songs $6.00

"Pills Versus Planes" CDep $6.00

5 songs. Recorded w/ Steve Albini.

"I'm Afraid of Everything 7 $3

Also: "Rainsnowmatch" 7" $3

Polyvinyl Record Co.

Post Box 18X5

Danville, 11. 61834 1885

. ,
polyvin^prairienet.org

polyvinyl
, / ,1 ^ www.soltee.ncl/-polyvin

POSTAGE r CD/Cass LP/10"

USA postpaid postpaid postpaid

Canada $1 per $2 per $2 per

World (Air) $2 per $3 per $5 per

Cash/Check/M.O. payable to Polyvinyl.

sSVM CO0C-********\

C©o*-,t>*€AX
vtf TfcWTS Afri

GOURAHC WUidW ?o 8S€>
TUCSON,AX • 0rjCX-O8^b*vi^

TAvvtauzE 'tcM5seup wvtvc a mmu
6AiOVU>a. WWk-TC, «>*. e-HMwO$ AT

^ooroswt\ Av$w«\ct.co*\

VAGRANT RECORDS PRESENTS

“BHORI YOU WERE PUNK”
AUTOMATIC 7

BUNK-182

BRACKET

DOWN BY LAW

FACE TO FACE

GOOD RIDDANCE

GITTTERM0UTH

HAGRSH ' : Illlll
JUGHEAD’SREVBIGE

MR. T EXPEDIENCE

NO USE FOR A NAME

UNWROTBILAW

A PUNK ROCK TRIBUTE TO 80S NEW WAVE
03 ONLY! $11.00 PPD

FORBGN ORDERS ADD $2.00
SBJD CHECK, CASH ORMONEY ORDffl TO:

VAGRANT RECORDS,
2118 WILSHIRE BLVD. #361,
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403

FACE TO FACE
"FACE TO FACE" 12"

BRAND NEW ALBUM
VWYL ONLY!
$8.50 PPD

AUTOMATIC 7
"SYRWGE" 7"

2 NEW SONGS!
$4.00 PRD

FACE TO FACE
“ECONO-LIVE" '10"

LIVE EP W/ 6 SONGS
MAIL ORDB=t ONLY!

$6.50 PPD

J CHURCH
•BACKED" 7“

3 SONG EP
$4.00 PPD

email: vagranti@sprynet.com



new 7" out now!
People have said they sound like,

"Samiam, Mineral, Promise Ring,

Texas Is The Reason, Jimmy Eat

World, Boys Life, Sunny Day Real

Estate, Knapsac” and more but don t

let that stop you! Decide for yourself.

Distro kids! wholesale * $2.00 eachjor_5jo 25 copies.

si.80 esch. Prices are postage paid

also available: (TinMJO for ore, M0« •»* hr ««» *“»«)

CONTRAST FANZINE ($1), THE GET UP KIDS T dog-

house, COMPOUND RED 7", COLEMAN 7", CANDYLAND

CARCRASH/SERAPHIM 7", SARIN 7”, HOURGLASS 7”,

MORNING AGAIN 7" FLAGMAN 7”, MANDELA 7”,

BELTAINE 7", PIEBALD/CAVE IN 7", JOSHUA CD ($6.00),

r.ARi p *demo and 7"s* CD ($7.00), and more, write mel

SENSATIONAL BARGAIN!

WORK 1
SHIRTS
HEY BANDS Why Print Your

Logo on Ordinary T-shirts

When You Can Get

WORKSHIRTS for the

Same Price or Even Less!

Gas Station Shirts, Janitor Shirts, etc.

Some w/ name tags and patches still on

Button-up Workshirts with collars, and

Workshorts, poly/cotton blend. Perfect for

silkscreening or patches

TVow available : PATCHES: high quality

embroidered patches (2 x 4.5") 2-color

stitch with 3rd color background^

Shirt sizes:Med, L , XL.Shorts (30-40)

I Available colors: Navy, White Jan, Grey

Lt. Rinft- Stripes, Orange, etc
Lt. Blue, Stripes, vjianLjc,

Shirt/Short prices range $2-$3

Patr.h fis $2 each in quantity of 200_

r aH/fav/ftmail for info: rhytnmcolQaohcom

LA Tel/Fax (818) 991-2751

Collision: PO Box 865 Agoura, Ca 91376 USA

DEBUT 7"

from Savannah's

DAS KRIMINAL
•f: xm
Brutal and

Heavy
Hardcore/Crust

WFM.

records available.

jsimba002 - Texas Is The Reason / Samuel split 7"

|

simba003 - Des Man DeAblo 7" [ex-Fabric and Dead Wrong]

simba004 - Rocket Science 7" [currently on tour with Texas and Promise Ring]

|

simba005 - September 10" [split with Tree records]

simba006 - compilation cd with Blue Eyes Recordings, based in Sweden, with

Bob Tilton, September, Cobalt, 93 Million Miles, Starmarket and more

simba007 - out soon - Ink and Dagger 7"

bimba008 - Fabric 12" - recorded during their prime on the original Abbey Road

2-track equipment (@ Toerags). Cut at Abbey Road Studios to keep the mood.

next up will be The Hal Shedad 7" and The Crimson Curse 7"

[ex-Swing Kids, Struggle, Guyver One, Constatine Sankathi]

also available:

simba #10 - with Texas and Split Lip and more

simba #1 1 - with Bob Tilton, Sparkmarker, and Des Man DeAblo

cimha #1? in the works - with The Van Pelt and Ink and Dagger.

prices postpaid world. 7" is $5.00; 10712” is $8.00; zine is $2 00; all each,

for multiple conies 7" is $30: 10712" is $70 zine is $15; all for ten/combination

I now run Revelation Europe & a massive distribution. Write for my list Thanks

Ms Vique Martin

30 Park View Avenue

Leeds
‘ LS4 2LH

England

fax: 44-113-2759468

email: 101336.555@compuserve.com

I S3 N. Amenca (gp
$4 World

P.O. Box 14230

Atlanta, GA 30324-1230

USA
wmivAmam



DO YOU REMEMBER?
by Jeff Levine

I'P NEVER REALLY THOUGHT
ABOUT WHAT I ATE BEFORE.
! ALWAYS JUST HAD WHAT-
EVER WAS RIGHT IN FRONT
OF ME AND CHEAP-

I ADMIT, AT FIRST being
VECTORED BY THIS GIRL WAS
ANNOYfNGAS FUCK, BUT
SLOWLY what SHE WAS
SAYING STARTED TO SINK
INTO MY HEAD

.

I DECIDED TO TRY To NOT
EAT ANY MEAT FOR ONE
WEEK, JUST TO SEE IF IT
WAS POSSIBLE.

UM.. .I'LL JUST
HAVE THE SALAD.

BUT ONCE I STARTED THINK-
ING MORE ABOUT THE FOOD
I ATE, IT GOT HARD TO STOP.
EVERY TIME I BROUGHT
FOOD TO MY MOUTH I'D

FEEL A LITTl€ UNCOMFORT-
ABLE. I JUST DIDN'T UNDER-
STAND HOW TO NOT EAT
MEAT.

tT WAS REALLY HARD NOT TO
EAT MEAT THAT WEEK-AND
IT seemed TO REALLY PISS
OFF EVERYBODY I KNEW

,

ALTHOUGH I NEVER LECTURED
ANYBODY, I JUST SAID I

WAS TRYING TO SEE IF I

COULD DO IT.

LATER, ABOUT FOUR YEARS
AGO, | MET ANOTHER GIRL,
WHO NEVER LECTURED, BUT
WHO, BY EXAMPLE, SHOWED
ME HOW EASY IT IS TO0E
A VEGETARIAN. THE KEY,
THAT WAS ACTUALLY HARD
FOR ME TO UNLOCK WAS -
YOU JUST DON'T EAT MEAT.

MOSTLY BECAUSE OF PRES-
SURE FROM ALL THE PEOPLE
I KNEW, I WENT BACK To
MY REGULAR DIET OF SHIT,
But I FELT GOOD FOR HAV-
ING MET MY CHALLENGE.
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saint james
infirmary

FOUR SONG DEMO TAPE

AVAILABLE NOW

$3 PPD. USA

$4 PPD WORLD

SEND CONCEALED CASH,

M.O.’S, OR CHECKS (MADE TO

JASON ROSENBERG) TO:

SAINT JAMES INFIRMARY

P.O. BOX 13765
BERKELEY, CA. 94712-4765

“
‘Jetpack ' is probably

one ofthe best songs

1 've heard all year. Pick

this one up. ”

PUNK PLANET
“Coo/ geek punk "-MRR
*'Lotsa inside gags

disguised as clever pop

songs ...it s as fun as it

sounds
."

- FLIPSIDE
"This 7" rocks. 1 can t

tell you how much 1 love

Egghead.

"

- MUDDLE
“Goodpopunky stuff.

"
-

GREEDY BASTARD

4-song 7"

Oat Now!
Two songs from Trixie

Beldenl

Tliree new tracks from

\
Egghead.!-

v 2 bands enter, only 1

leaves!

7" c $3.50, add $1 per item outside U. S.
Cash or Postal M.O. to Mike Faloon

Distributed by: Vital Music. Sound Idea. Rhetoric,

Midnight. Good Guppy. & Autonomous Resistance.

Scheduled to launch in early ’97

•J0 Castor 7 Inch single

CompoundRed Feelings 7 inch

"Angel Danced Away* b/w *Wow I'm an Anchor*

Ablo DiaMos An American Tragedy 7 inch

’Push* b/w ’Tourniquet*

Hardspun Records
Post Office Box VI 32V
Milwaukee, Wi 532 1 1

Sendyour name and address for a complete

catalog of merchandise and equipment.

Send cash or check made out to Jim Minor

TwHlwTbmtr WIa
T?cmd& . .

.

)S

17 powerhouse tracks, disturbingly original,

occasionally in a Laurence Of Arabia-goes-punk
kind of way, but basically US Dead Kennedys-esque
style mixed with your traditional kick up the arse

Brit-punk snarl.

‘Resistance is Useless?’ CD
^ ALSO ^
.AVAILABLE:.

BLITZKRIEG The Future Must Be Ours' CD

) FOR A FEW CRASH HELMETS MORE VOL 3
Venous CO 24 tracks: VARUKERS. BLITZKREIG, BLANI

77. ANREFHN. INSTIGATORS. PARADOX UK. etc.

SANITY ASSASINS/WHITE PIGS Dead Man's Hand CD
ENGLISH DOGS Whet-A Wonderfu l Foo ling' CD EP SOIJ) 01711

INSTIGATORS 'Never Has Been' CD
VARUKERS 'One Struggle One Fight' CD
CONTEMPT 'Still Fighting On' CD
VARUKERS 'Live In Leeds' 84 CO + 8 studio tracks

THE INSANE? 'Live in Europe '82' LP

PARADOX UK/MERE DEAD MEN Split LP

PARADOX UK 'Disenchanted Land’ 1 2” EP JUICE 'Fundamental' 1 2" EP

Postpaid prices: CD £6.50/$15, LP £5/$1 2. 1 2" £3.50/$9.

BACK IN STOCK
BLITZKREIG T-shirts

‘Lest We Forget’

£5/$9 postpaid

Overseas: Cash only. UK: Cheques/P0'9 (payable to Retch

Records), Europe: Add £1 to UK prices. DISTRIBUTED BY:

OSL
49 Rose Crescent, Woodvale,
Southport. Merseyside,
England, PR 8 3RZ.

CARSO
RECC*DS,
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32 BANDS
35 AIL NEW VERSIONS
HE DICKIES
>cret Agent Man
lGBNTT orange
it Smart

Mission Impossible & Green Acres

MOBPHY’jS LAWV >
" \

.

.
.

_ w *

ZoomWI^R^AIO^
The Munsters and Laverne & Shirley

H20 Cops
FURIOUS GEORGE The Monkees

LAIKA 8cTHECOSMONAUTS Out of Limits

MANIC HISPANIC Gilllgan’s Cell

HORACE PINKER The Partridge Family

TILT Where in the World is Carmen San Diego?

PINK LINCOLNS Friends

CLOWNS FOR PROGRESS Mary Tyler Moore

THE BOLLWEEVILS Good Times

WESTON WKRP in Cincinnati

SQUtRTGUN Welcome Back Hotter

MAIL ORDER
SHOW AND TEtC.

STUFF A MONEY ORDER,
TEN GREENBACKS OR
1,000 PENNIES INTO
AN ENVELOPE AND
SEND IT OFF TO —

Also: Butt Trumpet, Brutal Juice, Boris

the Sprinkler, The Grabbers, Latex

Generation, Trick Babys, Joyride, Jesus

Christ Superfly, Felix Frump, The

Cretins, Hot Water, Com Mo, FU and

Thirsty.

po’ box 659
Village Station
NY, NY 10014

mmmmmms V



limited edition 7" ep

$5 ppd

a compilation with:

pRTVE LIKE JEHU
I KNAPSACK
f MINERAL
PROMISE RING
BOYS LIRE

VITREOUS HtJMOR

(don’t forget to) breathe

rEN STOREY MOUNTAIN
iris™ front drive
HOT WATER MUSIC
PROZAC MEMORY
OADSIDE MONUMENT
/ GRANDER
/ / UNI-V
/ETliEL MESERVE
/ /UNCRUSH

AVAILABLE NOW!!!

CD-$10

DOUBLE LP-$10

contact us for FREE CATALOG!!!other stuff wo got tor mail order

mineral
,
boys life,

archers of loaf,

cap’n jazz, unwound,
texas is the reason,

yo la tengo
and more 1

11123 wilshire blvd., *173 santa monica, ca 90403

310.917.9162/crankrecdDaol.com

http://home.earthlink.net/ -crank crank!

distributed by Lumberjack, Surefire, Choke!, Revolver, Cargo, Dutch East, NAIL and so many more.
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All 7

_Nevvjlelease Update For March 1997

"s S3.00 ppd In U.S.A. S5.00 Everywhere

skater owned&operated

d The Showcase Showdown - Soothing Moments 7
"

'-J, Fast Upbeat Punk From Back East. Sold Out The First

Pressing Of 1000! Get It Before The Next Pressing Is Gone! !

!

Verv Metal - Banned from ST. T.onk7 "

Total Drunk Chaos Punk From ST. Louis!

'

r-Yt/.

3

”Hf *ErU*N of..

h*;- Y-vy/S

Sacred Order - The Return Of The Paranoids’ 7
"

Hardcore Punk From Milwaukee. '-401

.'/MM

The

#acaa<£© m
t K m* •' "0.

-
- m
*0X

©3R2B03R* If
the paranoids

Global Holocaust - Humans Mistakes 7
"

i The Newest. From This Fast And Heavy Viscious
i Punk Band.

’rsy]f

.

• - *

:

j r •f
* r -

Heavy Balls & The Flipoffs' - S/T 7
"

Traditional Fast Paced Punk From Madison, Wi.
fjuman mistakes

Disrupt Youth - Will Not Be Saved 7 "

Their Second Release on Beer City. This Time This
Australian Hardcore/Punk Band Plays Evan Heavier & !

i Faster^

"1 ~
Beer CitytmSkateboards&Records 'fyMtA

^aBox 26035, Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53226-O03S
phone (414) 257-isn fax (414) 257-1517

'WILL NOT

BE

SERVED’



NAME
[UH'rJBI

THE JERK!!!

£:Jk

is^al

NOBODYS/PINHEAD CIRCUS - f/ti> Split f J**
All new and unreleased rock from these two Colorado P<>wfer

Still available BLEED - Hot Rod Racer 7"

brld($3.00 U.S. / $4.00 MEX/CAN / $5.00 W<

Sand stamp for catalog of stuff from Gotars

Box 4056 Boulder, Colorado 80306
E-mail at: kesslen@coloradlfedu

www.gusta.com/sodajerk

Cash, Check or M.O.

ioB*

P.O. BOX 7374 ATHENS, GA 30604-7374
VOICE/FAX (706) 369-7235 MAKE CHECKS

OR MONEY O
:hief

RDERS TO RESERVATION
1 O @ Ix.netci

REZ-IO

$3.00
REZ-14

$5.00
REZ-13

$3.00e „ ..

gj JUST OFF TOUR WITH MAN OR ASTROMAN? AND

53 NEW BOMB TURKS. GOOD OLD STYLE PUNK ROCK.

STfiEL WOOL, MANOR ASTROMAN^’
SPACE SHITS, CRETIN 66, THE AUTOMATICS, CANDY

SNATCHERS, GOTOHELLS and BIG TOP.

DISTRIBUTED BY GET HIP, REVOLVER, SUREFIRE, CHOKE, RHETORIC,

1000 FLOWERS, CARGO CANADA, ROTZ, NAIL AND BOTTLENEKK

THE INVALID*
"Out of M# Head” CD

12 new, snotty, Ramones-style punk

tunes from this Santa Rosa trioI

"DorkabiUy Stew" CD
22 papaya-fueled,

hyper-paced surfabilly

songs from this Hawaiian three-piece.

— The Best Available —
The Invalids - T-s(;iVt (XL,L)

PUNK=SUCK - T-sfprt (XL
;
L)

Jon Cougar Concentration Camp
The Invalids "Wiseguys" - 7"

Jon Cougar "Asparagus - 7
"

Narcissistic Freds "Hot Pone Action”

Second Guess #13 - s(nt
;
lies, sljit

LP

7"

3,50 5^50

2.50 3750FP
SKrt

Well-concealed cash or money orders. Don't send checks.

STORES AND DISTROS: Get Second Guess stuff direct from

:

Fax:(541)753-1997
Phone: (541) 745-7442

CONSUMERS: Send a stamp if you want a catalog

or anything elsel

Secono
Guess

Records
PO Box 9382- Reno, NV 89507

Fax: 702.329.7033 - E-mail: bnbc@scs. urr. ndu



ling soon:

Snatchers

Msefas well as unreleas^l i
tracks from Lunachicks, Weston,

Berserk, Wives, and more. Comes

GO-KART VS THE i/ith a 16 page full color booklet.

CORPORATE GIANT! n«lv <1 00

Lunachicks -

Jerk Of All Trades
On CD, LP and CA

go-kart Records

ph: (212) 673-3380 el

http://members.aol.com/gi

[artrec@o|j

^homepage]

MAILORDER PRICES: CD-$10,



Record
Lincoln Story-We’re Havin’ a Dance

Patty With..., CD
I guess this is what happens when singers try

to sing well above their ranges. The music

MIGHT have been tight, original, innova-

tive stuff; but damn if I couldn’t get my fin-

gers out of my ears when the backup singers

started scratching chalkboards with their

voices, (harlo)

Rip side Records, PO. box 60790, Pasadena, CA

91: 16

AD Z-Piper at the Gates of Downey, CD
I like the Adolescents however I have never

been a fan ofTony Reflex/Adolescents post

Adolescents projects. This CP is no excep-

tion. Musically, it's similar to the Adolescents

but less furious. The songs are longish and

don’t really hold my attention and the CD is

too long. (MG)
Am: iterdamned Records, PO BOX 862558, LA,

CA 50086 - 2558

Ag int 23-s/t, 7”

Energetic debut from a Detroit band with a

West Coast sound. The sudden shift to ska-

core on the b-side (featuring the Skolar’s

horns) threw me though. But the 3 other

songs are worth a listen, (harlo)

Broten Spoke Records, PO box 401279,

Recford, Ml 48240

Agi >nt Orange-Virtually Indestructible, LP

If someone played this and told me it was

Agent Orange I wouldn’t have believed them.

This sounds nothing like the Agent Orange I

heard in junior high (probably the last time I’ve

listened to them). This is either pathetic hard

rock/light heavy metal a la early Van Halen or

crappy college rock with moronic lyrics such as

you’d expect from acts like those. My room-

mate Andy and I actually laughed out loud

(and in disbelief) several times while listening

to this. The instrumental is the only track on

here that is even mildly interesting. (KB)

PO Box 16385 Enclno, CA 91416

At! rin—Pills Versus Planes, CD
These guys go from light, Karate-esque quiet

parts to loud, heavy as fuck sludge parts in

the blink of an eye. The Albini production

makes this record dirty enough to be interest-

ing, so does the fact that the songs seem to

end right when I get sick of them. Pretty

good stuff, although I think they would ben-

efit from having a bass player. (MM)
Polyvinyl; PO Box 1885 Danville, IL 61834-1885

Reviews
Ate mic Boy-1 Wanna Destroy T*

The kind of Green Day pop-punk you’ve heard a mil-

lion times. They say oi in at least one song. Cool cover

art— a marker drawing of Godzilla/MST3K. That

much I can appreciate. (GG)

HipnotiC Records 7201 Seashore Dr. #B Newport

Beach, CA 92663

The Atomiks-Destruct-O-Billy Pile-Up 7”

Weird, fast psychobilly. Not my cup of tea if ya

know what I’m edgin’ at. (GG)

70: Records PO Box 204 Reno, NV 89504

Att tude Adjustment-True to the Trade, 7”

While not the most well-known line-up from the

classic “American Paranoia” LP, this is a limited

edition seven song collection of live, demo and stu-

dio recordings ranging from 1988 to 1995 from

the original (Or is it reformed?) line-up of the San

Francisco Bay Area speedcore band. A Blazing mass

of hyper drum throttling, seconds long metal riff-

ing, throaty vocal growls and anger. The Second

side of 1 995 studio recordings slows a bit, but

Sothira, vocalist of the legendary S.F. peace punk

band CRUCIFIX, lends a hand on a medley of

two CRUCIFIX classics. (KS)

RIS : ABOVE IT RECORDS/ MINORITY PRODUCTIONS,

25f! 5 46th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94116

Aul omatics-Kala! Kala! Kala!, 7”

This opaque pastel yellow 7” marks the 5th EP

release from these Portland pop-punk rockers.

Apparently this record is also available in clear,

white, and purple. Although it is on a Finnish label

named Killer Records, it is being distributed by

Mutant Pop. The music is the same pop punk that

the Automatics are known for, but the quality is

especially good on this one. This is definitely one

of the Automatics best releases! If you are into the

pop-punk thing, then you must check out “Kala!

Kala! Kala!” (MD)
Muiant Pop 5010 NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 97330

Bal ce-Repeats Puppets, 7”

Highly annoying... indie emo with out of tune

vocals on the A side. Flip the record over and you

get bad white-boy funk. (MM)
Recipe Records PO Box 9753 Seattle, WA 98109

Bai ilieue Rouge-Sous un Ciel Ecarlate, LP

The art on this CD is beautiful, done in mostly red

tones with brooding and evocative imagery. The

artwork highly correlates with the music which is

dark sounding, dirgy metal with James Hetfield-like

vocals. I would be very hard-pressed to call this

punk or hardcore in any way - 1 can’t even hear any

punk influences though I suppose more and more

hardcore bands are sounding metal these days. This

doesn’t have the speediness of most metal-influ-

enced hardcore bands though - it’s largely mid-

tempo with the creepy guitar and bass lines of 80s

metal bands with semi-melodic growled vocals. The

- lyrics are in French so I can’t comment on them.

This is produced very well and there are several cool

parts that show off the members’ musicianship but

it isn’t really my cup of tea. (KB)

no iddress

Ba talion of Saints AD-Cuts, CD
Battalion of Saints in 1 996 who would of guessed?

It sounds pretty close to the early stuff, but

nowhere near as inspiring. When I first heard the

“Fighting boys” EP I couldn’t stop playing it. I put

that record on today and it sounded just as won-

derful. I’m glad that TAANG! released that stuff

again last year. I guess this CD is good for hard-

core, but for the most part it is pointless. (SY)

TAAMG! Records 706 Pismo Ct. San Diego, Ca 92109

Th< i Beltones-My Old Man b/w Fuck You

An; way, 7"

Lo-fi punk, sort of mod sounding with some jang-

ly guitars. Lots of repetitive eighth note drumming

and hi-hats galore (the drumming actually isn’t

very good which detracts from this). The vocals are

grating and rough sort of along the lines of the

Nobodys (this may not be much of a comparison

because I’ve only heard the Nobodys once and that

was live), kind of snarling. The more I hear this

the more I like it though I can’t claim I’ll be obses-

sively listening to it for a long time to come. Very

catchy though. (KB)

Jus Add Water PO Box 16102 Spartanburg, SC

29-16

Bei lder-Jehovah’s Allstars, CD
Imagine a mediocre punk band playing equally

mediocre white-boy funk with a bad emcee/rapper

as a vocalist and you get Bender. This shit is so

played out it’s not even funny. I could go on a big

tirade about how punk is supposed to be threat but

it’s not worth the effort in this context. This shit

sucks. (MM)
Wow Communications PO Box 703 Bristol Avon 8S99

5LS UK

Bichos-Four Legs In The Morning, CD
Oh my god. This has to be some of the most

annoying ‘music’ I’ve ever heard. Bullshit poetry

being screamed over crappy music. Good god, turn

it off. (DS)

no iddress given



TSi 5-ln Yer Face, CD
TUCK! Unimaginative, Uninspired, Ungood. The

lewest studio release from UKs Big 5 and a Live

CD in one package. Largely crap aside from covers

}f hits from bassist Nick Welsh’s other band, Bad

Manners (but certainly not as good as the origin

nals). (harlo)

Ska ik Records, PO Box 281, Canterbury, Kent CT1

2BE
, England

Big Monster Fish Hook — Collecting Bugs
and Pieces, CD

Precious and annoying, without being sufficiently

nteresting to justify its existence as anything other

:han a beer coaster. At least the 4AD bands this

)unch so obviously worship bothered to do some-

:hing you could listen to without causing internal

[deeding. This woman will ruin her voice before

she’s thirty if she doesn’t stop straining so much.

Picket record stores that sell this. (DC)
Milk crate Records, PO Box 206, Allston, MA 02134

Blitz Babies-Thought Spawn, CD
This Australian band really tears it up. Heavy gui-

:ars and speedy drumming that at times remind

Tie of Britpunk bands of the early 80s or maybe

SoCal punk. The female vocalist sounds a lot like

Cinder from Tilt. Very cool. Recommended. (MH)
.
One foot Records PO Box 3834 Cherry Hill NJ 08034

Blue Collar-Calling in Sick, LP

When this record is good, it’s sloppy, catchy, old-

;chool punk. When it’s bad, it’s really bad. Its a lit-

tle bit more good than bad, fortunately. The songs

here sound quite different due to the four different

/ocalists. My favorite is the female singer— if she

>ang the whole time, this record would rock like a

.tone. Still, a fun record. (SM)

Jam Records, PO Box 19806, Seattle, WA 98109

Blue Meanies — Pave the world, 10”

[ was under the impression that Mr. Bumgle

ilready existed. These Chicago chops-meisters

throw a ska thing in there, which does liven things

up a bit, and the Motorhead and Turtles covers are

:ute, but the only real reason to buy this is for the

picture disk. (DC)
Thic* Records, 916 N. Damen, Chicago, IL 60622

Bluejacket-Racing Stripe EP, 7”

Oh boy, just what the world needs, yet another

lawbreaker clone. (MM)
Blu< jacket PO Box 1034 Oakley, CA 94561

Darren Cahr (DC), Gr«| Gartland

(GG), Hario P, (harlo), Joan

Pixie (JP), Kim Bae (KB), Ken

Sanderson (KS), /Aaric Davenport

(/AD), Mike Gellar (/hG), /Aark

Hanford (/AH), /Aalt filler

(/Mh), Scott MacDonald (S/A),

Zolt Jahtzee (S|), Eric Action

(EA), Dan Sinker (DS)
Blusprint-s/t, CD

Aj-e they a pop-punk band? Are they an emo band?

They’re pretty good, so should we care? This genre-

defying LP is really great. It’s catchy like good pop-

punk yet has that quiet/loud emo sound that

makes us all shake our rumps so. Definitely a band

to watch. (DS)

Abridged Records PO Box 571221 Houston TX 77257

B0X8-C00 I Time, CD
Twenty-eight (Whoa!) straight ahead speedy punk

rock from Virginia with personal lyrics. Like

THE FIXTURES and less of a quirky DEAD
Kennedy’s bent. Occasional off limits use ofWha-

Wha pedal. (KS)

Missing Milk Records, 4810 Arlington Boulevard,

Arlirgton, VA. 22204

Brs cket-E is for everything on fat wreck
chc rds, CD

Sort of a cross between Green Day and late period

Husker Du, these guys haven’t forgotten that

melodies are, in fact, important, and that sung

vocals can be effective. They’ve also listened to a fair

.hare of early 70s power pop and watched a good

deal ofWWF wrestling. If you like power pop with

1 slightly punkish edge, you’ll like this. (DC)
Fat A/reck Chords, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA
941 19-3690

Bra nd New Unit-No Heroes, CDEP
This was actually good. Despite the slick and

:ommercial sound I liked this. Melodic pop hard-

:ore (although not like Epitaph/NoFX) with slick

production. There are eight songs on this CDEP
chat are really good and “Kids Game” is my
favorite. (MG)

Heartfirst Records, Bockhstr. 39, 10967 Berlin,

Geri nany

The Business-Harry May-the Singles

Collection LP

Absolutely prototypical Oi, nothing more, nothing

less. Includes 1 Crass cover and 1 live song from

one of the longest running bands around. I really

don’t like it, but a lot of people will. I’m sure you

know who you are. (GG)
Taang! Records 706 Pismo Ct. San Diego, CA 92109

The Business-Death II Dance, CD
AJthough I’ve heard of the Business and “Smash

the Discos” is a great song, I’ve never actually lis-

tened to an album of theirs. I think this CDEP is

three new songs a cover of a Morissey song and

unpubbed (unplugged) versions of two of their

better known songs. The three originals didn’t

:atch me and the Morrissey cover blew.

However, the unplugged songs on here are

jjreat and made this CD decent listen. (MG)
Taang! Records

Cavity-Mutsuba, EP

Miami’s CAVITY pour anguished and caustic

shrieking shouts, generous feedback and

ndustrial noise into dirgey riffs of SAB-

BATH lineage. Imagine SLEEP with the

linger of MILHOUSE, COLEMAN or any

other throat scalding raspers and you’ve got

the idea. CAVITY were one of the show

stoppers at this years “Slap-A-Ham Fiesta

Grande” festival, but the one crushing track

lere and the throwaway bong-lighting indus-

trial instro jam on the flip are only worth a

orief pause. (KS)

Rhe:oric Records, PO Box 82, Madison, Wl

53701

Cheater-Experience all the Hate, CD
Energetic punk rawk shades of the hectic

energy of "Unknown Road” era Pennywise

with a touch of snot from bands like

Grimple. While the production is not the

greatest, it works well for Cheater, giving this

:nough rawness to be different from all those

other pop punk (read Epitaph) bands.

Musically there’s nothing that stands out

except the energy in which it is played, mak-

ng this a record well worth having. (MM)
Stiff Pole Records PO Box 20721 St. Pete, FL

337 42

The Cheeks / The Feedbacks-A Fix of

Fur
, split 7”

The Cheeks are from Germany and The

Feedbacks are from Spain and both play

quality pop punk and sing in English. The

Cheeks kinda sound like the Mr. T
Experience, while The Feedbacks are slightly

more rock oriented. Not mandatory, but pick

:his one up if you see it. (MH)
No ‘ omorrow PO Box 1134 12080 Castellon

Span

The Chinese Millionaires-Heart on

a Chain 7”

[ have to be honest—my love of the Chinese

Millionaires is no secret at all. This record is

1 darn good one, making me wonder if they

:an actually make a bad record. I wish they’d

put more stuff out— an LP is supposed to

?e forthcoming and I just hope it comes

soon. As usual, its that sloppy yet tight

straight on garage punk mayhem with vocals

1M
107



““
that sound like they came out of a rabid dog,

frothy saliva flying every which way. As

essential as they come. (GG)

Rip Off Records

Ch >re-Magic Marker Redemption, 7”

I really recommend this band. They are big

favorites in their home town ofAnn Arbor,

MI. This 7” is a fine example why. Very artis-

tic in the packaging, lettering and the music.

It has attitude of art and I mean that in a

positive why. Sounds a lot like Unwound,

when they seemed fresh. One of the few

bands that uses cheap recording to their

advantage. (EA)

Wei tside Audio Laboratories, 8267 Brandywine

Lars, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197

Co :kpit vs. Shugg-Bittersweet Series

Vol. 2., split 2xCD

Hmmm... Why a label would put two inter-

changeable bands on two CDs into one pack-

age. Shugg are a little heavier, almost Tribe 8

level. While Cockpit are a little heavier, almost

Tribe 8 level. Do you get it, I can hardly tell

the difference. Lots of girls on two discs. If you

like that sound you will get a lot of it. (EA)

Bitt arsweet 920 Broadway Suite 1403 NYC, NY

10(10

Co ltempt-Still Fighting On, CD
Hmmm.. I’ve listened to this one a few times

now, and I feel differently about it every time.

Probably best described as Crass backed by

Sham 69, only less good than either, (harlo)

Ret;h Records, 49 Rose Crescent, Woodvale,

Soithport, Merseyside, England, PR8 3RZ

Cr« ss — Christ: The bootleg, CD

Anarchist leftist punk from way back release

this 1 984 bootleg, which isn’t a particularly

good dpcument of this band. Buy one of their

real albums instead— although, I have to

admit, that at $4.98 its priced to move. (DC)

No abel listed

Th<i Crumbs-LP

Quite rockin’ garagey pop. Really good stuff

with a solid Queers sensibility to it that I dig.

Much, much better than the previous songs I

had heard. Definitely worth buying. A nice

addition to Lookout’s catalog. (GG)

Lookout Records P0 Box 11374 Berkeley, CA

94' 12-2374

out of jour moncf if jou wiped jour ar*c wibli ib.

[ nch-Estremamente, i
n

Where to begin... how about here: This record

fucking rules! Easily the best Clean Plate release to

date, both in appearance and music. For those not

familiar with Crunch, these punkers churn forth

crazy good hardcore from Torino, Italy. This record

is more of their trademark style, very fast yet differ-

ent (what’s different about it? I dunno... they just

ain’t yer typical hardcore band. Not yer sXe/chugga

chugga hardcore, more like power violence but not

really). The a-side is studio and the b-side is live

stuff recorded at the famed El Paso squat. Before

you complain about sound quality give it a chance.

While I’ve heard better live sounds, I’ve heard tons

worse. The layout is typical Crunch, (something

that is atypical Clean Plate) with it’s kooky cartoon

figure and bright colors. Well, actually the only

thing missing is the many colors that usually adorn

a Crunch record, but fret not, it doesn’t take away

from the total Crunch experience... Hopefully this

record will get them more of the audience they

truly deserve. (MM)
Clei in Plate Records PO Box 0709 Hampshire College

Am terst MA 01002

Cu! >-Box of Hair, CD
This is a sooprise for Mr. Action. Cub are great, a

girly (I what I thought was) do exactly what I want

to here. Sound like the Muffs at their best and like

Lois or a Simple Machines record at their best. The

mix from angry to bubblegum works, in fact it

makes Cub as great as all the zine boys and girls

say they are. The intelligence of making the listener

feel like they are being directly sung to gets the

thumbs up. I put this one off for awhile and it is a

great CD to listen to in front of a fire, or a long

drive home from visiting your special one. Sappy,

but suggested, yessirry. (EA)

Loo <out! send direct orders c/o Maximum Rock and

Roll and George Tabb.

Cy< le-Rollercoaster ,
CD

There is a really great prank phone call on the last

track of this CD. It involves someone calling up a

Guitar store and pretending to be a metal head

wanting to get into a country band and overall

harassing the store employee. There are eight tracks

of music on this disc. Pretty serious melodic hard-

core. Virginia hardcore. Ya know, mid-tempo rock.

It’s OK but Cycle would probably be great if they

incorporated the humor of their pranks with their

music. Some of their guitar riffs make me think

they listen to Swiz. (SY)

Second Nature Recordings, PO Box 11543, Kansas

City MO 64138

“5a t$ in December/Sweater Weather-split, 7’*

This is a lovely little record. Days in December do a

softly sweet and melodic song that builds near the

end, fades, then bursts, leaving the listener sure that

.. the band is capable of unleashing a powerful song

when so inclined. Sweater Weather play a short

instrumental, with meandering guitar parts and

pounding drums. The only disappointment was

that there wasn’t another Sweater Weather song to

fill up all the extra vinyl. A very good record. (SM)

Pol} vinyl Records, PO Box 1885, Danville, IL 61834-

18* 5

De id And Gone-God Loves Everyone

Bu You, CD
Brilliant. Everything that Dead And Gone puts out

is always Brilliant. Their writing style is so dynamic

now. While they still retain their Econochrist-ish

sound, there are a lot of new sounds that Dead

And Gone are working with. These new sounds are

not as heavy as usual, sounding dark and dissonant

a la the Birthday Party. Two songs off their split

with The Gaia but they have been redone for this

album. So fucking intense. (SY)

Alternative Tentacles, P0 Box 419092, San Francisco

CA 34141-9092

De » Man DeAblo — sA, 7”

“Missionary” is atmospheric, slightly ominous

soundtrack music— very cool. Side B is “No way

lose,” a hard rock sone which isn’t half as interest

ing. (DC)

Sim ba Records

De >pair-As We Bleed, CD

Yikes, full-color CD printing—that’s gotta cost a

pretty penny.Was it worth it? Methinks no. This is

total ‘88 youth crew type music. Times change

boys, dig it. (DS)

Initial Records P0 Box 251145, West Bloomfield Ml

48- 25

Digression-Controlled, 7”

Generic chugga-chugga metallish SxE HC with

generic lyrics. Man, none of these newer edge

bands could ever compare to Bloodline, Snapcase,

Endpoint, or even Billingsgate. These guys lack origi

nality and energy. (KB)

SA Vlob PO Box 1931 Erie, PA 16507-0931

Dill inger Four-The Kids Are All Dead, 7”

The sophomore release of Minneapolis s kingpins

the Dillinger Four finds our favorite foursome in

top form, cranking out four more pop-punk (in

the very best sense of the term) tunes that make

you get up and dance and sing along. The stand

out on this 7” would be the long-time favorite



Hi-Pro Glow’, with it’s rousing chorus that puts

:he dumb kids right in their place (“High and

nighty/ barely nineteen/ what gives you the right/

to tell me anything?”). Buy or die. (DS)
Cer< bellum Records PO Box 40308 St. Paul MN 55104

Din lestore Haloes-S/T, 7”

This 7” is mediocre. They sound like a different

^and on each side. On one side they sound like ‘77

punk and the other they sound like early oil. All

:he songs are mid-tempo and the singer tries hard

to sound British. The ‘77 style songs are just weak
?ut the oi! Sounding tunes are pretty good. So you

jet one side that’s above average and the other

chats W'ay below/ Overall, it makes for a mediocre

•ingle. (MG)
Pels do Records, 521 W. Wilson #B202, Costa Mesa
CA 1)2627

Dir y Laundry-Re-Elect Nixon 7”

Either an awful recording or shitty mastering total-

y hides the vocals under the guitar. The vox

ippear to be Ben Weaselesque, but its fairly diffi-

cult to tell. Your basic, traditional punk. Red wax,

imited to 500. (GG)
Dirtl Records PO Box 82471 Phoenix, AZ 85071

Mot

Mac

Dis belief/Outcome-spHt 7"

Disbelief: Some of the worst production I’ve ever

heard. This is wannabe SxE HC with generic

yrics, very sloppy. Can’t anyone play music like

chis well any more? Outcome: 1st song is more
SxE HC type stuff though they switch off vocal

ityles between singing melodies, gruff shouting,

ind rahr-like growls which is pretty cool. The end-

ing to the song or coda or whatever you want to

-all it is rather creative. It starts with a beautiful,

haunting bass line and then drums, screaming

vocals, keyboards, and guitar kick in for a brief,

original, eerie musical interlude. This side of the 7”

jrows on me the more I listen to it. (KB)
Cow / Fistheldhigh (Fistheldhigh:) PO Box 2632
ison, Wl 53701

D<x >mbuggy-s/t, CD
fou would think that with a name like Doombuggy
:hat this band would write nothing but songs about

hot-rods and getting drunk. Not so with these rock-

:rs. Doombuggy has a 90s garage rock sound going

vith good production. These guys are professionals

it writing catchy songs while keeping it loud. My
favorite song by far is “Stupid Chewy Sugar.” Great

yrics and great tube guitar feedback. The singer’s

iroice reminds me of a cross between Oscar the

Crouch and Rob Tyner of the MC5. Don’t miss the

hidden track at the end of the disc! (SY)

Mary’s Lounge, PO BOX 1462, Buffalo, NY 14213

The bragons-Fade 7”

Pearl Jam wannabes. Absolute crap. I have dibs on
fl°gg‘ng the first person who buys this hunk of

shit. Youd get more use out of your money if you
wiped your arse with it. (GG)

Outir Universe Research 1257 Ameluxen Hacienda
Heights, CA 91745

The

Ma ii

Bee'

Droids-Moja Kochana Mamusia Marysia
ia, 7”

Fhe Droids have gone a little more metal on this

release. Noticeably so. Greg Ginn and Black Flag

must be an influence here. Though a little more slap-

py sound on the bass that doesn’t always fly as fast in

the p-rock world. With songs like “6” Bobbitt” you
get the mentality level (that isn’t a negative comment,
iust a comment.) Ifyou like the Boris split, you

might want to pick this up as well. (EA)
City PO Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wl 53226

Dr< wning Room-The Divinity Syndrome
Bad metal (or is this hardcore? I dunno anymore
these days) with a bad singer to boot. The guy tries

to actually sing on one song and is so far out of

tune it’s not even funny... What are these guys

thinking? (MM)
Trip Machine Laboratories PO Box 36 New City NY
109 5

*

Drc wning Room / Veil-split, 7”

VERY ANGRY. The Drowning Room side is the

best. In the first song I swear the singer sounds like

OZZY. Then he gets really pissed off and the death

metal voice comes on. Drowning Room is definite-

metal and they are tougher then any band on
Victory Records. Veil are from Germany and use

too much reverb on their recording. Sounds like

they recorded in an arena. The promo picture for

Veil is great though. That along with the

Drowning Room side is worth your $3. (SY)
Mo4 Cow Records, PO Box 616, Madison, Wl 53701

Dulac Swade-No title, 7”

This five-song record screams and pounds along in

a speedy pace from beginning to end. It’s hardcore,

of the throaty vocals, distorted guitars and fast

drums variety. Its good stuff, too. The packaging

and lyrics aren’t much to get excited about, but the

music makes up for it. (SM)
58^3 S. Claiborne, New Orleans, LA 70125

Elli|>t-s/t, 7”

Classic Louisville hardcore in the vein of later-day

Endpoint. Just like any good Louisville band, Elliot

s perhaps a little too-serious in their approach on

angst-filled hardcore (without actually going all the

%

way to emo), and as with any good Louisvil e

3and, that approach is part of Elliot’s charm.

This goes down smooth. (DS)
Initinl Records PO Box 17131 Louisville KY 40207

Eve readdy-!EI Vato Loco!, CD
Everready was always one of those bands that

1 never had a chance to see live and now they

rave broken up. From what I have seen, they

lave left a big discography behind and !E1

Vato Loco! is one fine contribution to their

egacy. Tight pop-punk with more hooks

:hen a meat market. Snotty vocals filled with

American angst reminiscent of Crimpshrine

it times. Worth the money. (SY)
$8 >pd. to Cool Guy Records, 10140 Gard Ave.

San:a Fe Springs, CA 90670

Ex \ction Figures — s/t, CD
Stylistically, it’s like Ween only new wave.

Like Six Finger Satellite with a sense of classic

;ong writing. I like this a lot— catchy songs

juried beneath cascades of weird sounds. Ya

gotta love that. And they don’t sound even

remotely derivative. Hallelujah! (DC)
Maf a Money Records, PO Box 8562, Madison
Wl 1*3708

The Exceptions-Five Finger Discount, CD
This latest full length from Detroit’s

Exceptions beats the hell out of their last

one. The constantly rotating lineup was a

eoccurring blight on their previous record-

ngs, but 5 finger discount seems to have

tolved that problem. While The Exceptions

irent the truest definition of ska, they seem

ro get the kids jumping, (harlo)

Jurrp UP! Ska, 4409 1/2, Greenview, Suite 2W,
Chic ago, IL 60640

Fifi -Sinkhole, LP

Heavy, somewhat metallish, aggressive 3-4

:hord punk late 80s style with gruff yelling

vocals. I am usually a big fan of this brand of

punk but this left quite a bit to be desired.

Many of the songs dragged, like they should

have been a lot faster and the vocals just

weren’t right on - they lacked in substance

md sounded like a watered down generic

version of DOA’s frontman. This just bored

rhe hell out of me. (KB)

Low Blow/Triple X Records (Low Blow:) 8205
San:a Monica Blvd. #1-202 W. Hollywood, CA
90C46

Punk
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*Roor-(Seven Inch Record), i
h

Is it me or is poorly produced groove sludge

a waste of vinyl? This is easily the worst

record that Rhetoric has put out in a year or

so, quite possibly ever. (MM)
Rhe toric Records PO Box 82 Madison Wisconsin

53(01

Fo^al Point-Suffering of the Masses, LP

RROOAHRRR! Is this supposed to be a

hardcore band? They look like hardcore kids

with their baggy clothes, Vans, and tight

necklaces but this is straight up death metal,

complete with the occasional echoey acoustic

guitar part. The lyrics are split between sort of

vaguely political and personal and are written

in that trying-to-be-poetic-and-angry style.

The artwork is terrible - its got this drawing

of shaved-headed men on fire that look like

they’re in extreme pain and these cheesy por-

traits of the band members looking all tuff

and/or introspective (nice hatchet lighting).

Hey, if you- like this kind of thing, it’s pro-

duced well and the music is tight. (KB)

Too :h & Nail Records PO Box 12698 Seattle, WA
98+11-4698

Ful Fledge Ledge-Vladimir 7”

Sounds like a lot of the current metal they

play on the radio. (GG)

No Coast Records 21 Weybridge Ct.

Edv ardsville, IL 62025

FuJi Size-Pop Secret, CD
A little Screeching Weasel in the vocals h

some emo-punk crunchy guitars= nothing

groundbreaking, but something good to listen

to, nonetheless. It’s better than most. (JP)

BOfe Records PO Box 666 Richmond, VA

23:118-0666

Fuinaceface — unsafe@anyspeed, CD

This band actually has a song called “Ode to

Grant Hart,” and that pretty much says

everything you need to know. Very, no,

extremely catchy, well recorded, and very

much in the style (updated, of course) of

Husker Du. A fun, good album. (DC)

Car^o Records, 7070 St. Urbain, Montreal,

Que bee H2S 3H6

Thi Gain-Sing Ready Steady Smash, LP

Close your eyes and its 1977. The Gain play a great

mix of mod-rock and punk. A lot of mod bands

tend to be treble heavy, but The Gain haven’t lost the

bottom end, although its not bottom heavy either. I

have a feeling that this one will be living on my

turntable for a while, (harlo)

ity Recording Corp., P0 box 1833, Los Angeles,

50078

Migpl

CA

Garlands Room-7”

1 5 points for having the rpm written on the 7” label.

Well, I guess this is a sort of sloppy lounge band on

acid with a Mexican flavor and a screaming vocalist

(that’s the first side). Not too bad. But the song on

the second side is drony experimental sounding stuff

that my roommate Andy says sounds like early Am
Rep stuff. The first side is sort of cool and enjoyable

in that quirky, novelty sort of way but the second

side drags on and on forever. (KB)

Toyl stbull Records PO Box 809 1602-A Washington

Ave Miami Beach, FL 33139

Ge izer lake-King Frost Parade, CD
Really well produced indie rock. It’s pretty difficult

to describe, thick guitars, heavy parts, thin guitars,

light parts; odd harmonies, good melodies. Eclectic

without being annoying. (DS)

Thic k Records 916 N. Damen Chicago IL 60622

Go idolier-s/t, 7”

Toneless and tempoless emocore from Ann Arbor,

Michigan. (DS)

PO 4764 Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

Go d Medal — 7/14/67, 7”

Nervous pop songs with an appealing edginess

and unpredictability. Some of the songs get lost in

the recording, but the idea is fresh enough to

shine through. The guys have definitely listened

to a lot of early XTC and Pavement, and they’re

better for it. (DC)

Swt et Pea Records, 2144 W. Farragut Ave., Chicago,

IL € 0625

Go >ber Patrol-Vacation, CD
Wow, this is really good. This has to be one of the

best bands coming out of FAT WRECK
CHORDS in the last three years. I do have to give

Fat Mike credit for supporting them and bringing

them over here from Europe. Reminds me of Stiff

Little Fingers, but they freshen up the sound.

Good lyrics and catchy songs. I remember they

were supposed to play in Lansing, MI last sum-

mer, but they canceled. So if they are really smart

ley will come back to the States and come to

Lansing. Well I don’t know if that is a matter of

intelligence... (SY)

Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 460144, San Francisco, CA

94: .46

Go >d Riddance-A Comprehensive Guide To

Moderne Rebellion, CD
This is a Fat Wreck Chords release. I know I don’t

need to say more, but I will. Testosterone drive fast,

tight power punk, chock full o’ distortion and

backed up with a driving beat. Part of the proceeds

of this record are going to Food Not Bombs, a nice

gesture. In all, this is a fine release by these oppressed

Santa Cruz punkers. You know you’ll buy it. (MD)

Fat Wreck Chords PO BOX 460144 SF, CA 94146

Go >dfellas-s/t, CD
Fast old school punk. Uh-huh. Kept my toes tap-

ping and definitely was a lot of fun. That’s all. (JP)

Filte r Records PO Box 4948 Berkeley, CA 94704-0948

Th4 Grumpies-sA cassette

I feel like a damn fool sitting here writing record

reviews with a Walkman that only works in one ear

on, but I don’t have any other way to listen to it.

It’s worth the effort though. The Grumpies are a

girl-lead pop-punk band that’s both super catchy

and totally obnoxious (in the best sense of the

word). Now if someone would just put out their

record, I’d be able to listen to this more! (DS)

Did It Ourselves P0 Box 1892 MSU MS 39762

Thi Grumpies-2 song, 7”

Whoa, is it 33rpm or 45rpm. It says 45rpm, so its

romper room madness with the incredible

Grumpies. It was a fun trip, sounds like 5 year olds

singing along. Actual the hand screening and spray

paint add to the likeness and it does it just right. I

wouldn’t say essential, but if you got spare change

and like your poppy-punk kiddy style. (EA)

PO 3ox 1892, MSU, MS 39762

Gu t Pro / Hardship-Split, 7”

Gun Pro is a noised-out hardcore with guitar riffs

that remind me of Rorschach. The Hardship

recording has a great sound to it. Every instrument

sounds really thin but everything is separated really

good. Lo-fi Hardcore I tell ya! You get two songs

from Hardship and One from Gun Pro.

. Unintentionally brought a smile to my face. (SY)

Ste Jlth Ordeal Records, 2825 E.Burnside Box #148,

Poii land OR 97214



The Hal al Shedad-s/t, LP

The Hal al Shedad’s first full length casts them in

[he role of secret agents, complete with identifica-

tion cards and a dossier that doubles as a lyric

sheet. And secret agents they are, stealthily mov-

ing behind the enemy lines of punk rock to sub-

vert it and take it back in the name of the kids.

Cheer on our rock n roll saviours, as they may be

Dur only hope. (DS)

Trot bleman Unlimited 16 Willow St. Bayonne NJ

07C02

Hairiet the Spy — God gave us music and

the courage to sing, 10”

Decent noise punk in the mode of Bastro, with a

Dit of early Pavement thrown in. Not as good as

Bastro, but not bad at all, and quite promising.

They aren’t afraid to play slowly, and still manage

[o maintain the edge. (DC)
Double Agent, 210 Lewisburg Avenue, Franklin, TN

37C64

He; idbored-420 EP, 7”

The title alone is enough to discourage straight-

edges from buying 7”, but they arc missing out.

rhis is pretty good. It is the same slightly poppy,

:atchy punk rock that you have heard thousands of

times before, but it is still pretty good. word. (MD)
Spontaneous Leprosy Vinyl Products PO BOX 16275
SF, :A 94116

Heioines-CS

Pretty crappy, sloppy punk with very limited com-

plexity - identical guitar and bass lines. The vocals

ire of the style that I might hate the most of all

/ocal styles: sort of timid, off-key, nagging, whiny

itde girl voice. Man, I could barely make it

:hrough this tape. (KB)

PO tox 92671 Henderson, NV 89009

The HeromakerS'-Shoulda, 7”

How many different ways are there to say distor-

tion laden punk rock? This is the same thing you

have bought and enjoyed several hundred times

nefore. The only difference is that the vocals are a

:>it snottiers and not that clean. Worth checking

DUt if you are into the pop-punk type thing. (MD)
Just Add Water PO BOX 16102, Spartanburg, SC
293 16

The Hi-Fives-And A Whole Lotta You!, CD
[t seems as if the Hi Fives are the type of band

Lookout has been snagging recently, and by that I

mean jangly, simplistic music accompanied by

vaguely annoying vocals. I start to like a song and

then it starts to get less and less appealing as time

i* poorl| produced |roove ^tudje a wajbe oj

goes on. I don’t know what would make me like

this better... all I do know is the kids seem to like

em, so take that for what its worth. (JP)

Loo tout! Records

Hillside Stranglers — I am a bullet, 7”

Hard, throbbing rock (sometimes in a Helmet

rein, sometimes in a hardcore vein) with the usual

incomprehensible vocals and heavy riffs. Kinda

generic of the species, without really being all that

interesting. (DC)

44 Caliber Records, 3401 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Ml

482 16

Hui >vos Rancheros-Get Outta Dodge, CD
Huevos Rancheros are back with their might-e-fine

instrumental Dick Dale-esque sound. I can’t get

enough of “Shadow of the Apache”. They seem to

be calling this a full length, but a little short at

only 7 tracks in just under 20 minutes, (harlo)

Min Records, PO Box 3613, MP0, Vancouver, BC,

Canada, V68 3V6

Humpy-s/t T
No-frills punk rock played fast and loud. Songs

ibout technology and materialism. Pretty basic. (DS)

Bee' City PO Box 26035 Milwaukee Wl 53226-0035

lm| act-Legendes Urbaines, LP

No ifs, ands or buts about it, this is an 01! band,

rhey’re also from Europe so I can’t understand

what they’re singing about, but that’s kind of

besides the point because the CD is so low-fi the

music is barely audible. On the lyric sheet, each

song is illustrated with goofy drawings of guys in

:>oots, jeans and braces and girls with skinhead

haircuts and bomber jackets. While that stuff is

pretty funny, the music isn’t all that enjoyable, so

I’m going to have to put this one in the category of

‘for fans.” (SM)

D.S S. Records, PO Box 739, 4021 Linz, Austria

lm[ erial-s/t, 7”

Very nice packaging beautifully conceals a pretty

boring record. File under “clueless”; the inside of

the 7” jacket has a quote from avant garde com-

poser John Cage, which makes one expect to find

the same sort of creativity and experiments that

Cage employed in classical music applied to punk

rock. Nope. Instead you just get an A side that

drones on too long, with no real method to the

madness and a B side that sounds like a hundred

ather math rock bands. Imperial, here’s a tip: don’t

quote Cage if you’re not willing to do the work

because you just come off stupid. (DS)

Bati ery Power Records/Flattened 5th; no address for

either... brainy!

vin|!!?

Im[ el-Writhe in Pain, EP
Grunge FUGAZI? Loud and heavy with

3ig open rock breaks, bonus round choice

‘Big” production, rhythmic building of

measures culminating with dead ringer for

Guy Picciotto vocals. Equally obscure

‘What the hell are they talking about?”

lyrics. Purple vinyl. (KS)

Amt nunition Records, PO BOX 461, Bellflower,

CA )0707

In Crowd-Helmet b/w Cargo, 7”

Smooth buzzsaw pop punk that sorta

reminds me of the early Lemonheads. Very

well produced and quite enjoyable. (MH)
GVh Records 133 Vanderbilt St. Brooklyn NY
112 18

lnt< snsIty-Bought and Sold, CD
Banking heavily out of the D.C. melodic hard-

:ore mold (MINOR THREAT, DAG NASTY,

etc.) and it’s later Straight-Edge ntecedents the

world over, this Swedish Band’s thirteen Songs

:areen with precision harmony. High energy

melodic hardcore on a stop-watch tempo with

>ing song well sung vocal. Lacking is tension,

rhe grit a less polished studio recording

would’ve provided (With the big S.E. sound,

pou get S.E. production) or a slight edge or dif-

ference in-between track to make the whole

:hing more memorable. While this says nothing

ibout Straight edge lyrically, and for the most

part has pretty cool lyrics in English about

Sexual equality, friendships and trust, fans of

[he style might want to check this out. (KS)

Bad Taste Records, St. SODERGATAN 38, 222

23 .UND, SWEDEN

J C lurch-The Dramatic History of a

Boi ing Town, 7”

What can be said. This is typical J Church,

no extremes. They are either the band you

love or love to hate. Definitely essential if

you are a fan. Three top quality songs, with

no filler. (EA)

Crackle, P0 Box HP49 Leeds, LS6 4XL, UK

Jakkpot-You Ain’t Shit 7”

Exactly the kind of band I dig.. ..Devil Dogs

ityle kick ass rock. Unfortunately, this 7” is

anly OK. What I mean is, this music is my
style, but I have a feeling this record is

mediocre for this band.... still, ifyou see any-

[hing else by them, I would seriously consid-

er snagging it. (GG)
Am< rican Punk Records 802 S. Broadway

Balt more, MD 21231

tin
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Hopefully when bhu band make* up it* mind, ib will make up it* mind

Jeff Humphrey — s/t, V
Pretty decent pop, with some folky and psyche-

delic edges. Poorly recorded, which is too bad,

because its actually quite good—a rarity for

folky or psychedelic music these days. (DC)

Troubleman, 16 willow st., Bayonne, NJ 07002

Joe popp-Bruiser, 7”

Imagine a tough guy with a gruff, throaty

voice singing over melodic pop-rock ala Dr.

Strange. Its really quite good, and there’s def-

initely an emphasis on rock here. I like it, it’s

fun and the songs are good. Yay. (SM)

Spc ce 44 Records, P0 Box 360265, Tampa. FL

33673-0265 •

Thi Joy Popers/Explosive Kate-Split 7”

Joy Poppers are pure pop — they sound like

cross between Jules Shear and Eddie

Money, which is a compliment, by the way.

Very catchy. Explosive Kate, who sound like

early Dead Milkmen, with about the same

level of musicianship, are catchy in a silly

way and completely inoffensive. (DC)

Trie (Shot Records, 815 Rosedale Ave. #1,

Wilmington DE 19809

Joystick-Heavy Chevy, LP

Every song sounds more or less the same -

fast melodic punk a la NOFX with inferior

songwriting skills and production and bizarre

rhythms. Sometimes the vocals border on

Weird Al Yankovich. I can’t think of anything

else to say except what’s up with the double

bass drum? (KB)

Lobster Records P0 Box 1473 Santa Barbara,

CA 03102

Jur eau-Space is Hot, LP

This is the record I would put on before

going to sleep if I wanted to give myself bad

dreams. However, I’d probably never put on

this record if I wanted to just listen to a

record— way too tedious. It’s trippy space-

rock with no vocals and a lot of weird guitar

noises. The production is a little noisy, which

helps the bad-dream effect. The coolest thing

about the record: mine came with a pack of

Official Boxmen Bowling Cards — goofy

drawings of imaginary bowlers with stats and

bios on the back. Radical. (SM)

Spc oky Tree 16 Allston St., Allston, MA 02134

Wliira-175 Millimeters, 7"

This is well-done speed/death metal progressive

HC sounding stuff with excellent packaging - nice

thick red vinyl, stickers, thick insert with aestheti-

cally pleasing black and white arty layouts. Also

included is a little laminated game piece which will

go with a board game the label is going to put out

after its fourth release (all the releases will include a

game piece). Very solid release with good produc-

tion and packaging. (KB)

Thinder Lizard PO Box 171 Hopatcong, NJ 07843

Kimusawea-s/t, 7”

German new-school hardcore. Would compliment

a Victory-heavy collection. (DS)

Maximum Voice Produktion Postfach 26, 04256

Leif zig, Germany

King Prawn-First Offence, LP

Now here’s a band that really needs to make up its

mind. Genres represented in this music include

punk, funk, rap, reggae, hardcore ... and that’s all I

could find because I had to stop listening. This is

remarkably bad. Hopefully when this band makes up

its mind, it will make up its mind to break up. (SM)

Woids of Warning, P0 Box 703, Bristol Avon, BS99

5LS, UK

Kir >ckout-Think it’s Time, LP

These guys sound a lot like the Teen Idols (the one

from Memphis) - fast melodic pop-punk sort of

like the Fat stuff that’s all the rage but with a more

RnR edge and a little bit of Southern flair. Lyrics

that would be easy to remember and sing along to

because they’re pretty simple. I see these guys play-

ing in a crappy bar somewhere. The lyrics to Heat

Mama (about a 450 lb. girlfriend) are so boorish

and stupid they can’t even be remotely funny and

sort of ruined this whole CD. Why the hell do fat

jokes crack grown adults up? Oh, and a horrible

(and oh-so-original) cover of Suspect Device. (KB)

Dr. Dream 841 W. Collins Ave. Orange, CA 92667

Kurort-Oslo, 7”

Heavy, Emo sounding with vocals reminiscent of

earlier Tough and Go. I don’t think the lyrics trans-

late well into English. They read like bad, middle

school poetry: “too narrow, narrow, can’t breath

anymore; waited too long.” You get the point. (EA)

Corspiracy Records, Lange Leemstraat 388 - 2018

Ant verp Belgium

fh< Kung-Fu Monkeys-s/t, 7”

Insufficiently catchy power pop with teen obsessive

focus and nothing interesting to say musically or lyri-

cally. Plus, the guy who sings sounds like a eunuch

which would be fine if the songs were any good.

They aren’t. (DC)

Suz/ Wong Presents..., PO Box 70003, Pasadena, CA

9i:.l

Lalh-s/t, 7”

They sound like the MC5 after a lobotomy. They

undeniably rock hard, and they have a great singer,

they just don’t do very much with it. Come on

guys, unlike most bands you actually have the abil-

ity to rock. So do it. (DC)

It’s alive records, PO Box 6326, Oxnard, CA 93031-

63:

Lai imer-Citizen Jive plus two autowrecks, 7”

You know how you can just look at some record

and know that they’re good? This is one of those.

Great packaging, and the vinyl content doesn’t dis-

appoint. This is rocking, fun and energetic, has

definite punk roots and interesting song structures.

They even cover Squirrel Bait’s “Hammering So

Hard.” Good stuff. (SM)

Woild Domination, PO Box 5618, London, W9 3WT, UK

Le«ip Frog Society-7

First off—awesome cover. Silk-screened cloth cover

with a huge mock bar code on the back. The lyrics

on this are pretty good. I don’t know about any-

body else but I like this sort of fast crusty crappy

punk/hardcore style with bad production. I don’t

know how to describe this further but maybe a lit-

tle better production (not too much) could do this

band some good. There’s this crazy ditty on the

second side with drums and a trumpet that seems

spawned by boredom out there in the desert. (KB)

Meat Slap Records Box 73034 Las Vegas, NV 89170

Less Than Jake-Crash Course in Being an

Ass ihole, 7

Fun pop-punky-ska 45 worth of covers, and just

when you thought that no one would do a ska ver-

sion of J. <Geils band’s “Freeze Frame”. B-Side is

“Teenager in Love” and “Your Love”, (harlo)

Rhetoric Records, PO. box 82, Madison, Wl 53701

The i Letterbombs-s/t, 7

Sometimes it’s nice to strip Punk Rock down to it’s

base elements—speed and anger. With their woman

singer and intelligent lyrics—not to mention their

tight, no-slow-all-go approach to music, The

Letterbombs do this very nicely, thank you very

much. (DS)

Harnless Records 1437 W. Hood Chicago IL 60660



TTrr ecell-dirack Hooker, EP

Four songs of catchy Punk rock, two fast and two

Tiid-tempo sing-a-longs. Graveled vocals, good

looks, abrasive lyrics, tattooed old guys. The cover

;ays “Put it on and start breaking shit” and the

:our songs culminating with “I’m Drunk” (“Just

leave me alone or I’ll puke on you!”)No more, no

Less, doled out with enthusiasm and fervor. (KS)

Blackhole records, 12 W. Willow Grove Ave., Box 130,

Philadelphia, PA 19118

Lin ( 80 / Subincision-split 7”

Link 80 - melodic, fast punk/hardcore with horns

md some ska moments here and there. This is

ictually well done - not all light-hearted and crap-

py like newer ska bands (though classifying this

land as ska isn’t really right). The horns are pro-

duced nicely - not too brassy and obnoxious. I

ttould have done without the “pick it up”s. This

land would probably be great live. Subincision: it’s

sort of hard to classify this because I haven’t really

ieard all that many bands that sound like this.

This is sort of street-punkish with goofy lyrics,

lass-heavy, sort of low-fi. Kind of like a slower,

lot-as-melodic Rancid music wise, I guess. I’d like

:o hear a full length from this band. (KB)

Swii chblade Records - no address Link 80 PO Box

8124 Emeryville, CA 94662-8124

Ma 7 Lou Lord-Martian Saints, EP
it’s either lack of material or self confidence that

:ompels acoustic-punker Mary Lou Lord to release

ilbums with the majority of the songs not written

ly her. It’s a shame because almost across the board

ler songs are better than her covers. The same is

:rue with the Martian Saints EP, which features

inly ONE original, “Salem ‘76”, which is far and

iway the best song on the album. Mary Lou, your

iongs are great. Start playing them. (DS)

Kill tock Stars 120 NE State #418 Olympia WA 98501

Los Guarrlors-Revuelta En La Playa, 7”

Rock pop punk from Spain. The songs on side A are

fairly catchy and memorable but the original on side

3 is weaker than the songs on side A. They also do a

:over of “Stay With Me” by the Dictators which is

:
aithful to the original. The vocals are all in Spanish

»0 I have no idea what they are singing about. My
mly problem with this is the recording is a little to

lolished. For fans of Spanish punk this is something

:o pick up but this 7” isn’t a standout and probably

lot worth the price of an import. (MG)
No "omorrow, Apdo. 1134, 12080 Castell, Spain

Lynayrd’s Innards/Wynona Riders, split 10”

If you are sick of the “same old thing,” yet still

pearn for “the same old thing,” then, by George,

this record is for you! Not only is it a “cool” 10”

filled with everything you love about music: instru-

ments, vocals, et cetera, it actually has good tracks!

Some with semi-meaningful lyrics! And you can

dance to it. Of course, the dancing will be at dif-

ferent paces throughout the record, but who likes

the same old pace anyway? The Wynona Riders are

still a bit disgruntled and Lynayrd’s Innards are still

rather poppy, but both bands are worth checking

Dut. Buy this. You’ll be sorry if you don’t. After all,

there is an Adam Ant cover in it for you... (MD)
Wha Else? PO BOX 3411, Dayton, OH, 45401

The Maligmen, No title, 7”

This is hilarious! These guys think they’re the

Misfits! The first song is about eating people: “I’m

gonna eat your hands, eat your feet, ears and noses,

meat meat, meat!” If that isn’t inspired lyric writ-

ing, then let be the victim of the next song, which

is about James Bond killing somebody with a ham-

mer to the head. These guys are killing me! They

even pressed their record on blood red vinyl!

Musically, it’s old-school punk in the vein of (you

guessed it) the Misfits, and it’s actually pretty good.

But mostly, it’s just silly. (SM)

Pla* ue Records, PO Box 10911, Knoxville, TN 37939

Ma idingo-Macho Grande, LP

Dr. Strange is one df those labels that people

expect certain things from. In Dr. Strange’s case,

people expect melodic, upbeat poppy punk, slight-

ly polished, with some fairly slick packaging. This

Mandingo LP delivers on all expectations, but

there’s something about it that makes this go a step

or two beyond the average melodic pop album.

Maybe the band has been together long enough to

mature in their songwriting; maybe they just hap-

pened to write a really solid batch of songs. This

style has been done by a million bands, but

Mandingo does it really well here— well enough

to make you forget that a million bands have done

it and just enjoy it for the good album it is. (SM)
Dr. Strange PO Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 91701

Marilyn’s Vitamins-ln These Shoes LP

If there is one thing that I’ve become while review-

ing for PP its jaded. I have had a lot of records

:ross my turntable, 99% of them being absolute

shit. Very rarely have I heard anything that I

thought was worth listening to again, much less

something that I think rocks. This band is an

exception. This thing is straight ahead knock down

drag out 77 madness. Darn good release, ands I

hope I can find all the other stuff they’ve put out.

This thing rules. Unfortunately, I have it on

CD. This kind of record I totally want on

vinyl. Its just got that feel. Great stuff, worth

Fighting your brother for. (GG)
Rav\ Energy

Ma 7 Me / Hand to Mouth-split, 7”

Mary Me is distorted mid-tempo pop punk

with very tinny guitar sound and sort of a J

Church feel. Hand to Mouth is heavier punk

with gruff off-key vocals. Not bad. (MH)
Take Out the Trash! Records PO Box 541 Normal

IL6L761

The Martin Family-Maybe Next Time, 7”

Well, the quality could be better, but all in

ill, it leaves me feeling warm and squishy all

Dver. I like it, and imagine this band could be

quite the something with a few more releases.

I really like the vocals, and the emo-pop feei-

ng of the whole thing is well done. And

with a song title like “I Never Owned a

Cardigan”, I don’t think the influences are

that hard to find. And yes, I’m a sucker for

this stuff. (JP)

Min )r Detail Records 1952 Paces Landing CT

Con/ers, GA 30207

Me ?ackins/Pest, split 7"

I’m not exactly sure why everyone has been

raving about the McRackins except that

maybe they are incredibly fun live or some-

thing. “Fork” is kindergarten punk that I sup-

pose could be appealing on a base level. Both

songs are reminiscent of Screeching Weasel

3Ut airier and lacking that special Weasel

magic. “Pillow Talk” kind of reminds me of

‘My Friends are Getting Famous” (i.e. repeti-

tive and boring Weasel). Pest are sloppy fast

melodic punk with strained off-key vocals

which are way, way too loud in proportion to

the music. The production is really awful on

this. It’s nothing I’ve never heard before but

not bad. The second song is actually very

:atchy and background vocal heavy. (KB)

Ste\ e Beach Marigold Records 241 James St.

Mt. Ephraim, NJ 08059

The Meows-S/T, 7”

1 could do without the cover, but the music

is pretty good pop punk. It’s nothing incredi-

sly fiew or exciting, but there are some origi-

nal parts that keep it interesting enough for

this to be a good review. (JP)

No ' omorrow APDO 1134, 12080 Castellon Spain
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Mlsery/Assrash-Split, 7
M

Dark dirge of Minneapolis’ MISERY treads

through voluminous distortion, growled

vocals and winds to thundering hardcore.

Well practiced heaviness in the lineage of

English bands AMEBIX or ANTI-SECT.

Fellow Twin Cities Upstarts, ASSRASH

speed along a more straight forward hardcore

route, with quick snapping drums and bel-

lowing vocals. Lyrically, they’re an

“Everything’s a dollar” POISON IDEA-

” Plasma Clinic Blues, nothin to Lose, Been

down all my life, Just get drunk as fuck”. It’s

also a picture disc with all involved ugly

mugs pictured on both sides! (KS)

Cle in Plate Records, PO Box 709, Hampshire

Col ege, Amherst, MA 01002

Miss May ‘66/Bugattitype 35 — split 7”

Miss May are heavy. Very heavy. Heavy in a

no wave, scream therapy sorta way. Not bad

as No wave, if you’re in the mood for it,

though I’d personally recommend some

Teenage Jesus and The Jerks if the mood aris-

es. Bugattitype are the exact reverse: pretty

folk rock that would sound perfect on an old

“Enigma Variations” compilation. Like a

slightly more interesting Indigo Girls — talk

about being damned with faint praise. (DC)

Dra |onlady Records, 162 W. Hubbard Ave.

Columbus, OH 43215-1440

Moral Crux-Victim Of Hope, 7”

Pop-Punk. If you like it, buy this. It is three

dollars. You will not be disappointed.

Mu ant Pop Records 5010 NW Shasta Corvallis,

OR 97330

Mr, Epp-Ridiculing the apocalypse, CD

Band with future members of Green River

and Mudhoney and other Seattle bands in

its early, utterly incompetent phase.

Worthless. (DC)

Sup er Electro, PO Box 20401, Seattle WA

98: .02

Mudflap Girls-From Venus, 7”

Not unlike L7 in their later years. Flat and

rather boring. The songs are there but get

lost somehow. Maybe its the production

maybe the energy. Another seven inch that

seems that it isn’t probably up to their live

show. (EA)

Bunt Sienna 207 Powhattan, Col, OH 43204

Wustangs-Switchblade Party b/w Rough

Ho ise Rock, 7”

This is pretty cool. Straight forward buzzsaw punk

that reminds me of the Ramones for some reason. Of

the two songs Switchblade Party is the better of the

two. It is the more rockin and angsty tune. “Rough

House Rock” is good just not as good. (MG)

Slade Baird, 3205 Baird Road, Clover, SC 29710

Mutiny-Bodgy Tatts, CDEP

Fucking brilliant. Self-described as “folk punk for

punk folks,” Mutiny, who look like a bunch of crusts,

serve up exactly what they promise: folk punk. Banjo

& fiddle fill out the upbeat folk numbers that come

off sounding like the very best of the early Pogues

records. This is a band to watch for. (DS)

3ox 1158 Nth Fitzroy 3068 Victoria AUSTRALIA

Nip per!-s/t, CD
This is really lo-fi and it sounds like a bunch of kids

got together and had a great time recording their

first album. For that reason alone, I really wanted to

like this band, but unfortunately, the slowed down

music and understated vocals missed the mark for

me. A little too John Denver, maybe? (JP)

Records PO Box 648 NYC 10011

Fun At All-Out Of Bounds, CD

If you like fast punk rock with repeating catch

phrases and distortion, then this album is for you.

These five Swedish lads will make you want to yell

and scream as you hop on your skateboard to go

ruckus. I kid you not. (MD)

Rev alation P0 BOX 5232 Huntington Beach, CA 92615

i ^X-Fuck the Kids, 7”

Fans of early NoFX might enjoy this 13 song 45. I

thought it seemed almost too cliche. Songs like

“Stop Fucking My Mom” and “Murder the

Government” kind of just say, “hi, did you notice

that we’re punk rock”. Although, some pretty

funny ribs to Lint and Bad Religion, (harlo)

PO. box 193690, San Francisco, CA 94119-3690

Th< Nomads-The Cold Hard Facts of Life, CD

This is probably the best Nomads release in a long

time. They do all harder to find Canadian punk

stuff, my favorite is a Teenage Head cover. This

should go hand in hand with all the new Other

People’s Music re-releases of 70s Canadian punk.

Gives me faith in the Nomads again. (EA)

Lan ;e Rock 1223 College Drive, Nanaimo, BC Canada

5Z5

liJhen I Jirab pub bhi* CD on,

“Ro rthgrush-Embraced By The Anti Self, 7
ji

Noothgrush gives you 2 painfully slow songs about

depression, helplessness, and anger. Listening to

this, I experience the same feeling I get when I am

trying to drive home from work and traffic is

.. backed up on the freeway. Slower and heavier then

the Melvins for sure.(SY)

Slap A Ham, PO Box 420843, San Francisco, CA

94142-0843

No hing Cool-Don’t Tell Me What to Do, CD

Mid-tempo to fast melodic punk with a lousy mix

and muddy production. Song topics deal with

everyday life, personal emotions, etc. I really like

the songwriting, but the production really bugs

me. This has tons of potential, I just wish it was

more solid sounding. Decent. (MH)

Cle: irview Records 2157 Pueblo Dr. Garland TX 75040
j

ONE:21-J.I.S. (Jehovah is Strength), 7”

I’m sure these guys make Wednesday night Bible

study more interesting with their hyper OPERA-

TION IVY styled hardcore, this self-proclaimed

“Hardcore for Christ” is a “riot against Satan” I got

into to hardcore and Punk rock to get away from

self-righteous Christians who wanted to tell me how

to live my life, and despite this being a pretty even

and passable hardcore single, I’ve got no patience for

lines like “Submit yourself to our Holy God, resist

the Devil and He will flee from you”. (KS-Don’t you

dare send me tracts, chick comics and bible verses i

the mail now, creeps)

Sof i, 4643 Kendrick St., Philadelphia, PA. 19136

Ou : Of Order-Eye Caramba, CD

Rumor has it that this ska-core heptet financed

their first album through an appearance in a kit kat

ad, maybe their recent Airwalk commercial paid a

little better, as reflected in the much higher pro-

duction quality. Their brand of ska-core leave a badl

taste in my mouth, their straight-up punk songs

ain’t too shabby though, (harlo)

Theologian, P0B 1070 Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Paohinko-Behind the Green LP

Insane, fucked up, and way cool noise. Crazed stuff,

not unlike a [slightly] quaaluded Dazzling Killmen.

Normal English adjectives are failing me with this

release— weird stuff with cool lyrics. (GG)

Alte mative Tentacles Records

Pei lis Fly Trap / Kermlt’s Finger-SPLIT, CD

What a bunch of goofballs. It’s like the punchlines

for two of the worst jokes came together and

formed bands. OK, so maybe they have silly

names, but this CD kicks ass! Penis Fly Trap write

funny songs about being punk and living in



I thought. Gee, thi* la kind of annoying. Ab bke end of bhc fir*fc *onj, I knew it wma an toying.

America and watching TV. Kermit’s Finger lyrical

:ontent is very similar but they throw some politics

in the mix. Very fun and energetic. True to the

iarly 80s Boston/TAANG! Records sound. (SY)

Fan Attic Records, PO Box 391494, Cambridge, MA
02139-0015

Pei ithouse/Country Teasers — split 7”

Penthouse are early Nick Cave, Scratch Acid-like

*wamp noise. That’s as good a recommendation as

I can give. Country Teasers are weird, primitivist

rwamp noise that sounds like it was recorded on a

wo track in a truck in 1965. Both pretty good

»wamp noise, and a fine purchase.(DC)

But< her's Wig, PO Box 5618, London, England W9 3WT

Pe| Rally-Deadline, CD
These young English punks play very energetic

Dower-punk. Per Rally is very “Fat Wreck Chords”

eminiscent; if you are into that realm of punk,

:hen I suggest you support this band by purchasing

‘Deadline.” You’ll be glad you did... (MD)
One Foot Records PO BOX 3834 Cherry Hill, NJ,

08C 34-0592

Piebald-Even After Thirteen Year, He’s Still

Nol Coming Back, 7”

[ went into this record with high hopes as I had heard

»ood things about this band. Must be a “love 'em or

late 'em” type thing ‘cause I think this pretty much

dIows. Mediocre emo-core, whiny out of tune vocals

ind all... The fact that there are only two songs on

his record is another strike in my book. (MM).
Hyd a Head PO Box 990248 Boston MA 02199

Plu 5-Model Citizen +3, 7”

Punk rock for today’s kids. Thumpa thumpa

:humpa drumbeat. Basic 3 chord punk with a

nelodic guitar line like you hear from many

MoCal bands nowadays (even, though these guys

ire from Illinois). They are giving part of the pro-

reeds from this to Food Not Bombs, and it comes

vith a free Plug button and a lyric sheet. They’re

}kay in my book. (MH)
Pluf 548 S Chicago Bismarck IL 61814

Poopiehead — Big Red Poopie Eater, 7”

Feces-oriented trio from Austin, TX who play

extremely low-fi indie-pop. Despite the name,

:hey’re both catchy enough and cute enough to jus-

:ify a thumbs up, despite an apparent inability to

distinguish between adorable and infantile. (DC)
Pee (-a-boo Records, 2502 San Antonio #1, Austin,

TX 18705

the Potatomen-AII My Yesterdays, CD
I don’t really know how to describe the music on

this. Slow to mid-tempo, almost lounge-sounding

it times - maybe kind of like a faster Cure or

something or like slow dance 50s love songs. The

vocals are kind of dreamy, a bit like the Smoking

Popes. This is definitely romantic - the sort of

music you’d put on before dimming the lights,

putting your arm around that special someone, and

slow-stepping around the room. (KB)

Loo tout PO Box 11374 Berkeley, CA 94712

Psyclone Rangers / Chrome Cranks-split, 7”

Two covers. Too pointless. Too slow. The Chrome

Cranks have done washed up versions of every-

thing in the later nineties, what is one more? The

Psyclone Rangers do a Minutemen cover “Little

Man with a Gun in His Hand/” The original being

such a great song, its nice to have honored it. Too

bad, you missed the energy, the buildup that made

it great the first time. Too watered down. (EA)

Wor d Domination

Puinp’n Ethyl-Thank God I’m Livin’ in the

USA!, LP

1 think you can guess what this band sounds like

with song titles like “Drunk ‘n’ Tattooed”, “Jesus

Was a Homo” and “Goin’ to Hell” but I’ll describe

it anyway. This is a combination of Black Flag and

D.R.I. except produced better and not nearly as

appealing as either of those 2 bands. This is

macho, right wing, and pretty repulsive. My
favorite lyrical bit is from the song entitled

W.A.C.O.: “They might disarm this country /

They won’t disarm me / They might disarm this

country / They won’t take MY guns away.” Or how

about this gem: “We’re partying hard in a nudie

oar”? White trash bonehead hardcore. (KB)

DSF
, Inc. PO Box 670714 Dallas, TX 75367-0714

Racer Ten-Melodies & Memories, CD
This Canadian quartet plays poppy-power punk. They

know how to harmonize and utilize their distortion

pedals to the fullest extent; ifyou are an oppressed

skateboard riding youth, you will most likely enjoy

this 16 song, 62 minute release. Racer Ten is not quite

as fast as most bands of their realm; however, you can

still tell that they are ready to “stick it to the establish-

ment,” as it were. (MD)
One Foot Records/Racer Ten 314 7th St. SE, Medicine

Hat Alberta, T1A-1J7 - Canada

Radiobaghdad-120 Years of Bakin’, LP

The music is solid anthemic melodic hardcore with

some (I hate to use this word) raging drumming,

tight guitar work, and punchy bass lines. The

vocals leave me ambivalent: on some of the poppi-

:r songs they sound sort of like a cross

Detween Tim Armstrong, Fat Mike, and Jeff

Ott and at other times they just sound like

generic shouting. They could use more back-

jp vox very effectively. The lyrics are intro-

spective and have a sort of anti-Generation X
inti-substance abuse slant. There are a couple

winners here (Dixie Cup and Pillz) but the

est of the songs pretty much sound the

same. This band would probably be fun to

see live. (KB)

Frie idly Cow Records Schutzenstr 217 44147
Dor mund

Rai ner Maria-6 songs CD
When I first put this CD on, I thought

‘Gee, this is kind of annoying. “ At the end

jf the first song, I knew it was annoying. As

the CD wore on, I became more tolerant.

Luckily it is only 20 minutes long. Rainer

Maria is described as “Harmonious male and

temale vocals, paper-this drums; deep slow

oass; bright guitar,” in their catalog. If this

sounds good to you, far be it from me to

ceep you from your purchase.... (MD)
PcVinyl PO BOX 1885 Danville, IL 61834-1885

Rainer Maria-7”

Oh my god, I think I’m gonna cry... no really,

:an we say emo (with a capital E). But this is

not a bad thing, not at all. One of the best

Dfferings in this genre I’ve heard in a long

while. Slow and heartfelt with a touch of

Sunny Day Real Estate in there somewhere.

My one complaint, only two songs, and short

Dnes at that. Plenty of room for more... (MM)
Pol> /inyl Record Company PO Box 1885
Dar ville, IL 61834-1885

Rai idom Killing-Urine the 90’s Now, LP

Speedy old-school hardcore with a lot of

goofing around. Almost half of these tracks

ire live and they all have soundbites in

Detween. It’s not bad, but it’s not something

chat kept my interest at all. It just doesn’t put

iny sugar in my coffee, so to speak. (SM)
Rav\ Energy, no address given

The Readymen-Show Hall Bound, CD
Another bunch of Operation Ivy wannabees.

[fwe put all of the bands, that sound like op

v together though. I’d say The Readymen do

:he best job of it. (harlo)

Kin* pin Records, 920 Tuscola Ln., West Bend,

Wl 53095
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't believe that I have to v»aU valu ble apace in a majazine reviewinj

'5a nt James Infirmary-s/t, tape

Saint James Infirmary play socio-political hardcore

that reminds me of a cross between Econochrist

and Swiz. The songs flow really well and the energy

level is high. 4 songs on this tape. Really good pro-

’ duction. Unfortunately, there isn’t an address to

order it from. There is a phone number, but all

these guys need are for you to call them up and

prank them. If you are smart you will find a way to

get this tape.(SY)

No address.

Sa ge-Charcoal, CD
Sarge plays pop-rock with mostly clean guitars

(some tracks are distortion laden), female vocals,

and concise drumming. The songs are simple and

easy to listen to. This CD would make good back-

ground music during a nice friendly get-together.

Nothing exciting, but worth listening to. (MD)

Mud 905 South Lynn St., Urbana, Illinois 61801

Sa urn’s Flea Collar-Stretch to Activate, 7”

Catchy noise punk, with a Dead Kennedyesque

edge to it, with some avant garde weirdness thrown

in for kicks. Good stuff. (DC)

Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 419092, San Francisco,

CA 54141-9092

Sci ired of Chaka-Masonic Youth, CD

Hmmmm. ... I heard this a couple years back. It was

in college doing a radio show, except they were called

the Mr. T Experience. There wasn’t any info with this

release but hey, I loved Mr. T Experience back in their

heyday. I hate to make such blatant comparisons but

this disc is screaming for it. Highly recommended for

the pop fans of yesteryear. Big thumbs up to a rather

untypical Empty release. I will feel like a dork if this

has ex-members in it, what do I know. (EA)

Empty Records PO Box 12034 Seattle, WA 98102

Th* Rehabs-Motor City Weekend b/w

Se it From Heaven, 7”

These guys are described as “greaser sensa-

tions” on the Just Add Water merchandise

sheet which is fairly accurate. Southern influ-

enced fast, punky rock and roll with some

handclaps and “oww!”s thrown in. I picture

leather jackets, chops, and curled lips. This is

produced pretty well. (KB)

Jus Add Water Records P0 Box 16102

Sp« rtanburg, SC 29316

uvenate-To the Extreme, LP

Real tough guy NYHC with guttural mascu-

line shouted vocals with lyrics like “The timers

set the clock starts to tick”. Very metal but

does not have the attractiveness of older

metal/thrash bands, maybe because the vocalist

sounds like he’s forcing himself to sound like

he’s throwing up constantly. They cover “Pay

to Cum” by Bad Brains and “Victim in Pain”

by Agnostic Front which are, strangely enough,

of the songs that 2 Chicago pop-punk bands

(Bollweevils and 88 Fingers Louie) also covered

last year on vinyl. Ha ha. The live portion of

the CD is simply unlistenable. (KB)

Free Spirit Records P0 Box 1252 Madison Sq.

Staj New York, NY 10159-1252

Re nission-Fetus the Code, 7”

Dual-vocals crust-core, done with some

decent power behind it. I’m not a fan of this

genre, but there were some sounds on here

that really caught my attention. The dual

vocals definitely help this out, with one guy

sounding like a dying chicken and the other

being pretty throaty—there’s even some

death metal sounding vocals. Decent. (SM)

Pov er Ground Records, 1309 South 21 St.,

Ma litowac, Wl 54220

Rir gwurm-Virgin of the Clouds:

Do Tiesticate Man, Domesticate It, CD

I can’t believe that I have to waste valuable

space in a magazine reviewing this, much less

that anyone would think this is good and

want to have this band on their label. And

besides, how many Ringworms (Ringwurm,

whatever...) are there these days? I’ve run into

at least two others this month. Never mind

the played out alien graphics... (MM)

Not ling 2538 La Miranda Dr. San Jose CA

95:25

Ripcord — s/t, Tr

Like Mount Shasta without the personality, I’m

willing to admit that they’d probably sound better

live (or on a better recording). As it is, they sound

like a noisy mess without any real Oomph. (DC)

Cra y Man Records, 2532 Chattahoocee Cir, Roswell,

GA 30075

Ro; idapple-Greatest Hits, 7”

This is no different from things that are just like it.

If you like malt liquor, wearing metal products,

and dirt, then you will love this record. It is actual-

ly not that bad if you are into the semi hardcore

punk rock thing. (MD)

Spontaneous Leprosy Vinyl Products PO BOX 16275

SF,|CA 94116

Roiiwell-No title, 7”

An interconnection of well played intricate pro-

gressive rock, downbeat post-hardcore heaviness

and quiet emo reflection. Throaty rasps call for the

truth, honesty and healing, and my favorite track

“When?” mixes this with Scalding old NEURO-

SlS-style back up vocals. Four songs, green vinyl,

bad smear of oil paint and line drawing cover, and

record labels with pictures of Dead people. (KS)

Hyd ra Head Products, no address

Rul >bish Heap-Path of Lies, EP

Dark and grimy, this four song EP features complex

post hardcore, churning rhythmic noise in layers of

guitar with gnarled vocal in a swarming black mass.

Dynamic, manic drumming propel this from ear

stop to lunge into ripping hardcore. Bleak and grim

lyrics tinged with hope. Great graphics and a well

laid out booklet, this Belgian bands stand creative

and strong in a field of imitators. Good record. (KS)

Corspiracy Records, Lange Leemstraat 388, 2018

Ant verpen, BELGIUM

Rui n-Songs of Reverie and Ruin, CD

This is a reissue of a Philly hardcore band circa ‘82-

‘87 who I am unfamiliar with. This compiles their

two LP s on CD. The linear notes mention they

were on many compilations but those tracks are not

on here. Musically they sound like latter Black Flag

meets NYHC. Some of there stuff is louder/fester

straight up hardcore while other songs are more jazz

punk/hardcore Black Flag type stuff. If you like

non-standard punk or hardcore stuff this will prob-

ably be something to check out. (MG)

Black Hole Records, 12 W. Willow Grove Ave. Box

13C ,
Philadelphia, PA 19118

The Scaries/Uphill Down, split 7”

The Scaries manage to successfully incorporate Star

Wars sound bites and cheesy 80’s metal guitar licks

into their distortion laden punk rock. For that

alone, this 7” is worth checking out. Uphill Down

a bit angrier, but still manage to rock, as it

were. Get this one. (MD)

Scaries 309 Central Ave., Butner, NC, 27509The

Upqill Down PO BOX 35344, Richmond VA 23235

lei Secretaires Volantes-Thermoplastique, CD

French madness. You can’t really sing along (unless

you know French, duh?). I agree with fellow review-

er Scott Yahtzee. This is one great release, a total sur-

prise. Get this now. Very emoesque but more. (EA)

Pint :hless available through Cargo



1

"5SI F-Code Name: Spivey, CD
[ really like this CD a lot. I put this in, sat down

ind immediately went into memories of being sev-

enteen and begging my mom to give me a ride to

:his dinky club on Long Island called the Angle to

;ee bands like this- tight, melodic and crunchy, with

ust this side of emo vocals. This is, hands down, the

:>est punk CD I have heard in ions. I command you

ill to buy this CD now. You will then see how to do

:his type of music right and proper, as opposed to

:he typical Doc Hopper rip off (which I can no

onger tolerate). Get this, indeed. (JP)

Thrc e Day Hero Records 311 University Commons
Cay :e, SC 29033

The Service-Man’s Ruin, CD
This is in no way bad, its just average, generic oi-

3unk. That’s really all I can say. (JP)

DSS Records PO Box 739, 4021 LINZ Austria

Seven Years War-Ranks of the Common
People, CD

Ten songs of complex and heavy mid-tempo post

hardcore, changing quickly between parts of the

;ongs from rhythmic runs and breaks in almost

Dverkill musicianship. Hoarse “My War”-Era

ROLLINS styled vocals belt out personal political

lyrics regarding racism, sexuality, ecology, war and

Dther topics. The booklet details the lyrics with

explanations and graphics, and this Vermont band

s the first band I’ve seen where every member has

:heir own E-mail address if you need further clari-

fication! Gripping and engaging. (KS)

Moc cow Records, PO Box 616 , Madison, Wl 537017
Struggle, 130 Stobe Ave.

, Staten Island, NY 10306

Shock Treatment/Nuevo Catecismo

Catolico-split 7”

Shock Treatment totally sheds their traditional

Ramones style for this one, giving a GG Allin song

:he straight on punk treatment. Pretty good, I

:hink. N.C.C. sound kinda new wavy, not all that

*reat. Still, they cover a Wayne County song which

[ think is cool, but I’m from New York so I’m

biased. Limited to 1000. (GG)
No "omorrow APDO 1134, 12080 Castellon Spain

Sissy Bar-Statutory Grape, CD
[ was not expecting this at all... with a band name

ind CD title like that, I halfway expected frat boy

rock. Instead, I was pleasantly surprised by the

sweet music that was reminiscent of Heavenly, only

more technical and raw. Sissy Bar play sweet and

sleepy music, but make sure the songs have ade-

quate bite, which leaves me singing along and

shouting “bravo!” afterwards. (JP)

Sug ar Fix PO Box 46361 Los Angeles, CA 90046-0361

much tc44 that anyone would think thi* u |ood and wanl to have thu band on their label.

Sit n’ Spin-Pappy’s Corn Squeezin, CD
This reminds me of a polished Headcoatees. I love

the Headcoatees so this makes up in the repeated

play bin. You could never expect Planet Pimp to

put out an over-produced record. They did it with

Sit n’ Spin and I would have rather have seen a

typical Planet Pimp sound on this one. The opener

‘Dance with My Baby” got me out of my seat and

made me want to dance, and I don’t dance. Well,

pogo. Highly Recommended. (EA)

Plar et Pimp 1800 Market St. no 45, SF, CA 94102

Six -o-Seven-Take it Light, 7”

Aside from the badly scanned images, the artwork

on this is nice—clean, black and white, simple,

pleasing to the eye. I guess this is what some would

:all melodic post-hardcore (not emo). Catchy

kooks, original songwriting, steady beats, a tad

reminiscent of Lifetime. Enough phrase and tempo

changes to keep it interesting and the singer

sounds like James Hetfield (no shit!). Good lyrics

and great production too. This one’s a keeper. (KB)

14 Vilson Hill Rd. Binghamton, NY 13905

Slink Moss-Ghost Train, CD/EP

This 5 song CD/EP consists of rock-country music

with surf overtones. Some of the guitar licks

remind me a bit of Junior Brown, but are not as

complex,- concise or rapid. The vocals have an

almost “80’s metal” feel, and for the most part, the

• instruments are clean and precise. In all, this EP

kas a “stuck in the desert” type atmosphere that

could be described as Willie Nelson meets Bon

fovi—Slink Moss is their spawn. (MD)
Ratt esnake 1507 E. 53rd St. #615, Chicago, IL, 60615

Slugger/Ladder Day Saints-split 7”

I probably have 100 records that sound exactly like

this split. Slugger are very so-cal punk rock, while

Ladder Day Saints are only slightly so-cal, with

more of a straight-ahead hardcore punk approach.

Nothing new. (DS)

Sea ed For Freshness #19 10024 82 Ave. Edmonton

AB 6E 123 CANADA

Sk* inkin’ Plckle-The Green Album, CD
When I sat down with the latest from the kings of

skacore, I didn’t expect too much. But Goddam,

this is good. 6 Covers (Bad Manners, Bad Brains,

Gorilla Bisquits, Devo...) and 7 re-recordings of

Pickle originals only available on early demos. This

is the last Skankin’ Pickle record with Sax/Vocalist

Mike “Bruce Lee” Park, (harlo)

Dr. Strange; P0 Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 91701

the &kizmatics-No Heroes 7”
"

[ like Beer City Records. A lot of their stuff is

really good—the Bristles LP they did was per-

fect. In fact, fans of the Bristles would love

-hese guys—they’re very similar, doing solid

street punk/77 type stuff that I dig. But I

want to add something. This band is from

Briarcliff Manor, one of NY’s richest towns.

These guys should hang out with the

Casualties. I also have it on good authority

:hat the cover art is drawn by their high

ichool art teacher. Punk rock. Whatever, I

don’t fnind this stuff, I just thought it was

funny. No matter what, besides the guitar solo

an the title track, this is darn good stuff. (GG)
Bee’ City PO Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wl

532 26-0035

The Skolars-10 Songs: and then some, CD
This is a good debut CD for Detroit’s ska-

:ore darlings. Includes new studio stuff, stuff

from their Something Borrowed... 7 inch, as

well as lots of extra hidden tracks. And some

funny stuff in between songs. While the

songs and production quality are good, I

:hink that the Skolars true appeal is in their

much rawer live show, (harlo)

Jump Up! Ska, 4409 172, Greenview, Suite 2W,

Chit ago, IL 60640

Slackjaw-A Sinking Ship Loves

Company, CD
This mixes the indie of Superchunk with the

:mo of the Promise Ring. Not too bad

except the stop-start bits in the first song are

obviously assisted with a little “studio magic”

leaving a sour taste in my mouth for the rest

of the record. (MM)
Figurehead PO Box 9294 Portland OR 97207

Sla j)shot-Old Tyme Hardcore, CD
This CD got off to a good start. Old style

fast hardcore with a little bit of a metal chug-

j*a chugga feel to it. However, all the songs

sound somewhat the same and it detracts

from the CD. (MG)
Taang! Records

Sli< k Shoes-CDEP
Hrmm. #

Another goddamn Tooth & Nail

oand. Mother of god, why can’t you make

:hem stop? Jesus Christ they’re annoying! This

»oddamn cheesy band sound like Green Day.

fesus fukking Christ do they suck. (GG)
Tool i and (GodDamn) Nail Records P0 Box

12698 Seattle, WA 98111
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/Ai|ht make a jood coaster that neat CD in the“
*511 gfest-No title, tb

First off, you don’t name your band

“SLUGFEST” and put a picture of a tree on

the cover of your record. Perfect sense, like

Henry David Thoreau kicking ass at Walden

pond, every time I get back to nature I relax

> think about Mosh style hardcore with

lyrics about being stabbed in the back The

;ight songs here are taken from this defunct

bands two seven inches and demos are exact-

ly that. Proficient and basic mosh style mid

tempo chunky hardcore with angry vocals

resounding “What We’ve done, What We ve

shared and Now I don’t know you!”. Pre-

DESPAIR and SNAPCASE. (KS)

Initi al Records, PO Box 251145, West

Bio jmfield, Ml 48325

Sirjart Bomb — Fair Warningy CD

L bunch of Dutch noisemakers with a love of

politics and loud guitars— always a neat

idea. They back up their rantings with a dose

of early ‘80s style hardcore, with shouted

vocals and anthemic chords. Pretty good,

though they could use a little variety. (DC)

Ne\ erCore Records

Sir fle-Masterlocks +3, 7”

College-radio friendly pop rock. The vocals

sound a lot like Peter Cortner singing for Dag

Nasty, which isn’t a bad thing. What the bad

thing is, however, is the overall wimpiness of

this EP. I don’t have a problem with wimpy

music, but when it’s right there on the bor-

derline between wimpy and powerful and it

doesn’t even flirt with the powerful side of

things, it annoys me. And there’s something

very annoying about these four songs. (SM)

Re\ elation Records, PO Box 5232, Huntington

Be? ch, CA 92615-5232

Elli ot Smith-Either/Or, LP

The second full-length from folk-punker

Elliot Smith Finds Elliot picking up Firmly

where his First LP left off. More moody,

haunting songs about life and love. The

hooks are plentiful and the lyrics absolutely

stunning. The First Elliot Smith record was

one of my favorite records of 1995. This

promises to be one of my favorites of 1997.

(DS)

Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State #418 Olympia WA

981 01

”TFk Smut Peddlers-Failure, cb

If Suicidal Tendencies spent a lot of time in biker

bars, they might sound like the Smut Peddlers.

Complete with lots of homophobic, xenophobic, and

helmet laws suck” lyrics. Might make a good coaster

that neat CD in the microwave thing, (harlo)

Smiit Peddlers, 1525 Aviation Bl., Box 289, Redondo

Beech, CA 90278

Sm iff-Flibbiddydibbiddydob, CD
Read the review of Snuff said CD and you will get

more fan based review. I hard a hard time getting

past the “Smoke on the Water” guitar at the end of

track one. Not cool. If you like them, you like it. If

you hate Fat, then avoid like the plague. (EA)

Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA

94419-3960

Sm iff-Snuff Said, CD
Another top notch record from these British pop-

punks. Proof that the west coast sound isn’t limited

to California. Sure, they sound like most of the

other Fat Records bands, but who says that’s a bad

thing. Excellent cover of ‘I think we’re alone now’

and a pretty bold cover of ‘purple haze’, Hendrix is

probably rolling in his headband, (harlo)

Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA

941 19-3960

Sore Loser-lt Only Hurts on the Inside, 7”

Mostly pop punk on this 7”, though they do kick

into a raging HC tune at the end of side one. Nice

melodic songs and well sung vocals. No real hooks

to make this memorable, but still enjoyable.

Comparable at times to the Doughboys (anyone

remember them?). (MH)

Dosei Jidai 5719 Viking Houston TX 77092

Sp ice Cookie-Shut Up Punk, 7”

Fast surfy punk instrumentals (more or less). While

not done with the same flair as bands like MoAM,

this band has still released a super happening

record for fans of fast surf stuff. (MH)

Reservation Records PO.Box 7374 Athens GA 30604

Sp ice Cookie-Gun in my Hand, 2x7”

Fairly forgettable distorted vocals is what pops out

of the mix here. The double vinyl probably doesnt

do this justice. I believe this band is ten times better

live than this platter. Don’t go out of your way. (EA)

Reservation Records PO Box 7374 Athens, GA 30604

Sp; izz-La Revancha , LP

Total spazz-core as only Spazz could define it. Fast

energetic noisy sloppy hardcore. 3 different tempo

changes every minute, jerkin yer ears and body all

over the place. Great humor is involved in all Spazz

material. Reference “Backpack Bonfire” and

“Dewey Decimal Stitchcore” and you will know

what I mean. The whole record is also laced

between songs with great hip-hop and silly sam-

ples. While Spazz is usually pretty good with Filling

the albums with samples, a special DJ crew was

brought in for this record. This is Spazz at their

best. If you have not gotten into Spazz, this is a

great place to start. Then you can buy all their

older stuff because it all rocks! (SY)

Sol nd Pollution, PO BOX 17742, Covington, KY 41017

Sp led McQueen, LP

This is sort of glam indie rock type stuff. The

vocals really border on Bon Jovi turf. Man, the

longer this CD goes on, the more irritated I get by

the heartwrenching, feel-sorry-for-me mood of the

music (wouldn’t know about the lyrics because

they weren’t included). This would be very mar-

ketable and palatable for the we-embrace-medioc-

rity masses I’d reckon. (KB)

Necessary Records 676 Broadway, Third Floor New

York, NY 10012

Sp< ledy Delivery-Up Front, EP

At First glance this shabbily Xeroxed packaged,

remedial but proficient hardcore single is just

another vinyl puck in the mountainous heaps of

inconsequential souvenirs for the band members,

their friends and family. The Lyrics however, are

mired in Christian dogma-Jesus dying for your

Sins, Redemption, Heaven and Hell. The beauty of

hardcore and punk rock is the freedom of personal

and political expression, and noting that these

Pennsylvania youngsters can do and say whatever

they want, but the encroachment of a religion, any

religion who’s doctrine focuses on Oppression, sub-

servience, denial and fantasy on a scene based on

freedom is a pathetic contradiction. (KS)

Sof v, 4643 Kendrick St.., Philadelphia, PA 19136

Thd Spent Idols-Hugs and Kisses LP

I have always wondered why people like this band.

As usual, they are really bad 77 punk that always

seem to have new records coming out that always

get great reviews. This thing sucks consistently.

Half studio, half live concert, all shit. (GG)

Spe nt City Records PO Box 383 Vista, CA 92085

Sq lat-lt’s All Over, LP

Pretty straight ahead punk with a smattering of rock

& Toll thrown in - fast paced, mosdy 3 chord stuff

with vocals at times resembling Exene Cervenka’s

(but more melodic) with the occasional X-like disso-

nant harmonies. The production on this is pretty

piss poor which actually detracts quite a bit - the



vocals are way too loud and prominent but still

nanage to sound weak. Not something I’d listen to

:>ffen (unless it was remixed and re-produced). (KB)

Red ArchivesNew

Squirtgun-Another Sunny Afternoon, CD
More caffeine fueled pop-punk about coffee and

girls from your old buddies Squirtgun. This “sunny

Afternoon” if chock full o’ catchy guitar licks and

looks, in an almost “The Queers on prozac” type

wain. Squirtgun has matured a bit since their last

effort; they sound tighter and slightly more con-

used. I caught a sound reminiscent of the Casio

PT-1 “violin” effect on the “Come On Let’s Go”

:rack: this wise instrument choice means bonus

points for these mid-west punkers. In all, “Another

Sunny Afternoon” is one for the kids. Enjoy! (MD)
Loo tout!

Sta-Prest-Let’s be Friendly with our Friends, 7”

Another Outpunk release, another move for peo-

ple’s rights. I really like Outpunk. Why? Maybe it

s the homophobic Midwest coming out, or maybe

ts just that Matt finds some good bands. Sta-Prest

ise instruments in just a different tune that make

:his one stand out. Jangly guitars, Casio keyboards,

distortion, etc all come out to make this a little

letter than the last record I listened to. If you like

:he label, the cause or anything on K records,

you’ll like it. (EA)

Outpunk, PO Box 17051, SF, CA 94117

The Stand G.T.-Apocalypse Cow!, LP

ft’s poppy, it’s sappy, it’s melodic ... hell, it’s down-

right toe-tappin’. Cross Mr. T Experience and

Zoinks! and there ya go. While this style is nothing

lew, it’s still great when it’s done well, and it’s cer-

rainly done well here. Whoo hoo. (SM)

Lanoe Rock Records, 1223 College Drive, Nanaimo,

B.C
,
Canada V9R.5Z5

Starlight Conspiracy-Sounds Like A Silver

Holler, LP

When I first put this on, I thought it sounded a lot

like the Swirlies, but upon further inspection, I

rhought it sounded a lot like Dahlia Seed. The

wocal styling would suggest something a lot more

relaxing than this album ends up sounding. If I

nay be so bold as to coin a term, this is Ethereal

Hardcore, and I think Starlight Conspiracy is on to

something here. This is really nice. (JP)

Catapult Records 215 A Street Boston, MA 02210

Stc adfast—Sixteen Reasons Why, CD
Catchy pop punk with melodic guitars, and grainy

(yet somehow smooth) vocals and cool back-ups.

This is a well put together and enjoyable release.

Nothing earth shattering or amazing, but overall

^ood listening. (MH)
One foot Records PO Box 3834 Cherry Hill NJ 08034

The Stinks-lt’s Fun and Easy to Build

Together, CD
Fire up your Nova and pop this new one in the hi-fi.

This garage trio will definitely have you tapping the

steering wheel all the way down county road 10. It

gets a little repetitive at times, but the still fun. (harlo)

Syrr pathy for the Record Industry, 4450 California

Place #303, Long Beach, CA 90807

Strain-Our End, 7”

Everything about this CD screams “MOSH!” —
the X-marked hands pointing like guns in the air

Dn the cover, the pictures of distraught-looking

teen boys with Revelation shirts on, the name of

the band ... this is mosh-core to a T. And while I’m

by no means a fan of the genre, this EP isn’t bad.

The recording is thick and the songs are angry. The

vocals could use a little work. The packaging scores

points for simplicity. (SM)

Heat First Records, Bockhstr. 39/10967 Berlin, Germany

Str anger Death 19-Astral Pilot, 7”

By the packaging I guessed this to be either a surf or

space rock band. Instead, the first side is wimpy

indie rock with sort of forced whiny vocals. The

songs on the second side remind me of an older

southern CA band that I can’t think of no matter

bow hard I rack my brain. Melodic, really punchy,

:atchy punk. Unappealing packaging though—card-

stock cover, no insert, no paper record sleeve. (KB)

Elastic PO Box 17598 Anaheim, CA 92817

Strychnine & the Rat Traps-s/t, 7”

Rock and roll the way they used to play it, loud and

pointless, recorded by Bongwater honcho Kramer.

Great stuff—gotta love it. (DC)

Foe P0 Box 4, Bethlehem, PA 18016

Supersleuth -Mr. Bean’s World, 7”

Supersleuth play superspeedy, that’s for sure. I can feel

the drummer sweating from here. This is a poppy

record, but unfortunately, it’s not a very catchy

record, and it needs to be to be a good record. In a

few places it shines, so maybe a follow-up record will

De the catchy poppy masterpiece that this one falls

short of. (SM)

382 Apple River Dr., Naperville, IL 60565

The Suspects-New Dawn in the 21st

Century, CD
Always delivering powerful bare-boned Sing-

i-Jong punk rock, . This twelve song second

LP by Arlington’s SUSPECT is less immedi-

itely catchy than their “Voice of America”

debut. It is marked with a fuller guitar

sound, perfectly complementary hoarse

vocals and more speed (In a 1979-1980

proto-hardcore sort of way). Tough stuff,

with lyrics about disappointment, trust the

future and familiar “street punk” themes of

Deer drinkin’, brawlin’ and glory (not neces-

sarily resultant of the latter two however).

Rocking and strong. (KS)

Torc|ue P0 Box 229, Arlington, VA 22210

Swfeet Baby-lt’s a Girl!, CD
Aii, I’ve been waiting to hear this for a lorfg

-the repress of Sweet Baby’s full length.

Beatles-ish 50s style bubblegum pop songs

ibout girls with loads of harmonies. This is

totally fuckin cheesy but I love it. As far as

pop songs go, you just can’t beat She’s From

Salinas. Hey, and it’s got Sergie Loobkoff

from Samiam. If you don’t like songs you can

dap your hands to and dance like a high

school dork too, this isn’t for you. (KB)

Loojcout! P0 Box 11374 Berkeley, CA 94712

Swingin’ Utters-A Juvenile Product of

the Working Class, LP

This is pretty straight-ahead simple punk but

rvery once in a while these guys experiment

with stuff most punk bands won’t touch -

iccordion, acoustic guitar, key changes, etc. I

like the gravelly vocals and street punk feel.

There are a couple really kick ass songs here like

“The Next in Line” and “Fifteenth and T” (the

Dest songs are the really fast- ones). This isn’t

eally typical Fat stuff - I’m more and more sur-

prised by the bands on Fat these days. This is a

lot punker sounding and rough around the

:dges - not too overproduced - though it (of

nurse) doesn’t really capture the energy of their

live show. The CD insert is awesome - lyrics

rnd artwork laid out by hand and pictures of

the band from a photo booth. (KB)

Fat A/reck Chords P0 Box 193690 San

Frar)cisco, CA 94119-3690
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Tec io Boys — 6uter Space Shit, CD

Okay, let me see if 1 have this straight: A sci-

ence fiction/horror movie obsessed, surf punk

band with a vocalist who seems to think he’s a

member of Joe King Carasco and the Crowns.

Entertaining, but really odd, in a way that

makes it difficult to say whether it’s really cool

or terrible. Certainly worth hearing, for the

wacky Hispanic “Mezcal” alone. (DC)

Elevator; PO Box 1502, New Haven, CT 06505

Third Lung-Full Leather Interior Demo

Widi all the movie samples on this thing I

thought I was listening to a Laceration record.

Sort of industrialish drony bass guitar heavy with

processed vocals. It’s decent I suppose. (GG)

Veg as; PO Box HP72 Leeds, LS6 1XT, W. Yorks,

Eng land

Th<! Tirekickers-Smedication, CD

This is a good example why you shouldn’t

judge a book (or CD) by it’s cover. The cover

art looks hokey and lame but this CD is defi-

nitely better than most. Most of the songs are

thrashed out hardcore/punk that reminds me

of old So. Cal bands and even Adrenaline OD
at times. Then there are a few pop-punk songs

and a token ska song. A decent debut. (MG)

Raw Energy, 65 Front Street West ste #0116-

42, Toronto, ON M5J 1E6

To| Dead Center-Blackballed, 7”

Crappy punk that goes from crusty to

Submachine with the ever popular I m-throw-

ing-up-while-singing vocals. I don’t think these

folks have much recording experience because

the songs drag - even the super fast ones. Very

sloppy and with godawful lyrics. Its on white

vinyl if you’re into that sort of thing. (KB)

Prot agonist 001-43 Linden St #6 Allston, MA 02134

Trliik Babys-Born 2B This Way, 7
"

This is the latest slab of wax from NYC’s Trick

Babys. The three songs on here were recorded

live at Brownies and the sound is superb. In

fact it sounds more like a studio than a live

recording. The Trick Babys are band that can

deliver the goods. Three catchy songs of their

pop Rock n’ Roll sound. (MG)

Fen iletter; 306 West 4th Street, NY, NY 10014

Tri< iky Dick-We Need Direction, 7”

This is the underproduced, homespun punk

rock that makes us all remember why we like

this music in the first place. Sure, all the

bands that get big labels like Lookout or

Epitaph to put out their music get us to go

to shows and buy records, but it’s bands like Tricky

Dick that keep me listening to punk. The music is

fast and somewhat reminiscent of Crimpshrine,

only faster. I like this a lot, it’s recommended. (JP)

Broken Spoke; PO Box 401279 Redford, Ml 48240

Trunk-Beaned Up Polkas, CD

This rages. Fast punk / hardcore with super solid

guitars and tight drumming and low end. The lyrics

are well thought out and socially conscious, which

_ nice to see nowadays. Very recommended. (MH)

Rav Energy Music 65 Front Street W. Suite 0116-42

Tort nto ON M5J 1E6 Canada

UK Subs-Occupied, CD
This hasn’t been a good month for me in CDs.

I’ve gotten CD’s that I do not like but I’m sure

plenty of reviewers and people would like. This is

the Subs fifteenth CD. I never got into these guys

but fans of the band may like this. (MG)

Ami terdamned, PO BOX 862558, LA, CA 90086-2558

Urk an DK-Human Indifference, 7”

Speedy, throaty crusty grindcore. Considering this

s a style of music I don’t really like, I was pretty

impressed with this. The songs are solid, short,

powerful, and on one of them the guy even sings,

which surprised me. If you’re of the spiky-haired-

music variety, look into this. (SM)

Pover Ground Records, 1309 South 21 St.,

Manitowac, Wl 54220

Underhand-Connections, 7”

I’m pretty sure that Mutant Pop can do no wrong.

Every release I have seen on this label is grade a,

top notch pop-punk. Underhand is no exception

to that rule: they have all I need: fast guitar, nifty

bass lines that stand out, driving drums and nice

vocals. Indeed. And for $3 post paid, you certainly

can not go wrong here. (JP)

Muiant Pop 5010 NW Shasta Corvallis, OR 97330

Vanilla Muffins-Always On the Wrong Side, 7”

I don’t know what the name Vanilla Muffins imply

but I really like their music. They remind me of Black

Market Clash, (non-reggae side). Worth a listen. (SY)

Shiner/Black Hole Records 12 W. Willow Grove Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa 19118

Veiy Metal-Banned in St* Louis, 7”

Sloppy old-school three chord punk rawk. Yelled

vocals, lots of goofy drawings involving beer on the

cover, you know the routine. Bands who do this

genre need to have something special about them

to get my attention, but Very Metal (despite hav-

ing a great name) just don’t have it. (SM)

Beer City P0 Box 26035, Milwaukee, Wl 53226-0035

Wabda Chrome and the Leather

Phjiraohs-Wanna Be Your Dog, 7”

It’s a shame that a band would waste what I would

presume is their first vinyl release with two covers.

Tile “Wanna Be Your Dog” is the better of the

«. two, there is nothing over the top about the 7’
. It’s

average and maybe an original would have made

this 7” better. (MG)

Beqr City Records

Wa^m Wires-Severe Comfort, CD

fell crafted alternative / college rock with whiny

(Camper Van / Spot 1019 sort of vocals. Good use of

organs, violin, and other hippy instruments along

dth git, bass, and drums. This is a fine pop album,

though I can only handle it in small doses. (MH)

Sugar Fix; PO Box 46361 Los Angeles CA 90046

Webster—s/t, 7”

Good punk, early Green Day style, that’s forceful,

catchy and fun. How’s that for an easy review? (DC)

American Punk, 802 S. Broadway, Baltimore MD 21231

Webster-1000 Letter b/w (Fuckin’) Sap, 7”

his record is example ofwhy good songwriting is

real important. This record should be great! It has

^ood musicians with a good but slick sound. They

play buzzsaw punk with pop sensibilities (I know

that sounds cheesey). This record falls short with

the songs. They’re weak! (MG)

American Punk; 802 S. Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21231

Wh|atever...-Jabberwocky, CD

'his is typical pop punk. It’s good, no denying

that, it’s just un-original. I’m underwhelmed, yet I

t’t say anything bad about this, so I suppose it s

/orth a listen or two. (JP)

Dead Beat; PO Box 283 Los Angeles, CA 90078

Wretched Ethyl-Cranky, CD

[Boring, generic rock music with a female singer who

has a hard time actually singing. At times they almost

[remind me of 8 Bark but not really. I wonder if the

misspelled “Instatution” (sic) is on purpose. (MM)

Scrttufff 7110 Westminster Street Powell River BC

Car]ada V8A 1C6

Yoiir Mother-...Sometimes Scott Jones is

Our Roadie, 7”

Silly pop punk that is played faster than most. The

highlight is the Bad Religion medley (complete

ifh “oozin’ ahhs”). They change the lyrics and are

highly critical of Bad Religion. Fuckin hilarious

;tuff as they shred through many of BR’s classics

tearing their ethics apart in the process. This alone

makes this record worth seeking out. (MM)

The Probe PO Box 5068 Pleasanton CA 94566
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^?oEth Brigade-To Sell the Truth, 66
Excellent, hard-ish punk, but still keeping a poppy

Peel. Sort of a Pennywise sound on this new slab. Gets

i little preachy at times, but overall, very good, (harlo)

BYO Records, PO Box 67A64, Los Angeles, CA 90067

Zoi iks!-Stranger Anxiety, CD
A collection of most of the Zoinks! tracks from

/arious comps and seven inches, along with a cou-

ple of tunes that haven’t appeared anywhere else

’yet). Some songs were re-mixed for this CD, so it

las a more consistent sound than many of these

ype of collections. If you’re not familiar with

Zoinks!, but like your punk with a pop edge (or

/ice versa), consider picking this one up. (MH)
Dr. otrange PO Box 7000-117 Alto Loma CA 91701

V/A -Another Probe 7 inch With a Girl on the

Cover, 7”

Side A of this comp is great. It starts off with a rag-

ing thrashed out hardcore song by Fuckface called

‘Big Pile of Cocaine” which rules. The Charles

Bronson, Your Mother and Plaight songs are good

out as good as the Fuckface song. Whoever compiled

this must have been on crack when they choose the

;ongs for side B. It is this band called Yogurt who

play this mellow pop shit which sucks. The Fuckface

*ong makes this comp worth it. (MG)

Probe Records, PO BOX 6068, Pleasanton, CA 94566

V/A -Blasts From the Basement Vol. 1 7”

Attention record label people. If you plan to do a

:omp, don’t make another 30 band CD comp with a

Dunch of Lookout! bands or Epitaph dorks. Also

don’t get a pile of throwaway garbage tracks or previ-

Dusly released swill. And especially don’t include “hard

:o find” tracks, since the only thing that ever makes it

lard to find is that it’s hidden after 5 minutes of dead

lir on the end of the band’s most recent CD and all it

ever amounts to is the band doing Beavis and

Butthead impressions and making fart noises with

:heir armpits while covering the latest Top 40 hit in

che back ground. Instead, follow the example of the

fine gent behind Centsless Records and: 1
.

get great

lands. 2. somehow develop a unifying theme: a rea-

son for putting out the comp, other than making

money. This thing has the Candy Snatchers, The

[Crabs, The Syphilitics, arid the Chinese Millionaires.

Awesome. Each song alone is worth the price of

idmission. This comp satisfies #1 better than anyone

[ could ever hope for. For #2, all of these songs are

anreleased and were recorded in his basement—
lence the title. This comp is great, and I can not urge

you more strongly to run out now and buy it. Hurry

Lip too, as it’s limited to 600, which is cool, because

with all of these Chinese Millionaires records being

imited, 20 years from now when I’m old and trying

to send my kids through college I can sell them for

Exorbitant collector prices to all the young turks try-

ing to grab onto yesteryears legends, which I am quite

sure the Millionaires someday will be. (GG)

Cervsless; 5945 Monticello Ave. Cincinnati, OH

45^ 24-2319

V/A -Comp Schomp, CD
Exactly. Do it yourself only works if you think for a

second about what you’re doing, and 99% of com-

pilations released now have a handful of keep tracks

(Here by HALFMAN and MEARTH) and are

fleshed out by inconsequential track and/or bands.

The old need for compilations arose from the fact

that bands couldn’t scrape together enough funds to

release their own records(generally not a problem

these days if the bands actually deserve to have a

record out), and early “80s compilations had a real

cohesion from their similarity of bands in small

scenes. While this comp features bands from the

Slew York area, it is jammed with so many medium

to extremely lame college radio wannabee bands

that it outlasts my patience with it. Sure, support

the scene, give the bands exposure, keep yourself

busy, but not on my fucking time. (KS)

Red Room, PO Box 573, Shirley, NY 11967

V/A -Don’t Attempt to Make an Effort, CD
This comp is produced very poorly - the Tone Deaf

Pig-Dogs song has the worst production I’ve ever

beard (maybe aside from a couple of the other

tracks on this CD). There isn’t really an overall style

to this but from the sounds of it, there are a lot of

new bands that haven’t practiced enough (roughly

half of this was unlistenable). Standouts include

Doc Hopper (melodic punk with jangly guitars and

clean young sounding vocals), the Griswolds (fast

snotty punk), Standpoint (sad, creepy songstress

female vocals over chunky hardcore), Moral Crux

(man, these guys have been at it forever with their

brand of melodic punk), Junior (sort of a punker

Sweet Baby), and Ladder Day Saints (crusty hard-

core). I can’t really list all the bands because there

ire 28 total (31 tracks). (KB)

Kin*; Recordz 20 Westminster Rd. Chatham, NJ

07528-1315

V/A -Gone Got Wretched, 7”

Penthouse, the Delta 72, Monkey Island and Dura-

Deliquent. Lets start with the best, Delta 72 do it,

md do it well. Their style of contempo blues with a

punk rock attitude (or vice versa) make me smile.

Definitely the reason for buying this release. Next

up Penthouse is a swampy Jon Spencer Blues

Explosion type thing, they do it well. Monkey

Island throw on a harmonica (DA McDowell) and

bring things down home. That is where the good

;tuff ends. Having seen Dura-Delinquent, all I

can say is the act and pretension stops here,

They think they are cool and wish they had

:he talent and songwriting ability ofJSBX, but

only sound like a cheap imitation. Three out

of four stars, make this one a purchase. (EA)

"Butcher’s Wig, PO Box 5618 London W9 3QP UK

V/A -Hardcore Holiday, CD
I’m not sure if I’m supposed to review this b/c

it’s licensed to Virgin and distributed by EMI

md Caroline but here goes. This has a

Christmas theme with some interesting song

rides: “Oh Little Town of Deathlehem”

(Killdozer) and “Fuck Christmas, Fuck Santa,

Fuck You” (Blood Sausage). Overall, this is

lorrible. Most of the bands on here have this

weird sound that I can’t really characterize -

lot really experimental but with lots of time

changes and crazy bass. They made me think

if Primus. A few have some southern influ-

ence thrown in. The only track I liked on this

was Engine Kid’s rendition of “Little

Drummer Boy” which was soothing and

quiet. Other well-known acts (16 tracks in all)

ire Poison Idea and Fitz of Depression. (KB)

Essential Noise PO Box 27070 Collingwood PO

Van couver, BC Canada V5R 6A8

V/A-Heide Sez, CD
This is a sampler CD of mosdy songs that were

an 1996 Lookout releases Standouts are the

Queers tracks (you know what they sound like),

the Sweet Baby tracks (sweet pop w/tons of har-

monies), Fifteen’s “924” (pop-punk yadda yadda

- this is far and away the best song on the CD),

Citizen Fish’s “Used to Work” (old-school punk

• no ska elements on this track - complete with

British accent), MTX’s “Velveeta” (cutesy pop-

lunk about girls), and the Pansy Division tracks

(surf-ish pop-punk with crude songs about pick-

ng up boys sung with bad rhymes). This is

mostly comprised of pop-punk bands but a few

don’t fit that mold at all (Cub, the Potatomen

[see review of their CD in this section],

Phantom Surfers,and Couch From Eureka come

to mind). A good idea ifyou just want to get a

caste of Lookout bands. (KB)

Loo <out PO Box 11374 Berkeley, CA 94712

V/A -Nothing’s Quiet on the Western

Fro it, LP

This is really a wonderful thing. Assfactor 4,

Black Army Jacket, Brutal Truth, Coercion,

C.R., Devoid of Faith, Disassociate, Drop

Dead, Eucharist, Halfman, Judas Iscariot,

Monster X and Suppression. The bands are all

m
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unapologetically brutal and heavy. This is the

kind of record you play to relieve stress

headaches ... or sometimes to cause them. The

best part about this comp is that each band

plays two or three songs. Recommended. (SM)

Reservior; PO Box 790366, Middle Village, NY
11' 179-0366

V// -01 Greatest Hits, CD
All the oi! You can handle, and then some,

and then some more. Whoever writes the

liner notes sure was excited though, nearly

half of the sentences end in exclamation

points for chrissakes. Even those with hair

will be pumping their fists and demanding a

lager by the 20th track, (harlo)

Doj d Records

V// -Oi!/Skampilation Vol #2:

Sk illoween, CD
Recorded in one night at New York’s

Coney Island High, The second volume of

the oi!/skampilation features less bands

than the original, with a much heavier

concentration on Oil. As I see it, this disc

pales in comparison to the first. The lack

of variety is to blame, over half of the

bands on the comp have two or more

songs on it. (harlo)

Racical; 77 Bleecker St., NYC, NY 10012

V// -The Patio Collection Volume 2, CD
Fucked up noisy but mellow guitar pop from

a variety of California bands, the best known

of which are probably Trackstar and Soul

Junk. For fans of the genre (think

Superchunk, Magnetic Fields, and others) this

is a definite must. Nifty. (MH)
Sm lex PO Box 3662 Los Angeles CA 90078

V// -Peace and Love, CD
Compiled by the Japanese label Snuffy Smile and

released in the states by Allied Recordings and

Broken Rekkids, this twenty band sampler fea-

tures one song each from some of the best pop-

punk, emo, and melodic Japanese bands. Where

the U.S. punk scene is much more familiar with

the extreme intensity ofJapanese hardcore bands,

equal dedication, energy and enthusiasm goes

into the music ofCIGARETTEMAN (Sugary

Sweet Pop), SAWPIT (Dynamic Emo Hardcore),

DIRTY IS GOD (Crazy pop), HUSKING BEE

(like LEATHERFACE on 78 RPM), NEXT
STYLE (Post emo Hardcore) and the others on

Good fod, burn ib oJJ.

this disc. Crazy, but heartfelt, lyrics in English for the

most part, and far more constancy and quality than

U.S. compilations of the same nature. (KS)

Allied PO Box 460683, San Francisco, CA 94146

V/A-Punk-O-Rama Vol. 2 LP

Pretty much as you’d expect. All Epitaph bands, plus

the new reissues—TSOL and Poison Idea, plus one

unreleased song that sucks from DFL. (GG)

Epitaph;2798 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90026

V/A -Quality Punk Rock, CD
A pop-punk comp filled with US bands

(Lagwagon, Bollweevils etc..) and a lot of Swedish

bands that sound just like them. Much to clean

and over-produced for my tastes, but I’m sure there

are a lot of you who would love this. (DS)

Bac Taste Records Box 41 221 00 Lund Sweden

V/A-The Return of American Skathic-The

Midwest Strikes Back, CD
Well... it looks like the Midwest has finally run out

of good ska bands. The fourth edition of the

American Skathic compilations must feature every

high school battle of the bands contender in the

Midwest. Notable exceptions are The Articles and

Eric Blowtorch. I think it might be time to call the

American Skathic series quits, or at least wait for

some more talent to develop, (harlo)

Jurr p Up! Skam 4409 1/2, Greenview, Suite 2W,

Chicago, IL 60640

V/A Rockin’ the Streets 1st Round

A no frills oi comp with the Service, Les Partisans,

Street Troopers, 12 Point Buck among others. The

Partisans songs at least are released as I’ve seen a 7”

with them on it. What you’d expect from an oi comp

I suppose. (GG)

DSS Records PO Box 739 4021 Linz, Austria

V/A-Skank for Brains: Saturday Matinee, CD
When you buy a compilation, you’re lucky if you like

one or two songs on it. In this case, those one or two

songs would be VERY elusive. Despite a good effort

from Square Roots, its not their best stuff. The other

bands (among them: the Gadgits, Link 80, Nothing

Cool, Nuclear Rabbit) are the best demonstration of

everything wrong with the direction the ska commu-

nity is taking, (harlo)

Beech; 1230 Market #135, San Francisco, CA 94102

V/A-Skaville UK: Volume 1, CD
All too often we associate the UK ska movement

solely with the 2 tone bands. The good thing

about this compilation is that only one of its fea-

tured bands, The Selecter (ok, so Bad Manners was

on the Dance Craze Soundtrack, sue me), released

records on the 2 tone label. Excellent and rare

recordings from Mark Foggo’s Skasters, The

Skadows, and The Originals among others, (harlo)

Dojo Records

V/A-Surf Punk Latin Rumble, 2X 7”

ITn going to break this down by sides... Side A
features Shock Treatment, who contribute two

Queers-styled songs of pop perfection. Very nice.

Moving on to side B, we have Depressing Claim,

who are faster and rawer, more along the lines of

Screeching Weasel. Again, well done, and a lot of

fun. Side C presents the upbeat, loose pop of Deh

Pills. They give us three songs, my favorite of

which is “Teddy Bear Girl”. Side D belongs to

The Chromosomes, who are fast, punk, and fun.

All in all, this is a really cool record showcasing

two bands from Spain and two bands from Italy,

all of which are a lot of fun and worth checking

out. (JP)

NO Tomorrow PO Box 1134,12080 Castellon, Spain

V/A-This is Bad Taste-The Ultimate Punk

Paity, CD
A top notch collection of punk featuring bands

from Europe and the United States. 18 songs fea-

turing Pridebowl, Turtlehead, Astream, 88 Fingers

Louie, Intensity, Misconduct, Ten Foot Pole, Loose

Goats, Everyday Madness, and last but not least,

the Satanic Surfers. There are a couple of sounds

and stylings represented on this album. You get

your current Fat-Wreck Chords pop in your “No

Use For A Name” vein, your angry hardcore, and

some late 80s West Coast stylings too. Sweden’s

Satanic Surfers are my faves. They play so fast and

so tight! The two songs from them alone are worth

the cheap price of the compilation. (SY)

Bac Taste Records, Stora Sodergatan 38,222 23

Lunj, Sweden

V/)

Doj{>

NY

This is Dojo: Sampler 1996, CD
There’s not a band on here that isn’t cool enough

to paint on the back of your jacket. Take a little

ska (Bad Manners, Loafers, Selecter), add some oi!

(Business, Sham 69, The 4-Skins), mix with punk

(the Damned, Stiff Little Fingers, Exploited), stir

with some Motorhead and serve. Cheesy liner

notes, apparently intended to bring the ignorant,

know-nothing, Yanks up to speed, (harlo)

Records - F.D.R Station, PO Box 684, New York,

10150, USA



WHAT'S SO
&3SM ABOUT
SUNDANCE?

Not much.

was invited to

screen my film,

MaryJanes NotA Virgin Anymore in the

Am^S^opectrum at the Sundance Film Festival

and I went. It’s kind of strange going to such a big

indie film event as an underground filmmaker, a lot

of the ‘indie’ film scene now is pretty much Industry,

Jr. But despite the weird, un-indie vibe going on, I

did manage to see some cool films and meet some

really rad people.

Love God by Frank Grow

When I was shooting Mary Jane ,
some friends of

mine showed me Franks first short film, Red and

Rosy, a hot-rod love story of sorts. I was so inspired

by all the energy and ideas crammed into 30 min-

utes! You could tell the filmmaker was totally pas-

sionate about his work and the creativity was

astounding. Then I starting hearing about Love God

and wondered what this guy could do in a feature

film. Well, Frank tears apart cinema with his teeth

and rearranges the elements in a hyper kinetic, hal-

lucinatory manner.

Most films are shot on actual film and most feature

films have about 600 - 1000 cuts or shots. LOVE

GOD was shot on digital Beta video, with lots of

extra stuff shot on Hi8 video, then transferred to

35mm film and clocks in at 3700 cuts. Watch out!

The opening of the film is so fast and wild that I felt

a little breathless. The story is about Larue (Will

Keenan) who is released from a mental hospital,

because of budget cuts and placed in a transient hotel

where he must cope with his condition of having to

tear up words after he reads them. Keenan is so great

in this role because he totally has the freaky energy of

the mentally disturbed down pat. He’s sympathetic

and interesting—you want find out what happens to

him and he’s fun to watch. There’s lots of other strange

characters, the mother-daughter team who are clean

freaks, a chick who paints herself blue, calls herself

Shiva and kills like La Femme Nikita, the transvestite-

loving Japanese mad scientist doctor and his horny

pigtailed lady assistant. Throw in some sexually sug-

gestive monsters, a complex bubble gum sculpture

made in the name of love, an AmRep-heavy sound-

track that utilizes a riff from the Cows ‘The New Girl

that fucken rocks and crazy jam-packed intertitled

narration, and suddenly you’re vaulted into a dark,

surreal world that is exclusively Love God. I felt like I

was watching something that was completely different

from anything I had ever seen before, like I was seeing

a new genre of film unfold before my eyes. My only

complaint would be that two-thirds of the way into

the film the monster stuff starts to get a little slow, but

by the end of the film, the love story comes back

which, both figuratively and literally, blows your

mind. Frank Grow is weird. Thank god for us.

For those of you who are web connected, you can

check out their wacky site at www.lovegod.com. For

more info on Love God> contact Good Machine

(212) 343-9230

Double feature of 7ao of the Dumpster

and The Rainbow Man/John 3:16

Not only were these two films good in their own

right, but together they made a strong show. Tao of

the Dumpster by David Linstrom, follows around

Burt Jamison, who has been spending the last twen-

ty years as a professional dumpster diver. Hes very

charming as he finds caviar in one dumpster and, of

course, spits it out in disgust. But just when you start

to wonder if this is going to be one of those ‘isnt-the-

crabby-I-shun-society-guy cute’ type of films, you

see the guy’s son, writer Dirk Jamison, confront him

and severely bitch him out for his selfish way of life,
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which was the first time he had ever done that. A
wicked fight erupts on camera and it’s the kind of

moment where you can’t believe you’re watching

such an emotional moment directly. But it’s not

exploitive and I was really glad to see different

points of view on an over-romanticized subject, all

of which were smart and valid.

Then there was The Rainbow Man/John 3:16 by

Sam Green, a 41 minute documentary on that

freaky guy who wears a rainbow wig to all the sports

events. First of all, the real story behind this guy is

more bizarre than anything you could imagine. But

Sam Green really does a great job telling his story

through found television clips. It seemed like the

only newly filmed footage in this story is a direct

interview with the Rainbow Man himself, Rollen

Stewart aka Rock’n Rollen. Rollen is so obsessed

with fame through his TV appearances, it feels a lit-

tle strange to watch the film, which only adds to his

media notoriety. But on the other hand, it’s so weird

to discover that the guy who seemed so harmless in

back between the goal posts is an all out lunatic.

Especially strange moments include seeing him in a

beer commercial, seeing him joined by a Rainbow

bride as they live out of their car, spreading the word

of God via golf tournaments, and watching his

demise as he takes a hotel maid hostage to speed up

the final apocalypse. Both films were a great exam-

ple of good documentary filmmaking. Let’s hope

they enjoy a life outside of Sundance so more peo-

ple can be affected by this kind of work. Tao info:

2816 Angus Street, LA, CA 90039, fax: (213) 661-

3829. Rainbow info: 878 Grove Street, San

Francisco, CA 94117, fax (415) 292-7777.

Cheap Trick

Okay, so this has nothing to do with film whatso-

ever, but I have to say, seeing these guys play at the

BMI party was one of the highlights of the festival.

Especially good if you go with Beth Ramona Allen

(who besides acting in Mary Jane's Not A Virgin

Anymore is in a rad punk band, the Loudmouths).

She was so enthusiastic about seeing Rick Nelson

live, that she completely freaked him and Robin

Zander out. Maybe it was all those devil signs she

was flashing or maybe the lewd gestures? Either

way, it was a blast. Imagine waking up the next

morning and having a hangover from 3.2 beer (the

festival is in Utah, where the Mormons enforce

some weird-ass strict drinking laws)!

Slumdance
During the first half of Sundance, I was having a

good time, meeting filmmakers, going to fun par-

ties, seeing films, etc. But suddenly, “Week B”

arrived and something in the air definitely changed,

you could literally feel it. “Week B” is the week that

lots of LA industry fuckheads descend into Park

City in search of “the hot thing.” This creates a

huge amount of competition and stress for film-

makers and filmgoers. Things are crowded already,

but by “Week B” you can’t get into films, there’s no

parking anywhere (which sounds petty, but consid-

ering that the weather is cold and slushy and you’re

trying to get tons of stuff done in a short period of

time, lack of parking just piles on the stress). All of

a sudden the parties get exclusive with strict door-

men banishing anyone who isn’t on the list and the

people themselves are total starfuckers who have

nothing interesting to say, they just sit and blab

about LA or have constant self-referential conversa-

tions about Sundance itself as a phenomenon.

A lot of the filmmakers I talked to felt alienated

from this industry scene. To avoid this in the years

past, people would lock themselves in their hotel

rooms, smoke pot and watch videos. But lucky for

us, this year there was Slumdance. Now, when I

first heard of Slumdance (an alternative to

Slamdance which is an alternative to Sundance), I

rolled my eyes and thought, “God, that sounds

stupid." But once I went inside the ex-Mrs. Fields

Cookie Factory, redone as a crazy crashpad galore,

I was totally won over. When you first entered,

someone was at the front, offering hot soup—for

free. The walls were painted with wild colors and

the decor was trbs thrift store chic. There was a

row of walls where you could graffiti, a dance

floor with a DJ spinning groovy tunes, tons of

rooms with video monitors and VCRs and lots of

comfy sofas, hammocks or lawn chairs to lounge

on. Some of the most interesting people at

Sundance/Slamdance that were sick of the politi-

cal, shallow bullshit were just hanging out and

having a good time. My favorite way of describing

Slumdance is that it’s the festival with the best

pot. Or, as my non-filmmaking sister pointed out,

if you weren’t into talking and schmoozing (or, as

in her case, if no one would talk to you because

you couldn’t help their career) you could just hang

out on the dance floor and just let your hips do

the talking. Being at Slumdance also led to more

people getting laid than at any of the other festi-

val parties.

Slumdance showed a lot of grassroots films and let

the filmmakers crash in this huge loft that was very

squat-esque, with a fully equipped kitchen so you

could cook your own food. Extra points awarded

for showing Jim Sikora’s excellent film, Bullet On A

Wire (see last issue’s column). They also pulled lots

of goofy stunts a’la Michael Moore, like Hands

Across Main Street to show their solidarity with

the other two festivals. I missed their awards cere-

mony in which they awarded a Golden Rat to all

the winners, including one to Roger Ebert, who I

heard didn’t take his Rat with him when he left,

but was a big fan of Slumdance, nonetheless. John

Waters was also a celebrity guest. The thing that

people loved about Slumdance is that it made fun

of the type of stuff in the indie film world that

needs teasing, like the three stairs that led to

nowhere being titled “Stairway to Acquisitions” or

on their website listing one of the categories as

“The Miramax Shelf Award” for the film most

likely to be picked up by Miramax and left on the

shelf, a notorious practice by the mouse-eared

(read Disney-owned) “indie” company. But on the

other hand, the festival didn’t take itself seriously at

all, which was a nice change. The goal of

Slumdance was to break even, which I heard they

did, so there was no gross pressure to be uptight

about guest lists and comps—especially since all

the films were free anyway, donations accepted.

The closing night party was an all-out rager ending

with a late night showing of Star Wars. Somehow I

got roped into going to Salt Lake City with the

head Slummers (an hour away) and stumbled

home at 8 am in the morning.

Film Threat's editor, Chris Gore, said that

Slumdance reminded him of the same energy as

the Chicago Underground Film Festival (CUFF), a

favorite fest of underground filmmakers across the

country for its laid back attitude and respect for

films and filmmakers alike. Some old-timers even

remarked that Slumdance had the same kind of

community feeling that Sundance did back in its

early years. I think it’s great that a small group of

people could pull off a supergreat festival with lim-

ited money and resources and I encourage anyone

who is into film to follow suit, creating festivals

like Slumdance and CUFF, which focus on the

films and filmmakers instead of the money and the

deals. The true independent film scene needs more

people who can put their energy into showcasing

and distributing the growing number of films that

are out there, without bringing more greed and

egos into the mix. Hats off to Slumdance, you guys

and gals really kicked ass this year!

For more info, Slumdance has a really great web-

site at www.slumdance.com, hailed by many as

one of the best film websites in existence.

• • •

Like I said last issue, if you want to let me know

about other underground film zines, filmmakers or

if you want to send me stuff to review, I’d love to

write about it, but please, none of that let’s-see-a-

naked-chick-in-a-straight-to-video-slasher- flick

schlock bullshit and I’m not into wannabe Stan

Brakhage abstract no-people-in-it film either, so

don’t bother. And just to let you know, I only write

about stuff I like. If you send me $2 and 2 stamps,

I’ll send ya all my old columns from Filmzone

website on underground, or check out the archives

at www.filmzone.com. Send to Station Wagon

Productions, P.O. Box 471807, San Francisco, CA

94147, email: SWPchick@aol.com, web page:

www.sirius.com/-lenny/maryj2.html. See ya next

bi-month! ®
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Also check out:

CDs $10 each ppd. US & Can. $13 world

LPs $8 each ppd. US & Can. $ 1 1 world

Pink Lincolns

Suck & Bloat CD only Back from...CD / LP

S.A.S.E. for our latest catalog of over 400 punk rock tides.

Check out our web page at http://www.eatmag.com/punk

Check, Cash, or Money Order, in US funds, to:

Stiff Pole Records » P.O. Box 20721 St. Pete. FL 33742

www.epitaph.com

Ten Foot Pole Fan Mail:
P.O. Box 3237, Simi Valley, CA 93083

To hear selected cuts from this and other Epitaph releases dial (213)l-offend, codes 7801 & 7802
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instant # girl

post-coitai

INSTANT GIRL

Post-Coital

Minimiist agit punk ala Wire from ex-

Spitboy members, fllbini produced.

Allied No. 75 IP: S7 00 / CD: S8.00

CRASS
Christ - The Bootleg (Live)

One of their last ever shows from 1984.

Cleared with the band. AN0K4U2?

Allied No. 76 CD: S5.00 (add SI 00 Carada/U 00 <+>***»;

VARIOUS^ARTISTS
Peace And Love

20 punk rock bands from Japan give us

their best. Puts U.S. scene to shame!

Allied No. 77 CD: $8.00

ALLIED RECORDINGS, U.S. Postal Office Box 460683, San Francisco, California 94146-0683. USA. Stamp gets a

catalog, order gets a catalog, sticker and button. Checks, etc., payable to: ALLIED RECORDINGS

COMING SOON: THE BIG FIX 20+ band CD compilafion from the label that knows how to do compilations (April).
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iNDULUM FLOORS "A kicking good tune

[full-length CD only release $Q ^
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ie suburban world of two sisters and their

paranoias, cravings & desires...
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• CO20^00^06 Records: The Unpunk Album

CD 206-001 /White Trash Debutantes:

It's Raw But You Live For It

7" Available on 206 Records...

FERD MERT
I Don't Know 7"

White Trash Debutantes

My Guys Name Is Rudolf 7"

CD releases coming soon from...

The Throw Downs
& Manner Farm

Distributed By Cargo, Dutch East, Rotz, Morphius Record
Group, Subterranean, Choke & Sounds of California

To purchase any of our products send us cash,

checks or money orders payable to 206 Records
or send SASE for a free catalog and stickers.

;CD $10/ 7” $3.25

:^«Shirts-Racing stripe front/206 logo back
$10 short sleeve $13 long sleeve

SWbdtShirts-Racing stripe front/206 logo back*
$16 no hood $22 hood

POWER GROUND RECORDS
PRESENTS;

MORE RELEASES TO CRUSH
YOU LIKE A CHOKE SLAM!!!

Out now:
URBN DK

HUMAN INDIFFERENCE 7”
“KENO HARDCORE, OLD SCHOOL AND

RAGING”

REMISSION
FETUS THE CODE 7”

“RAGING POLITICAL HARDCORE W/
DUAL VOCALS”

THE RPQIUS ._

JABEDE BARDZO DOBRY7”
“FIVE SONGS OF POLISH PUNK ROCK”

STAND OF

F

OVER ALL 7”

“OLD SCHOOL NEGATIVE APPROACH
TYPE HARDCORE”

BORIS THE SPRINKLER/DROIDS
SPLIT 7”

“BORIS DOES COVERS THE DROIDS DO
POLISH”

THIS 7” IS OUT OF PRINTAND ONLY
AVAILABLETHROUGH RHETORIC

RECORDS

NEW VIDEO COMP IS FINISHED
POWER GROUND VOLUME

2

THE BANDS ARE:
REMISSION
URBN OK

THE DELINQUENTS
THE RIPOFFS

TEENGENERATE
LOSCRUDOS

NEWBOMB TURKS
MALEFACTION
ANIMAL FARM
DEFAULT

AND MANY MORE
IF BANDS DID NOT RECEIVE THEIR COPY PLEASE

WRITE.

THE VIDEO IS $9.00 P.P.D. ADD A
COUPLE BUCKS OUT OF USA

ALL 7” $3.00 USA
$4.00 CANADA
$5.00 WORLD

DISTRIBUTED BY:
PROFANE EXISTENCE

PO BOX 8722
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55408

FAX: (612)827-2100
CHOKE INC.

P0 BOX. 4694
CHICAGO, I.L. 60680

Phone(312) 395-0809
Fax (312) 395-0942

OR ORDER DIRECT:
CHECKS MADE OUT TO

ERIC PLEKAN
POWER GROUND REC.

' 1309 S. 21 ST
MANITOWOC Wl 54220

ftHER fb^tR Rm
Grojd GR0JO GfeJtO

8314 Greenwood Ave. N„ Suite 102 • Seattle, WA 98103 • (206) 781-0553

twoosix@aol.com • http://www.gusta.com/206



More reviews
,
less

reviewers. You do

the math. It all

looks like fun
,
but

we're dying

up here!

This issue's

reviewers:

Kim Bae (KB)

Lani Merritt (LM)

Scott MacDonald (SM)

Eric Action (EA)

Brian Czarnik (BC)

Jim Connell (JC)

Dan Sinker (DS)

B

Adge - Dec/Jan 97

I have to admit that I love zines from other

countries, at least when they’re well done

(English helps too). This one’s from Singapore,

written by a guy named Alvin Ng. It’s got a pretty

usual assortment of stuff, interviews (Less Than

Jake), skate stuff, reviews. It also has some fas-

cinating rants and a story about the recent

death of Alvin’s best friend Jerry Khoo. Overall

the zine has a wonderful earnestness and sin-

cerity. Highly recommended. (JC)

$2 ppd; BLK 24, Telok Blangah Cres, #02-14, Singapore

090024; alfvl n@cyberway.com.sg

Angry Thoreauan #18

A.T. keeps it coming at you with this big number

18 issue. Loads of ads, reviews, letters, and pics

fill this baby up. Great articles on Christian rock

(incl. Stryper!) and sexual domination, and a cool

U.S. Bombs inter-

view. This remains to

be a very well done

J zine. God likes it that

way. (BC)

$4.00 Angry Thoreauan

MagaZine P.O. Box 2246

Anaheim, CA. 92814

Angry Young
Woman #5

A magazine-sized

zine full of writing by

(what else?) an

angry young woman

- and a few of her

friends. It’s got stuff

about jobs, music,

Rush Limpballs,

Barbie as a Riot

Grrl, opinions,

reviews, and other

fun stuff. It’s really a

well-done zine. (SM)

PO Box 50167, Fort Wayne,

IN 46805 $2.50

Aphonse

This is a swell crafted and printed zine from

Migraine. The majority of this zine is a response

comic to the learning of a passed away acquain-

tance. Kind of sad but made me smile thinking

of those that I have lost, and to know I am not

alone. The zine then takes a dramatic switch and

dicusses the effects of Radium in the early part

of this century and its commonpoints to copiers

on our later part of the century. Is Kinko’s poising

our college kids. As the editor points out only the

companies themselves perform teasts, and they

wouldn’t lie would they? Send a stamp to get a

catalog of fine stuff. (EA)

Migraine PO Box 2337 Berkeley, CA 94702

The Assassin and The Whiner #6

It is great to see Carrie at #6 and I look forward to a new issue every time

I am sorting through Punk Planet mail. The illustrations in this comic uses

negative space to the utmost degree, big thumbs up. It is such a pleasure

to look at that yo almost forget how honest and introspective the tales of

the Assassin and the Whiner is. Do your self a big favor and send a couple

of dollars to Carrie and catch up before you will say that
M

l read that years

ago...” (EA)

$1 Po Box 481051 Los Angeles, CA 90048

Aunt Franne #4

This zine is done old school style and is cluttered full of artwork, little ads,

reviews and well written rants with a rational grrl point of view. Even though

it follows the generic zine formula perfectly, it is very original in that it is

one of the few zines out tliere with a writer / editor who cares about the

quality and relevancy of what they write about. (LM)

$ 2? Aunt Franne PO Box 523 Stratford, NJ 08084

Better Days #9

This is a gem. A well-written, good-looking, honest

and interesting zine. It has personal stories, a tour

diary, recipes, a historical piece, some music news,

and a DIY column. My only complaint is that in his

tour diary, he didn't even say the name of his

band. That's so annoying! But silly annoyances

aside, this is a really great zine. (SM)

PO Box 14234, Santa Rosa, CA 95402

Bite Me #3

Ah, a stupid and pointless zine these are my

favorites. Consists of printed lyrics from her coolest

punk rawk songs, interviews with her coolest punk

rawk bands and a term paper from school. This all

indicates to me that Ms. Bite needs to stop wor-

shipping her cool rawk stars and concentrate more

on her lackluster writing skills. Gets an F- and a

note home to her parents. (LM)

$ 1 Bite Me 826 9th Ave. All G.S. NY, NY 10019

Book of Letters #3

This is my favorite zine period. It has nothing to do

with punk, music or any current hype. Richard

Mackin printed about 20 or so hilarious letters he

wrote to corporations and their letterhead respons-

es. He asks Proctor and Gamble if Mr. Clean is a

nazi skinhead or a gay male. They tell him he is

simply an artist conception since the 1960’s. What makes this great are

the stupid responses that have nothing to do with the original letters. I love

this one, maybe not completely original but with caller ID, crank calling is

rare these days. It is very worth the money and makes you want to do the

same. (EA)

$2 or $3 by mail 1298 Comm. Ave #4 Allston, MA 02134

Bug #7

Bug is back and continues to bfe a cool read. A HP blurb/article about Devo

makes me giddy. Very interesting record reviews, a liP cartoon, and an

interview with Hellbender make this worth your while. (BC)

$2.00 Bug PO. Box 534, Boise, ID. 83702



Candles for Girls - #3

A disturbing personal zine - very feminist, sexual, and angry. (“I was put

into this body and it has taken my whole fucking life to love it for what it is

a woman’s body. A body that has a cunt that I have been trained to

hate...”) There’s a lot here, not all of it this heavy, but I'm not in any way
qualified to judge this kind of zine so I won’t. (JC)

$1+2 stamps; PO Box 2695, Madison, WI 53701

Catch 22 #6 / A Slight Expression split zine.

I like when zines do split issues. You get half way through and all of the sud-

den it is upsidedown. Well, these to zines are like putting Lois and Earth

Crisis together on a mixed tape. You get Leah and her “A Slight Expression”,

which is very informative and well written. Half of her side is taken from The

Progressive Women’s quarterly and deals with Muslim Women’s rights.

you wake up and the pollution is settling over the grimy middle class

paranoia that made me want to love so badly I needed to hate the

boy with the hair so red..." Want more? (JC)

$1 or 2 stamps; Sera Bilezikias, Box 456, MSC, 3001 Broadway, New York, NY 10027;

Damyataz@aol.com

The Dangers of Libel # 17

Definitely the best zine of the pile! I was a little apprehensive to read it

at first, but this zine is content heavy with high quality writing that uses

personal accounts (like being in a mental ward) and then discusses the

issue in a bigger picture that can apply to everyone. Very similar to the

writing of Fucktooth but a little more realistic because Jenna isn’t

always self confidant - just honest about the way things are. (LM)

$ 1 or trade to Jenna Delorey P.O. Box 1266 Venice, FL 34284-1266

Interesting but probably over most punks heads. Her other half is a prostitu-

tion interview that I swore I have read before, but I am sure it is just all the

zines I have read. The flipside we got Catch 22, and you have another scam
zine. Bascically it is a hacker/scammer zine that isn’t anything new, but top

notch quality. (EA)

$1 Leah PO Box 423927, SF CA 94142, Catch 22 4915

Woodbury Dr. Erie, PA 16510

Caustic Truths #37
Hm. This was like reading a magazine with its

vapid interview questions and cheesy rock star

descriptions of bands. Asked of the Flaming

Lips: “Do you think Chad of the Red Hot Chili

Peppers really did break his arm?” (one of the

8 questions they asked). About Echobelly: “The

band promise to be coming back in the spring

as headliners and can give their fans encores

they have been asking for.” I get this sneaking

suspicion that this zine is done by some major

label front company or something to give under-

ground credibility to major label bands by throw-

ing in some punk stuff. Ints/profiles with/of DOA,

Buffalo Tom, Seaweed, Echobelly, and New

Kingdom, extremely uninformative reviews, show

reviews, etc. (KB)

Rat Publishing 146 Old Sheppard Ave. Toronto, Ontario

Canada M2J 3L9

Chumpire #73

Yeah, every month we get Chumpire, and you

could for one stamp. I have reviewed it before

and here you go: 2 sided sheet with tons and

tons of typing. Reviews that are really good of

shows, records and some personal insight. Send hime a letter and I am
sure you will not be too disappointed. (EA)

One Stamp, PO Box 680 Conneaut Lake, PA 16316

Conspiracy Theory #1

I feel completely comfortable giving this zine the big thumbs-down. Some
really bad comics break up pages of goofy stories, church reviews, movie

reviews, music reviews, and a quiz to see if you’re punk rock. This publica-

tion is of a lower quality than most farts. (SM)

1940 Highland Ave., Rochester, NY 14618 $1

Damyata

A personal zine, pretty heavy going: “...she said she loved me and I knew I

hadn t lost her forever say yes to the view from your bedroom window as

Diet Society #4

A quick but enjoyable read. The editor cleaned out his files of old

clippings and stuff to put together this issue. There are a lot of anti-

government/anti-police/anti-stupidity propaganda pieces, and some

reviews. I liked it. (SM)

|

1212 E. Dallas #A15, McAllen, TX 78501 $1

Dogprint #7

I was really excited to get this because the 2

other issues I’ve gotten for review were excel-

lent. This however left me dry. The interviews

were all 1 page long, the half page profiles of

bands were an interesting idea though not

terribly exciting, okay reviews, and lots of

ads. Ints with Good Riddance, The Promise

Ring, Millencolin, Weston, Matewan/Chapter

Rec., Rain Still Falls, 2 Line Filler. I was very

disappointed and look forward to seeing the

next issue back up to its former level of

I greatness. (KB)

$2 U.S. $4 world Box 84 Suffem, NY 10901

Dogprint #8

I already reviewed Dogprint #7 for the last

issue so I don’t know why I got it again. I’m

going to focus only on #8 in this review. I get

the feeling that the editor, Lenny, is trying to

cram a million things into Dogprint but is

short on space and time. His interview ques-

tions are well thought out and probing as well

as spontaneous (i.e. the interviews all have a

good flow to them) but the interviews seem to

get shorter and shorter with each issue. Same goes for the reviews

which were long and in-depth in #s 5 and 6 but are really brief in

this issue. It was nice to see the article on gender roles in terms of

sexuality. As usual, the zine layout is easy on the eyes and well done,

I just wish the content was up to Dogprint par. Interviews with Ignite,

Trial, Shift, the editor of Anti- Matter, Tilt, Automatic 7, and Brendan

Benson. (KB)

free in Phoenix, $2 US, $4 world Box 84 Suffern, NY 10901

Dork Zine #7

Held together by a rubber band, this immediately transformed itself

into a little arc which made it quite difficult to read. Nevertheless, this

was decent. Most of the personal writing is pretty inane (extremely

short 1-pagers - in a half size zine - like the article about masturbat-
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ing with your left hand which is not even funny in a that’s-so-dumb-

it’s-funny way). Some of George Higa’s columns are pretty well-writ-

ten and witty (about mainstream culture, evolution/modem existence,

anarchy) although there are some rather large gaps in the thinking

process. Okay interviews with J-Church and the Johnnies. The best

part about this zine is the layout which is simple but pretty distinctive,

very geometric. Goddamn is that rubber band annoying. (KB)

7020 Grand Canyon Dr. #117 Austin, TX 78752

Dogshit #6, #7, #8

I wish I could give these 3 separate reviews. I actually already own all

3 of these and have read them before. I met the editor once but I

think I annoyed him so I never really got a chance to tell him how

much I like his zine. Anyway, #6 contents: ints with Propagandhi and

Man Afraid, articles about Upton Sinclair and the 96 election. #7: int

with Shannon Hammock (a skinhead involved in several Socialist

organizations), articles on Sacco and Vanzetti, Socialism, and the

Symbionese Liberation Army. #8: int with Felix Havoc and articles on

the Prison Revolt in Attica and the assassination of William McKinley.

The interviews are definitely the best mail

interviews I’ve ever read, the columns are

(mostly) well written and provocative and

the articles are obviously thoroughly

researched and are easy to read (i.e. not

overburdened with obscure references or

cause you to run for your thesaurus every

two minutes). I even enjoyed reading the

fucking reviews in this zine. There is a cer

tain strain of independent thought, ease of

writing, and style (as well as nice-looking

layouts) that naturally appeals to me. The

good mix of personal thoughts, politics,

and music doesn’t hurt either. A great

solid zine that one would not normally

expect from a crappy frat town like

Champaign, IL (now Annapolis, MD). (KB)

$1 per zine PO Box 701 Annapolis, MD 21404

Earthmaker #1

A beautiful, well-done hardcore zine. It’s

magazine sized and has layouts reminis-

cent of Commodity. This issue has inter-

views with Jawbox, Into Another,

Damnation A.D. and Jonah Jenkins. It also

has a Converge tour diary and some of the

most well-thought-out reviews I’ve ever

read — this guy really knows his shit. I’m

very impressed with this and recommend it highly. (SM)

133 Peterborough St., #8A, Boston, MA 02215 $2

Ennoying Crack #2

A decent Belgium zine. It has lots of tales about the authors bike rid-

ing times. And some reviews ‘cause that’s the law dammit! The tales

are interesting, so add to your collection of Belgium zines today! (BC)

$2.00 Tom Sap. Kranenbrocklaan 19. 8930 Lauwe. Belgium

Filler #1

Well, I know this zine came from some county in Europe, but I’m not

sure which. I’m gonna take a stab at it and say Germany. So, assum-

ing that, all the reviews and stuff in this zine are in German, but all

the interviews are in English, which makes an interesting mix.

Interviews are with Texas is the Reason, Down By Law, Man...Or

Astroman?, Ignite, Dr. Bison and Gameface. The zine is printed on big

paper and the photos are big and cool-looking ... but l couldn’t tell you

what country to order this from, so I guess I’m wasting everybody’s time

here. (SM)

Beukelsweg 71 A, 3022 GE Rotterdam

Fuzzball #1

A fun-loving music zine from Australia. This first issue has columns, some

stories, book, zine gig and record reviews, and interviews with One Inch

Punch, Frenzal Rhomb, Headcase, Quadbox, Fallout, Something for Kate

and Return of the Punk Guy. This is a cool zine from a very cool place. (SM)

PO Box 408, Chelsea, VIC 3196 Australia $2.50

Fuzzball #2

I always find it strange when a zine kicks off with reviews but this is what

happened here (zine reviews). This is mainly reviews and bland band inter-

views (with Bodyjar, Snout, Stony Creek Backwash, Crettins Puddle,

Steelworker, and Citizen Waste) with some columns (very brief and under-

_ _
developed), photos, and artwork thrown in. There

are no ads in this (which probably explains the high

-- cost considering this is newsprint) which is a nice

change but man is the price high. There are also a

!/"Xtb few written pieces relating to vegetarianism which

really didn’t present any new ideas or trains of

" V* thought on the subject. The undeniably best aspect

of this zine is the strong regional/local focus which

always find admirable in zines. (KB)

$3 PO Box 408 Chelsea Vic 3196 Australia

This zine seemed like it had a lot of filler in it, so I

threw it in a frying pan. Most of it all cooked away

except for the article on the impending metal

revival coming your way soon. From the mess in

the frying pan, I would say that this 20 page zine

really needed to be about 3/4 of a page. (LM)

$ 0.75 and a stamp Elliot 79 Deerfield Rd. East Brunswick,

NJ 08816

Gee-zuz #26

Well this is the all negative issue so, I guess I

should say it sucks- but it doesn’t! A good editorial

on aliens, and an interview with the Lunachicks

kick off this reading adventure. The pictures for the

article on the vasectomies made me glad I lost my

pee-pee in Nam. (Vietnam to you Canadian lovin’

sissies) Embrace some negativity by getting this. (BC)

$2.00 Gee-Zus Mag 2043 East 23rd. Vancouver, BC. V5N 2T9

Go Metric #6

Go Metric is one of the funniest zines I’ve read in a while. It’s wet-your-

pants funny. But it’s not stupid funny. Not at all. The Go Metric guys are

smart, and their smarts show through in their humor. Articles about major

league soccer, why bands with 5 boys suck (damn straight), movies, and

an interview with Rev. Norb make This worth your while, plus a whole

bunch of tiny, laugh-out-loud shit, like their instructions on how to blame a

murder on Carrot Top. Worth every penny. (DS)

30-28 34th St. #4G Astoria, NY 11103

Grade A



This zine is (sub?)titled “Sonoma County: Thoughts and feelings in every-

day life” and it is, well, different. It’s a bunch of old pictures of “historic

Sonoma County” interspersed with quotes and a few interpretations.

Sample quote: “Don’t live as an adult in our society. I’ve turned over that

rock and there's some pretty nasty shit under it. - Robert Sutter III”. It

actually works pretty well and I found it interesting and thought-provoking,

but it is a tad on the conceptual side. (JC)

50 cents or 3 stamps; PO Box 15306, Santa Rosa, CA 95402

reviews and a list of things to boycott and why. The cover has a color

photo glued to it, and that's a nice touch. (SM)

Judith, 1534 Bluemont Ave. S.W. #120, Roanoke, VA 24105 stamps/trades

Ice 9 # I

Another one of those newsprint music zines. This one is sub-par. It

has two interviews (The Grabbers and Four Knuckle Slam), some

reviews, some random crap and a bunch of ads. Disposable. (SM)

PO Box 6737, Fullerton, CA 92834

Greedy Pigs #3

A good looking little zine here. There are interviews with D.H. Peligro,

Stampin’ Ground, Kickback, a historical piece on Subway Sect, reviews,

poetry, quotes, and a bit on hemp. Worthwhile. (SM)

19 Brindley Rd., Rugby, Warwickshire, CV21 4BJ UK $2

Gutless #1

“I think a zine would be a great way for me to express myself, meet new

people, get more involved in the indie rock/zine ‘scene’, blah blah blah...

I Sight #4

This is mostly a poetry zine, although some of the writing is more like

prose. The content is feelings and opinions, and I really didn’t get much

out of it, but then again, it seems like one of those things that you have to

put something into in order to get something out of it. There are also some

Ice 9 #2

Reviews of stuff, an interview with shoegazer, and some more inter-

views with a few punk bands. It is a quick read. The phrase “like hav-

ing pussy in a bottle” is on the front cover—that really offended my
cat! This punk stuff has gone too far! (BC)

$1.00 ? Ice-9 P.O. Box 6737 Fullerton, CA. 92834

In Yr. Basement - June 1996

Too bad there’s no address for this zine cause it’s a good one. It’s

completely off the wall, full of bogus quotes

and phony interviews and relentless insanity.

For instance, in its longest and most in depth

piece, a look back at GG Allin, GG is described

as “...kind of like Evan Dando.” And it makes

sense too. Anyhow the zine is out of the

Detroit area so if you see a copy and you

appreciate well-crafted absurdity be sure to

pick it up. (JC)

no price; no address

Inner Muscle # 5

Lots of pointless reviews. Lots of boring inter-

views. Lots of dumb boy attitude. This zine is

saved only by the boys reminiscing

about AC/DC back in the day. (LM)

six stamps Inner Muscle PO Box 868 1 Missoula,

Montana 59807

Insert Zine Name Here # 4

The abundance of short stories and morbid

poetry remind me of a bad middle school lit-

erary magazine. The articles are fairly juvenile

as well. Also contains a very brief but infor-

mative article on the Strike Hard policy of

China. (LM)

$ 2 for your very own IZNH 137 Black Brook Rd. So.

Easton, MA 02375

Knucle Sandwich #2

This is an incredible little comic/comedy thing. I find it rare to see real

humor that wasn’t lifted off another source (hey you fooled me?). It

has a punk, possible high school reflection edge to it. A short read

but you will show it to your friends. Send them your buck. (EA)

Knuckle Sandwich, CPU 1396 Grace Watson Hall, Rochester, NY 14623

Life Size Comix #1

Great freshman entry. Stephanie has a crude yet enjoyable writing

style that makes me smile. Four short stories that will make you

remember something form your past. Over thirty, half size pages that

are worth your time. We need to support these early issues of zines

so we can see more and more of them continue. (EA)

Stephanie Fickibohm 7800 litis Dr. #bl9 Des Moines, IA 50322\

It’s a nice thought, but it’s not really true, is it? There really isn't much in

here outside of a marginally interesting interview

with the people behind Teenbeat & Simple

Machines records. The author of the zine (the

one that’s doing this to meet new people) says

that he hopes the future issues of Gutless will

improve. So do I. (DS)

$1 + stamps; 3122 Harvard Rd. Royal Oak MI 48073

Help #3

I really got absorbed in this mainly because of

the editor’s attitude and views which seem to

be independent of labels or expectations of

someone from a particular clique. The inter-

views with Suppression Swing and Parades End

were generic and boring but the one with the

Hardware zine editors was a good read and the

reprint of an interview with Youth of Today from

1988 was a cool idea. Other bits include a rant

about the editor's local scene, root beer

reviews, letters, and reviews. The layout is nice-

looking and of a clean cut and paste style with

clear photos. A few of my friends from high

school were in the Damnation A.D. photo which

was weird; it reminds me that we’ve gone our

separate ways and that our lives only meet in

isolated incidences like this but anyway, that

has nothing to do with this zine. The editor obvi-

ously put a lot of effort and time into this and

it’s worth a measly dollar. (KB)

$1 Lance Wells 137 Tamarack #12 Henderson, NY 89015

Housebroken #3

A follow-the-formula music zine. Interviews with H20, By the Grace of God,

Propagandhi and the Resurgents, reviews, ads, band photos and an opinion

piece. The interviews didn’t keep my interest. (SM)

Chris Bazan, 349 West 8th St. Apt 4, Erie, PA 16502
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The Muckraker # 4

This zine is so emo that it reminded me of a Promise Ring song. It

can be slightly political, but only in the way that identifies problems,

rather than offering solutions. Another interesting thing about this

zine is that it gave me a sense of lethargic passiveness. I think that’s

damn good writing! (LM)

Price? ask David McMahon PO Box 1138 Notre Dame, IN 46556

The Muckraker - Issue Five - Landscape for an American

OK, we’ll start with a description: it’s a tiny (quarter-size) 56-page

zine bound with a rubber band. It contains nine stories that mostly

describe a trip through the southwest — a strange mixture of histori-

cal reflection, poetic images, and the routine occurrences of travel

and life. It sounds kind of high-concept, but it is very well done and

full of pleasant surprises — care was taken with the details. After

reading it I was left with the feeling that I’d spent some time in a

world very far from my own. (JC)

$1 ppd; 6019 A Idaho Street, Oakland, CA 94608

Mylxine #9

Never read this one, and they are at num-

ber nine. Impressive in that Mylxine steps

back and doesn’t look like it was made in

the nineties. Kinda cut and paste but you

can see computers helped. Most would

call it crappy production with the tools

used. I would call it, something that stood

out in the pre-programmed, pre-estab-

lished zine format. A great Calvin Johnson

thing (again is it really 1997?) and a Red

Aunts interview above par. The reviews are

tedious (as most are, like this one). Good,

but pricy. (EA)

$2 Mylxine 3039 English Oak, Pensacola, FL 32526

Mynd Toylet #69, #71 and #72

Well, I’m impressed. These thin zines are

packed full of writing, and while I didn’t

read all of it, what I read was above-aver-

age; especially the article in #72 about

the homeless of NYC living in tunnels

under Manhattan. Both zines are packed

with columns, cool reviews, interviews with

ska bands the Slackers (#71) and Step

Lively (#72) and pop band Weston (#69)

a fun reprinted Ann Landers quiz (#72),

and some (ugh) poetry. These zines have

an irreverent, fun attitude throughout them. They have no problem

using language and addressing subjects that many would find offen-

sive, without being ignorant. (SM)

PO Box 6132, L.I.C., NY 11106 $1.50

Newspeak Zine #1

A theme through this issue is that the “stupid pig-dog authorities” are

too blind to read anything in less than 10 pt. type, so of course all

through the zine the “regular” content is interspersed with a running

commentary on what it all really means, in tiny type. It turns out to

be a perfect vehicle for deadpan insanity. Some highlights include an

article on hamsters (giant ones... “chewing off the door handles to

your house in order to come in and eat your family!”), a tribute to the

Weekly World News (yes I know it’s been done, but he has a good

excuse: eyes), and record reviews (“RUMOR: Former Mysterians members

are planning to start a hardcore band where everyone dresses up like Boy

Scouts. The name? ‘Scout’s Honor.'”). This zine is good and you should

send for it. (JC)

Free but send a couple stamps; PO Box 254, Rye, NY 10580

No Talent #1

This is third zine in my pile that has made slurs toward the south, yet the

writer of this zine says they are open to anything, implying that they are

not judgmental. I think, however, that they are only open to degrade the

socially unacceptable south to proves just how RC. they are. Instead of

confronting their own prejudices, the author chooses to project them on

the southern scape goat. The south has its problems, but it is ridiculous to

pretend that other places and people don’t. (LM)

$ 1.50 No Talent PO Box 508 West Union, SC 29696

No Talent Comics #2

Very short read and rather immature. These might not be bad things, but

at a dollar and a stamp? I understand the point isn’t to be mature but I

find this uquivalent to hanging out in the boys lock-

er room for a few minutes: I laugh a little and feel

uncomfortable. I suggest you read this if you find a

copy, or go on it with a friend or two, potential.

(EA)

$1 and a stamp. No Talent PO Box 2536, Missoula, MT

59806

Noises from the Garage #5

Incredible, best music zine in months. This is right

up my alley. Interviews with the Problematics,

Teengenerate, Lazy Cowgirls, MOAM, plus more.

Great writing and little twists that at least break the

boring format, reviews in reverse alphabetical

order... He wasn’t drunk when he typed those up.

i

An A+ all the way. (EA)

No address, but it is form Texas and can be found through

larger distributors.

Number Two

Fucking goddamn. A while ago this guy called me

up to get the name and number of the plant that

pri.'.ts PR I gave it to him, as I do with most every-

one, and asked him to send me a copy. Well,

Number Two is that zine and it’s fucking incredible.

This actually two full-sized zines packed into a

paper bag. Everything about Number Two is good.

The writing is top notch, the design is top notch,

the bands chosen to interview are top notch, the articles are top notch. My

only complaint is that this guy isn’t writing for Punk Planet! (DS)

$2; PO Box 1764 NYC NY 10009

Off My Jammy #7

Leeeeeza comes at us with Off My Jammy. It has lots of phrases in

Espanol. Inside are tips for colds (mine being soak in dog urine), Spam,

and reviews. It is your basic lil’ zine by a girl named Lisa. (BC)

$1.00 Off My Jammy P.O. Box 440422 W.Somerville, MA. 02144

The Opinionated American - Fall 96, #1

Sounds like it’s gonna be really dry and heavy, a bunch of painful self-

absorbed pseudo-political crap, doesn’t it? Well it’s pretty fun actually. A

bit more opinion than most zines, but otherwise pretty much the usual



stuff. A real quick read though, with 16 airy half-size pages. The review

copy is marked “#3/200” but I won’t read too much into that... (JC)

2 stamps; T.OA, PO Box 15104, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406

Outpunk #6

This issue of the always outstanding Outpunk is far and away Matt's best

yet. It is a compilation/history of queercore zine writing. This is so good and

so Important (capital I) that it should be turned into a book so that it will

become the revolutionary reference work that it deserves to be. Easily one

of the most important projects of the 1990s (no fucking exaggeration). I

can t fucking tell you how amazing this is—you have to get it for yourself.

(DS)

$2; PO Box 170501 San Francisco CA 94117

buy this issue. A really good Nobodys interview. An interesting story

about the author’s first time with a hooker and a review of one of my
favorite books, “Hellfire” the Jerry Lee Lewis story (it is punk rock,

before punk rock). Get this one. (EA)

2 stamps for 36 pages. 148 E Roe Blvd, Patchogue, NY 1 1772

Rational Inquirer #7

It’s big, it's bulky, it’s the Rational Inquirer. This thing is packed with

interviews with bands ranging from Fugazi to 25 Ta Life to Pansy

Division, plus some good articles about putting out a zine and run-

ning a label. Worth picking up. (DS)

$2; 2050 W. 56 St. Ste 32-221 Hialeah FL 33016

Panacea #3

A very well put together lil’ zine. Its dark cover is kinda like the X-files

show. This zine gets distro world wide. Please put me in the thank you list

so I can be world-wide famous. My name is Brian Czarnik. I can’t wait to

make it big in Tokyo. Oh yeah, inside is an interview with Yankee Wuss,

some articles on stuff, reviews of music and lit-

erature, and a Q&A from a street performer.

Berry interesting. (BC)

$2.00 Panacea P.O. Box 123 Gaston, OR. 97119

Pocket Full of Chump Change # 3

This zine is done by a smart kid. All of the pho-

tos are half toned, and the content is just plain

witty. The biggest and best surprise.... the inter-

views (with New Bomb Turks, Mr. T Experience,

Sicko and the Bollweevils) are funny, an event

more rare than shitting roses! So get off your

ass and get this zine before the dream fades

away. (LM)

$ 2 (well worth it!) to PFCC 29 Mailloux Ter. Dracut, MA
01826

Psycho Moto #2?

This started off great with a piece on a docu-

mentary the editor is doing on women involved

in the scene and excerpts of interviews from the

film. Then there are 2 pages of cool little stories

from the editor’s past, a funny and informative

interview with H20, a plea to keep the NEA in

existence (an important issue that nobody

seems to care about), and a very entertaining

rants section. Unfortunately, then the reviews

section kicks in with some of the worst reviews

I’ve ever read (why bother?) and a prose/poetry/short stories section that I

could barely plow through. Then I started noticing the same silly questions

being asked to each of the bands interviewed (Sick of it All, Swingin’

Utters, and Lars from Rancid) for example, “If you were on Gilligan’s

Island, what character would you be?” The interviews are good if you

ignore the random retarded questions. The piece entitled “Motoism" was

unreadable - it seems deliberately written in a pretentious manner. Anyway,

R.E.E.L. #1

A messy but enthusiastic first effort. It’s got interviews with Still,

Cobalt 9, and Less than Jake, a buncha reviews, a couple of opin-

ions, some poetry and some stuff about Monopoly. I wasn’t too into

the zine, but I’m sure the kids who do it are, and that’s cool. (SM)
Kevin Frickoffski, 18 Elmwood Rd., Florham Park, NJ 07932 100% free

Restaurant Fuel #2

I got the premier issue of RF for review a few

issues back, and was really impressed with it.

I’m so fucking happy I got the new second

issue in my review batch, because it proves

me right. This is a great fucking zine. How

many times have I said it this issue, “smart

people make smart zines,” Tina and Jeff are

smart people—RF proves this. Articles and

interviews range from personal to punk rock

to just plain quirky. There’s a mini-zine called

“rack focus” bound into the center of RF and

it’s good too! Once these people get another

couple issues under their belt, and some

good distribution, Restaurant Fuel is going to

be an important zine in the scene. (DS)

$3; PO Box 803 Greenbelt MD 20768-0803

Rocket Fuel #1

A hardcore oriented zine with a really good J

Church interview and lots of cool writings about

being a parent. Also has listings and descrip-

tions of a lot of punk oriented web sites like

Victory, Lookout and 10 Things zine. (LM)

$ 1 Rocket Fuel do Daniel Reed PO Box 926 Normal

IL, 61761

S-854 #6

Whoa, talk about quirky. It’s difficult to give my opinion on this but

here are the contents: ints. with Ed Matus' Struggle, Swivel Stick,

Morning Again, and 108, a photo spread of a tattoo expo, a section

on recommended reading, photos, reviews, and a strange (what I

,
assume to be) thoughts from the editor section. This is definitely one

of the most bizarre writing styles I’ve encountered - quirky (as already

the first half of this kicks ass and the second half is mediocre but it looks

great and is definitely worth the effort to get for the good parts. (KB)

$1.50? Ethan Minsker 45 Avenue B #2 New York, NY 10009

Punk 101 Lesson #D
This is a little zine that has a lot packed into its pages. The small fonts are

annoying but get more b^and for the buck. Three things would make me

mentioned), at times make-you-gpffaw, at times incredibly irritating

(like in the Ed Matus’ Struggle and Swivel Stick interviews). Hm.

Otherwise this looks pretty good - clean layouts though by issue 6

they should have been able to figure out how to make photos clear

and nice-looking on newsprint. Also that including a price somewhere

obvious is a good idea. (KB)

$? PO Box 570213 Miami, FL 33257-0213

Punk
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Sanjam #4

I hate to say it but it was a bit difficult to get through this because the

English was pretty bad. I don’t know the editor’s reasons behind

writing in English rather than French (accessibility?) but unfortunately, it

detracts from the content. There are ints. with Queerfish, Undone, Day

After Records, Siren, and Ignite, opinion polls, a (poorly written, nicely

drawn) cartoon, an article on the Sumerians, and a reviews section where

band members review their own releases. A good effort and nice looking

though at times hard to read because of the crazy layouts. (KB)

6 francs Yann Dubois 9, Rue Des Mesanges 35650 Le Rheu France

Scumbag Tulip #3

A short read with a lot of filler (entire pages filled with like 4 reviews, spreads

with barely anything on them, that kind of thing). However, in between all the

filler, there is some really promising writing in a Cometbusian vein. Some

more practice and less filler and this guy may be pretty good. (DS)

$1 ; 37 Kuhinia St. Wailuku HI 96793

Sissy #5

At first I thought this was extremely juvenile and

stupid with its “Are you a Raver?" quiz and dumb

prank call to a food-phobias hotline but the last

two pieces in the zine, personal thoughts and

ideas, were really lucid and engaging. It would

be difficult to describe their content without

making them sound cheesy but they are simply

written and manage to loosely connect events

that are seemingly unrelated. The first one is

sort of about food and the second is about all

these different events that tie together. The 500

is worth it for those 2 stories alone. (KB)

50<I + 2 stamps 1 1 1 Dallas Ave. Newark, DE 1971

1

Skazzunk - Nov/Dec 96, #2

A neat little zine by a bunch of 13 year olds from

Philly. It’s actually better than a lot of zines so

don’t let the kids’ ages put you off, though once

in a while it provides a grin (“Please send us stuff

because if you don’t we’ll do something disgust-

ing on your front lawn.”). It has stories about

their bands, an interview with the ubiquitous

George Tabb, record, zine, and soda reviews,

“Stuff that I found in Canada and Seattle”, and

as they say, much much more. Go for it. (JC)

25 cents but send a couple stamps too; PO Box 474,

Gladwyne, PA 19035; QwadePunk@aol.com

Sleestak - Fall 96, #4

This is a tough one to do justice to. I’ll start with the cover: “Skateboarding,

Misfits, Warped Tour, Road Trips, Quick 66...”. I thought it was great but if

you’re one of those dead-serious PC-punk types you should keep walking.

Look at that list again. Notice “Misfits” and “Warped Tour”. Not check your

blood pressure and you’ll know whether you’ll like this. The best parts for

me were “things I learned from video games” (“#7. If you see food lying on

the ground, eat it.), and the fact that the word “Hesh” appears FOUR times.

Anyhow if you’re still reading you’re going to like this a lot. (JC)

$1 plus 2 stamps; 2027 Eastlake Ave. E. #306, Seattle, WA 98102

Slut #47

Hey cool I use to go out with slut #1,298 but that is another story. Some

indie web pages, an editorial (about walks), reviews, and where the word

“jerk” came from. This is a quick but nice read. For those of us punks who

can read that is. (BC)

$1.00 Ray Slut 41 Cornbury ct. Owings Mills, MD. 21117

Something for Nothing # 32

Here is the scenario... I’m reading along, kinda boring blah blah.... and

then WHAM! Right there on pg 15... It’s a Christian zine. OK, so its not

that surprising but its still unexpected. So if you like Christian punk or want

to see punk from a different point of view, then this could be something

you might want to check out. (LM)

1 stamp IdyUs Yak Brothel 516 Third St. NE Massillon, OH 44646

Sound Views #43

Come on, it’s Sound Views; you buy it, you read it, you like it. This issue

features interviews with carfoonist/illustrator Bob Fingerman, plus CR,

Distraught, Vitapup, and much more. As always, well written and well

esty. The editor bares to the world her obsession with one of her high school

teachers, and owns up to disturbing sexual dreams she’s had about people

she’s repulsed by. Ya gotta respect that. There’s plenty of other good stuff in

here, too. Well done, but next time — staple the spine, please. (SM)

15128 Bechard Ave., Nonvalk, CA 90650-6801 $1+2 stamps

Surprise Attack 1996 issue

I really like this guy’s attitude! He seems so full of energy and hope

and dedication. This is quite a change from the 1995 issue which

seemed to exude negativity. Like the 1995 issue though, the editor

prints submissions from people regardless of whether or not he agrees

with their opinions. Pretty decent casual interviews with Sepultura, the

editor of Refuge Fanzine, and Switch Style, an excellent reviews sec-

done. (DS)

$2; 96 Henry Street #5w Brooklyn, NY 1 1201-1713

Spectacle Magazine #4

Smart people make smart zines, it’s that simple.

Incredible interviews with spoken word artist

Wendy-O-Matik and a guy that hops trains.

Articulate articles on a huge number of political

and personal topics. Well written, well produced,

quality all the way through. (DS)

1919 Scott St. Little Rock, AR 72202

Sponge Monkey # 4

This is a fairly decent zine from Mississippi that is

choke full of local happenings and silly stuff. If your

from the area or want to know more about it, you

should definitely pick this up. (LM)

$ 1 Kelly E. 416 Jeff Davis St. Waveland, MS 39576

Subversion #2

A radical political zine with opinion pieces on

California’s proposition 187, Republicans, Jesus, anar-

chy, punk ads, the drug war and a third political party.

The essays are strongly opinionated but not backed up

with hard facts so I remain unconvinced that this guy

really knows what he’s talking about. Still, the theories

are interested. There are also beer reviews, zine and

record reviews and some comics. (SM)

PO Box 2881, Pullman, WA 99165-2881 $2

Summer of ‘42 #2

A fun nersonal zine with lots to read. The best part about this zine is it s hon-



tion, and plenty of clean looking photos. Some of the bands and peo-

ple he and his cohorts support seem kinda shady and most of the

columns were 1 or 2 paragraphs long (read: superficial and filled with

catch phrases and slogans) but there was quite a bit in here that

grabbed me. The “top 5 things that bands and clubs should do to

improve their shows” was hysterical (and true) and the letter from the

editor’s mother was great. I hope he sticks with the positive attitude

and the lack of gangsta lingo. (KB)

$2 US $5 world SA MOB Productions PO Box 1931 Erie, PA 16507-0931

Trouble Bound #5

First of all, I don’t know why this guy keeps mentioning space con-

straints because most of this zine is done in huge type with tons of

wasted empty space (and believe me, it’s not for design reasons). This

guy is a pretty bad interviewer and it’s doubly annoying when he cuts

off a good story with the unfounded space restraint excuse. The

reviews section is pretty lame and some of the info in the news section

is wrong (for example, the new Screeching Weasel LP is on Fat, not

Honest Don’s Hardly Used Records and the Descendents did not start

their US tour in December, they started in

September or October). Otherwise, the editor

just talks about his girlfriend and how he's

into so many different types of music. The

interviews are with the Scofflaws, Downset,

Bouncing Souls, the Mad Butchers, The

Pietasters, and members of Stubborn All-

Stars, The Slackers, and Skinnerbox in one

interview. Pass on this one. (KB)

free in Kansas City $2 elsewhere Phil Kellum 8334 Alden Rd.

Lenexa, KS 66215

True Tales and other Stuff #2

I will say a lot of folks in other zines tout that

this thing is genius and great. I think it is rather

dull and sloppy. I like cut and paste but this

thing is out to an extreme that makes it rather

obnoxious. A big let down for the hype. Often

funny for its inside jokes to the scene and peo-

ple you know in everyday life, but other times

falls flat on its face. The cover is great, Shirley

from “What’s Happening” almost makes it

worthwhile. See Rich’s Book of Letters review

because it is funny that the same person gave

me my favorite and least favorite of the month.

(EA)

1298 Comm. Ave #4 Allston, MA 02134

Under 18 #3

Man, this is thick as hell but a lot of it is filler like little games and stuff

like that. This is the ultimate zine reviewer’s nightmare: it has a crappy,

hard to read cut and paste layout (and I definitely am not biased against

cut and paste) with a bunch of pages fucked up, tons of typos, boring

interviews with people that you know aren't that boring, horrible, stupid

cartoons, and really bad writing coupled with superficial and juvenile

thought-processes. Not to mention that it took me 2 hours to squint at the

pages and plow through this whole thing. At least it was stapled (I only

shudder to think), Given the amount of material in this zine, I’m sure a lot

of time went into it but it still sucks. Sorry folks but the only item I even

remotely enjoyed was the unscramble the band names game and even

that seemed like a waste of my time after a while. (KB)

$2 1215 Ronan Ave. Wilmas, CA 90744

Vinnie and the Stardusters - Part 3

What this is is a pretty amusing small zine, mostly severely altered

Archie comics and a couple of pages of band anecdotes (“Upon

seeing Eric and John stage a mock fight at 7th Street Entry, a dis-

gruntled fan says, ‘I wish they’d get it over with and just hump.’”).

What it means is beyond me. Either I’m ignorant or this is some

sort of inside joke. Or both. Anyhow if you know what this is about

you will be amused, if not you’ll be amused and baffled. Or not. I

checked out their web site and there is more of the same there,

along with the zine itself (in multi-megabyte color no less!). (JC)

PO Box 6381, Minneapolis, MN 44506; http://twintone.com/prospective/dust.html

Vision On #11

Pretty standard punk rock mag outta England. Interviews with

Joykiller, The Vandals, Bouncing Souls and some others. (DS)

$1 or 2 IRC; 27 Springbank Croft Holmfirth W. Yorks HD7 1LW ENGLAND

: Up America #2

! intention of this zine is noble — to try and kick start a scene in the

editor's hick homeland. However, the content is

below passable. It’s got opinion pieces on peo-

ple who aren’t “punk” trying to look it, people

who aren’t skaters wearing skater shoes, a

'bunch of really bad poetry, and a ton of ads.

(SM)

PO Box 1662, Newport, NC 28570 one stamp

War Crime #4

Riddle me this: this zine has an article that

begins, “tired of lighting your squat with can-

dles? Why not try stealing electricity.” It has

another article that begins, “The mahogany

desk you had your eye on may have cost the

lives of indigenous people.” I’m all for boy-

cotts, and for grafting what you can from “the

system” but how the hell do you combine

mahogany desks with squatting? War Crime’s

answer? Not very well. (DS)

$2; PO Box 2741 Tucson AZ 85702

Woozy #15

An attractive little one-sheet zine, all folded

up. One side is a bunch of found photos of

people moving out of apartment. The other

side is a Dragster tour diary and a narrative of

a Reclaim the Streets action. The content,

while not outstanding, is enjoyable, and the

red and blue printing makes it fun to look at. (SM)

Choozy Distro, PO Box 4434, Melbourne University, Parkville 3052 Australia.

Zack Phillips In Your Face #1

Pity the fool whose face this Zack guy gets in ... they’ll get slammed

with the worst poetry a pen has ever committed to paper. Let’s exam-

ine a small sample of “Fuck this repetitive regret.” “N0!!/Fuck This,/No

more times,/No more Girls,/No more hopes,/No more aspirations,/Fuck

this”. Gawd, it’s just SO bad. What the hell was this guy thinking when

he decided to do a zine? (SM)

PO Box 788, Battle Ground, WA 98604 one stamp

I
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COMING SOON ON EROSION RECORDS

aie interested -

Contact - Mark (414) 7304018.

Photos and liner note submissions also being accepted.

compact disc $5 ppd

sevens $3 ppd

payable to - Mark Hillstrom

Qr-roslon P~eccM~ds

P.O. Box 701 Appleton, Wl 54912

ALJJGATOR GUN

INNER CITYSASQUATCH

“older soul asylum with a phaser

stones with a phaser in Green

compact disc.

VOODOO LOVE

VLM-eau Claire’s crank pop punk, i

AH - appleton’s metal hook rock?
;

full color chipboard sleeve! seven inch

ALIEN HARVEST

“total melodic metal."

-flipside.- compact disc.

uijw

few left.

A

THE SMART BOYS

eleven song studio

collection, compact disc

I
.

BEEKLER

rebel waltz frontman's solo full

length, compact disc.

limited-edition
gatefold LP

with lyrics ft band photos Cash, check or M.O. to

Spider Club Music
PO Box 95365

Seattle. WA 98145-2365
orders outside U.S. add $3

CD
with bonus tracks

$10
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tiqn wished plug, aaa, blue meahies P***® second full “up yqur ass-26 songs that have

AJ8, FALLING SICKNESS, SLAPSTICK, ORUCE
^N11TN FROM MICHIGAN’S NEVER BEEN RELEASED ON CO. INCLUDES

LEE SAND ANO 7 JAPMBEBMffiL ALL-AMERICAN 5RA-C0RE 6IAN1S. UNRELEASEO AND LIVE TRACKS.

FLineral OraHonB e / / e u e r ”
SECOND US RELEASED FULL
LENGTH FROM AMSTERDAM’S
MELODIC HARDCORE LEGENDS.

NOBODYS Diggsr V/A-HOPflESS SAMPLER
INCLUDES 6 UNRELEASED
TRACKS, 14 TRACKS IN ALL.

ALLING SICKNESS—*™

—

Powerbait”
SHORT SONGS..." PISS DRIVEN PUNK KHOTlfiUPpUNK FROM PA, DEBUT

ROCK PR00UCE0DV JOE QUEER. FULL LENGTH.

RECORDS
PO BOX 7495 VAN NUYS CA 91409

PRICES: CD $10 LP/CS $7 SAMPLER $4
AifWCB IS POSTAGE BHO, WNB6N ORDERS Pl£*SE AOO

WWW.HOPELESSRECORDS.COM

NEW 7 " VINYLFIRST ANO THE GIMME GIMMES-DIAM0ND-HRA2aNOBODY S-WELCOME TO THE SPRINGS. FUCK Y0U-HR618

NEW CD$9.LP$8 ON SLOWDIME #3 / DISCHORD #1 1 1 .5

ALSO FROM SLOWDIME... CAME BY TO KILL ME
#1 METAM ATI CS (SOLD. OUT)... 1 2"LP DISCHORD. #1 05.5 $8
#1 REGULATOR. WATTS MERCURY. EP DISCHORD.#! 07.5 $6
#4 REGULATOR. WATTS 2. SONG. 7" DISCHORD.#! 1 3.5 $3

(ABOVE PRICES include u.s. postage ) SLOWDIME PO . 8 0 X . 4 1 4 .AR LI N GTO N .VA . 222 1

0

CHECKS & MONEY ORDERS TO J.L. CARRERA : DISTRIBUTORS, CONTACT US DIRECT.. .JOHN WALL (301) 589.8615
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choke and others '

Giants Chi

‘Red and Clear'
Trntuma 7"

front Chicago-Featiires people
from Gauge

Sideshow
"Up Read Confusion tP/CD

Prices: US/Can/World
LPS $7/8/9

CDs $10/11/12

M3®\PWum

TO

|«m|STRAIGHT FM^ED
|||MMiTI-IE GRABBERS
““^^WHITE KAPS
drain bramaged jigsaw
IGNITE MIND DRIVER
409 THE CO-DEPENDENTS
CLEAN-X 4-GAZM
LONGFELLOW SAVE FERRIS
JEFFRIES F/VIM CLUB
CHANNEL SIX
MY SUPERHERO
SIX FEET DEEP
SUBURBAN RHYTH IN/I

LOW PRESSURE
POCKET LENT
TWEE EX-PRESIDENTS
LONE RASPBERRY
GROVER’S WEADACHE
SLIGHTLY STOOPID
turkey mallet

New traismissiMS fram Caiilllelil!

Broken Hearts are Blue

The Truth About Love LP/CD

The debut from this quartet

featuring former members of

Current and Ordanation of Aaron,

Sassy!

Mineral
February/M.D. 7"

T\vo brand new songs unavailable

anywhere else, in classic form.

Giants Chair
Purity and Control LP/CD
Giants Chair pulls through with

a brilliant second LP.

Christie Front Drive

LP/CD
The swansong from CFD?
They graced us with another

record before moving on.

Lucky us.



We can’t help it if we rule.
Surprised that we’d make such a brash statement? Well don’t be, because it’s true. Cocky? Yes. Lying? No. Okay, maybe we are stretching it aMs bit, but
we here at VERYMailorder & Distribution would like to think that we do a pretty good job. Apparently we’re not the only ones who hold ourselves
such high regard; check out this little tidbit we clipped the latest issue of Help fanzine:

USEL .Pfettfortfon-Thesc guys are definitely the big dogs when it comes to reliable mailorder service andmy bet Is ifyou’re looking for something. Very probably has it $1 (US) or $2 (world) will get you their
supposedly monthly catalog which is packed lull ofdescriptive reviews of ail the music they cany and
also features a rather large selection of ‘zines and T-shirts as well. Very definitely tops my list when it
comes to mailorder, and John and his fellow cohorts have received more than a few orders fh>m me over
the past few years. Ifyou’re planning on ordering some records or you’re ifyou’re looking for
something in particular, Very Distribution is probably where you should start. (P.0 Box 42586
Philadelphia, PA 19101)

V ’

Hey, were not claiming wert perfect, but as the saying goes: “To be the man, you’ve got to beat the man.” Well, you just can’t beat this, man:

S*“fP 'Compact discs, vinyl, cassettes, zines, clothing, videos, & more.

Labels

?

Prices

?

Service

?

Corporate

?

Catalog

?

What's the catch

?

Ammunition • Another Planet • An Monk Construction • Back Ta Basics • Blackout • Bloodlink • Bovine • BYO • Caufield •

Century Media • Conquer The World • Conversion • Crank • Crucial Response • Devastating Soundworks • Dischord • Dogh<
Dr. Strange • Ebullition • Edison Recordings • Equal Vision • Excursion • Ferret • Gain Ground • Gern Biandsten • Go Kart •

Good Life • Gravity • Great American Steak Religion • Harvest • Havoc • Hydra Head • IJT • Indecision • Initial • Jade Tree • Kill

Rock Stars • Life Force • Life Sentence • Lookout! • Lost & Found • Moo Cow • Motherbox • Mountain • Network Sound • New
Age • Polyvinyl • Prank • Relapse • Reservoir • Revelation • Rhetoric • Ringing Ear • Second Nature • Sound Pollution • Striving
For Togetherness • Temperance • Theologian • Too Damn Hype • Toybox • Troubleman • Trustkill • Uprising • Vermiform •

Victory • Watermark • Whirled • Wreck Age • and lots of other indie labels who don’t make us as much money as these folks do...

Cheap. Usually only about $8 - $12 for hill length cds, $6 - $8 for lps, $3.50 for 7”s, $12 for t-shirts. And that’s postpaid, bucko.

Well, were certainly not fucking Dominos Pizza, but your order will get there fast. No gratuity required, nor will any 17 year old
kids be killing themselves in an attempt to get your shit there on time, either. See, we’ve got a conscience. We’ve also got special
superfast priority mail options for you impatient, anal types, too. Again, the conscience thing.

Hell yeah! We 11 gladly accept Visa, Mastercard, & American Express. Hey, if you want to get yourself in debt, our bank account
certainly isn’t going to argue with you. Oh yeah, we’ll take checks & money orders, too.

Check out the masterpiece on the right. Here’s what’s inside of this baby:

80 newsprinted pages. Yes, 80 pages. Full descriptive reviews of all the

music we sell. Lots of pretty pictures. Everything divided into nice, neat

little sections. Some ads, lots of gossip, & plenty of attitude. It’s our catalog

& we’ll do whatever the hell we please. Tell me what distribution has a

a catalog like that. What’s that? No one? Yeah, that’s what I thought. No one.

We sold our souls to the devil & this is an ongoing plot to spread the

blasphemous gospel of the man himself through the impressionable

minds of the young, weak, & disillusioned. And you think I’m kidding.

So how do you get one for yourself? Just like Lance’s review says, send us $1 (US) or $2 (world) & we’ll

get you one right out. If you don’t wanna miss out on the next year’s worth of catalogs, then send us $3
(US), $9 (world) and you will receive our bi-monthly catalog for the next full year. Don’t be cheap and
not send the money, because we’ll be cheap right back at you, and not send you a catalog. We know
that kids who can t afford to send money for a catalog also can’t affdrd to order from the catalog, so

don’t even try it, understand? Or you can send us your best pictures of you as a teenage metalhead, &
well call it an even trade. Yes, were serious on that one, too. Send the goods to the address on the left.

Stores! Make us your one stop hardcore shop! Just fax us at (215) 426-9662 or drop us a postcard 8c
we’ll getcha one of our wholesale catalogs right out! We’ve got almost all your indie/punk/hardcore
needs at some of the best prices around. We specialize in stocking Mom & Pop indie stores!

p.O. bOX 42586
Philadelphia pa 19101-2586

usa.

Advertising evil. We win, you lose.



WVNONfl RIDERS- \l%V
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‘ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE"f

THE GO NUTS-

“ROBERT EARL HUGES"
7"

ALGO KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR NEUJ RELEASES FROM:

THE GROOVIE OHOUL1ES- ( RUNNING WITH BIGFOOT" 7
'), MR

T EXPERIENCE- ( BIO BLACK BUGS BLEED BLUE BLOOD

RE-ISSUE), AUNTIE CHRIST- (LP/CD), BLATZ/FILTH ( SHIT

SPILT AND MORE CD), BLACK FORK- ('BLACK FORK'

LP/CD), VARIOUS ARTISTS-(JOE QUEER PRESENTS:

MORE POUNCE TO THE OUNCE DOUBLE LP/DOUBLE CD) A

THE CRUMBS-

“THE CRUMBS" LP/CD

SQUIRTGUN-

“DNOTHER SUNNY AFTERNOON" LP/CD

NEW 1*W7
CATALOG
WITH NEW PRICES!m

OftTALOB

TO GET THE CATALOG,

SEND US A DOLLAR!

*AND WE NOW TAKE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

ON THE PHONE!

(510)883
-6^71

PANSY DIVISION-

‘DUEER TO THE CORF 7"

THE PARASITES-

“HANG UP" 7"

P.O.BOX 11374
BERKELEY, CA 94712*2374
www.lookoutrecords.com

Distributed by:

.1». MORDAM
$ ± RECORDS

THE CRIMINOLS-

“NEVER BEEN CAUGHT" LP/CDPINHEAD GUNPOWDER-

“COODBYE ELLSTON AVENUE" LP/CD

THEHFFIVES-

“AND A WHOLE LOTTO YOU" LP/CD

AUNTIE CHRIST-

“AUNTIE CHRIST"
7“

,thXR|M1NALS|
never been caught



Our very own Dan Sinker will be appearing at a zine fair held

at Cody's Books in Berkley, California on May 1 7th.

Dan will be lending his advice to the "A-Z of doing a zine,

from start-up to National Newsstand Distribution."

And of course, there will be a whole bunch of other zine editors

there talking about making zines and probably trying to sell a few.

So if you're in the neighborhood, come on down and say hey.

Cody's is located at:

2454 Telegraph Ave. Berkley, CA 94704

Questions? Give 'em a call at: 510-845-7852

See Ya there!

PP5 interviews with Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, and the Queers. An article on the MC5.

Plus all the fun that you've come to expect from Punk Planet: columns, reviews, DIY &

MORE!!! 80 pages.

PP7 LIMITED QUANTITIES the one year anniversary issue. Interviews with Man

or Astroman, Kerosene 454, & Rudy Vanderlans. An article on the NEA & an article on

Pirate Video. Columns, reviews, & more more more!! 96 pgs

PP8 interviews with Red Aunts, Aus Rotten, Fabric, and The Smears. The contro-

versial article on Punk Publishing. Plus comics, columns, DIY, and much much much

more. 104 pgs.

PP10 Interviews with Weston, Chisel, and Braid. An article on Spoken Word and

another on Bob Dole. DIY files on how to buy a guitar. Plus fiction, columns, reviews,

and everything else you love! Also, it looks really really good. 1 12 pgs

PP11 Interviews with Texas is the Reason, Naked Aggression, John Cougar

Concentration Camp, and Christie Front Drive. Article on Community based money.

Part 2 of the how to buy a guitar DIY file. Plus fiction, columns, and everything else

you love love love! 104 pgs

PP12 Interviews with Cub, Squirtgun, and Aaron Cometbus. Articles on UFOs, Punk

Film, and The Telecommunications Act. DIY on how to get ready for a tour. Plus fic-

tion, columns, and everything else you love love love! 104 pgs

Subscriptions to Punk Planet are available courtesy

of our good friends over at Vital Music Mailorder.

Think about it, you don't have to move a muscle to

get PP to your house every other month. Whoo hoo!

Subscriptions are for one full year

USA first class $18

Canada & Mexico Airmail $18
Overseas surface mail $18

Europe & UK airmail $30

Elsewhere airmail $36
Send check (US subscriptions only) or money order

made out to Vital Music Mailorder (not

Punk Planet) or well concealed cash to:

Vital Music Mailorder

PO Box 210 NYC NY

10276-0210
All issues are sent safely and discreetly in a

plain manila envelope

PP13 Interviews with Adrian Tomine, Lifetime, Jon Moritsugu, and Sinkhole. An

incredible article about voting in the US. DIY on how to change car oil. Plus fiction,

-columns, and everything o lso you want like you want me! 1 1 2 pgs

PPM Interviews with Research's V. Vale, Delta 72, Promise Ring, The Strike,

and Factsheet 5's R. Seth Friedman. Fascinating article about punk & multination-

al capitalism. DIY on buying a van. Recepies, reviews, columns and all that other

stuff you love! 120pgs

PP15 Some people are calling this the "political" issue, which totally discounts

all the other political articles we've printed. However, this issue does have politics

in spades, as it features 20 pages (in three color!) on the Democratic & Republican

conventions. It also has interviews with Sarah Dyer from Action Girl Comics, Rhythm

Collision, Chamberlain, and cheesecake as well as DIY, columns, and all that other

stuff you can't get enough of! 1 20 pgs

PPM Interviews with Sarah Jacobson (who as a result of this interview now writes

our underground film review section), Damnation AD, The Dismemberment Plan,

and Pat West of Change Zine. A fantastic article on Culture Jamming, as well as an

article about the 1 996-97 NBA season (yowza is right). The DIY files is a massive

artilce about distributing your zine. Plus, the PP staff picks the best releases of

1 996. Guess what? There's all the other stuff you like about PP in here! 1 20 pgs

PP17 If you don't already have this issue, you should. This issue features "All

Punk Cons" the best critique of modern punk ever put to paper; before you go

screaming about 'sellouts', make sure you've read the article. Interviews with The

Descendents, Dan O'Mahoney, Snapcase, Rye Coalition, and Pain. An article on liv-

ing with the possiblity of breast cancer. DIY on scanning, and of course much much

much more. 136 pgs.

Get 'em from us! They're $2.00 each

Punk Planet PO Box 464 Chicago II 60690

I




